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Foreword

by l{en Liaingstone MP

f)aul and Corinna have been friends of mine for over 13 years.
I When they asked me to contribute a foreword to their
biography of Gerry Healy f was delighted. At a time when
political memories are growing increasingly short, it is good that
the effort has been made to record the life of Gerry Healy, a

revolutionary Marxist who had a massive impact on the working
class socialist movement, in Britain and internationally.

The fashionable obsession with the "end of history" is no more
than a disguise for jettisoning valuable corrmon experiences and
major contributions made by revolutionaries such as Gerry Healy.
Naturally this suits those who would like to bury for ever the
memory of his unique concept of political work.

I first met Gerry Healy in 1981, shordy after I became Leader
of the Greater London Council and was immediately captivated
by his vivid recollection of events and personalities on the left. He
had recognised the changed political climate which enabled
Labour to take control of County Hall, and that we were using the
immense resources of the Greater London Council to support
those struggling for jobs and otrher rights.

Gerry Healy saw that it was possible to use the GLC as a

rallyurg fortress for Londoners who were opposed to Thatcher's
hard-line monetarism. Contrary to the image spread by his
opponents, I was impressed by the non-sectarian approach that
the Nars Line took on the reforms the GLC introduced. Neus
Line's coverage was thorough and objective throughout our
struggles. Given we \rere under siege by the Fleet Street press, it
was a relief to pick up the WRP's paper in the morning! The
GLC's public relations department usually put the News Line
articles on the front page of the daily press cutrings bundle.

The first discussion I had with Gerry Healy made 
^ 

grettimpact
on me. Coming from a party where long tenn thinking is uzually
defined by the next opinion poll, I was challenged by the broad
sweep of his knowledge and the freshness of his approach. He
knew how to operate in the political present through his
understanding of the movement of economic and social forces.
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_ 
Although we were in totally different political organisations,

Gerry Healy always tried to find a point of connection with the
world in which I moved. He did this because he wanted to find
ways of working with the left in the Labour p"rry on common
issues and principles. But he never laid down conditions. He
accepted that there were fundamental differences between us, but
they should not prevenr us from collaborating against the Tories.
It was a refreshing change from the world of intrigues and back-
stabbing politics of the Labour P.trF. That is why I felt h.ppy
about speaking at Nans Line rallies, even though I came undii a
lot of fire from those like Dennis Healey within my own parry.

_ 
During the 1982 Braeli invasion of Lebanon, Gerqz Healy and

the Nezas Line worked with a group of us in the Labour party to
end Labour's silence on the repression of the Palestinian people.
In the aftermath of the slaughter of Palestinians in the Sabra and
Shattila camps, we succeeded in winning the recognition of the
Palestine Liberation organisation as the soli legitimate
representatives of the Palestinian People by the Labour prrty
Conference of 1982.

_G9rry Healy and I both endured grear upheavals during the
1985-1986 period with the Tories abolishing the GLC and the
wRP torn apart by a major split. we lost touch for a time, but
renewed contact a few years before he died because of his work in
the USSR. I was hrppy but not sulprised to discover that we had
reached similar conclusions about the dramatic changes in the
Soviet L]nion during 1987-1989. our last meeting in thi surrmer
of 1989 was devoted to a long conversation abouithe significance
of perestroika and glasnost. we both knew that the .rr*ts in the
Soviet Union would change the lives of everyone in the world, and
especially those involved in socialist politics.

The other area we had a close understanding about was the role
of the secret services in Britain. We knew that joint campaigning
benveen genuine Marxists and socialists in the Labo"r part! *"I
viewed as a dangerous threat by the intelligence services. rn
particular, contacts berween us and national liberation movemenB
such as the Palestinians drew even more attention from the British
state.

My own research and experiences have strengthened, not
weakened, my conviction that MI5 considers even the smallest left
organisation worthy of close surveillance and disruption. Given
the pivotal role of Healy in maintaining contact with Yasser
Arafat's HQ through the WRP's use of the latest technology, MI5
clearly felt that they had to stop the growing influence of ttre
WRP. I have never changed my belief that the split in the WRP
during 1985 was the work of MI5 agents.

It was a privilege to have worked with Gerry H.dy. I know this
book will give those who did not know him an opportunity to
understand his contribution to the working class revolutionary
movement.

- Ken Livingstone
March L994
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(ar:rY Healy was an outstanding leader in the British working
tr*rclass and the international communist movement. Hii
political work encompassed the entire period from the
revolutionary 1920s to the destruction of Stalinism in the 19g0s.
He joined the communist Prrry in 1928 aged 14 while uaining as
a ship's radio operator. fu a young seaman he travelled round-the
ports of Europe, working with other communists. One of his tasks
was to c rry messages for the west Bureau of the communist
International to Germany before and after the Nazis came to
power.

_ 
During 1936, the Spanish civil war became the burning issue in

the international working class movement. In the fight against
Franco's fascism, the Soviet L/nion and the communist parties
throughout the world were seen as the main supporters of the
Republican cause. Healy, almost by acciderrt, dir"overed that
Shs: we.re not as they appeared. Information he spotted in the
Lloy{'s Shipping Register led him to ask his own p.rry leaders a

:,*pl_" question: why hd 1 soviet oil tanker on its way to help
Republican Spain stopped offin Genoa, in Italy, to unload haHi;
cargo at a time when Mussolini's bombers were pounding the
anti-Franco forces? His persistent demand for an answer was
countered !y th. accusation that Healy was clearly a "Trotskyist',.
He refused to back down and was expelled from the pairy -
without ever having read a word of Trotsky!

A year later Healy did join the Trotskyist movement and by the
end of the l94os yT it" undisputed leader in Britain. tte gained
an intimate knowledge of the British working class and its-trade
unions during and after world war II from his work in the
engineering, building and aircraft industries.

Introduction

"The history of the Troskyist movement in Briain was not made by
the individual 'Healy', but by thousands of participans throughout
the 50 years. It was they who politically made 'Healy', and the history
of that half a century belongs to them, much more so than 'Flealy'."l

INTRODUCTION

In 1953 he became the secretary of the international Trotskyist
movement. Healy distinguished himself by taking seriously Leon
Trotsky's struggle, particularly io the years before the Russian
revolutionary's assassination, for Marxist theory. Trotsky insisted
that dialectical training of the mind was as necessary to a

revolutionary fighter as finger exercises to a pianist.2 Hedy used

this advice to make the training of a parry cadre in Manrist theory
and practice the centre of all the work he did. He combined in a

unique way intensely active revolutionary practice with the
development of Manrist dialectics.

In the last four decades of his life, Healy led the Socialist
Labour League and later the Workers Revolutionary Parry, which
had a significant influence on the British and international
working class movement. He played a decisive role in preventing
the liquidation of the Fourth International's sections into Stalinist
and reformist organisations.

Healy never worked as an individual. IIe was 
^ 

p^rty man first
and last. Unlike the Stalinists, who turned the party into an
administrative, centralist shell with a reactionary content, Healy
based his political work on Lenin's concept of the party as

simultaneously democratic and centralist.
What made Healy unique was that he saw Marxism as an active

weapon for workers organised in a Leninist parry. This set him
apart from the university academics and dilettantes. His insistence
on t}re decisive role of the working class and the revolutionary
party earned him the undyrng hatred of the capitalist state and
especially the English middle class. While he learned to expect
witch-hunts and slanders, they were painful to him nonetheless.
Only his contempt for the originators of these attacks helped him
to cope with the smears. On the other hand, it was a source of
some pride to him that he never discovered a favourable article
about himself in the bourgeois press anywhere!

The Workers Revolutionary P"tty in Britain, under Healy's
leadership, became the foremost Trotskyist party in the world,
with its own daily newspaper. How the WRP and the
lnternational Committee of the Fourth International were split in
the autumn of 1985 is outlined later in this book. The explosion in
the party and the International was analysed by Healy from the
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standpoint of the challenge of developing leadership under
changing historical conditions. He understood that under the
Thatcher regime, the wRP became a prime target for state
penetration. In the summer of 1985, when it emerged that the
party's finances had been systematically sabotaged and accounts
falsified, Healy insisted on getting to the bottom of the crisis. He
wanted to expose the operations of the British state.

The conrmlsions in the wRP affected Healy deeply, but because
he had spent his lifetime in sharp political battles, he was able to
weather the crisis. Despite his age and poor health, Healy found
the strength and the audacity to initiate completely new areas of
work, which included founding the Mamist Party.

As early as 1986 he understood that the changes under way in
the USSR were revolutionary in essence. He believed that
totskyists not only had to welcome the break-up of stalinism,
but also had to grasp the oppornrnities that presented themselves.
In the last four years of his life Healy made four visits to the
Soviet LInion. He lecnrred on materialist dialectics in Moscow and
discussed tirelessly the historic necessity of restoring Trotsky to
his rightful place in Soviet history. His discussions with historians,
political economists and philosophers led to the organisin g of e
symposium aimed at establishirg the truth of the history of the
USSR. This was held in England four months after his death.

FIe travelled to Greece nine times and on seven occasions to
Spain berreen 1986 and 1989, held week-long courses in Marxist
dialectics and took part in numerous political activities.

One of the authors, CorinnaLotz, was Healy's secretary and
personal assistant for the last four years of his life. When he died it
became obvious that future generations would need to know that
such a person had lived. Therefore, in 1990 she proposed to the
other members of the International Committee of the Fourth
International to write a biography. The committee, of which
Corin and Vanessa Redgrave were leading members, unanimously
agreed, and much of that year was spenr putting in order Healyb
documents, books and newspapers. But in November, the same
committee suddenly endorsed unconstitutional action initiated by
the Redgraves to suspend and then expel corinna Lotz. She was
locked out of the house where the archives, as well as many

personal notes, were kept. Some senior parry members, as well as

many prominent figures in the labour movement, rejected the
action as "a flagrant violation of the democratic traditions and
procedures of the labour movement".3

Writing this book became more difficult and more urgent as a
result of these events. Documentation, books, newspapers and
notes accumulated by Healy were kept in his office. Much of 1990
\4ras spent in ordering archives in preparation for the writing of the
biography. In November that year, the first action of the witch-
hunters was to lock Corinna Lotz out of the house where the
archives, as well as many personal notes and materials, were kept.

The rapid political degeneration and sharp swing to the right of
those who organised the witch-hunt is a story for another
occasion. Sufficient to say that at the time of writing they are
backing Boris Yeltsin, the International Monetary Fund's man in
Moscow, having supported his destruction of the Russian
parliament. They have abandoned revolutionary politics in favour
of "peace and democrtaT" and humanitarian protest activities.

This book is not intended as an exhaustive political biography. It
is hoped that it will, however, provide an historical outline of
Gerry Healy's 6l years in the revolutionary movement, bring him
to life for those who did not know him at first hand and stimulate
debate about the way forward for the working class
movement.The Communist League has since its foundation in
1991 fought for the continuity of Gerry Healy's legacy, both in
Britain and internationally. We hope this book will inspire a new
generation to join the revolutionary movement.

- CorinntLotz
Paul Feldman

April 1994
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Authors'note

This book is divided into two parts, which cover the
whole of Gerry Healy's life. The first part is a

personal account of the last four and a half years of
his life, when the author was his political secretary

and close collaborator. The second part outlines
Healy's work in the revolutionary movement from
his arrival in England in 1928 up until 1985.

PART I
1985-1989

by Corinna Lotz



CHAPTER 1

Three months underground

Jn the autunur of 1985 open warfare broke out inside Britain's
Ibiggest Marxist organisation, the Workers Revolutionary Party.
'fhese were the months following the epic miners' srike against
pit closures. The year-long conflict, marked by a brutal state

lttack on the miners' union, produced a completely new political
clirnate .

Gerry Healy was the most prominent figure in the WRP. I had
known him from a distance over many years, first as a student and

lutcr as a party professional. His long history of leadership of the
'l'rotskyist movement earned him enormous respect from
rrrernbers like myself. The first time I saw him was n t967 at a

Socialist Labour League public meeting in central London. Those
who heard him speak \rere often struck by his aPPearance. He was

short, stockily built, with a broad torso and large head. His close-
cropped hair and prize-fighter's face gave him a pugnacious look.
I Ic was a consummate public speaker. Holding small cards in one
hund which contained the briefest of notes, he would appeal to his

rudience in a direct, intimate way. Never demagogic or flowery
lris oratory skills included irony and wit. He would always address

thc most immediate political issues of the day.
't'he audience saw e powerful frgure in a dark blue suit and a

white or light-blue shirt with a wide tie. He wore braces instead of
u lrclt. On a \parrn day he would take off his jacket, roll up his

rtccves and loosen his collar. Modulating his voice carefully
tlrroughout each speech, Gerry Healy always started in a barely
cutlible tone, which served the purpose of seftling the audience
rlown. He would develop his speech in a forceful manner'
Iruwcver. Even the most unruly working class teenagers generally
lirtcncd with close attention when he spoke at Young Socialist



events. If they did not want to listen, he would ask them to leave.

This usually worked wonders.
When I first joined the Trotslgott movement 20 years earlier,

neither of us could have imagined we would end uP as close

collaborators. There was a huge gap benveen us. It consisted of
age, political experience and social origin. We had little in
common except a shared political and philosophical outlook.

Although we worked in the same Clapham offices of the
Workers Revolutionary Part/, I did not sit on the leading
committees with him. Every so often, however, he would take

time out for brief talks with me. These became more frequent
over that summer as the crisis in the parry developed. At the time,
f was a computer typesetter and occasional writer for the party's
daily newspaper, Nnls Line. My other tasls included dealing with
the postal circulation of the paper and managing the brry catering
departrnent, which offered cooked lunches for more than 60 party
workers in Clapham.

Tuesday, October 1, 1985 is a day I will never forget. It changed

my life for ever. I had iust rehrrned from holiday and been to see

Gerry at his fl at in Clapham High Street during my lunch hour.
He had not been to the offrces for a number of weels because of
serious heart problems. After a short conversation with him, I
began to make my way back to the offrces in Clapham Old Town,
when I was accosted by Mike Banda, the general secretary of the

WRP and Paul Jennings, editor of the News Line. These rwo
senior party leaders, both of whom I had respected and trusted
until tlrat moment, marched me back to the Nants Line premises -
a ten-minute walk from the High Street. They hardly spoke.
When I asked what was going on, Banda snarled: "You are not
asking the questions, we are." When we arrived at the Party
headquarters, I was taken to a small room, just out of earshot of
the main offices and warehouse. There I was subiected to a violent
beating by Banda, with Jennings blocking the door so I could not
escape.

I do not remember fear and pain, so much as disbelief that this
was actually happening. I was simply .amazed that rwo people
whom I had considered as party comrades until that moment,
could actually be doing such things. When they decided to stop

THREE MONTHS UNDERGROUND

beating me, finding that their demand for some kind of
"confession" had brought no results, I went downstairs to the
editorial room. By now I was in a state of shock. Half an hour
later, I was summoned to what was described as a "Political
Committee" meeting.Many regular members were absent and it
became clear that some people were obviously present only to
intimidate. It was a highly irregular meeting.

Banda continued to heap abuse on me. Corin Redgrave was the
only person present to challenge the proceedings, accusing
Jennings of "English hypocrisy". Redgrave stated that the attack
on me was actually targeted at Gerry Healy. It was a relief that
someone had at last spoken the truth. I was asked to leave and a
vote was then taken to exclude Gerry from the party's premises.

Though it was a shocking experience, I at last began to
understand more clearly the reasons behind t.he constant sniping
and political hostility that had produced such unbearable tension
at the parry headquarters during the summer and early autunn.

I remained in the editorial room until the end of that day.
Redgrave came in at one point and quietly arranged for me to
meet him later, which I did, and he took me to see Gerry. It was
agreed that I should not return to the parry offrces unless I
received an apology. At home the following day, I ryped out
details of the physical and mental violence meted out to me by
Banda and Jennings, and sent a copy to the Political Committee.
fu I was brry doing this, an unsigned note \ras hand-delivered to
my flat in west London. Unlike the professionally produced
material that usually came from parrf committees, this was poorly
typed. The slipshod document accused me of "leaving the party
premises under false pretences, hrg to the security guard and
editor and making an unauthorised visit to Comrade Healy's flat
in working hours".

Redgrave had been appointed to lead a special committee
formed inJuly to investigate the massive debts owed by the \ IRP,
which were sprung on the parry in the summer. The morning
after I was beaten, he held a crucial meeting at the parry's offices
with Henry Hyatt, who was working for the WRP's accountants, a
firm called Richard Moss & Co. Also present was Dorothy
Gibson. She had been suspended during the summer from her

GERRY HEALY



position in charge of the finance department. Despite this, that
Sanrrday a letter arrived at the party's offrces which revealed that
the accountants had talked to Gibson about selling Partf assets to
help meet its debts. These discussions were completely
unauthorised.

Redgrave soon completed a document under Gerry's guidance,
which gave chapter and verse of the way in which a group of five
party workers had systematically sabotaged the WRP's finances

over a period of years. It presented a picnrre of forged documents,
illegal mortgages and illicit property sales and a cover-up of the
developing crisis.l

On Sunday, October 6, Gerry wrote a letter to Banda. He
rejected Banda's allegation that any "agreement" about meeting
party members had been breached. G.tt, demanded the right to
enter the parry premises. I reported Banda's assault on me to the
police, but discovered they would not bring charges because they
were not called to the incident immediately. A lawyer advised me

to take out proceedings for assault at the local court in Battersea. I
spent a long time in the casualty unit at Westminster hospital,
having X-rays. Although no longer working at the partf ofhces, I
was in constant touch with Gerry and Redgrave. It was arranged
that I should meet Gerry and drive to the West End to the
Queen's Theatre in Shaftesbury Avenue. Vanessa Redgrave was

then acting in Chekhov's Tbe Seagull. Waiting in her dressing
room between acts in an elaborate Edwardian costume, she

embraced me warmly as we entered.

Twenty-four hours after Redgrave completed his damning report,
Banda walked out of the party centre and the next day forcibly
closed down the daily News Line, the party's proudest
achievement. A1l kinds of strange people, many of them not
members, appeared at the party's printing plant in Runcorn and in
London. They were brought in to quell any resistance to Banda's

unconstitutional decision. The paper \ras shut down on Thursday,
October 10 in the teeth of determined opposition on the part of a
section of production and distribution staff. In London' party
workers were already preparing one of the seven-and-a-half-ton
Ford Cargo lorries for the 450-mile round trip to Runcorn.

THREE MONTHS UNDERGROUND

The driver of the lorry later gave this account of what happened
on that fateful day:

When I arrived at the Old Town at lunch-time there was a lot of
tension in the party canteen, where I normally had my lunch
before leaving. I had no idea why there was such a strained
atrnosphere. No one was speaking. Unknown to me, there had

been heated phone calls between London and the members in the

production department in Runcorn, all of whom, except Frank
Sweeney and perhaps one other had refused to carry out their
normal production duties.

After I had my lunch I went to the truck for pre-journey checls.

I found that the truck had a flat battery. The lighs had been left
on deliberately. I went back to the canteen, and spoke to Phil
Penn, the party's motor mechanic, and told him I couldn't start

the truck. Could he help with a jo-p start or new battery? He told
me to get lost. So I did it by myself, and it took an hour longer to
get away. Over years of driving I knew the cmcial importance of
timing in producing and despatching the paper.

My co-driver and I tried to make the time up during the journey

to Runcorn which took nearly five hours. When we arrived, we

parked the truck in the warehouse as uzual, next to the printing
press. The Runcorn works belonging to the WRP consisted of
two sizeable industrial units on the new Asunoor industrial estate,

covering an area nearly the size of a football pitch. There were

two Hunter Linotype presses capable of producing up to 60,000

papers an hour. There were machines for binding, folding,
collating, computer typesetting, page make-up and platemaking.
There was a well-equipped canteen for the staff. All of this was

watched over by closed circuit television seanrity cameras.

We would always find out on our arrival what stage had been

reached in the production process and whether we could be of
assistance. The dozen or so members there would normally be

very busy. But to our surprise, we discovered most of the party
workers were sitting around, refusing to work on the paper. My
co-driver talked to them all, asking them what was happening and

why they were not working. They said: "We are obeying an

instmction from Mike Banda not to work on the paper." I accused

GERRY HEALY
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them of sabotage, and said they should raise any differences they

had on the appropriate committees. "You can't just strike," I
protested. Frank Sweeney and one or two others were still
working, but Lorenzo Wilson and Martin Beveridge were talking

amongst themselves, laughing and chatting. We appealed to them

over and over again to put their mbjective feelings behind them

and print the paper, and I offered to take them in the truck to
London so they could make their complaints at the Central

Committee on Sanrrday. They all laughed when I said that. I
asked them what reason Banda had given for stopping the paper

since he alone did not have such authority.

Wilson and Beveridge said that they were striking against

Healy, whom they accused of "misconduct". At first we listened to

what they had to saR because it came as a complete sulprise, but

soon realised that it was a venting of subjective hatred for what

Gerry represented politically. It was obvious they felt very
confident the paper would not be produced. But thanks to the

efforts of Frank Sweeney, his wife Dolores and Dave Oadey, the

paper was set and printed.

fu the night wore on, the "strikers" greu' tense as it became

clear the paper would actually be produced. Unknown to us, they

phoned Mike Banda's brother TonR who'lived in Runcorn. We

discovered he had been out mustering hostile forces and they

arrived iust as we were loading the paper on the truclq many of
them I didn't recognise at all. Banda was completely enraged and

almost out of control. He shouted orders to lock the gates to keep

the truck in and throw the papers offthe truck.

It was very bizane, because we were throwing the bundles on as

they were throwing them off. Banda was tearing at the packs,

trylnB to destroy them, while his mob were kicking them around.

They succeeded in cutting open some of t}e bundles. It was clear

they wanted a confrontation. We were faced with fighdng other

party members, and we decided this was the wrong thirg to do.

The whole situation was most confusing and it was not clear what

lay behind all the aggression.

I tried to talk to Banda. I said: "If you don't open the gates and

let the truck out I shall drive straight through the gates whether

they are open or shut. My co-driver and I will go with what papers

THREE MONTHS UNDERGROUND

are Ieft." I asked Sweeney, his wife and Oadey if they wanted to
come with us. They agreed they would leave the printshop and go
home to avoid any further provocations and Sweeney would
inform Sheila Torrance in London. We salvaged some remaining
papers and loaded them into the tmck. Meanwhile, Banda was

shouting and swearing, working the others into a frenzy. We got
on the truck. I said to them: "Open up the gares and let us leave

with the tmck. You've destroyed most of the papers." There was

shouting and abuse, but they opened up the gate and we left.
It was a shocking experience to see Banda, a man I had always

known and respected as a serious revolutionary fighter, completely
dedicated to the production of the Nnls Line and is predecessors,

destroying the very paper he had helped to build. We often had
long political discussions when he travelled up and down with us
to London and I saw him as rhe parry's backbone in the north
west of England. He had worked with Gerry Healy from the very
early days and was well versed in the history and theory of the
movement. That night he had thrown all those years of training
aside. What predominated was a subjective hatred of Gerry Healy.
This seemed to be the only thing the modey crew at Runcorn had

in common.
On the way back we stopped at our uzual meeting poins where

we would normally deliver the paper to comrades from the
Midlands and other areas and told them what had happened. We
gave them just a few papers at each stop, and what we had left we
took back to Clapham. There were no papers to put on the trains
at the London stations to send elsewhere.

The events in Runcorn added to concern over Gerry's physical
safety. The psychological stress of seeing everything he had spent
decades building up subjected to an orchesuated attack placed a

great suain on him. Political comrades with whom he had worked
for years had suddenly become bitter enemies. I assumed some of
the responsibility for driving and helping Gerry. We spent many
days out of the city, only returning in the evening to await more
news about the situation inside the party.

One day we went for a trip on one of the pleasure boats that
take sightseers up the river Thames to Greenwich. we ate lunch



in a srnall pub, then cruised down the river to the Thames barrier,
built by the Greater London Council. Gerry was fascinated by the
details of the barrier's construction and how it functioned. A
former docker working on the boat provided a running
cornmentary to the few passengers who had braved the cold
weather. He gave an atnusing short history of the decline of
London's docklands and the rise of the building speculation fever
of the Thatcherite 1980s.

The old docker was acutely aware of the qrrnbolic meaning of
each stretch of the river and how it mirrored the history of
England, from the Elizabethan monarchy right through to the
present. He had nothing but contempt for the property dealers
and their ugly, speculative buildings. We were treated to the sight
of a seal * than[<s, it was said, to the improved water quality of the
Tharnes following the closure of so much industry in London.

The panorama of industrial wasteland, and the conversion of
London's imperial power into flimsy flats for the new rich, the
yuppies who had grown wealthy on inflated share prices and
properry speculation, was quite a spectacle. It was the visual
embodirnent of what had happened to Britain during the Thatcher
years. These changes were, in fact, the background to what had
taken place inside the WRP. It was bitterly cold that auhrmn, but
the challenge of facing the sharp wind helped to take our minds
off the harshness of the political conflict inside the party.

There was little that was routine in our movements. The threat
of a physical attack was uppernost in our minds. G"try asked to
be driven to the south coast. These trips brought back memories
for him as we took our torruous route through south London. He
had been a member of the Streatham Labour Party and had
worked at Croydon airport during the war, making aircraft pafts
for Handley Page. Later, as we got to know each other better, he

would sometimes talk about trade unionists and Labour Party
members he had known. We would drive to places like Brighton,
Rottingdean, Peacehaven and Seaford, following the coast to
Eastbourne. Gerry's favourite spot was high up on the top of the
cliffs on Beachy Head. He liked the grassy slopes with the broad
sweeping view, overlooking both the Channel and coastal towns.
There was always a wild wind blowing. I have a strong image in
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my mind of him walking across the thick carpet of grass, and
suddenly but carefully sitting down on it. I had never seen him
using ,nythirg but a chair or a bench, and I was very surprised.
He had previously seemed so formal and deliberate in his
movements and concerned with all the problems of the party that
a casual act like that suddenly told me he also wanted to enjoy the
ordinary small pleasures of life.

Traffrc jams disturbed Gerry because of the sensation that he
had lost conuol over what was happening. "Caught like rats in a

trap," was an expression he sometimes used as he grew irritable.
Occasionally he would say plaintively: "Where are we?'
Sometimes he would apologise for remaining silent, as though it
were something to reproach him for. He seemed to be turning
over things in his mind. He would often put the fingertips of both
hands together and look at them, or lift his right forefinger,
stabbing at the air, as though engaged in polemic witrh an invisible
opponent. We would come back to London in the evening, to
wait for more news about the situation in the party.

Life for Gerry revolved around each appoinrment he had made.
At regular intervals he would wait for the telephone to ring, or
there would be a meetingr mostlywith one of the Redgraves. They
were our main connection with the flow of events in the WRP.
On October 12, there was what proved to be the last Central
Committee (CC) meeting of the WRP as it was then constinrted.
It was attended by most of its members. There were, however,
some notable absences from the gathering, including Gerry
himself. The previous night he had hurriedly moved out of his
party flat taking only rwo clean shirts and three books.

The following is an eye-witness account of the extraordinary
Central Committee meeting:

The CC meeting of October 12, 1985 was like nothing the WRP
had ever witnessed before. During the Friday before the meeting,
Mike Banda's home was the centre of a telephone lobbying
campaign. CC delegates from the provinces were called up,
presented with a pseudo-history of the "crimes" of Ge.ry Healy
and asked to agree Banda's decision to close down the Nals Line -

GIiRRY HEALY
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retrospectively - and to his proposals for how the meeting should

be run. If they were considered sufficiently sympathetic, they

would be asked to brief WRP members in their area with the

potted history they had been fed, and to bring along some

members to "lobby" the committee members. No committee
meeting of the WRP had ever been subjected to zuch treaunent.

Cenual Comminee members known to oppose Banda's closure of
the Naur Line - or considered as unknown quantities by Banda's

group - were of course left out of the Friday telephone lobbying

operation. Such members arrived on the Sarurday, the day of the

meeting, to be confronted by a huge crowd of members, and some

non-members and ex-members outside the gates of the WRP's
headquarters demanding they "vote the right way".

Since no motion had been communicated to delegates in
advance, it suggested that people who were not members of the

Central Committee had been briefed as to how the general
secretary intended to mn the meeting, before the committee iself
had even had a chance to decide how best to proceed. Inside the

gates of the party headquarters it was difficult to get past the

lobbyists to the meeting room. The room was packed with
"observers". Although Central Committee meetings had in the

past occasionally been open to visitors, this was only after a vote

by the meeting to allow them in. For those not able to squeeze

into the meeting room, the proceedings were broadcast to the

main hall of the parry's headquarters. Clearly this was to be no

ordinary meeting.
In the chair was Dave Temple, a miner from the north-east

coalfield and a long-standing member. Normally the report and

discussion would be opened either by G"t y Healy from the CC
Department or by general secretary Mike Banda. That day,

however, Cliff Slaughter - whose detachment from every day

party tasks for over a decade meant that he had no special standing
in the committee - strode to the front. His address consisted of a

half-hour diarribe against Gerry Healy. Among the accusations

was that Gerry Healy had made no original contribution to
Marxism. Slaughter accused Healy of doing no more than
plagiarising Evald Ilyenkov, a Soviet philosopher who was in the
forefront of the development of Marxism in the 1970s. Slaughter's
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speech was to set the tone for a day-lon g orry of outraged
sentiment from the Banda supporters.

Next to speak was Banda himself. His speech had no political
line: it was a series of anecdotes, beginning with a story set in Sri
Lanka, in which he and his brother Tony outfaced a gang of thugs
sent against them by their uncle. Finally, he came to the point and
admined that he was now acting ro save his own political skin -
that was the reason, he said, he could no longer "defend Healy" as

he had done when allegations against Gerry were first raised in
July. Banda listed his alleged maltreatrnent over more than three
decades. The intention was to whip up an atrnosphere of hysteria
and encourage anyone who felt they had ever been wronged or
slighted by Gerry Healy ro come forward and tell all. At the same
time, Banda was keen to assure everyone that whatever
misdemeanours Gerrlz might be accused of, he [Banda] had had no
knowledge of them.

In Gerry's absence, Banda's faction worked themselves into a

blind fury at those closest to the object of their hatred. Sheila
Torrance, Alex Mitchell and Corin Redgrave were especially
singled out and verbally assaulted at every oppornrnity. During
one part of Banda's speech - while he was recounting an incident
which happened in the 1950s - he swept his hand across the table
with zuch force that he flung a glass into Sheila Torrance's face.

She zuffered cus around her eyes as the glass shattered, and was

only saved from serious injury by the fact she was wearing
spectacles. Banda said she had "asked for it" for daring to defend
Gerry Healy's political record. He concluded with a proposal that
G..r,, Healy be immediately expelled from the WRP, and that the
Central Committee should not await t{re outcome of a control
commission investigation which it had previously set in motion.
As far as Banda was concerned, he had taken it upon himself to be
judge, jury and executioner.

Torrance was nexr to speak. She stated immediately that she
would not vote for Banda's motion, and instead put forward a
resolution which re-affirmed the WRP's main political positions.
Torrance's resolution was intended as a challenge to a proposition
put to a previous meeting by Dave Bruce and Robert Harris. The
Bruce/Harris line in essence would have turned the WRP into
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nothing more than left critics of the Labour Party. The

Bruce/Harris resolution was significant because it gave Banda his

first formal opportunity to break with the party's historic

positions, largely developed by the Political committee led by

b.rry Healy. Banda was now endorsing a document which he had

earlier welcomed as useful for discussion. Only a few months

earlier, he would have rejected it outright. During Torrance's

speech there was an hysterical ourburst by one of the Young

So.ialist members. This in turn whipped up the tension to such a

point that Torrance had to curtail her contribution to avoid

physical assault. The rest of the meeting was a foregone

conclusion.
Speeches in favour of Banda's expulsion motion consisted of

perional or hearsay accusations against Gerry Healy delivered in

lorr., of rabid moral outrage. Those who pointed out that the

Banda faction had acted unconstitutionally in closing down the

Nrus Line tnd that they were trying to destroy the wRP were

often greeted with cries of "yes, yes, we must smash the \ /RP"

from the frenzied members. There were innumerable

inconsistencies in the tall tales presented to the meeting. It made

little difference. The aim was to railroad G.try out of the party he

had founded, and to destroy the wRP. Of the other speakers,

corin Redgrave - speaking against Banda - tried to show the

connection between the political sinration in Britain, the financial

crisis facing the parry and the day's outrageous proceedingS - only

to be accused of being "Rumpole of the Bailey"'

Bruce, Harris, claire cowen and Dot Gibson all openly

admitted that they had for months been engaged in a conspiracy

against the party and Gerry in particular. They were proud of

tf,eir actiorrr, th.y said, to loud applause. The proceedings finally

closed in the small hours of Sunday October 13, with no vote

taken. Those opposing the Banda motion met briefly at corin

Redgrave's house to discuss what had taken place and to

strengthen one another's resolve to stand firm when the meedng

resumed later that day.

when the cenrral committee meeting re-oPened, Temple -
who despite his partisanship towards Banda, was rather calmer

than his allies - proposed there should be no further discussion
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and that votes should be taken on the two motions. It looked
certain that only this decision prevented a physical onslaught
against those opposing Banda, feelings were nrnning so high.

When the vote came, of the 40 or so committee members
present, only 13 voted against Banda and in favour of Torrance's
motion. There were differences amongst the 13 about some of the
exact contents of the motion; the vote represented a vote of
solidarity2. People did not necessarily agree with every detail of
Torrance's motion, but wanted to take a stand against the
positions put forward by Banda. Of the 13 all but Alex Mitchell
had spoken out against Banda's witch-hunt. Mitchell was
especially vulnerable. In the past he had often been seen as Gerry
Healy's spokesman on the leading party committees. In Gerry's
absence, anyone closely associated with him was specially singled
out for "attention" by the lynch mob. More venom was directed at
Mitchell than anyone else. It was possible that if he had spoken, he
might have been physically silenced.

On the day of the Central Committee meeting, Geryr remained in
my flat. The situation at the Old Town had grown increasingly
tense. There was a telephone call on behalf of Torrance. We were
told to move into a hotel immediately - the threat of violence was
very real. It seemed to everyone that my treatrnent at the hands of
Banda had actually been intended for Gerry. Coming and going to
rny flat, I constantly worried that there would be further physical
:rssaults, either on myself or on G.oy.

I turned from the telephone to convey Torrance's message to
()erry, concerned about the effect t{ris news would have on him.
He was a sick man with a weak heart. I was healthS but of slight
build and hardly a martial arts expert, though under the present
circumstances, I wished I were. He was a man who reacted
passionately to events. I feared the threat of being hunted down
would affect him badly. Instead, he stood very still and said calmlR
without hesitation: "Yes, we should move into a hotel". It seemed
ls if I were more shaken than he, although Gerry was the prime
tilrget. So we booked into a hotel in Curzon Street, oddly only a

fcw hundred yards from MI5's offrces. Despite their luxurious
location, the rooms in the hotel were tiny, and we felt cooped up.
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under the control of those who had gathered around Banda,
announced Gerry's "expulsion" and printed a statement saying
they "no longer took any responsibility for his security". This was
an open invitation for anyone to make an attack on him.

A week-long witch-hunt raged throughout the Fleet Street
press. Banda, Nerats Line journalistJohn Spencer and others invited
the hacks of the Tory media into the parry's offrces, and made
scurrilous denunciations to journalists and television reporters.
Gerry's picture and name appeared on the front page of every
newspaper, from the tabloids to tlre "quality" press, including the
"liberal" Guardian. We had to turn our attention away from these
media lies in order to preserve a sense of reality. During this time,
Gerry picked up those books by great Marxist theorists which he
had managed to keep, despite being separated from his flat and
library. He turned to Engels' Dialectics of Natare and made a fresh
study of the Soviet philosopher Ilyenkov's Tbe Dialectics of tbe
Ab*raa and Concrete in Marx's Capinl. "Reading" is perhaps not
the operative word for Gerry's approach to books. Fre never read
books in a forma,lw,,y. They vrere mentauphysicd tools for him,
not abstract words on paper.

After rwo nights in Curzon Street, we moved to a cheaper hotel
in Pimlico. Then we found a rented one-bedroom flat, more
pleasant, but still cramped, for there were three of us. The rwo of
us sharing responsibility for securiry had a makeshift arrangement
in the sining room, while G.rry had a pokey bedroom. But at least
there was a kitchenette to make meals. we stayed in the flat for
about a month. There was often a man in a Barbour jacket and
moleskin cap standing by a lamp post on the street below. He
observed the movements of cars and people in the quiet residential
street. O_ur precautions proved watertight, however. Despite
Gerry's face being splashed across the front pages of all-the
tabloids, no one ever discovered our hiding place.

The press witch-hunt, while we knew it for what it was, still had
an effect. Flowever much one may be aware that the enemy is
lying, it still manages to disturb. Gerry instmcted me not to get
any. newspapers, contrary to his usual practice of asking his guards
or helpers to go out firsr thing and buy at least nvo di*erent
papers. He lnew that under conditions of psychological siege, any

Late that night Torrance and Paddy O'Regan came to tell us what

had happ.r,.d. G"o), \tras proud of Torrance's resistance to those

*ho *.r. tqnng to imash up the WRP. FIer success earlier in the

week in reversing the decision to ban Gerry from the premiseg h_ad

strengthened him and those who opposed Banda and the
provocateurs.

During the week that followed, it became clear that Banda's

initial ,rictory was far from conclusive. Attempts to browbeat the

full-time *oiL"tt at the party's headquarters ended up with Banda

and his supporters on the defensive. A large proportion _of the

London rri, *.*bership of the WRP assembled on the following
Tuesday night. They *it. so outraged by Banda's treatrnent of
the party that Slaughter - trying to repeat his Saturday "t,ll *T"
- *rr shouted down. In the end no motions'were allowed by the

Banda-dominated platform. Had they been, the Banda group
would almost certainly have gone down by a two-to-one majority.

A Central Committee meeting was fixed for the next Sahrrday,

October 19. It promised to be a rePeat of the previous affair, with
large numbers 6f pi.k tr to threaten pro-Healy delegates. On the

*o*ir,g of the lfth, the minority of 13 collectively agreed not to

attend. Instead they sent a letter protesting about the previous

meeting and demanding assurances for their safe conduct before

they a[reed to attend any further gatherings. The letter was

delioerid by hand by Mitchell and Claire Dixon to the gates of the

party headquarters.

The days spent in hiding were tense. Every detail of our routine
was structured so that no one would know where Gerry was.

Phone calls were restricted to a bare minimum. The curtains were

permanently drawn, ffid he avoided going out during the d1f. We
drorr. to the Army and Navy store to buy a hat for him and a cap

for me, to alter our appearances. It was diffrcult to find a hat that

fitted and then he disliked wearing it. It stayed on a shelf catching

dust. This added to my worries, because Gerry's stocky build,
large head, with sensitive pale skin tlat reacted quickly to the

weather, and his closely cropped hair, made him easily
recognisable. There was an added reason to be concerned about

physical attacks. The Nazlr s Line, which had resumed publication
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earlier, and the fear of physical violence, was alleviated by Gerry's
underlying optimism and his power of analysis. My main anxiety
was that I would make too many mistakes ir *y new duties. At
that time saying "y"t" seemed the most nahrral thing in the world.
His calmness and self-control was a steady anchor in the
uncertainty and havoc that was turning the political world of the
WRP upside down. Everything we were doing was a leap into the
unknown. We were roped together like mountain-climbers,
dependent on each other. IJnder these circumstances, the thought
of letting go of the rope simply does not cross your mind. This
seemed true of all the five people in our small "unit". Over the
next four years I was to learn a great deal.

Gerry paid for our lunch and we \rent back to south London,
making a detour to drive past Banda's house. We would always
take different routes, taking care that we were not being followed.

The rented flat in SWl became the scene for a number of
meetings with the leadership of the WRP minority. It was the
operational base from which we organised a daring retrieval of
Gerry's possessions. In the haste to move out to a hotel, there had
been no time for him to take anything but the bare essentials. He
had discussed with our team the urgency of rescuing his
possessions and how it was to be done. His library, desk and other
items were to be taken to rhe house in West Road, Clapham,
which V. Redgrave had bought some time before as a security
measure. He gave her the power of attorney over his belongnp.
A group of four trade unionists, trusted friends of SP, agreed to
help. SP organised vehicles and went with Redgrave to take
Gerry's books and personal possessions out of the Clapham High
Street flat. Gerry gave the key to his flat to SP. The logistics of
the operation were well-prepared. A second car was found and
driven by Larry, while SP took charge of the van. The second car
was to block any pursuit in case the "opposition" tried to prevent
them from leaving.

The team arranged to meet Redgrave around the corner from
(ierry's flat. They spotted Banda's people watching, leaving them
in no doubt there would be a limited time before an attempt was
rnade to prevent the removal of Gerry's things. Th.y decided on a

chink in one's defences has a debilitating effect. The lies may be

rejected on one level of awareness, but they can creeP in throrrgh

the back door on another. During these days there were times

when the strain became unbearable.
The only things that remained immovable were the need for

food, a place to il""p, and Gerry's regular medicine. Because of
the tenuousness of communication, each phone call to set uP a

new meeting, and each appointrnent was an anxiously awaited link
in the chain of events that shaped our routine. We made our
forays out in my old Renault, since along with his flat, and all his

posiessions, Gerry was deprived of his party,car. Under strict
instructions to take regular exercise to combat his heart and

weight problems, he developed a routine of walfts.

During one of the first walks in Hyde Park, we sat down to have

some food at the Serpentine caf6. Gerry then asked me if I would

be willing to work ftr him as his assistant. He mentioned that
Torrance had first zuggested this inJuly after AileenJennings, his

long-standing secretury, had disappeared. Claire Dixon, 1y:,r"g
Ceitral Committee member, carried out his secretarial duties

during the summer of 1985. Others, including V. Redgrave, lrad
carried out tasks such as cooking his brealdast and lunch. Another
party member helped him during the evenings.- 

Glrry inspired many contradictory feelings. Amongst-lis
politicai collaborators there was a great deal of resPect, .t Y"ll T
acrimony and often open conflict. It was because of rather than in
spite of these frictions that a large amount of creative work was

carried out by parfy members. Because I was acutely aware of this,

I believed that working closely with him would prove difficult. Just
then, however, it was pleasant to be sitting in the caf6. Looking
out over Hyde Park, I felt privileged to be there, next to the

person I respected more than anyone else. It was a refreshing
contrast to working for 12 or more hours a day on a comPuter

keyboard in what had become an oppressive Nants Line offtce. I
*as horroured by his request and readily agreed. He said I would

be paid wages by offrcially b""o*itg V. Redgrave's secretary, md
this would help make ends meet.

It was a new feeling to be treated with political respect. The
horror which many party professionals had experienced only days
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strict order of priority - the books first, then the desk and then
any other furniture and possessions. One of those involved in the
operation later gave this account of what took place:

SP went up to the second floor flat with Redgrave and Larry,
while the third member of the team, Fred, remained with the van.

Fred was told to call the police if any trouble sarted and anyone

became imprisoned in the flat. Redgrave selected the first things

to be moved, while L*ry and SP moved things up and down the

stairs. Things proceeded quite well at first, as the books were

already in sectioned shelves, making them simple to move. They
succeeding in removing 90 per cent of the books, some items of
furnirure, the desk, the fridge-freezer, some videos, the bed,

Gerry's swivel chair, standard lamps, and all his wardrobe.

But trouble arrived in the form of Lorenzo Wilson and a tall
Australian called Wayne Poulson, both of whom had repuations
for being "physical". They came with about a dozen others,
apparendy party members from outside London. SP instructed
Larry and Fred to go downstairs, saying: "If we don't return in a
few minutes, or if there appears to be any trouble or fighting, call

the police." As feared, Wilson and Poulson locked Redgrave and

SP into the flat, remaining inside and blocking their exit.
Redgrave tried to reason with Wilson, arguing and demanding

that he unlock the door. Wilson laughed, obviously very confident

that he was going to keep Redgrave and SP confined in the flat

until Banda and others arrived from the Old Town
Then SP said to Wilson: "Vanessa and I will leave now. If you

don't open the door, I'm going to kick it down, and force our way

out." But this threat had litde impact on the heavily-built duo.

There were angry verbal exchanges and threats flyttg both ways.

SP warned again: if they were not let out immediately, there

would be a serious confrontation. Suddenly there was a lot of
noise coming from ouside in the corridor. The door opened, and

a policeman arrived with Larry. SP explained that he and

Redgrave were being held against their will. They were removing

the possessions of Mr Healy and that Redgrave had a letter
proving her power of attorney. He said that Wilson and the others

were being threatening and intimidating. Wilson argued that they
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were not Healy's possessions and that they belonged to the'WRP,
but he was unable to produce any proof. It was quite noiqy and
confusing, because r doznn people had crowded into the corridor
and the staircase.

SP then said to Redgrave: "Let's go down quickly." A squad car
had appeared in the street. A bizarre argument was going on
inside the car benveen the ofEcers as to whether it was really 'the"
Vanessa Redgrave. SP told Redgrave ro go to her house in another
part of Clapham. He and the others made one more trip back to
the flat to get the last two bookcases. More and more people were
arriving.

Poulson, meanwhile, had returned with a message from Banda
demanding the removal operation be stopped and summoning SP
to Clapham Old Town to discuss this. SP declined this less than
generous offer and Poulson renrrned to give Banda the bad news.
SP and Larry then collected the remaining books, telling Wilson:
"Don't you dare touch the rest of those videos, we're coming back
for them!" Wilson was contesting every item being removed.
There was one police officer outside the flag in the hall. SP said to
him: "This is Mr Healy's flag everything inside belongs to him."
The police officer agreed that was a reasonable assumption.

Banda's group of heavies sent to disrupt the removal were all
crowding in the corridor and into the flat. They now misakenly
believed the team were coming back up to collect the videos. But
it was a deliberate hoax to prevent pursuit. Th.y never renrrned.
The books were loaded into the van and the two drove off. No
one followed.

The only things left behind proved to be Geryz's video collection.
This was upsetting, since it included expensive historical
documentaries about world war II, the Palestinians and other
revolutionary struggles. But under the circumstances it was
amazing the operation achieved what it did. It was to take another
five months for Gerry to be reunited with his belongings,
however. This caused him great distress.

On October 21, a joint communiqud arrived from the Greek
and Spanish sections of the International Committee of the
Fourth International (ICFI)3. the ICFI leaders in Athens and
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alliance was to undermine and destroy dialectical materialist
theory and practice, and that this was the reason for the witch-
hunt against Gerry.

The Special Congress set a 9250,000 fund for the re-launching
of the daily Nants Line by January 1986. On October 29, a press
conference was called to counteract the vicious witch-hunt that
had continued. Mitchell, C. Redgrave and V. Redgrave spoke,
though the Fleet Street press attendance was small. The newly re-
constituted WRP made a statement on the split which went
unreported.

Gerry already knew from long experience that the fight against
the lies and slanders and the break-up of the parry would not be
answered by propaganda and agitation alone. He had made up his
mind, in what was for him, personally, the harshest decision of his
life, to go for the jugular - the WRP's companies: New Park
Publications and Astmoor Litho. He agreed with V. Redgrave,
that her company, Vanessa Redgrave Enterprises Limited, should
petition the High Court to put Astmoor Litho, the WRP's
printing company, into liquidation. The petition was registered on
October 30.

This move was discussed at a meeting in Rachel Kempson's
mews flat in Mayfair. Rachel, the mother of the Redgrave
children, was Sir Michael Redgrave's widow. She had kept on the
tiny flat after her husband's death. with its faded theatrical
memorabilia and musty feeling, it made an odd backdrop for one
of Gerry's most painful political decisions.

Torrance and O'Regan squeezed into the sitting room with the
Redgraves to listen to Gerry's explanation about the political
necessity for the action. It was excruciating for him to desaoy the
companies he and the Bandas had laboriously built up over 3 5
years. But he was convinced that only in this way could the
firnancial and political corruption that had plunged the pary into
c'risis be brought into the open. It was a tense meeting with Iitde
tliscussion. From Torrance there came a disinterested
ncquiescence. The historic decision evoked no corrment from her.
Instead, she considered that the main job was to get on with
huilding the new parry, and not to dwell on what had happened to
the old one. Material assets, she claimed, were not so decisive. In

2t

Barcelona had received innumerable telephone calls from people

such as polytechnic lecturer Geoff Pilling, Slaughter, the
American David North and Ulli Rippert of West Germany.

Their frantic attempts to discredit Gerry and make the leaders

of the Greek and Spanish sections toe the Old Tou'n line failed.

This was despite thi large sums of money lavished on teleplone
calls and air tickets. Later the Greeks and Spanish brought to
Britain transcrips of the telephone calls from Pilling, Slaughter,

Rippert and North. These proved conclusively the existence of an

iniernational conspiracy to disrupt and destroy the ICFI. A
document written by Savas Michael, when he became secretary of
the ICFI, later chronicled the internationally orchestrated attack.

The Minority on the Central Committee, led by Torrance, had

decided it was no longer possible to engage it *y discussion with
the Banda-slaughtet [torrp. With Gerry's suPPoft they P-rlPared a

Special Congreis of the WRP for Octobet 26which would declare

the existence of a seParate organisation. Gerry \rrote a statement

especially for the Ctngress which focussed attention on North
and Slaughter's aim of smashing the WRP.4 While the Banda

brothers had joined with North and Slaughter, Gerry stressed that

"the two wtro will politically suffer most from this cowardly
orientation are the Bandas. Their previous record is in complete

contrast to North and Slaughter". He showed how Banda, who
had previously opposed North's attemPts to undermine the work

on dialecticai materialism, had suddenly formed an oPPorrunist

alliance with this same man.
The Special Congress called by the Minority was held at the

Great Western Hotel at London's Paddington station. It
confirmed the split with Banda and his supporters. The sections of
the ICFI who had remained loyal sent delegations' but it was

considered too dangerous for G"try to attend. Torrance brought
back tape recordings after the Congress and Gerry listened to
them ali. The main report was given by Torrance, and Redgrave

delivered his account of the frnancial destabilisation of the old

WRP. Banda and Slaughter were charged with breaking the

partF's constitution. Gerry felt that the conference revealed a high

i",r.i of political understanding by prtry members, yor1rg__and old.

Many stressed that the main aim of the BandaA'torth/Slaughter

ll
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any case, she did not agree that state agents were involved in the

split.-The 
action against Astrnoor Litho Ltd was successful. A legal

argument eventually hinged on V. Redgrave's ability to prove that
shi had made a 929,000 loan to the company. David Bruce, a

company director, attempted to prevent the winding-uP !y
claiming Redgrave had donated the money, and that therefore the

"o*prrry 
did not owe it to her. But, after Redgrave produced

documentary evidence of a loan, on December l0,Justice Harman

ordered the winding up of futmoor Litho under the provision of
the Companies Act, 1985. A later hearing against New Park
Publications was unsuccessful, however.

We continued our life in hiding. A lot of time was sPent
collecting people from various places and taking them to see

Gerry or driving hi* to different locations. The meetings were

often held in parks. We met Mitchell in Holland Park for the frrst
time since the shocking events in the Old Town. Mitchell was

quite friendly, but did not seem to have a lot to say to Gerry with
whom he had worked extremely closely on sensitive operations for
many years. We saw the secre tary of the Greek section, Savas

Michael with his comrade Iannis Telakis, who joined us at the caf6

in Hyde Park. It was a \rarrn encounter. They described horr all
the areas and branches of the Greek party had unanimously
rejected the witch-hunt against Gerry. The section had taken its

decisions without prior contact with anyone in Britain. The first
meeting they had had with the pro-Healy Minority was on
October 26.The Greeks were in the midst of launching their own

ParEF.
Gerry spoke to a lawyer about the possibility of libel action

against the lies circulated about him in the press. On November 1,

G.rry signed a letter confrrming that he wanted a writ taken out
for libefand defamation against Banda and the News Line.S Y.
Redgrave had booked a room at the Ballet Rambert premises in
Chiswick High Road, so that no-one would get wind of these

moves. The solicitor carefully outlined how the charges against

Gerry could be dealt with. After listening to the arguments which
the lawyer said would form the substance of the case, Gerry
rapidly decided that such a court action could never succeed. The
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real issues would be obscured by a smokescreen of details about
his personal life. Revolutionaries cannot defend their reputations
in a libel case. From the very beginning they are fighting on
enemy territory. It would be a waste of resources, and play into
the hands of the enemy, he concluded. In any case, many of the
things said and written seemed deliberate provocations to spark
off such a libel action. The Old Town press had written
tauntingly: "If it's not true, why doesn't he sue us for libel?"

In November, after discussion with Gerry, I made up my mind
not to pursue my court case against Banda for assault. We believed
that there was nothing to be gained from zuch action. Instead it
could be used to prolong the witch-hunting atmosphere. We
decided instead that I should lodge an Industrial Tribunal
complaint for constructive dismissal against the company that had
employed me, Astrnoor Litho.

A somewhat bizarre situation had arisen following the October
26 Special Congress. There were now two organisations both
calling themselves the Workers Revolutionary Party. And by early
November each published a newspaper called News Line. The
Neu)s Line produced by the TorranceJed WRP who had split from
the Old Town was written and produced by most of the old
editorial board. Despite the difficult circumstances, the Nau Line
journalists continued to report for work and managed to produce
the newspaper on a weekly basis from a small room in south
London. A journalist from Fleet Street telephoned there asking
Gerry to sell his story for large sums of money. Gerry was
contemparous of the "offer".

It was a period of political and personal stress for all those who
had remained loyal to the principles of the movement. The parry
had provided accommodation for many in Clapham. Norr people
who had worked hard for decades were zuddenly made homeless
and jobless. It became impossible to live in the same block of flats
or houses with those who had tried to wreck the party. Those
affected included skilled journalists, as well as the technicians and
printers in Runcorn, who had made considerable sacrifices to
produce the daily paper. Some also had children to provide for.
M*y were norr leading a nomadic existence.

With another person's help, I attended to Geryr's requirements

GERRY HEALY
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- driving, cooking, telephoning, tFping, shopping, photocoPylng
and the laundry. V. Redgrave unstintingly provided the physical

and frnancial resources to make this possible. Gerry was indebted
to her, and so was the rest of our "team". Both she and her
brother had uemendous powers of physical endurance, equalled

only by Gerry, who even at his age was able to Put in long hours.

Redgrave's solicitude sometimes gave us a chance to laugh, as on
the occasion when she generously brought a package containing
three large wet trout for dinner. She was acting in her plary Tlte

Seagall throughout this period, an exhausting six evening
performances and two matindes a weelg but still made the time to
car:ry out her political tasks.

There was a heated meeting with Torrance about Gerry's
accorunodation. FIe was anxious to have the use of his possessions

- his archives, desk, chair, and above all, his beloved books- He
badly needed an offrce where he could work and hold discussions.

The Clapham house bought by Redgrave was ready for him. But
Torrance said it was too dangerous for Gerry to move there.
Sparks flew as the argument raged and he frnally conceded,
reluctantly, to Torrance. Redgrave then found another flat to
rent, this time a mews near Gloucester Road. This new abode,

situated in a snobbish upper crust district of central London, was a

source of endless misery. Decorated in a pretentious mock-
Regency sryle, its pale blue walls were covered with prints of
hounds, hunting and horses. We were terrified of breaking
anything. I believe the only thitg that sustained Gerry at this time
was his srudy of Ilyenkov, md Lenin's Philosopbical Notebooks.

Gerry was extremely interested in an article from the Italian
daily Corriere della Sera about the ideological crisis within the
Soviet Communist Party, which I spotted and translated. It was by
the philosopher Alexande r Zinoviev, a fellow student of Ilyenkov
at Moscow State University during the 1950s. There was also

news that the Soviet writers' union conference in December had

been the scene of some daring attacks on the bureaucracy by the

poet Yevgeny Yevtushenko, and that an anti-Stalinist, V.V.
Karpov, had become a member of the Supreme Soviet.

Before Christmas there was a recePtion at the home of a long-
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standing member of the part/, the well-known actress Frances de
la Tour. Torrance gave Gerry membership card "No.l" of the re-
formed party. Tom Kempinski, a talented playwright who was a
loyal member of the party for years, sang a satirical ditry he had
composed. Gerry was sharply critical. He did not furd the events
of that auturln amusing or material for cheap sniping. I{e was

opposed to descriptions of our opponents as "the rurrp', or "the
slime". These terrns were often used in the weekly Neus Line br*
Gerry thought such terms of abuse were not political
characterisations. He did not consider the degeneration of former
revolutionaries a joking matter.

Christmas was spent commuting berween the mews flat and my
own place. Torrance arranged for O'Regan to come to the mews
for one night to help with Gerry's security. It was the only time
that we ever had assistance from her with security. Redgrave took
Gerry to her Chiswick flat for Christrnas dinner with her family.
She had invited Norma Kitson, the anti-apartheid campaigner, to
join them.

GERRY HEALY



CHAPTER 2

Philosophy in Athens

l-, erry and I left for Athens just after the New Year. We were
\-f looking forward to going there because of the powerful way
the section had rejected the attemptt by North, Banda, Slaughter
and Pilling to nrrn them against Gerry. In November the Greek
Workers Revolutionary Party was launched. A 600-strong rally
marked the occasion. It was addressed by leaders of the three
sections of the ICFI who had remained loyal to the decisions of
the 10th World Congress held at the beginning of 1985. The
conspirators had spent vast amounts of energlz, money and time in
trying to break up the Greek section, but they failed to prevent
the formation of the new party.

The legacy of brutal rule by the colonel's junta was still fresh in
many people's minds, and our comrades in Greece were less

sceptical about the role of informants and agents Provocateurs
than most of the WRP members in Britain. Greek Trotskyists had
experienced harsh state repression during the 1960s and early
1970s. Some were imprisoned, some went into hiding and others
were exiled abroad. They had few illusions about the Greek state's

direct collaboration with the American military and secret services
in the surveillance of all left-wing organisations. There was broad
sympathy for the Palestinian cause amongst Greek workers and

students. Zionists and state agents were active in trying to disrupt
the government's relations with the PLO, and in creating political
tension.

In a small, but highly politicised country like Greece, the visit of
a well-known revolutionary such as G"try could not go unnoticed,
either by the state or by other left-wing and other interested
parties. A large delegation from the Greek section was at the
airport to meet us: Savas Michael, Teresa Bouki, Iannis Telakis,
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Iannis Angelis, plus two or t-hree otlers who came to provide
security, including a motorcycle escort. Michael pointed out the
US military airplanes which shared Athens airport with Olympic
Airways and other companies. The US military also had its own
large base along the airport road. We were taken to a small flat
belonging to party members, who had vacated it for us to use. The
reception immediately felt different from the "isolation" treatrnent
to which G.ry, had been subjected in London. It was zuch a relief
after the hostility we had experienced in Britain from the Old
Town. Even those who had defended Gerry, zuch as the Torrance
group, had also kept their distance.

We were driven across Athens by car to the local parry offrces,
over a furniture shop off Leoforos Vougliamenis. The Greels had
posted young men for security on the pavement outside. When we
arrived, they gave us a tight escort into the building. This was in
sharp contrast to the indifference of the reconstituted WRP in
Britain. The attitude there was that Gerry could not be defended,
so it was better to keep him hidden away in hotels.

Gerry scaled the steep staircase up to the hall, which was full of
people. When he entered, the 100 or so present stopped talking
and rose to their feet to show their respect in a moment's silence.

The work thatJanuary with the Greek WRP members marked the
first of a series of 25 international schools Gerry was to hold over
the next three and a half years. His death in December 1989 came
nro weeks before he was due to travel to Barcelona for yet another
school. Just three months after the dramatic split in the 'WRP,

Gerry was working on a new approach to the understanding and
teaching of Maxist theory. It was a culmination of decades of self-
training and collaboration with a wide range of people.

He had made a long intellectual journey. His elementary
cducation was under the harsh regime of a school run by the
Christian Brothers in Ireland and at the age of 15 he went to sea.
Gerry never attended a university or college. Yet he had trained
himself to be a developed Marxist, in theory and practice. His first
introduction to Marxism was as a young seaman under the
guidance of Communist Party members in the late 1920s and
e:rrly 1930s. They studied the fundamental principles of the

27
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partisan materialist outlook in Lenin's Materialivn, and brrPirio'
briticism. In it Lenin defines the materialist outlook in the

following terrns:

Materialism in general recognises objectively real being (matter)

as independent of the consciousness, sensation, experience, etc. of
humaniry. Historical materialism recognises social being as

independent of the social consciousness of humanity. In both cases

consciousness is only the reflection of being, at best an

approximately rnre (adequate, perfectly exact) reflection of it.
From this Marxist philosophy, which is cast from a single piece of
steel, you ciurnot eliminate one basic premise, one essential part,

without departing from objective tnrth, without frlli"g a prey to

bourgeois-reactionary falsehood. I

It was Lenin who demonstrated in his Wbat Is To Be Done? rhart

the revolutionary overthrow of capitalist society cannot zucceed if
the working class remains trapped by bourgeois consciousness.

Any belittling of Marxist theory by adapting _to sPontaneous or
trade union 

-consciousness reinforces capitalism's grip on the

masses. The development of theoY, Lenin maintained, is tihe

principal concern of revolutionaries. Marxist theory cannot grow

ipotittt"ously out of the working class' or out of the class

siruggle. It hai to be deliberately and scientifrcally developed, by

professional revolutionaries organised in a disciplined party,

itudying the movement and history of society as a whole and in
constani conflict with all forms of bourgeois ideology.

For this purpose, Gerry sought an understan-ding of the
scientific *d 

"oltoral 
developments in major capitalist countries

as well as the Stalinist-controlled Soviet (fnion, East Germany,

Eastern Europe and China. He had an oPen mind to all aspects of
human endeavour, constantly seeking to draw out those feahrres

of bourgeois technology and culture which could be harnessed for
the purposes of proletarian revolution. It is necessary, he insisted,

to k."p abreast of everything - from sPace exploration to
.o*p.ri., technology, to youth culture and pop music - and to

r""k out the 
"ot 

t..di"tory sides of these new discoveries and

creations. His ability to take in the new was not the rezult of some
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innate talent. rt was the product of the need to find ways of
building a mass revolutionary movement through a conscious
training in the method of materialist dialectics.

Dialectics as a philosophical method is inseparable from the
materialist side of Manrism. It is the science of the more general
laws governing the development of nature, society and thought. It
was originally developed in ancient Greece, by philosophers zuch
as Freraclitus, who saw the cosmos as elements in continuous
movement and change. Over 2,000 years later, dialectics re-
appeared with force in German classical idealist thinking through
philosophers including Kant and Schefling, and finally Hegel, its
greatest exponenr. In his Science of Logic of 1813, Hegel put
forward the idea of *niversal, internally-necessary self-mo**iot
and change. "Contradiction is the root of all movement and
vitality, " Hegel insisted.

A serious and objective study of how Marx and Engels
developed their theories reveals how they originally 

"*"rg"Iootof the school of classical German idealism. fu otier schools of
philosophical idealism, the Hegelians held that the spirinral, non-
rnaterial world is primary and the material world is only a
reflection of mind, and therefore secondary. Marx and Engels
rescued the active, dialectical side of Hegel's thought but
rliscarded his idealist oudook. They united dialectics *ith tfieir
rnaterialist understanding of the historical process and the
development of knowledge, on the real pro."sCr taking place in
n:lture, society and thought.

ln the course of building independent revolutionary parties
rluring the 1960s, Gerry found new weapons in-Linin's
l'hilosophicnl Notebooks,2 and in later years the writings of the Soviet
grhilosopher, Ilyenkov. He made use of these *orL", not to dig out
u choice quotation, or to score points. Instead, he made his 

-own,

i,tlcpendent study of the categories and concepts used by Lenin,
ntrtl other Marxist trheoreticians. IncreasinglR in the schools that
lre led, Gerry set out to develop and enlargi upon Lenin's work on
rlirrlcctics. In his Pbilosophical Notebooks,-Lenin concentrates on
l,gic, the science of thinking, as the theory of knowledge of
M$rxisrn. In doing so he was taking forward the work of Eigels,
wlrrr in his Dialectics of Natare showed that the dialectical lais of

*
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nature and of cognition are identical. Manrists, therefore, regard

thought as being in a state of becoming and development. Gerry
.rprnd"d this ioncept, that the world beyond thought - the
universal movement of matter outside the thinking subiect -
responds to the same objective dialectical laws as thought itself.

Dialectical togic must, therefore, have as its goal the reproduction

in thought of the law-governed self-movement of the external

world.
How human thought and practice arise from dialectical nature -

this was at the core of his approach. Human beings are part of
nature, depend on it and yet must struggle against it to survive and

develop. therefore, nature, human beings and thought are all
forms of *rtt.t in motion. During the 1970s and 1980s G"ttl.'t
work focussed more and more on the connection between
dialectical logic and party building. His political being was forged

in the heat of a prolonged conflict with those in tfie Trotskyist
movement who opposed systematic work on materialist dialectics

as the essence oltraining a cadre and builditg . party. AII the

major political conflicts within the Fourth International from its
foundation in 1938 essentially centred on these questions.

In the sections of this book that follow, where Gerry's work
on philosophy is described, terms such as (essence',

"identity", ttdifference", ttsemblance" and ttappearan"g" 
Tll

be used in a specific way. We trlst the reader will make the
necessary mental effort to understand the terms from this
standpoint. They are used as dialectical, mobile concepts,
transitions of matter in motion, which express not the
product of actions, but the action or movement itself. It was

in this way that Gerry presented the practice of cognition.

The course in Athens went on for three to four hours each

evening so that workers could attend. Members had travelled long

distances from all over Greece - including Salonica, Patras,
Piraeus and the islands of Euboea and Crete. Teresa Bouki, her

brother Stefanos, and Hebe Rokou provided simultaneous
translation. The discussion concentrated on a few dozen pages in
the Pbilosopbical Notebooks. The students made a close srudy of

Lenin's notes on "Essence". Cognition, like all sciences, requires
specific terminolo w. Mau;ry of the terms used in setting out the
theory of knowledge were taken from Lenin's notes on Flegel's
sciutce of Logic. Much of the work was done on blackboards: red
chalk was used to describe the activity of the objective world, and
white for its reflection in thought.

The external world of matter in motion, outside thought,
consists of a "vari"ty" of objects and processes. Each object or
process has its own "identity" by which it distinguishes itself. The
agtivity of cognition is the result of the reflection of this identity
through sensation into the living human subject. This identity
contains its own opposite - difference. The contradiction
betweeen identity and difference constitutes a living moment of
universal matter in motion.

Gerry showed how "identity" in nature is negated into
"difference". Negation, or transition, is an impulse of material
connnection between the objective, external world, existing
independently of the subject and the subject's consciousness-.
Identity negated into difference is a "self-related concept", G.rry
explained, a dialectical concept expressing objective *ore*.rrt
through contradiction. In the movement of cognition, difference
is a "negative" containing the "positive" image of identity.

The dialectical understandirg of any object or process is the
cognition of its contradictory parts. There is a self-relation
between these opposites. They are opposites in which each
contains the other in its own concept. Gerry told the school:
"'['hus, in the self-relation benryeen identity and difference, the
lrositive, which is difference in thought, contains the identity of
the source of sensation. Its negative is the 'other', in the external
world.

"Dialectical nature," he went on, l'provides a quantity - which is
n uniry of the infinite quantities and properties of nature - which
t'ontains difference, qualiry. Identity containing difference
Provides the source of sensation." This identity is negated through
crrrtradiction into afinite difference. This is a limited negation, an
urrti-thesis. The activity of cognition continues through the
negation of the first negation. This second negation is an
nlrstrrction of contradiction, whose source is in the external world.

.*
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"Thought is not an ordinary form of matter, it is a product of
matter," Gerry explained. Using Engels'book, Diaknics of Natare,

the snrdents were shown how all Processes in nature, society and

thought develop according to dialectical laws. These are: unity,
conflict and interpenetration of opposites; transformation of
quantity into quality and vice versa; and negation of negation. The
operation of these laws in cognition gives rise to "semblance", as

the first subdivision of the essence of the thi"S or Process. The
other subdivisions are "appearance" and "actuality".

Gerry described how a variety of sensations flow into us from
the external world: "You can view semblance as the negative
nature of essence, as the shadow of old knowledge." And he

illustrated this schematically on the blackboard.
There was a detailed study of a section in the Philosopbical

Notebooks marked by Lenin, where he works over Hegel's
subdivisions of thought into "imagination", "intelligent
reflection" and "thinking reason". The three "kinds" of thought
which Hegel describes have to be understood not as abstract
categories, but as a description and analysis of the movement of
cognition itself, the students were told.

Gerry stressed that the "abstract notion", the result of activity of
cognition, does not emerge immediately as a result of simple
reflection. There is a path of transition through abstractions in
thought back to the concrete, external world. The discipline of
working through these transitions is the essential training for
revolutionaries, he insisted.

During the mornings, Gerry would sometimes drive to the coast

iust south of Athens, and sit outdoors with our Greek hosts,
discussing the tumultuous recent events in the ICFI. He enjoyed

strolling along the seashore in the warm sunshine. I was amazed at

his powers of endurance and the way he had been able suddenly to
switch from his London routine. After his walk, he would rehrrn
to the city for the classes. These would start around 4pm and

finish at 9pm. It was another long drive back through the heavy

Athens traffrc to where we were staying. Most nights, a number of
the Greek leaders would join us for an evening meal, and they
would leave near midnight. Gerry often stayed uP to wait for a

telephone call from London, and then rose early to prepare his
notes for the school. He also made a point of discussing at length
with the comrades who were in the flat providing security. His
talks with the Greek leaders led to the prepararion of the
document called In Defence of Trotskyiyn, 1986 which Michael
completed by the middle of February.3

Here in Athens, we felt surrounded by comradeship and respect,
not to speak of traditional warm hospitality. The Greek party
leaders treated me as a political equal, instead of some dogsbody
appendage to be ignored. Although Gerry had often visited
Greece, it was my frrst time in the country. I was enthusiastic
about its great historical and cultural past, which Marx and Engels
had called "the childhood of mankind". Gerr), asked to be taken to
the Acropolis, though the long, steep climb in the hot sunshine
was diffrcult for him. Afterwards he always teased me about my
love for "the ancients" each time the Parthenon rose into view on
our journeys through Athens.

The return to London was a shock. We had left Ellinikon
airport amid careful security and warm farewells. On our arrival,
only C. Redgrave was there to meet us. FIis sister was by this time
in the United States, working on a film. We returned to the
ernpty, rented pseudo-Regency flat belonging to the pretentious
South Kensington landlady, far from Geryr's books, and with only
it srnall group of comrades around us. Gerry rarely allowed anyone
to glimpse the impact on him of the ffaumatic events of the last
tttonths. But the contrast berween the reception in Greece and the
coolness in Britain was painfully sharp, worse for him than for
{nyone else. He had put his whole life into recruiting and training
thousands to build the largest revolutionary party in post-war
llritain. The damage of the 1985 explosion now appeared in the
ftrrrn of political isolation in Britain.

Ilut Gerry did not allow himself to be sucked into depression.
I lc brttled against the shock of what had happened, by constantly
unllysing it. Occasionally a chink would appear in his armour. It
wls thc political disintegration of the Banda brothers that caused
Irirrr rrrore pain than anything else. At the school in Athens, and on
,tlrcr occasions, his voice faltered when he spoke of them and I
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saw him choke back tears. The need to uncover what lay behind
the sea change in the Bandas drove G.try to re-work the practice
and process of cognition. EIe wanted to understand how and why
even strong Manrists can be overwhelmed by bourgeois ideology.

M*y people worked closely with Gerry at various points in his
life and made their contributions to the building of the movement.
He always stressed that he could not have achieved what he did
without these thousands of workers, youth and professionals. The
fact that some who collaborated with him for long periods of time
later carried out political and personal betrayals did not detract
from their earlier contributions. Nor did it lessen the blows
caused by their later political degeneration. His attitude was

always to understand how and why people changed under the
influence of historical movements.

The events in 1985 were a great spodight. Revolutionaries come
under the greatest ideological pressures precisely in periods of
sudden social and political upheaval. At such times - and 1985 was

one of them - ideological weaknesses frequently lead to the
political destruction of revolutionaries. Personal courage and a

record of struggle are no insurance against such moments. Even
those who had made a thorough study of materialist dialectics,
such as Michael and Tony Banda, at a certain moment dropped
their defences and were taken over by the most reactionary
bourgeois forces.

Soon Gerry was preparing to attend the Eighth Congress of the
WRP which was held in Hackney onJanuary 25-26. The pargr's
perspectives were introduced by Sheila Torrance and the main
resolution contained a general analysis of the split. There was no
provision on the agenda for Gerry to speak. IIe was, however,
allowed a seat on the platform and spoke a number of times in the
discussion.

There was a dogged opposition from Torrance to amendments
from the floor of the Congress. She directed delegates to reject
them all without debate. Torrance's group considered the issue of
Marxist theory decisive in the split, but their analysis of what had
happened was based on a one-sided "objectivist" position. The
political transformation of individual leaders and members into

their own political opposites was put down to personal
"degeneration" or "reformist" tendencGs. Active opposition to
Marxism, inherent in the capitalist srate and all itJ ideological
buttresses, from the universities and schools to the medir,-*.,
only acknowhdged formally. T],te aaaality of bourgeois ideolory
was never related concretely to the activities of agencies of thl
capitalist state.

There was no doubt in Gerry's mind, and amongst those of us
working closely with him, that state agents *"r" active in the
wRP and the ICFI. FIis attempts to train members and leaders in
rnaterialist dialectics had intensified the opposition within the
parry. By 1985, some elements in the wRP could no longer live
with Gerry's insistence on collective theoretical work. It was
under these conditions that the agents "found" their supporters in
the party.

--Th: congress was the first opportunity since the split in
october for Gerry to talk directly to rank-and-frle *"irb"rr.
During the breaks, he made a bee-line to some pary stalwarts.
I le told them in no uncertain terrns: "The Bili was in!,' The
workers to whom he was talking had personal experience of
police and state frame-ups, including thi notorious case of East
l,,ndoner George Davis. But the new group leading the wRp
had a sceptical, often cynical attitude to*ards those,iho insisted
there was an international conspiracy against the ICFI and the
wRP in 1985. A frank assesssment of the role of the state was
li'owned upon and the issue was not allowed to surface at the
( longress.

'['he analysis of how political degeneration \tras connected with
thc rejection of Marxist theory conitantly pre-occupied Gerry. He
rtudied-the problem from fresh sides and-angles, as he conferred
with different people and acquired new inforriation. He compared
wlrat leaders such as slaughter had written during the 1970s'with
tlrcir new positions. rre did nor share the e*pt/view that parry
leutlers had certa_in personal qualities which dexplainea" h"i',
;rrlitical nature. Instead_he sought to uncover th" reality of a
('(,nstantly changing political situation, and how leaders and
trrcrnbers concretely interacted with these developments through
tlrcir political practice. The inter-relation of the oLiective politiJal

flk
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developments and the subjective conditions within the party was a
complex and contradictory process, which had to be constandy
viewed afresh, as new information came to light. Subjective
weakness could, and did, provide opporrunities for the state to
deploy its forces. The capitalist state and its agents were alwap
looking for ways to exploit the weaknesses of particular leaders,
and drive one against another, sowing dissent and distrust.
Torrance's view, however, was that the people who had carried
out the financial destabilisation, who had sold the pargr's property
behind the bacla of its committees, and who had participated in
the witch-hunt against Gerry, were simply "misguided right-
wingers".

G"oy had spent his mature political life brealcing up one clique
after another, and suddenly he had to face the task afresh.
(Inknown to him, a clique had rapidly formed amongst those who
had split with the Bandas, Slaughter, Pilling and the others. It was
determined to minimise Gerry's role in the parry. They paid token
respect to his exceptional record in the movement, only to dismiss
it in practice. They wanted to retain him only as a symbol of the
past. They did not want to be tied to the daily battle to train
cadres in the method of dialectical logic - the essence of Gerry's
concept of party building.

On the second day of the Congress, he was the victim of a crude
political manoeuwe aimed at removing hit" from the leadership of
the party. Gerry was nominated for the Central Committee,
despite, as we found out later, an orchestrated campaign in the
WRP branches to prevent this from happening. But Ray Athow,
responsible for the commission charged with presenting the list of
recommended candidates for the incoming Central Committee,
stepped in. He pressurised Gerry into allowing himself to be
removed from the list of candidates. Athow invited him instead to
become a "political adviser", a post which did not exist in the
constihrtion.

As the truth of what was happening began to dawn on me, I
became worried. Athow announced to the Congress that Gerry
"did not want to be nominated because of his health". I looked
around to see what the reaction was. When I tried to consult
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Redgrave, it seemed as if he thought that Gerry had agreed to this
proposal and that we should keep quiet. I felt anxious and helpless.
It only became clear later that the conference was duped by 

"deliberately-prepared, shabby and politically despicable trick.
At the Political Committee meeting following the Congress,

both Redgrave and Michael challenged the unconstitutional
nature of what had taken place. They demanded that the Congress
should be re-called. At this point, O'Regan, who had come back
into the leadership only recendy, stated that should Redgrave and
Michael insist on the recall, it would become a "split question".
He and Torrance were so opposed to re-opening the issue that
they were prepared to break with Gerry and the rest of the ICFI
over it.

Michael was driven to see Ben Rudder and Alex Mitchell at the
News Line's new editorial offices in Union Street, Waterloo.
Rudder \Mas a member of the WRP Political Committee who had
just returned from attending the launch of the new party in
Greece. Michael wanted to persuade these two leading members
that the position taken by the Political Committee was wrong. He
asked Rudder and Mitchell to speak to him privately ouside the
editorial room. They agreed most reluctandy to meet in the car
outside. Both seemed extremely worried that anyone would
"connect" them with Michael and Gerry Healy.

Michael explained that he was speaking to them as the secretary
of the ICFI, which he had every right to do. IIe was not
factionalising - it was a free and open discussion. He tried to
convince them that the manoeuvring at the Congress was a
political mistake which should be corrected. They had to
participate in this correction and frght for Gerry's right to be on
the Central Committee. F{e stressed Gerry's unique position
within the world Trotskyist movement. Mitchell was silent, but
became agitated, as though it had become unbearable to listen to
Michael's words. Rudder tried to defend the backdoor
rnanipulation of the Central Committee elections, claiming that
(ierry was wrong about events in the Soviet Union. Michael
pointed out that a leader's political views did not justifr breaches
of the constitution. Before long, Mitchell burst out of the car, and
hurried down the road. Michael finally persuaded Rudder to make
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an arrangement for a further meeting later that evening. No
agreement was reached. The Union Street clique wanted to use

Gerry as a figurehead, and have nothing to do with the flesh and
blood human being, or indeed anyone who was then politically
close to him. Neither did they recognise that the ICFI had any
authority in the matter.

A further meeting was then arranged on January 29, between
Gerry, Torrance, md Mitchell at my flat. Gerry sat on the sofa in
my front room, holding in his hand one of his note cards. I shut
the door to the sitting room and tried to do some reading it *y
bedroom. But voices were soon raised. Torrance and Gerry were
very angry.Despite the closed door, I could not fail to hear
Torrance shouting heatedly and refusing even to let him speak
from the notes he had prepared. The frerce exchanges became so

loud that I was concerned it might bring on a heart attack for
Gerry. Anxiously, I went into the small hall outside the front
room, and hesitated as to whether to go in.Just then the door
burst open and Mitchell stormed out of the flat and stood silently
outside the front door. Then Torrance departed, leaving only
Gerry and myself. He did not seem despondent. I think he felt he
had given as good as he had got. The storm had cleared the air,
and brought out into the open iszues which had previously been
covered up.

The next day, he decided, despite everything, that he would
continue to work with the Torrance group. He did this not
because he thought they were right, but because, he said, he had
learned from his subjective mistake back in 1943 when he had
walked out of a meeting of the Workers International League and
was promptly expelled. So he did another seven and a half months
"hard", as he called it, attending the office at (Inion Street every
single morning for the meetings of the Neus Line editorial board.

Some ersrwhile close political comrades, who had stuck through
thick and thin until then, decided they would leave the party at
this point. Gerry was upset that they were using what had
happened to him in order to rationalise their own political retreat.
A further source of conflict in the new WRP emerged at the end
of February with a leak of information to the London newspaper,
rhe Eaening Standard.In October 1985, the group now controlli"s
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the Old Town had invited Fleet Sueet into the party's offices for a

so-called press conference. It had been the launch of a long-
running witch-hunt. Gerry and his suppofters hoped that the split
had smoked out all the accomplices of the bourgeois press. Indeed,
he said on a number of occasions that the party now had the
advantage, because the agents had been forced to show their hand
in the course of the split.

But on February 20, three weeks after the Eighth Congress, a

small piece appeared on the "Londoners' Diary" prg. of the
Eaening Standard speculating about why Gerry had not been re-
elected on to the re-formed parry's leadership. Gerry was very
agitated. He knew that someone high up in the party leadership
had provided the paper with the information. It was a provocation
designed to exacerbate divisions berween those who, whatever
their political differences, had joined together to reject the witch-
hunt and maintain the continuity of the Fourth Internationd and
the WRP. The relaunched daily Nants Line was the product and
the public front line of this continuity. fu always, the attention of
the state was directed towards breaking up the cadres assembled
and trained under Gerr,r's leadership. FIe was determined to find
out who had leaked the information to Fleet Street.

The members of the new WRP leadership had a thoroughly
opportunist attitude to the role of the state. Th.y were anxious to
keep Gerry in isolation, using threats to his personal security as a
"reason". But when it came to uncovering those operating on
behalf of the state within the party, these "anxious" leaders
showed a sluggish reluctance, scepticism and often hostility.

The powerful evidence of financial fraud and destabilisation,
uncovered by Gerry and C. Redgrave, had been gathered together
and written down. Redgrave's Financial Report, completed on
October 9, 1985, was submitted as part of the Eighth Congress
Resolutions. The new leadership under Torrance chose not to
publish it until July 1986, ten months later.

The Standardleakwas somethirg Gerry could not ignore. After
it appeared, there was an evening of anguish. When he was
wrestling with a tough political problem, he became
hypersensitive to things and people around him. Because he took
rcsponsibility for the parry's problems, they caused him real p&,
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and he was like an angry, wounded creature. Sometimes he lashed

out when I was unable to share these problems with him. It
seemed most unjust, although later I understood that the world
must have felt unbearable to him. At the time, I felt I was being
made into a pincushion for problems others had created, and
which were not my responsibility.

That night was spent in the horrible Kensington mews flat.
Gerry's personal turmoil was too much for me and I wanted to get
away from it, so I announced that I was going to my room
upstairs. I knew he was still trying to resolve matters, and probably
wanted to talk about them. But instead of trying to help, I just

thought about myself, leaving him in distress. The next morning
he said that my behaviour had made up his mind. FIe was going to
withdraw from active work. He asked me to t5rye out a letter for
Torrance requesting a leave of absence to write a book about the
party's history. It seemed as if Gerry was blaming me uniusdp but
in realiry, he had made an objective assessment of things. I was not
capable of helping him at that time. Now, years later, I can
understand what he was going through, and curse myself for being
so politically insensitive. In fact, diffrcult as it was for me to
understand it at the time, he was urying to treat me as a political
equal, not someone who just carried out chores, but who shared

responsibilities for major decisions. The trouble is that you cannot
learn these things through verbal or formal explanations, but only
through painful e>rperiences, and sometimes too late.

The following morning, February 27,I delivered the letter to
Llnion Street. After she read the letter, Torrance asked me if
Gerry was "ill" or "not feeling well".

Torrance was one of the many women party leaders whom G"try
had guided to political maturity. Indeed, he had as much if not
more respect for women who struggled to become revolutionaries
as he did for men. FIe went out of his way to help them become
politically and frnancially independent. IIe knew that in bourgeois
society women vrere kept subordinate through financial
dependence. IIe also understood the reactionary nature of family
relations, and how they chained women to stereotfped roles
within society. Without his careful, individual training, none of
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those who rose into the leadership of the 'WRP, men or women,
would ever have succeeded. At the same time, he recognised that
training is not a one-sided process, and that the "educator had
himself to be educated", as Marx wrote.

He once recounted how Torrance came to the Socialist Labour
League's Clapham High Street office in the early 1960s. She had
saved up some money to go to Israel and join a kibbutz. But after
speaking to Gerry, she changed her mind and joined the SLL
instead. Along with Mike Banda, Torrance was the most respected
and popular leader in the WRP. She had discipline, terrific
dynamism and inspired both fear and loyalty amongst the parry
members. She campaigned tirelessly for the development of the
daily newspaper, its finances and for the youth movement.

She tended to take political analysis for granted, however. There
were daily conflicts with her on the WRP Political Committee,
especially during 1984-1985. These stmggles were confined to the
party's leading committee; as far as party members were
concerned, she remained the driving force of the party's daily
rctivities. Her power base in the WRP was built up during the
1970s, at first through the London Area Committee and then, as

the party expanded, the London Disuict Committee.
Until the break-up of the leadership late in the summer of 1985,

she was part of an intricate party structure in which the strengths
of some compensated for the failings of others and vice versa. In
the 1980s, problems mounted over the circulation of the Nans
l,ine, recruitment into the organisation and building of branches.
'l'orrance tended to tackle these difficulties administratively. Her
nrcthods produced outstanding results during the 1970s but they
wcre less successful under the different political conditions of
'l'hatcher's Bonapartist regime. But such was her authority that
f'cw leaders on the London committee felt capable of challenging
hcr politically.

Leaders of areas and branches were encouraged to vote for
(luotas of money and newspaper sales which everyone knew were
irrrpossible to carrli out. Debts for the daily paper were increasing.
l)iscussions about resolving the debts made an abstract equation
lrctween debts and politics ("the bigger your debts, the worse your
politics"), which never tackled the source of problems. At
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meetings she led there was a lack of debate about political issues.

Difficulties were simply attributed to a lack of "will and
determination" on ttre part of leaders. The connection berween
problems and political changes was seen mainly in terms of
zubjective weakness of cadres. Success or failure was measured by
the amount of money being raised to clear debts, rather than by
the building of the organisation.

In Gerry's view, borne out by the actual course of events, those
who had frnancially destabilised the party initially wanted
Torrance to be their leader. But when Banda disintegrated
politically during the summer of 1985, he was an unexpected
bonus who fell into the nenyork of the plotters. At the eleventh
hour, Torrance rejected their out-and-out party wrecking,
opposed Banda, and insisted that Gerry should be allowed back
into the Old Town. She did not succumb to the anti-communist
frenzy. It was true, however, that her opportunist and pragmatic
attitudes had encouraged bachrard tendencies in the party which
vrere manipulated by others. When the baclnrard ones got out of
control, she stepped back, shocked by what had happened.

Later, when the split took place, Gerq, was proud that Torrance
became the first woman secretary of the Trotskyist movement. He
never begrudged her any achievement. FIe was deeply distressed
when the clique in the Old Town sacked her, and took away the
party car she had only recently been given after passing her
driving test. It was a cynical attack on a leader who had devoted all
her life to the party. Those responsible for these vicious actions, of
course, had already carved out comfortable niches for themselves
in bourgeois society.

Gerry never encouraged complaints about Torrance's methods.
He defended her against attacks made from an anti-parrlr or anti-
communist point of view. At the same time he fought hardest
against her weaknesses. He knew how the crisis in the WRP had
arisen out of a combination of opportunist short-cuts, idealist
attempts to solve political diffrculites with purely organisational
metlods, and hopes that somehow the objective situation would
by itself solve financial problems. Gerry did not hold Torrance
responsible for her shortcomings. Rather, he blamed the pompous
academics who preferred their comfortable university sdaries and

sinecures to taking responsibility for the education of leaders like
Torrance. unlike them, she took on her shoulders the physical
and mental strain of parry building.

Between October 1985 and January 1986 G.rry had pitched in
without scepticism or hesitation to help Torrance assemble the
human, financial and technical resources to make a daily
newspaper possible. The re-establishment of the daily Neus Line
in February L986 after an interruption of four months was a
powerful achievement for the re-formed WRP. It was a tribute to
the vitality of the principles for which the WRP had fought.
Conflicts between Gerry and Torrance were nothing new.
Dgspite what had happened at the Eighth Congress, he put
clifferences with her aside for the sake of developing rhe wRp
over the next seven months.

Gerry knew the political limitations of his collaborators. He also
understood that the movement could only be built out of real,
contradictory human beings. The strengttr of the revolutionary
prrry was that it worked collectively, under conditions where
Problems were revealed through struggle over method, not swept
under the carpet, or papered over with oppornrnist wheeling and
tlcaling. when he reflected on the political transformation of
those he had brought into the party, and with whom he had
worked closely for so long, he often remarked: "The only thing
that amazes me, is how we held it together for so long!',
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CHAPTER 3

A place of his own

fn March, Gerry frnally moved into a new home in Clapham
Iwhich had been completely refurbished. He had suffered from
not being able to consult his books for almost six months. His
library had been gathered over half a cenhrry in the revolutionary
movement. Wood and glass bookshelves v/ere put up around the
room which became the study bedroom. To the left of his desk he
arranged all the published volumes of Marx and Engels' Collected
WorLs.l Below Marx and Engels he had a complete set of Lenin's
Collected Works, and next to them all Trotsky's writings
published by the organisations he himself had led.

Nearly every volume in his collection was full of underscorings
and cards with his notes. FIe was now working through his fourth
copy of Lenin's Pbilosophical Noubooks, hairrrte marked up previous
copies so heavily that they had to be put aside.

The study bedroom at West Road was a little darh since the
back of the house faced north, but it was comfortable. On one side
was Gery.'s bed, covered with a red candlewick bedspread which
matched the red carpet. The walls on three sides were entirely
lined with bools, and the overflow v/as placed on other shelves in
the front room. Gerry now had easy access to all his notes and
papers, and a television.

Two trestle tables were made for the front room, which became

my offrce. fu time progressed and Gerry's eyesight deteriorated,
he tended to work at the table opposite mine. The light was better
and it was more airy and spacious than his own shrdy. The 1930s

house was roomy. Newly decorated, it was snug and warm.
FIis room opened into a walled back garden, with a flowering

cherry tree and some shrubs. The front and back gardens were
put back in order. There was a comfortable tiled kitchen where
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Gerry myself and anyone visiting would eat. A disastrous flood
from a broken pipe upstairs destroyed the ceiling in the kitchen
soon after he moved in, but the damage was quickly repaired. We
hired a photocopier and soon the house became quite self-
suffrcient.

I took hrrns with others in sleeping upstairs in the house, to
make zure Gerry was never alone. Sometimes V. Redgrave would
stay overnight. She had returned from the United States and was
now busy with rwo Shakespeare plays. I would arrive for work
carly in the morning bringing Gerry his papers. The house at
West Road became more important to me than my own home.

Gerry would usually work in his shirt-sleeves, and in the winter
put on his dressing gown for warmth. His suits were made by a
local tailor, because his build was too short and wide to fit ready-
tttade clothes. He took the largest collar size in shirts, although he
was only about five foot frve inches tall. His eyes were blue-green
in colour, and often red and waterlz, due to his constant reading.
I lis face was not wrinkled and the skin stretched quite tighdy over
the large bone structure of his head. He was alwa1re clean shaven,
snd his short cropped hair was white. There was usually a pury,
lrruised look about him, girrirrg him the expression of a boxer who
had taken a lot of blows to the face.

I{is daughter, Mary Russell, who was a librarian came to visit
firr the first time with her daughter Gail. They spoke privately in
(ierry's ofhce. He explained the events of the autumn and was
pleased and impressed with Mary's grasp of what had taken place.
She subsequently renrrned to West Road every few months to see
her father. Gerry's son Alan lived nearby in Streatham and came
rrvcr occasionally. FIe was unwell much of the time, zuffering from
rerious depression, but continued to work at LInion Street as a
prrxrf-reader. Gery was always anxious about Alan's welfare and
rhecked each day with C. Redgrave that he was being cared for.
I le gave Alan money every week, and each month or so would get
Retlgrave or myself to take him to Alan's home, to make sure all
wci well.

At thc end of March we made our first trip together to Barcelona.
'llre two ICFI members met us at the airport, and took us to their
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flat in the suburbs. Gery began a week-long school by asking
them for their views on the economic situation in Spain and the
political developments in the working class and trade unions. The
Spanish workers'movement was still building up its organisations
after decades of Fascist dictatorship. Gerry initially concentrated
on events in Spain since the country joined the Common Market,
and the effect on the trade unions and poor farmers.

He introduced the class to the concepts of materialist didecticd
cognition. The focus was on the understanding of "semblance" in
Lenin's Pbilosophical Notebooks. The movement of cognition is
always, Gerry said, from the "identity" of the universal, external
world outside of the cognising subject, to "difference' in
sensation. The process and practice of cognition, Gery explained,
is a heightening of the senses, a physical training to enable
revolutionaries to carry out practice in a scientificway.

His method was to trace the movement from sensation to
thought, physically and mentally, from r}re exrernal world outside
thought to the "abstract" in thought. Then, ascending from those
abstractions, a series of negations takes the thinking subject back
to real objective "concreteness". He used Lenin's Pbihsophical
Notebookr to combat subjective idealist scepticism, as the
predominant current of contemporary bourgeois ideology within
the workers'movement. He told the students that Lenin snrdied
Hegel's concept of "semblance" as it exists both in the objective
world and in thought. From semblance Gerry went on to discuss
the categories of "appearance" and ttactuality".

In the mornings, he went down to the city's port area to stroll
where the freighters unloaded their cergoes. The densely packed
population of this proletarian city filled t{re streets and squares.
We stayed in Hospitalet de Llobregat, a working class are^,
formerly a separate town but after a decade of growth, now
merged with Barcelona itself.

A recent exhibition about the city at London's Hayrard Gallery,
had opened the eyes of Londoners to the cultural fermenr in
Catalonia around 1900. G"rry encouraged me to write an article
which drew attention to the incomplete nature of the bourgeois
revolution in Spain. In the delighdrl spring sunshine, we made an
excursion to Parc Gu6ll, designed by the famous Catalan architect,

Antonio Gaudf. Gerry enjoyed the extraordinary park, popular
with Barcelona families. It has a sweeping view over the city from
the terraced spaces, sculpted out of tfie steep hillside. Sitting
comfortably on Gaudi's undulating ceramic bench, G"rry and the
two ICFI members had an important talk about the Spanish Civil
War, Trotskyism and the turn outwards to the working class in
Sp"i". They spoke about the flight 

^way 
from Trotskyism of the

left-wing intelligentsia who embraced bourgeois politics in the
1940s and early 1950s. Strong anti-stalinists such as George
Orwell and Felix Morrow had worked with the Trotskyist
rnovement during the 1930s and then veered off at a political
tangent. One of the Spanish leaders remarked that such talented
rniddle class participants in the Spanish Revolution had (come to
the working class movement with an image of the revolution, but
the reality was different". After a week of daily lectures and
discussion, vre returned to Britain.

l,ater that April, Gerry travelled to Norwic"h to give a school. The
discussion with wRP members from East Anglia was about the
crisis of US imperialism and the bombing of Libya by Reagan's
jets four days earlier. The ICFI had iszued a statemenr on April
16, calling for "the defeat of the American imperialist raiders and
their war machine". The Libyan Revolution was close to Gerry's
hcrrt; he pioneered a united front berween the WRP and the
(iuddafi revolution which had put an end to the puppet regime of
King Idris n L969. The Z7-year-old colonel, Muamar Gaddafi,
became chairman of the Revolutionary command Council and
llhcrated his small nation of only two million people from
Wcstern domination. Gerry made several trips to Libya during
tlrc 1970s and early 1980s and held a number of lengthy
tlirt'ussions with Gaddafi in his Bedouin tent. He was proud and
Itrrrrsed to have been "given a lift in the colonel's jet" back to
l,ottdon on one occasion. Reagan's obsession with destroying
(inrklafi, and the unremitting witch-hunt in the British press was,
(lerry knew, because the Libyan Peoples Jamahirry, (which in
Arlbic means "state belonging to the masses") had used the
gruntry's oil wealth for the benefit of the masses by contrast with
pro-Arnerican regimes like the Saudis. The US and British
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imperialists feared Gaddafi's efforts to unite the national
liberation movement in Libya with struggles in other countries.

The trip to Norwich took us deep into territory dominated by
United States air force bases and personnel. Police road-blocks
had been set up to prevent any cars getting near the bases at
Mildenhall and Lakenheath in Suffolh forcing us to make a long
detour. At the school, G.rry referred to the bombing of Tripoli
from British bases to illustrate the world economic and political
crisis. The action against Libya was one of the "parts' within the
"whole" crisis. The military attack was the new "identity of the
source of sensation" in the world outside our thought.

As in Greece and Spain, the British students were guided
through the movement of the external world and its reflection in
thought. Cognition through dialectical movement was contrasted
with the limitations of the method of formal comparison. This
difference, he said, was outlined by Lenin in his Pbilosopbical
Noubooks, where he endorses Hegel's attack on those who "cling
to this rigid identity".2 Gerry stressed that it is not the
"resemblance" between things that is essential but the cognition of
the "object in itself', adding: "The method of comparison only
deals with the outer form, but does not get to know the obiect
itself and the dialectical performance of the thing itself."

The following weekend, classes were held in a Cardiff primary
school. Large hand-written signs left on the walls were, quite
unconsciously, a clear exposition of subjective idealist philosophy.
They declared: "I am only one, but I am one. I cannot do
everything, but I can do something. What I can do, I ought to do,
and what I ought to do, I will do"! The Welsh members took us to
the sea at Penarth and Barry, small towns where Gerry had stayed
in boarding houses while doing his apprenticeship as a ship's
telegraph operator. He still remembered how to tap out the
Morse code.

Back in London, I drew Geryz's attention to a new book called
The Cammunist Resistance in Nazi Gerrnany, by Allan Merson. He
immediately read it and wrote a review for the Nants Line, calling
his article How Hitler Came to Power. Merson's book was an
indictrnent of "Third Period" Stalinism, the ultra-left line of the
Third International put forward by Bulfrarin and Stalin in 1928.
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Despite the fact that Merson himself was a Stalinist, his book,
wrote Gerry, "revealed the enormity of the political crimes
Stalinism has inflicted on the German working class". The review
mentioned the deep Gestapo penetration of the Communist
underground movement. 3

The spring of 1986 was a b.rry month for those close to Gerry.
When V. Redgrave had some problems with her new Shakespeare
productions at Theatr Clwyd in North Wales, Gerry and her
brother made the long train journey to Mold to help her. Though
he was busy preparing for schools, and making his notes every
morning for the News Line editorial board, he found time to
encourage me to write on painting and political issues. He
sometimes introduced ideas we had discussed, such as abstraction
in painting, into his schools. One review I wrote stmck a chord
with some artists, and led to a brief but fmitful collaboration, with
the Warwick Arts Trust. Gerry participated in this venture
enthusiastically, and we got quite far along the road to launching a
joint publication on the arts.

At the end of 1985 and the beginning of 1986, much of the
WRP's press was devoted to the print unions' fight against Rupert
Murdoch's union-busting operation at Wapping. A vivid theatrical
presentation, Tbe Printerc, \tras created by writers and actors in the
WRP, and first performed on M^y Day. The drama oudined the
history of the printing trade unions from the Combination Laws
of 1799 to the conflict outside Murdoch's plant in Wapping.
()erry had helped to pioneer such dramatic productions during
the 1970s which brought to life the connection between the
l)resent struggles of the working class in England and its history.

On May 10, we drove to Manchester, where Gerry held a school
with the members from Liverpool who had been working in the
plrty's printshop before the WRP split in the autumn. Once again
hc explained the changes in the political situation from a

thcoretical point of view. There was a discussion about the
rli.rastrous explosion at the Chernobyl nuclear plant and its impact
ott the political events in the Soviet Union.

lly the middle of May, \tre were back in Athens for another
rchool.4 Gerry knew that the training of new revolutionary cadres
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could only take place if the political and methodological lessons of
1985 were discussed and assimilated. EIe was opposed to the non-
political characterisations used in the News Line and disagreed
with sticking labels on those who had betrayed the movement.
Emotional disgust could not be made a substitute for serious
analysis. Marxists are obliged to reveal the underlying processes
which cause changes in people. They have to andyse the relation
between the obiective political conditions and the subjective
factors of parry ieadership. Gerry was meticulous and careful in
his re-evaluation of what had happened.

He concentrated on the ideas of the classical German
philosopher, Johann Gottlieb Fichte. Fichte, who lived between
1762-L8L4, was the second figure after Kant in classical German
idealist philosophy. Gerry showed how Fichte's ideas and
philosophicd method were present in the Trotskyist movement.
The German philosopher's total subjectivism was an historical and
philosophical example of the mechanism through which people
could turn into their own opposites. The Fichtean subjective
idealist starts with the absolute subject whose boundless activity
"creates" the world. Thus the physical world outside thought is
transformed into a mental abstraction. The Fichtean fails to
realise, however, that this external world has an effect on himself
or herself. The subjective idealist is thus preoccupied only with
creating more and more images to satisS, the ego and to shut out
reality. Regardless of these subjective images, the new persists in
making its appearance, arising in the world outside thought.
Because the ego is shut off from the external world by its own
images it is caught totally offguard by sudden changes.

Gerry directed students to Hegel's masterly summary of
Fichte's partiorlar tlpe of subjectivism. Hegel wrote: "...Fichte's
idealism refuses, perhaps, to be based on any Thing-in-itelf, so
that it becomes purely a determinateness in the Ego."5 For Gerry
this passage was crucial for grasping what happened to those in
the party who had become blinded by pure subjectivism. ffe
stressed that the image of sensation is not the same as the sounce
of sensation. The content of images in capitalist society is
bourgeois ideology, and it is the essence of word forms used in
countless day-to -d^y transactions and communications.
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Revolutionaries operate in an objective world which includes this
ideological superstructure. Being active in the revolutionary party
does not provide any automatic immunity from the conitant
influence of bourgeois ideology. Returning to Britain, Gerry
prepared himself for yet another series of schools, this time for
different areas of the WRP in Britain.

Members of the wRP from the Midlands gathered for a weekend
school in Leicester. The second day was suddenly internrpted by a
provocation. Three people who had participated in the Old Tovrn
witch-hunt were spotted outside the building taking photographs.
It was a tense moment. All the schools in Britain since the auhrmn
of 1985 were held under conditions of secrecy, and this was the
frrst attempt at disruption. Gerry decided to make a quick
$etaway. It was not clear if others were waiting in the wings to
join the "photographers", so we packed up our books and drove
off back to London.

Another school was due to be held in Liverpool a week later.
After driving all the way to Merseyside we were informed that the
old Town had found out about the hall booking and were almost
ccrtain to turn up there. The event was cancelled and we drove
buck to London. It was never clear whetfier this was truly "an
nccident" or that the Liverpool leadership preferred not to have
ntty schools at all. Not long after, there was a nvo-day school in
llrixton. It was attended by the central committee members
lrnscrl in London, including Torrance and the Nals Line editoial
lxrnrd members. Claire Dixon was the only one who spoke.

!;:Ty, however, did not allow himself to be deterred by this
Itrrliffcrence - or hostility - to t*reoretical work. He produced a
rcrics of major articles on philosophy, which first appeared in the
Nau Line durlngJune andJuly and were later reprinGd in Marxist
Xniru. They were called Eclecticisrn. in Practici, Tbe Dialectics of
L'oatrudiction, Deterrninations of Reflcction aurrd Cognition of objectiae
ltwt,6

hr rlre first essay, Eckcticisrn. in Practice, G.rry is concerned with
tlre crscnce of Clitr Slaughter's political disintegration. Slaughter
wru (,nc of the chief instigators of the 1985 rampage againri th.
hhtury artd principles of the ICFI. Berween th" atr*i of 1985
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and the summer of 1986, others had written about the political
somersaults of leaders such as Slaughter and Banda, but what
preoccupied Gerry was the connection between Slaughter's
philosophical method and his politics. FIow was it that a man who
had been one of the chief theoreticians of the Trotskyist
movement after leaving the Communist P.tty 30 years earlier,
could suddenly find his way back to Stalinism in 1985? What was

the internal logic of this metamorphosis? G"try rejects the view
that practice alone was the source of his theoretical degeneration.
It was Slaughter's theory and practice, taken together, which held
the key to his political evolution. Gerry says that Slaughter was

"unable to identifu the most important connections of an object"
which is the essential test for a dialectician, and his method was

deeply rooted in bourgeois idealist academic practice. The article
contrasts sterile academicism with the living method of dialectical
logic.

The objective of the next three essays, written over the month
ofJuly, was to provide a working manual for training in dialectical
logic. Essential passages, mainly from Lenin's writings on the
theory of knowledge, are used concretely to build up an exposition
of the method, as well as to help the snrdent grasp how Lenin was
reading Hegel. Gerry does not simply "describe" what Lenin
wrote. FIe uses Lenin's notes as building blocls to construct the
path of cognition. This is seen not as a passive mirroring of the
external world, but as an active contradictory movement from
outer to inner, and to outer again. G.try now advanced far beyond
his teaching and writing of the late 1970s and early 1980s. The
concentration now was on how to train the mind directly and
immediately under any conditions that presented themselves. It
would allow party members to function in all political
circumstances, quickly uncovering the essence of all
developments.

The Dialeaics of Contradiction shows that contradiction is not a

"mistake" made by the mind. Referring to Lenin's notes on Hegel,
the essay shows how contradiction is inseparable from movement.
Rather than being "an accident, a kind of abnormality or
paro{xsm of sickness, which will soon pass away", contradiction is

quite the opposite. "ft is," writes Gerry, "contained within the

very essence of all material objects and processes.' He points to
Lenin's support for Hegel's statement that: "Contradiction is the
root of all movement and ,it"lity, and it is only in so far as it
contains a Contradiction that anything moves and has impulse
and activity." lmtphasis in originailT

The class struggle provides the source of sensations to those
who participate in it as revolutionaries. What is perceived as a
<lifference in fact has its source in its own identitf in the external
world. This contradiction berween the infinite identity of the
source of sensation and its frnite difference in thought is denoted
rrs the relation of "Being" to its own "Other".

Gerry describes the result of this process, sensation, as a
"positive image". The "as yet unknown properties" of that image
"incorporate the antithesis of identity (negative) and difference
(positive), as well as contradiction derived from the fint negation
rrf identity and difference". lm.phasis in originall

Negation, connection and transition are defined in some detail,
with comments on Lenin's notes on Hegel. The correct
rurrlerstanding of "negation", Gerry emphasises, quoting from
'l'rotsky, involves a physical and mentd process of training, just as

n pianist must engage in constant finger exercises.
'l'hc second essay in this series, Deterrninations of Reflection,

lrcgins by quoting from Materialisru and Empirio-criticisn, where
l,enin writes that "an image cannot exist without the thirs imaged
nnrl that the latter exists independently of that which images it".8
'llre understanding of cognition as the reflection into the human
tttirrtl of objects and processes which exist independendy outside
the rnind underlies the materialist theory of reflection.

( loncepts in dialectical logic "enable us", says the article, *to
rutnlyse the relation berween the universal and the individual and
vk'c vcrsa". The dialectical path of the cognition of tmth is, as
l,errirr wrote, "from living perception to abstract thought, andfront
,hlr to practice". The essay insists that mere identity ii insufficient
to pnrvide a full understanding of the interconnections of objects
or lrrocesses. "Only abstract scientific thinking in concepts
revells the real living unity of things in the external world", Gerry
rrltclr. lempbasis in origina{ Concepts exist and are developed
tltnnrglr the self-relation berween the universal and the individual,

A PLACE OF HIS OWN
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and are negated back to the original source of sensation. In this
way concepts scientifrcally grasp the external world.
"Determinations of reflection" - a phrase of Hegel's also used by
Lenin - are thus presented, not as subjective aspec$, but as the
self-related interaction berween the universal and the individual
and vice versa. These determinations express, therefore, "the
concept of things and their relations" in the external world.

The final section of the essay is concerned with the properties of
analysis and synthesis in understanding the relation berween the
whole and its parts. This leads on to the last of the three essays

written in the summer of 1986, Cognition of Objeaiae Laws.In the
arguments of pseudo-lefts, events and processes are often taken
out of context, Gerry writes, and "lumped together in a kind of
sophisticated 'package deal' " in order to deceive and confuse. In
his view, the eclectical approach gives "no integral and
revolutionary conception of the process of social development at
all". Dialectical concepts express the necessorf, law-governed
corurections within a phenomenon or process. This, the essay says,

is because the identity of the objective source of sensation is a
"quantitative, infinite, law-governed process of dialectical nanrre,
human society (the class struggle) and thought". The infrnite
quantity of the external world is negated into finite quality. This
transformation of quantity into quality is one of the three
objective dialectical laws already referred to in Chapter 2.

Lenin's view that the theory of knowledge of dialectical logic is
revealed as a living movement, with "an infinite number of shades
of every approach and approximation to reality" is cited
approvingly. Metaphysical materialism and speculative thought
ignore the inseparable, self-related connection between infinite
and finite. Hegel's description of cognition as an apparently
"infinite bachtard progress" in which, however, the new premise
drives forward, is shown as the way that the most concrete
understanding of an object or process is achieved. In this
deepening of cognition through a movement "bachrrard" to the
source of sensation, new parts are negated and analysed. The
article ends by erplaining that as these ne.w negated parts build up,
a new "whole", consisting of these parts as a unity of opposites, is
ready to appear.

A PLACE OF HIS OWN

During June we suddenly heard that two WRP Central
Committee members, Alex Mitchell and Judith White, had
disappeared. Mitchell was recruited by Gerry in the early 1970s
when the Socialist Labour League was preparing to become a

party. He had been a star investigative journalist on the Sunday
Times "Insight" team. This was many years before tJrre Times group
was taken over by communications mogul Rupert Murdoch, snd
turned into a strike-breaking ourfit. Mitchell joined the Wrkers
Press, t}re SLL's daily newspaper. The recruitment of such a

talented journalist helped to make it a popular newspaper and the
other staff journalists respected his professional skills. fle wrote an
irnportant series of reports about the plotting within the British
Becret services against the Labour government and the trade
unions. In 1980, they were compiled in a small book ca,lled Tbe
Sute Witbin tbe Sute.

Mitchell worked closely with Gerry, who valued his ability to
convey clearly and quickly the main line of the party. Rapidly
rising to the top leadership, Mitchell became a major force in the
writing and production of the daily paper. He also led the research
into the circumstances surrounding t}re assassination of Trotsky,
which exposed the role of Stalinist agents in the murder plot. The
frndings were published in L97 5 under the title Searity and tbe
h'ourth International. I{e was active in the party's work with
nutional liberation movements, and a popular speaker at public
nrcetings and rallies.

'f'owards the end of 1984, at the time of the British miners,
rtrike, Mitchell abruptly and secretly returned to his native
Australia. Evennrally the WRP leadership re-established contact
nnd he came back to London in the spring of 1985. During the
nutumn split, his personal circumstances became intolerable, since
lre end his partner, White, lived in the same house as Banda in
(Jllpham. Political conflict in the wRP had reached such a point
tlrrrt it was impossible to stay as tenants in the home of the prray
recretary.

white was experienced in magazine and book production and
rhe was a member of the wRP London area committee. when
rhc end Mitchell were compelled to leave their flat, the split made
thern homeless as well as unemployed. This was tough for

GERRY HEALY
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someone accustomed to living reasonably well. Though the party's
wages could not be compared to Fleet Street salaries, they were a

reliable income. Daily meals, travel expenses around Britain and
to other countries were also provided. After the conrnrlsions in
Clapham Old Town, Mitchell lost the environment in which he
flourished: the b*y hive of activity of the drily newspaper. The
News Line, and its predecessor, the Workers Pras, had over 16
years established a high standing and respect among many
thousands of readers, including trade unionists, and
representatives of national liberation movements in Britain.
Mitchell's stan$ as a journalist and editor carried prestige. Now,
following the split, no one could live or work under those
conditions. This harsh reality took its toll on many comrades,
including Mitchell.

Formerly outspoken and gregarious, Mitchell came under heavy
pressure during the crisis days of September and October. The
day in early October when I was brutalised, he said nothing at the
meeting as Banda pilloried me in front of the group of political
turncoats. After the move to LJnion Street he became the editor of
Nsus Line.In marked contrast to his previously respectful attinrde,
Mitchell now behaved in a strange manner. When Gerry came to
the offrce for the morning editorial meetings, Mitchell made
crFptic and sometimes offensive remarks behind his back. We
later discovered that his companion, White, had been
instrumental in manoeuwing votes against Gerry's nomination to
the Central Committee before the Congress ofJanuary 1986.

Mitchell and White had an important role in the movement and
their disappearance caused some distress and confusion. The
reasons and manner of their departure were unclear. No
information was forthcoming from Torrance and the others at
tlnion Streee they seemed to know nothing about why or where
Mitchell and White had gone, md there seemed no urgency about
finding out where they were. Gerry only heard litde by little about
the circumstances of their deparnrre. The aminrde at Union Street
seemed to be to "let sleeping dogs lie". In Political Committee
member Ben Rudder's words, they were "comrades who had fallen
by the wayside". Finally the WRP received a letter from the
couple revealing deep hostility to revolutionary politics. They
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wrote to say they wanted nothing further to do with the WRP
leadership. They were now living in Australia. Mitchell was soon
to land a leading position with the Australian bourgeois press.

The actors in the WRP organised a conference against censorship
and the Tory govemment's attack on the entertainment unions at
the Young Vic Theatre in July. The Murdoch press was witch-
hunting Trevor Nunn of the RSC and Peter Hall of the National
Theatre, who opposed the cuts in subsidised theatre. Many
leading directors, actors and musicians spoke about the
devastation of the industry resulting from cuts in government
srrbsidies. One of the best speeches came from a member of the
print union SOGAT - Father of the Chapel at the Sunfuy Tima,
Roy Wilson. He had an inside knowledge of Murdoch's union-
busting operations. He condemned the police operation against
the print unions at the Times plant in Wapping, saying that
Ilritain was now a "paramilitary state". V. Redgrave spoke about
the election of anti-Stalinist Vladimir Karpov to the leadership of
the USSR Writers' LInion. She had by now returned to London,
playing at the Haymarket Theatre tn Anuny and Clcopatra ndTlte
'forning of the Sbrat Gerry went to see both plays, and admired
thc performances, though he nodded offonce or nrice.
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in his lifeJong struggle against Stdinism. At the time of Nikita
Khruschev's "secret speech" in 1956, Gerry's understanding of its
significance had enabled the Trotskyirt movement in Britain to
make a big political development. Gerry and his comrades
recruited decisive cadres from the Communist Party at that time.
Now, in 1986, no-one could foresee exactly how this new assault
on Stalinism would proceed, but it was a powerful affrrmation of
Trotsky's concept of the "political revolution" outlined in his
book Reaolution Betrayed. The leader of the CPSU himself was
turning to the working class, and insisting on a return to Soviet
democrary

The political interpretation of the signfrcance of these events
sparked a confrontation in the WRP leadership. At a Political
Committee meeting on August 13, O'Regan stated that the
changes in the Soviet LInion were an expression of "Thermidor'1,
borrowing a phrase from Trotsky's writings about the coup
carried out by the Stalinist bureaucracy in the 1920s. O'Regan
thought the grip of Stalinism was actually being tightened by
Gorbachev. I remember vividly the moment when Gerry gave
'forrance a copy of Gorbachev's full speech. She read it then and
there and reluctantly acknowledged that a change was indeed
taking place in the USSR. But, it emerged later, she saw it as a

rnove to the right by the Stalinist bureaucrary.
On August 25, the ICFI adopted a resolution entided: Tbe

Political Reaolution in the Soaiet lJnion bas begu.n 2 The statement
included the sentence: "Now we are not in the period of defeats of
the world working class which produced the Soviet Thermidor,
but in the period of the greatest defeats of world imperialism,
from Vietnam and Iran to Nicaragua, Haiti and the Philippines."
( )'Regan's characterisation of "Thermidor" expressed a basic
rlisagreement about the events in the Soviet Union. This different
view of the changes in the USSR was the background to the crisis
which now broke out at the end of August over the question of the
party's own history.

On August 22, Gerry had written to Torrance about a series of
rrrticles being published in Nars Lineby O'Regan and Athow. The
reries purported to commemorate Gerry's 50 years in the
'l'rotskyist movement. After reading the first article he refused to
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CHAPTER 4

"The Awakening Giant"

erry was increasingly drawn to the dramatic changes that
were going on in the USSR. He had just retd Guardian

journalist Martin Walker's book The Awakening Giant, which
describes the rapid changes that followed Mikhail Gorbachev's
election as Communist Parry general secretary. The poet Yevgeny
Yevtushenko's open attack on the Stalinists had been followed by
calls in Literaatmaya Gazeta, Nwy Mir and Soztie*kay l{ultara for
an end to censorship and the removal of the "blank spots" from
literature and culture. A democratic ferment was bubbting up
throughout the creative intelligentsia, especially a*or,grl
musicians, composers and theatre workers. The inability of the
b-ureaucracy to hold back news about the scale of the chernobyl
disaster indicated the disintegration of the old apparatus.

O1 Julf 31, 1986 Gorbachev made an historic speech at
Khabarovsk in Russia's far east, where he said that the process of
restructuring "must take place simultaneously from above and
below". He added:

I would equate the word 'restruct,ring' [peresrroika] with the
word 'revolution'. our transformations... are a real revolution in
the entire system of social relations, in the hears and minds of
people and in the psychological understanding of the modern
period and above all, of the tasks engendered by rapid scientific
and technical progress.

It was essential to study exactly what Gorbachev was saying and
we obtained a full transcript of his speech. It was a politically
gxhilarlting moment. The grip of the Stalinist bureaucracy was
being challenged from within. For Gerry it was a cnrcial moment
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look at any others. He said the approach was totally wrong, and
that the authors had not even bothered to consult him. It was as

though they were writing about someone who was already dead.
O'Regan and Athow wrote from a subjective idealist standpoint in
which history was turned into the "product" of one individual.
Gerry had spent most of his political life fighting precisely this
outlook. This is what he wrote to Torrance:

I have politicdly considered very carefully the brief conversation
with Comrade Sheila this morning, concerning my 50 years
continuous membership of the Troskyist movemenl

In those years, thousands of comrades, for long or shon periods
contributed to the building of the WRP as it is today. Without
that co-operation, which at times embodied the bitterest political
controverqF and splis, this party would not have emerged. All this
50 years belongs to them first of all and to me, in the sense that
the principles laid down at the founding conference of the Fourth
International in 1938 guided the activity which it was my political
privilege to engage in during those 50 years.

Whilst I appreciate the comradely consideradon of the
leadership in producing a series of articles, which I must conftss
not having yet read, I urge you to avoid any further effors of this
kind next Sunday. Put all the money into rhe frghting fund for the
daily Naus Line.Just allow me ro speak on the platform and let the
historical past rest without unnecessary attention, because I am
just not simply "a fighter for Trotskyism", I am still very much up
front with all of you.

Please avoid any pressure upon me to change my mind. It will
only add to unnecessary physical tensions which as you know I am
obliged to avoid.

I must ask you to allow me ro be absent when this letter is
discussed as well as from the Editorial Board this morning.
Comrade CL will present my list of news items to Comrade
Simon. If it would be possible, let me have the proof of my article
for next Monday's edition, which I shall prompdy comect.

Two days later I drove Gerry to the WRP rally at City Univenity
to commemorate the 46th Anniversary of Trotsky's assassination.

..THE AWAKENING GIANT,,

ln his first public speech for over a ye^r, he stressed the
revolutionary essence of the changes in the Soviet Union. The
next day Gerry attended the ICFI meeting held at V. Redgrave's
flat. Since I was not a committee member, I waited in the kitchen.
Suddenly I heard angry shouting. Torrance stormed out of the
flat. ICFI secretary Michael followed her down into the street,
and persuaded her to return. I later learned that Torrance had
flown into a rage over a proposal to look into the ownership rights
of the party's school in Derbyshire.

The following weekend, a Central Committee meeting was held
near King's Cross station. After taking G.rry to the hall, I waited
outside in the car. The Redgraves were not present and Gerry was
compelled to deal with an intolerably tense situation almost
single-handed. He opposed a number of key decisions. G"rry later
$cnt a letter to the "deputy editor" of the Neu)s Line, Vevers on
September 8. Vevers was actually editor, following Mitchell's
clefection, but the Torrance group uras still preserving the fiction
that Mitchell remained at his post! In the letter G.rry listed the
rcasons for his vote against the Central Committee's positions:

a) Mitchell's resignation and desertion whom Cde Rudder had
referred to at the ICFI meeting on August 23rd had 'fallen by the
wayside'.

b) The "legal" future of the school

c) Against political attempts to abandon the democratic centralist
sructure of the ICFI in relation to the work of the sections.
He added:

O'Regan's articles on August 28th and August 30th 1986 in the
Nants Line were nothing short of a provocation which you and
Rudder condoned.

It was no small matter for Gerry to take such an implacable
rtrnd. Only three others voted with him on some of these
rlecisions. Gerry had had no previous discussions with any of the
three, and could not have foreseen which way they would vote. To
rrppose the leading committee, at the age of 73,less than a ye r
nfter a major split in the history of the movement, was en act of
;rrrlitical courage. Once again, long-standing collaborators,
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brought into the movement by Gerry and trained by him, were
now utterly opposed to its essential principles.

The day after this gruelling meetingr w€ met with Redgrave and
her elder daughter, Narasha Richardson. Gerry *rr pl.rsed to
take up an offer to see the Bolshoi Ballet. we joined the nn o
actresses at Battersea Park where a huge marquee had been
erected. It was the last performance of the Bolshoi's tour of
Ireland and Britain, which had drawn 150,000 people berween
Jrly and August. Our seats were well to tfre Uact<, but the
atmosphere was electric. Before the curtain went up, a stage
manager came out to tell the audience that there u/ere some anti-
Soviet provocateurs outside the entrance. He asked for co-
operation so that the show could go ahead. The provocation was

-soon 
forgotten in the magic of the performan"es. Gerry enjoyed

himself immensely. Fre watched it all with equal interest - extrace
from Lel sllpbi/'es, sparuau, and a ballet callid The Gord,m Age set
to music by Shostakovich. The principals included Natalya and
Tatyana Bessmerrnova, Andris Liepa-and the formidable male
dancer, Irek Mukhamedov. Mukhamedov embodied the
outstanding qualities of the Soviet ballet - a combination of
strength and grace to be found nowhere else.

At the end, we walked over to a smaller marquee to meet some
of the leading performers and victoria charlton, the chairwoman
of The Entertainment corporation, which arranged the Bolshoi
t9ur._ Her corporation had been involved in exchange tours with
the Soviet LInion since 1983. While people in Britain could see
the Moscow classical ballet, the Moicow state circus and the
Bolshoi Balleg Soviet audiences were entertained by Kenny Ball
and his Jrzzmen,Iris williams and the Nolan sisters. It was not
quite rfair exchange.

I was :ry"k by G"rry's interesr in an area of human activity far
removed from his own life and work. The ballet hardly seemed
connected with the harsh p_olitical realities which he normally
dealt with. But he had a fine sense of appreciation for the
discipline and dedication required by ballet d-*""',. He had the
ability to be enthusiastic about other people's special interese. He
made an effort to understand new creati ri enddavours, whether in

theatre, art or sport. He often remarked on the "professionalism"
of a production.

Between September and November, Gerry wrote ten letters to
Torrance and the Central Committee at LInion Street.3 He
wanted to explain why the three issues which he had raised at the
meeting of August 30 were so fundamental. Some of these letters
were also signed by V. Redgrave, but they were all entirely written
by Gerry. The real source of disagreement on August 30 was the
attitude of the WRP leadership towards its own leaders. Even
after voting for the expulsion of Mitchell and White, they still
maintained the fiction that he was editing the paper. The group
around Torrance wanted to blur the reality of Mitchell's
deparnrre and conceal it from their membership. Since Mitchell
had been a member of the ICFI, this immediately placed the
British section above the decisions of the International. G"rry
pointed out in the letter written in the first days of October: "The
most reactionary manifestation of the opportunist anti-party
nature of eclecticism is in the PC [Political Committee] clique's
practice in dealing with the Mitchell/White resignation and
political desertion from the parqr."

Gerry disagreed with the Torrance leadership over the
attitude towards the legal issues surrounding the WRP's school.
The College of Marxist Education was a country house set in
large grounds in Derbyshire, acquired by the ICFI and the
WRP n 197 5 as a centre for year-round educational work. The
property deeds of this house near Parwich known as

Whitemeadows were in C. Redgrave's name, but its ownership
status was disputed by the Old Town people. The question was
whether or not to pursue the party's legal right to ownership.
Torrance and the majority of the Central Committee were
opposed to trying to claim ownership, on the grounds that this
would incur substantial legal expenses. It was always accepted that
the democratically agreed decisions of the ICFI were binding on
its affrliated sections. A national section could not willy-nilly
overturn ICFI decisions. The Torrance group now took an openly
nationalist position.

Torrance and her supporters had broken with Banda because of
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his breach of all democratic centralist procedures, but here they
were' gnfr a year later, breaking all the rules themselves. Gerry
reminded Torrance that he had on rwo occasions in *itirg madl
"clearly formulated 

_requests in relation to his constinrtionJ rights
as a member of the party". By their refusal to publish his
differences for discussion in the partlr, G"rry lras deprirred of his
democratic rights. E{is demand for the publication tr ni, letter
dissociating himself from the "history articles" was also ignored,
and the articles continued to appear in the Neus Line. Vevln and
then Torrance replied to Gerry's letters with prevarications and
"requests" for him to appear for a discussion with the political
committee. since he had already stated his differences at the
Central Committee _meeting on August 30, such a requirement
was in fact a denial of his rights.

In the constitution of the wRP, the relation between branches,
party committeel and_ the Congress was fundamental. Authority
was vested both from below and above. The stnrchrre and rules of
t. prrry meant that the highest body of the parry was its annual
congress, with the central committee taftirrg responsibility
betw_een congresses. The Political committee, being eiected from
the Central committee, did not have the power to ooemrle it. By
insisting on Gerry's appearance before the political Committei,
the entire strucrure of the party was being made subordinate to
the c-lique that now dominated it. The denial of Gerry,s right to
circulate his material was a clear and open breach of the rigTrs of
minority views in the parry. It revealed a fear of allowing his
differences to be discussed.

Gerry assailed the unconstitutional position taken by ttrose
around Torrance as far back as January. That was when it had
been recommended to the congress that Gerry's political role
should be that of "political advisei". The octobei 4 lener pointed
out: "Ilnder the constinrtion of the party, a political adviser has
'no constitutional rigfrts', apart from being abli to attend meetings
when the 'adviser' has no vote even on br.rr"h issues. He ls
debarred for all time from being a delegate to parry congresses.
He is in fact a political 'un-person' in the party." Gerryt letter
exposed the eclectical method of the TorranCe cfique and how this
manifested itself politically in the breaking of decisions.

"'rHE AWAKENING GIANT"

He drew a parallel with his experiences in the post-war period,
when he opposed the methods of Jock Efaston and Ted Grant in
the Revolutionary Communist Party. Eclecticism alwalrs involved
"the separation of dialectical from historical materialism", he
wrote. This separation was revealed by the practice of expecting
Gerry to continue to lecrure on Marxist dialectics whilst the WRP
newspaper published a travesty of the movement's history.
Meanwhile the parry constitution was being torn up. He drew this
conclusion:

There is not any longer a Workers Revolution*ryP*ty of which
we can possibly be considered members because the constitution
is the 'in itself' of the party, because it is decided, amended and
re-affirmed each year by the Annual Congress of the Party. It is

the 'in itself' of all the political decision-making and practices of
the party in the year that follows.

Raising the differences as issues of method made no impression on
the clique. They simply reiterated their demand that Gerry should
"attend the next meeting of the Political Committee and Central
Committee to discuss the political differences that you have".
'fhere \ ras no reply to his request for all the correspondence to be
published. In a subsequent letter, Gerry pointed oue "Whilst the
Political Committee and the Central Committee have discussed
the Vanessa Redgrave-Flealy correspondence, the membership
have been deprived of their rights to participate in this discussion.
lf dissenting opinions are suppressed, then every member's
democratic rights are suppressed."

Gerry arranged to hold a course on theory in Athens benrreen
October 15 and 21. There was a great interest in Greece about the
changes in the Soviet Union. The active, undogmatic approach
towards these changes which he struggled for came as a

considerable surprise to some members. One of them said: "Up
until last week, we rtrere saying that 'Gorbachev was the leader of
world Stalinism' and we were attacking him as part of our
campaign. We can't just change from one position to another
without analysing this." In reply Gerry explained that the
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Gorbachev issue-had not just arisen out of the last few months, but
was also the background to the split of 19g5. Soviet philoropl"*
s.uch as _Ilyenkov, Batishev, omeryanovsky and oize"rrr"r, ua
sfown that aspects of Marxist 6."orv w:re 'very 

much t"." r..pi
alive in the Soviet trnion, eren drring the Bre'zhne, p"rioJ. nli
advances in theory did not automaticjty lead to scientific method
in politics.

There followed..6r:" days of intense work on the practice of
gosliti-ona especially rl,e concept of semblance, again i**i"g ."
Lenin's Philosophical Notebooks. Much work *-as done orr"th"
blackboard, with the involvemenr of every snrdent at the school.
semblance was _depicted as arising fro* the negation of
"difference", which itself is a negatior, 6o* the external world. In
negation, the results of the firsf proposition are contained in the
second.

The moment of i.dgntiq, contains infinite quantity, necessity and
cause, 9.rry explained. These categorils are propertils of
universal matter in motion. Through 

"iern.Lefle"tion into the
subject, each of. them 

_is 
negated iito its own opposite: infinite

guantity into finite quality; necessity into chan".; 
"..rr. 

into effect.
Flj.t-.- qualiry chance and effect ,i. alr contain.a i" the moment
of difference.

The infinite contradiction within difference - described by
Lenin as "an indeterminate beginning,, - creates tr. i-p"i;;;
negate the simple negation and i.ru*t the external *orid. This
s.econd negation is the result of th_9 completion of .h" "bi"J;;dialectical laws - ,!" unity, conflict .rrd irrt"rpenetration of
opposites, th. ffansformation of quantity into quality *d;;;
versa, and negation of the negatiorr. Th. ,egation of tht ;.g.J;;
occurs at a new moment in time. Because of this, the result is
another negation, the third, which leads to semblance.

. The third negation - or "third term,,4 - from ,h. .o.*al world
F*: a-synthesis of semblance with *. prrry', hirtori"d b;t;;
knowledg", Td all the scientific knowledge oi ho** beings. {ht;
is a unity of dialectical logic with histlrical materiafisil. The
immediary of the first mornents of cognition is in tfiis *.y*irJ
with both maner in motion and the g-erreral movemen, of hir,ory
- the universal and the historical.
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ln an essay written in conjunction with the school, Gerry noted:
"A synthesis with the historical materialist process in constant
rnovement and change must of necessity include analpis lmpbasis
in original], otherwise it is reduced to a history of lifeless
abstractions." 5 Synthesis and analysis is a self-related process
based on synthesis of the subject with the external world. This
universal, objective world of matter in motion independent of
thought gives rise to a process of negations from the universal to
the particular and the individual, and vice versa.

Gerry's work on the path of cognition was given a boost when
he received a translation of a brilliant essay written by Gudrun
Richter, a uroman philosopher from the German Democratic
Republic. Richter's Tbe Historically Law Gouerned Process was
published in the Magazine for Pbilosophy.6He used the essay to
show how the universal can only express itself through the
particular. In tfie practice of universalising tfie particular, more
and more parts of the external world are negated into thought. fu
they appear in the individual, they are negared back into the
universal.

The movement from semblance to appearance in cognition is a
process and practice of "universalising the particular', he said.
The formation of "appearance" is a "return" to the universal, and
from that point the practice of "particularising the universal"
begins. He showed how Richter's essay could be concretely
understood in the process and practice of cognition in connection
with the concepts of "particular" and "universal" as well as the
"logical" and "historical".

When the school was over, Gerry was given a report about
problems that arose during the 2nd International Youth
conference held in Athens at the end of september. The ICFI
had agreed to hold this conference many months earlier, but the
Torrance group revealed its nationalist orientation by sluggishness
and lack of enthusiasm in organising a campaign in Briiain. The
Yaung Socialist newspaper carried no information or articles about
the event, except at the eleventh hour. No attemprc were made to
prepare youth organisationally or politically. This led to serious
diffrculties for the Greek wRP hosts. They were obliged to
maintain discipline with a group of young people who were
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abroad under the misapprehension that they were on their way to
a holiday in the sun.

on his return from Greece, Gerry was told that a "special
congress" of the wRP had suddenly been called for the welkend
of october 31 to November 1. Neither Gerry, v. Redgrave or
myself were invited. c. Redgrave and the other Lentral
committee members who had voted with Gerry on August 30, as
well as Savas Michael, managed to attend however.

After the impromptu "special congress", Michael wrote to the
wRP leadership asking for the date of the scheduled 9th party
congress, due to be held in two months'time. Torrance ignorei
the contents of his lerter, and once more repeated the demaid that
G.rry should appear before the political eommittee. In fact the
Torrance qolp was ro wait until the end of the following March
before they held their nexr Congress.T

In the auturnn of 1986, G.ry, wrote a major six-part series called
The Tbeory of l(nowledge. The importance of these articles for
Marxists today is that while they were wrirten with the immediate
batdes of the day in mind, they are concerned entirely with the
exposition of the method of dialectics itself. He did not consider
the crude manoeuvrings of his opponents in the wRp as the
practice of serious Marxists. The WRp engaged in a considerable
amount of activit-y t9 put together and distribute the daily
newspaper. But its leaders fought shy of taking on the challenge of
training themselves or their members in maierialist dialectii. It
was 

-something to refer to in passing when making a speech or
writing about one's opponenrs. They excluded thJmselves from
this practice, however.

Gerry was looking towards the future, both in Britain and
internationally. So he put a great deal of energy and determination
into creating a distilled handbook for the piactice of dialectical
logic. All the transitional moments in dialectical logic are outlined
on the red and black projection illusuated in this-book,8 and the
reader will find that the overall movement is easier to grasp when
it is seen as well as read in words.

Part one of The Theory 0f Knowledge articles immediately
establishes that the requirement for dialictical logic arises orrt of
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training in relation to practice. The affrrmation that the "world
beyond thought" actually exists instandy separates the practitioner
of dialectical logic from "all brands of idealism and formal
thinking", the essay begins. It then recapitulates the importance of
understanding that the world beyond thought is governed by the
same dialectical laws as thought itself. To demonstrate how
thought develops, concepts must be abstracted "which manifest
the presence of the motion of the external world in the subjective
tctivity of thought itself " .

Dialectical logic thus requires the holding fast of the object
within the subject. In a passage which explains precisely the
relation berween subjective thought and the objective external
world, Gerry writes: "Whilst the objective world, existing
independently of consciousness, cannot be reduced to an
ubstraction in thought, nevertheless it can only be understood
through the subjective images of sensations, whose source is in the
objective external world. "

It is then shown how many idealists and those who revise
Mamism advocate the theory of "Praxis". The dialectical path of
cognition is blpassed, and such idealists rush from combinations
of sensations straight to practice. Those who stumble around in
this fashion, the article says, "conveniently forget that human
beings, in order to live, do in fact abstract the objects they need
from nature. It is the material reality of these necessary practices
which produce the abstract images of the objects they need".

The essay again goes over the transition through negation from
the objective identity of the source of sensation into difference.
'lhe process of dialectical transition is taken through to the
formation of semblance, and it is demonstrated how this consists
of nlro moments in one. The article quotes Lenin's summary of
Hegel: "Semblance is (1) nothing, non-existent which exists and
(2) being as moment." As something begins, or comes into being,
it is both nothing and somethirg.

Then a crucial quotation from Lenin follows, contrasting the
Hegelian dialectic with other philosophers. Hegel insists that
cssence is inseparable from semblance, "that which is immediately
given". The semblance of an object or process already contains its
essence. Lenin is quoted again when he says: "That which shows
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changes in essence must lead to changes in appearance and vice
versa. Part Four continues with the negation of essence back to
the external world to form a "higher stage of essence", which is an
object or objects in the external world. This means that cognition
now reaches actuality or reality, which is the highest stage of the
essence of abstract thought.

Inspired by some remarks by Lenin, where he says that
"dialectics" was the single word which best defined the essence of
Marx and Engels' contribution to revolutionary thought, Gerry
went on in October to complete the last nro parts in the series.
Part Five opens with the role of practice in the theory of
knowledge. "The abstract image of sensation," the essay begins,
"reflects the practical interaction berween the individud and the
objects and phenomena in the world outside." The essential
principle established by Marx in his Theses on Feuerbacb is that
practice is not just another concept in the process of cognition.
lnstead, Gerry writes, "it is the most decisive category in the
method of dialectical and historical materialism as a single
whole". lmphais in ariginaf

The object under consideration is "that part of the class
struggle in the capitalist system" to which the revolutionary
directs his or her individual attention. Dialectical materialist
cognition through the negation from the external world into
difference and subsequent negations give rise to the category of
"substance" which as matter, Gerry writes, is the opposite of
thought. [eru.phasis in original]

The final sequence of moments from the formation of substance
to the leap to practice in the external world are outlined as

causality and reciprocity, chance and necessity. From necessity,
thought develops an abstract notion which is the end of zubjective
cognition. This gives rise to the theoretical idea or notion in the
objective world of practice.

The last essay discusses the unity of the logical and the historical
which is contained in theoretically guided practice. It shows how
in the split of 1985 the enemies oi th" ICFI attempted to split the
dialectical from the historical. Gerry differentiates sharply
berween Slaughter/North and the Banda brothers, who h. rryt
"contributed in a powerful practical way to building the WRP and

7l

itself is essence in one of its determinations, in one of its aspects, in
one of its moments. Essence seems to be just that. Sembhnle is the
showing of essence itself in itself." lunpiasis in originat)

. The build-up of quantities and propirti.s of an"obj..t o, process
is n91 always directly reflected i.t charges in quality, ran Two
explains. The cate gory of "measure" risults from i}re ,,limited
o"iy of the properties of quantity". In a gradual process of build-
up, howewer, "we must constantly be alerted to perceive the nodal
points of the unfolding of these ,ieaps' ,,.

_. 
Negated back to their synthesis in the external world, the

"parts" or,"properties" of the object now become phenomena
determin.4 by objective causality, that is, governed by ob;""ti""
law which has been determined tirrough *itpir. rrr. t"ira-"toi
these negated parts from the external *orld creates a sum and,lity of opposites, which is a new content. The new content
which now emerges, the essay explains, is ,.essence in existencer.
This is "the abstract produci of dialectical logic, which is in nrrn
the product of the brain, of matter that thinlai.

The relation between form and content is explained at the end
of Part Two and the- beginning of part Three. 'ih. ,,thirrg" which
emerges is a "form" with the sum and unity of opposiles as its
"content". Both the form and the content contai[ contradiction
and are changing in their relation to each other, part Three
explains. The dialectical relation betqreen form and content is
then shown in connection with human thought concepts. The
path of cognition is from living_perception to ,Ert ..t tho"ght *J
t"* this to practice, the article r"yr, q.roting Lenin. It contains
the transition from the individual to th" iarticular and the
universal, which are the contradictions in waging the class struggle
thlough the practice of building the parry.

Essence, which has already been sho*r, to be a s,m and unity of
opposites, or rhe internal contradictions of the object which was
initially at the external source of sensation, is now explained in
connection with appearance. "The dialectical process of
cognitition," the essay says, "always proceeds from th"'rpp""rance
of the essence, that is from the external sides of objects di*"tly o,
indirectly appearing as the source of sensation.i, The relaiion
between appearance and essence is revealed as law-governed, since
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the ICFI for 35 years". He describes tfie Bandas, collapse into
subjective idealism after the confrontation between tl" nritirl
miners and the Thatcher government and compares 19g5 with the
ultra-reactionary period thrt 

"ror" 
in Russia 

"ft., 
the defeat of th"

1905 revolution. The essay closes by analysing the Eansformation
of the Bandas and slaughter in connecrion *ith th. prriroroflry 

"iFichte. In the end, Gerry says, the differences benrein Norih and
the British leaders who formed a brief alliance with hirn became
too great. "It was a win 'on pointsr,,' Gerr1, concludes, "for tIS
pragmatism over Fichtean subjective idealism".

By now it was evident that the wRp clique had jettisoned all the
p,rinciples of democratic centralism, in-both the ICFr and the
wRP. There was no longer any conrmon ground for continued
discussion or collaboration with Torrance. ,{ steering commiaee
was formed and its first meeting was held on Noiember 2. rt
consisted mostly of central comminee members of the wRp
who rejected the clique's position.

A letter addressed ro Torrance said that the "special congress"
of october 3lA.{ovember 1 "trampled on th" party constilution
and violated every principle of our movemenr more h"gr*rdj ;J
mre cynically than did the Banda/Slaughter clique".

. 
Draum up prlcipally by c.Redgravq the retter explained how

the vote at the congress 'iamountJd to nothing *or. than an ex-
post-facto acceptance of the clique leadership,f suppression of its
politicalipponents... such a vote could be nothing more than a
whipped up oath of loyalty to satisfy the subjJctive idealist
lequirements of the present leadership". The letter continued: "Aleadership which iecognises no i.rrro"."tic right, fo, ii,
opponents and which violates the constitution by Ilaiming for
itself_rights which it does nor have under the constin tion] has
thereby violated all the principles which it claimed to defend a
year ago."

^ 
The following week, the minoriry on the central committee -

9.Ty Healy, John Eden, both Redgraves, Jan Koene and Mick
Blakey - sent a letter to Michael, secieta ry 

"i the ICFI, 
"rpiri"ir;that they were obliged to "break politically and compl.,.ly i;;

the anti-wRP clique". The retier outlined how'the frsiih
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Congress at the beginning of the year smuggled in a number of
amendments to the constitution of the WRP which contained
crucial changes affecting the democratic rights of dissenting
minorities in the party. "Thus," the minority said, "the
constitution of the WRP is no longer the 'in itself' of the party as

a democratic centralist party. It is transformed by a politically
hostile clique into an instrument for suppressing all discussion
within the party except discussion as does not dissent from the
positions of the clique. Thus only identity is admined (A=A) with
the obliteration of difference within the identity."

This letter was the final correspondence with the Torrance-led
WRP. Michael, in his capacity as the secretary of the ICFI, was in
contact with the Torrance group until April 30, 1987, when he
informed the Central Committee that their position was
incompatible with membership of the ICFI. They were given the
right to appeal to the forthcoming llth World Congress of the
ICFI. The full documentation of this discussion, with all of the
WRP's exchange of correspondence with the ICFI was published
in the first issue of The Marxist, a bi-monthly theoretical fournal
launched by the ICFI inJune 1987.

The Torrance Central Committee decided in its wisdom that
()erry was one of a group of people who had become "new lifers".
'this expression was now deployed as a blanket term to attack any
rnember who refused to support the Torrance group's breaches of
the constitution. To describe in this way a 74-yeu-old, who was
still devoting every ounce of energy he had to revolutionary worh
showed the depth to which Torrance and her co-thinkers had
sunk. It was all the more despicable since G"rry and those who
supported him, had contributed substantially in a variety of wa)6
to the relaunch of the daily News Line rn February 1986. In the
final analysis, the break with Torrance gave G"rry a new political
lease of life, because it freed him from a group which was
unprincipled, opposed to serious theoretical work and trapped in
rlogmatism.

While the final parting with Torrance was unde r w{t Gerry made
sonre notes titled Tbe Concept of Substance in the Process of
Cognition 9 Based on the work of the Athens school in October,
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4"y set out the theoretical background to the split with the
Torrance group. They remain .i irrdirpers"ble's"**;r)r;i
fundamenral concepts of dialectical maierialism. They ,[o-
exacdy how the essential starting point for dialectical materialise
is the inner unitF of the infinite nLtion of all forms of matter and
how thought. arises out of this. Gerry,s final note is a concise
e4position of how eclecticism arises. It says:

Eclecticism combines empty word forms which replace zubsance
as the materiality of internal contradicrions, with images of a
thought content without material subsance. In other ,*oid, ah"y
replace it with thought images without a material content ,rhich
are simply the self-creation of subjective idealists. without the
world scientific outlook of materialist dialectics to guide the
dialectical process of cognition, they simply cannot analyse the
'internal contradictions' which constitute substance.

The practising eclectic, aparr from being a subjective idealist, is
inherendy physically frightened of all ki"ds of contradictions. He
or she converts the working class and the class stnrggle into an
abstraction by simply objecrifying it. when th" ,"-Jity of the
world class struggle forces its way into their consciousness, the
eclectics invariably turn organisationally inwards into the most
conservative of clique formations.

Towards the end of the year, Gerry began to write a new series ofpolitical letters. The frrst *rr .rll. f,: problems in Troining in
Materialist Dialectics. The retters explained the theo...i".t
differences which separated the minority which trad brok", "**from the Torran"e gtorrp. He set out once more ,t..ur.J"r'Jr
the gonstihrtion, and the diff...rr"es over the Soviet union.

The first letter said that the Torrance group,s conception that
"practice in the immediate sense is the rJrr.. of theory,, I.d iol
"consistent bowing 

_to 
:]re spontaneity_of growing .rrrr r*ggi. ".

[nrynyis in originaf rh1s, lelv rotid, *"r, to ifrore .o*p"tJ,.ry
Lenin's words in vvbat Is To Bi Done? where h! points oot th.t"tle spontaneous.development of the worki"t class movement
leads to its subordination to bourgeois ideologfi". a"*,o"rr.j
tlre importance of democratic ceitralist prrS o,rganisation and
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"consistent collective discussion in all branches" in combatting the
influence of bourgeois ideology.

The second letteq written a week later, was called Eclccticisn - A
Falsifier of Materialist Dialectics. The dangerous "shot-gun
wedding" of bourgeois ideological training with the concepts and
categories of materialist dialectics was analysed. It drew on Lenin's
V4bat Is To Be Done? to explain that " 'theory' as a 'guide' must be
ahead of the immediary of our narrow forms of practice. ft can
neither be separated from or be liquidated into practice,
otherwise it cannot be 'a guide to practice'." lEmpbasis in
original] Gerry thus made the disagreements with the clique at
Union Street into an opportuniry to re-examine fundamental
principles of Marxist theory and their connecrion with the practice
of the movement.

A few days before Christmas, Gerry and I drove up to the
serpentine to meet v.Redgrave. she invited him to her flat to
meet the young theatre director David Leveaux, who had directed
the production called Chekboa's wqn m staged at the Lyri. theatre
towards the end of 1985. Leveaux had just rehrrned from working
in the German Democratic Republic and gave a. vivid 

"ccorrnt 
of

his experiences with actors and directors. He found that people
such as plalnrright Heiner Mtiller were openly engaged in debate
and discussion critical of the Stalinist regime. Redgrave was acting
in Ibsen's play Ghosrr during the winter of 1986-1987. The play
was first staged at the Young Vic theaue and later transferred to
the West End and G.rry went to see both productions.
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it takes everything with it. This understanding can make us
extremely sharp on all sorts of developments in the objective
world," he said. "The thinking of human beings scientifrcally
corresponds to objective laws, despite the mutilations of bourgeois
ideology," he went on. "You achieve a synthesis as a result of the
work that you have done, but the theory of history now coincides
with dialectical logic, in an objective law-governed way. This is
the coincidence of the historical and the logical."

It was the Christrnas holiday period when festivities focus on the
"visit" of the Three Kings on January 6. The narrow streets were
decorated with lights, and children sat in most doorwalre plalrs
and chatting. Every time we left the flat, Gerry was amused by the
"urchins". The children were off school, waiting for the "Reyes
Magos" - the three kirgr - to bring them presents. They had the
faces of the boys in Murillo's 17th century paintings, but th"y
were not wearing rags or selling fruit. Instead they had bright new
outfrts and played with the latest computer games.

Barcelona's packed streets, caf6s and shops vrere bubbling with
life. It is one of the most densely populated cities of Europe, its
poorer inhabitants packed into small flats with paper-thin walls.
We stayed, as before, in Hospitalet de Llobregat, a suburb of
400,000 industrial workers and their families. Gerry's sleep was
often interrupted by neighbours doing DfY or dop barking - but
we were made to feel welcome and all of his needs were anended
to. He felt much better there than in the "posh" flat in
Kensington. He enjoyed eating in working-class cafis, zurrounded
by ordinary Catalans and their families. Our hosts would translate
the menu: unuzually for Gerry, he drank a litde wine, with mineral
water. FIe savoured the food and the small dramas of local life.

In the mornings he would take leisurely walks on t'he city's
seafront or drive along tfie coast. He visited the seaside town of
Sitges on the Costa Dorada. The resort has a baroque church
made of sunny-coloured stone, overlooking an esplanade with tdl
palm trees. The sveeping seafront, blue skies and bright sunshine
made a great break. New Year's Eve was spent with the snrdents in
a uaditional Spanish celebration.

I had a look around Barcelona, visiting different parrs of the city
- the Gothic "barrio" around the cathedral and the Picasso
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CHAPTER 5

New Year in Catalonia

A" December 29, Gerry and I flew to Barcelona for the first of
\-,,7three New Year schools with the spanish section. The sunny
weather and proletarian atrnosphere of the city provided him with
s.om: urgendy needed energy. The non-stop political battles with
the Torrance group since August meant t 

" 
n"ided a break.

_ G"rry looked forward to the work with the Spanish section. The
L_iga obrera comunista (Loc) had just completed its Seventh
congress, md g^ve a report on political and e-conomic evenB in
Spain. we were getting to lnow the different members, mainly
trade unionists from Catalan coal mines and engineering ia"torier,
with car workers. travelling up from Madrid. sonie college
students also attended the school. Esther Romero, secretary of tf,e
Loc, interpreted from English into spanish and vice versa. This
w_a9 quite a feat, since she took an active part in t:[re school.
Although her formal education ended at an early age, she had
tauglt herself to speak English and to interpret.

The classes gave Gerry considerable satisfaction because the
students came well prepared. They were beginning to understand
t},e concept of semblance as a concrete, prri.olu moment in the
process and practice of cognition. G.rry explained that it was
necessary to go through the whole process from the outside world
into thoug_h,, *d back to the world outside thought, through the
dialectical laws. In this way the practition", oi the dialJctical
method establishes a relation with-the movement of history in a
scientific understanding of the motion of history as it unfotds. rhe
objective laws of thought also govern the -orr.-.rrt of the world
beyond thought.

"In materialist dialectics, the 'return' to the external world is a
regressive process, but it is acrually a movement .forward' 

because
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Museum in the old part of the city. There was a major Braque
exhibition. The Museu d'Art Modern contained mainly rqth
century_ work, a reminder of the cultural repression during 40
years of Francoism, when mosr of Spain's artiits lived in exiil or
boycotted the regime.

. on Montjuic, the roclcy hill and fortress overlooking the city
there was a new museum built specially to house the *orL ofJoan
Mir6, the catalan painter and sculptor. The construction of the
building - a shrine to an artist who always scorned the Fascist
dictator - ya: qrnptomatic of the broad ro"i.l changes in the run-
up to the defeat of Francoism n t975. An exhibitioir documented
the city authorities' sweeping programme of improvements to
Barcelona's infrastructure orrir th. pr",rious frve years. The
delightful architectural setting of the Fundacid *", 

" breath of
fresh 11 * elpression of the-new political atrnosphere after the
end of Fascist rule. At last the catalan people hah succeeded in
breaking out of the cultural and poiitical isolation which
dictatorship had imposed.

In the New Year, five of us drove up to a small village set in the
mountains off the coast. The road took us through ,ti"p inclines
of red rock, gashed open like flesh. There *.r"- dramatic views
gvefogking Barcelona and the far_away Mediterranean. Driving
back down to the sea, 

-we 
stopped offin the village of Garraf,

which became Gerry's favouritl-spot. we were virtially the only
visitors at the tiny resort, which made it eaqg to have confidential
conversations in the open air about political events and the
progress of the school. Before renrrning to London, Gerry asked
to go to Tarragonna, fumher along the coast. Fre was excited by
the ruins of a Roman amphitheatre, almost as impressive as drl
colosseum in Rome. Its location overlookini the sea was
spectacular.

By 1987 a routine had been established for living and working at
thefrouse in clapham. The strict vigilance of the-witch-hrrrt f,a1rs
of october 1985 was modified to zuit th. new conditions of the
house. But the security provisions were still based on the
presupposition that Gerry and his collaborators were subject to
state surveillance. A small number of members helped with
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security and I hardly ever left his side, except during the night
when others would stay in the house. There was a need for
constant alertness when answering the door and the telephone, as

well as in providing Gerry's basic needs for food, clothing,
medicine, visits to the doctor, the optician, the hospital and all the
other requirements of an elderly person. In retrospect, the burden
of looking after all of his needs was a small price to pay for the
privilege of being able to learn how he planned and carried out his
work. At the time, however, struggling to get through each daR it
did not always appear that way.

Redgrave assisted sporadically, but she had a heavy theatrical
workload. Often she would call in after one of her performances,
late at night. The adrenalin of the stage atrnosphere made her
exhilarated, but as her "high" drained 

^way, 
she would sometimes

nod off while talking to Gerry. The journey from Clapham to her
Chiswick flat was long and often arduous. Gerry was always
concerned about her driving around London without an escort.
Often he got me to take her home in his own car.

Gerry lived very simply, and did not drink or smoke. His meals
at home were modest and occasional caf6 meals were never
extravagant. The household at West Road did not incur major
expenses. Even the telephone bill was minimal. Most of the cash
went on daily requirements, such as food, peuol and newspapers
and to Geryr's son Alan. Gerry, now 75, was still exremely active.
When I arrived at the house each morning, he had already been
up since before 6am, made himself a cup of tea, washed and
shaved, and was looking over notes or writing. The papers were
brought first thing and Gerry would scan through at least two
each morning.

Since the morning trip to LJnion Street no longer took place,
Gerry would meet C. Redgrave each day at 8.45am. Unless there
was a special matter to be discussed, Gerry would complete his
business with him in about 15 minutes. The photocopier in the
house was essential for these meetings and all the different apects
of the work. I reproduced material for him, the ICFI and the
Steering Committee, and made regular compilations of material
from the BBC monitoring service at Caversham. Articles and
speeches transcribed from the Soviet media made it possible to
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show to others the astounding changes that lrere now taldng place
thick and fast in the USSR.

And as tfie months went by, Gerry and I learned to respect each
other's needs and work together more smoothly. This process was
not €x{ir, but it was based on a mutual respect and trust, which
made it possible to overcome crises as they arose. And arise they
sometimes did. The friction kept me on my toes, alert, sometimes
auagry but always thinking about what I was doing - "alive and
alert", as Gerry once said of himself. We took care in our
movements around the house to avoid drawing attention to
ourselves. Gerry never went out on foot in the surrounding
neighbourhood. People associated with the old Town *er" still
active in Brixton, where they were using the former Youth
Training Centre as premises. It was thought they were prirting
their weekly paper, now re-named Workers Press, in a building
near West Road. There had been the occasional chance
encounters with supporters of the Old Town.

Gerry often had his lunch in cafds, sometimes in nearby Acre
Lane in a place frequented by local workers, run by a Greek-
Cypriot couple. He also liked going to Acton High Street, where
there was a small market and a cheap Italian restaurant called
Angela's. We had been told about this caf6 by a former worker at
the cAV-Lucas factory in Acton. Sadly, Angela's caf6 eventr"lly
closed down as the owners returned to their native Sicily. It was a
long drive from clapham to Acton merely to shop or to eat, but it
was conveniently near V. Redgrave's flat in Chisrick.

And later I realised that repeated visits to certain shops or cafis
and the regular walks in Hyde Park, were important in
establishing a daily rhythm, which enabled Gerry to carry out
strenuous political work and the frequent trips abroad, where a
different daily schedule was required. He liked going to familiar
places because it enabled him to stick to his timetable, avoid
unexpected problems, and arrive punctually for appointments. He
was able to handle sharp changes, because he had deliberately
constructed fi-xnrres in his day-to-day existence, and in his politicd
work. This provided a framework for the maximum crearive effort.

Gerry returned to Athens on January 17 to attend an ICFI

meeting. The gathering was attended by all members of the
committee except for tfrose in the Torrance clique. Michael wrote
a political letter which had the support of the Greek and Spanish
delegates. In it he showed how the Torrance group had rejected
the majority decisions of the ICFI, znd was also in breach of its
own Political Committee decisions over the expulsion of Mitchell
and White, as well as democratic centralist procedures.l Michael's
letter exposed the nationalist position of the WRP under
Torrance. It put on record what had taken place at the fraudulent
"Special Conference" at the end of October 1986.

Union Street's response was an interminable outpouring of
distortion and dogma, on the basis of half-truths and formal logic.
Th"y tried hard to link Gerry with a document he had never seen.

This document \ilas circulated without the Steering Committee's
agreement and expressed only the writer's own opinions. It was

the rinral of "guilt by association", a kind of "amalgam", whereby
the victim is made guilty of the "crimes" of his or her zupposed
associates.

The Torrance group continued to accuse Gerry and those who
supported him on the Central Committee of abandoning
Manrism, because of the position he took on the changes in the
Soviet Union. But they never answered the fundamental question
he raised: what had happened to the rights of members guaranteed
by the constinrtion?

In Athens, Gerry and his students built on the achievements of
Barcelona. Carlos, one of the Spanish leaders, succeeded in
presenting on the blackboard the entire movement of thought,
from its origins in the external world, to abstraction in thought
and back again in practice to the objective world. This was an
impressive achievement for him and the ICFI schools. His
presentation led to more questions and discussion with the 30
snrdents. Gerry had reached a high level of work and when he
returned to London he was exhausted but satisfied.

Back in Britain, he discussed with his close collaborators the
political positions of the groups based at (Inion Street and in the
Old Town. What they had in common was contempt for Marxist
theory and a rapid political degeneration. The struggle to develop
a party in Britain was particularly harsh because it remained the
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chief source of anti-Marxist ideology. Other countries were
dependent on British universities for their empiricist and positivist
ideas. FIe warned against reducing theory to a simple reflection of
the practice of the class and the parry. This could only produce
images of trade union consciousness and images limited to the
experience of an individual party member. Revolutionary theory
had to originate from a world scientific oudooh going beyond the
attitudes and immediate practices of the parry.

The Steering Committee formed by those leaders who refused
to accept Torrance's breach of the constitution circulated a letter
to its supporters on February 15. It outlined the politicd sinration
after eight years of Thatcherism in Britain. The letter emphasised
the importance of training in materialist dialectics, insisting that
"without such a struggle waged day in and day out, all talk of
politically penetrating the working class is an idealist fraud". It
closed by pointing to the writings of Marx and Engels on the
development of the English working class,2 where they explained
how tfie "social aspect" had prevailed over politics. England was
the first country where principles became social questions, when
the masses felt their individual rights were threatened by the state,
said the letter. It drew attention to the period bemreen 1800 and
1824 when trade unionism developed although made illegal by the
Combination Laws. "Illegal trade unionism does not mean the
end of trade unions," the letter added.

A rwo-day school held in February in London was noticeably
different from those held in Barcelona and Athens, due to a
reluctance to speak. The students did not want to become
involved in a discussion on theoretical questions for nro main
reasons. The frrst was thar in Britain ideas are traditionally
considered personal properry, and nobody else's business; and
second, that theory has immediate political implications. In the
students' contributions there was a tendency to separate word
forms from their contents, to present Marxist dialectics formally,
and to avoid contradiction like the plague.

Gerry devoted himself to a study of the economic crisis
unfolding internationally during February and March. He
outlined the main factors in the development of t,[re economic
crisis as follows:
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The source of fictitious capital must be investigated. This has to
be offset against invested capial. The rate of profit can only be
realised by invested capital. The world volume of capital now
includes a massive amount of non-productive capital which is used
in speorlative transactions, ourweighing all invested capial. Living
labour remains the only source of value. As the relationship
berween living labour and "dead labour" increases in favour of
"dead labour", the rate of profrt goes down. Many banls now
operate without reserves. This means investigating the relation
benreen "real" capial and "fictitious capital".

Apart from scouring newspapers in Britain, Gerry perused the
BBC monitors of USSR broadcasts and press every daR marking
up sections to be photocopied. The unembellished columns of
prose provided by the intelligence services were full of astounding
revelations. The January plenum of the Central Committee of thi
Communist Parry had been posrponed three times. The stalinist
bureaucrats were desperate to stop Gorbachev pushing through a
systematic democratisation of all aspects of society, from the
factories to the Soviets and the Communist Partr itself. During
the winter of 1986 -t987, huge numbers of Soviet litir.rr, flockei
to the cinemas to see Georgian director Tengiz Abuladze's film
REmunce. Championed by Eduard Shevardnadze and Alexander
Yakovlev, the frlm was a soul-searching depiction of the Stalin
epoch and shocked audiences to the point of tears. rt was a big
psychological breakthrough for the anti-stalinist forces during
1987, enabling millions to face their own past for the first time. In
February, after the Central Committee Plenum, Gorbachev
addressed mass media workers, appealing for their support. In
March, Mikhail Kuznestov, who sat on the editorid council of the
Soaiet Encyclopaedia publishing house, announced that rhe new
edition of the historical encyclopaedia would include Trotsky,
Zinovtev, Kamenev and Radek, names which had been porgid
from history.

Gerry had encouraged Redgrave to go to the soviet union with
her friend Thelma Holt of the National Theatre. Th"y attended
performances of contemporary theatre in a number of the
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republics and eventually decided to select Boris Vasiliev's play
Tornorrow was War for an international festival in London.

Redgrave ioined us in Athens for the annual Congress of the
Greek section and another school. She g ve a report of her visit to
the USSR to the Athens members. fu at every school since 1986,

Gerry insisted on a thorough examination of the connection of
semblance with its source in the physical movement of the
external world beyond thought. The impressions which flash by it
the first moments of cognition are not emPtF impressions, he
explained. Th"y contain the living being of history in the making.
The fact that the initial moments are incomplete, as yet
undeveloped, is what drives human thought back to the source of
sensation. Each impression contains the movement of history as

motion. Each particular thing is made more concrete through a

practice of negation, from the external world into abstract thought
and back to the external world again. The "impressions flashing
past" might appear as chance moments; but in reality they are

necessary momentsr pxrts of a particular whole. G.try insisted
many times that there is no room for guess work in the process of
cognising these moments.

He tried to show the connection of parry work on cognition
with what was going on in both the USSR and within the
Trotskyist movement. Socidised properg, relations had not been
destroyed, making it a political rather than a social revolution. In
the 1980s, features of the world economic crisis, such as financial
corruption, also existed within the Soviet tlnion, especially
amongst the notoriously corrupt Brezhnev elite. But now a new
generation of intelligentsia, technicians and academics expressed

the need to break out of this suffocating regime - thus the
campaign for glasnost and perestroika which aimed at breaking up
the Stalinist bureaucracy.

At the school, Gerry integrated Lenin's Elem.m* of DialeaicsS

into the process and practice of cognition, which he had already
explained through his visual projection. These elements form a

concise outline of how to approach an object, or process, and
examine it dialectically, be ginn ing with " the -thin g-in-itself " .

One snrdent wanted to know: "What is the 'thing-in-itself'4 in

semblance?" This was an important question, since Gerry's
presentation of cognition shows the objecti"ity of the moment of
semblance, something which Lenin insists upon in his o\iln notes
on the concept, pointing out that sceptics, such as Hume and
Kant, separated semblance from essence. They denied the
possibility of knowing the "thing-in-itself". Asked to say what his
own views were, the snrdent replied: "The thing-in-itself is the
unity of opposites in essence." Gerry disagreed. He said: "The
'thing-in-itself is the indeterminate beginning.5 It is not a
question of holding fast the beginning of the thirg - it acnrally
never leaves you."

The important thing is the "objectivity of consideration", he
explained. Semblance has its own specific qualities, which are not
the same as essence. Semblance is a subdivision or moment of
essence, he added. The new content, the thing-in-itself, in
semblance is "the beginning". Semblance he described as the
"negative nature" of essence. The students were referred to
Lenin's remarks about semblance, which say that semblance is the
unessential, containing a "moment of not-Being". Lenin expands
his definition by saying "i.e, the unessential, seeming, superficial,
vanishes more often, does not hold so 'tightly', does not'sit so
firmly' as 'Essence'. Approximately: the movement of a river - the
foam above and the deep currents below. But anen the foam is an
expression of essence! " 6

Explaining the relation ben'een the concept of semblance and
party practice, Gerry said: "We have the logic of the parry's
congress which is then submerged in practice in the external world
of a more advanced political situation. That is the "logicising of
the historical". Logic or knowledge is negation, he added.
"Semblance is the negative nature of essence, but the 'relatively
negative' is also objective. It is objective within limits because
essence is changing. Dialectical concepts enable us to make
sensation a connection, not a barrier." Then he referred to
Lenin's sixth element, which describes "the stntggla respectively
unfolding of these opposites, contradictory strivings, etc.'.

Gerry told the school: "We can fall flat on our face if we
separate the problems faced in practice from political
developments. The danger is to individualise these problems,
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isolated from political conditions. The party must at times lift
itself 

^w^y 
from the immediary of practice, and the tendency to

separate practice from political conditions. One'sided activism,
which only refers to the immediate rezults of day-to-day practice,
loses sight of the universal movement of political change.

"You don't direcdy abstract from the results of your practice.
You abstract from the relative results of our Practice and the
absolute of the whole. Practice cannot be separated from the
world crisis and its interaction with the results of practice.
Bourgeois ideology constantly intervenes within our party to
separate it from the whole." FIe added: "Practice only grves you a

relative picture. This is where dialectical cadre training becomes

necessary. All communists learn to suffer the diffrculties of
building the party and the attention of the state. When the ansner
comes, it doesn't come as a direct answer, out of our practice. The
negative feanrre contains a positive content. This is a problem of
raining.

"The only privilege a communist has is to be where things are

most difficult - this is the whole essence of training. We have to
endure the persecution of the state and learn to endure
contradiction. Comrades also have the wrong idea that dialecticd
logic can automatically improve party work. No, each cadre has to
examine how the work of the party coincides with the
development of the crisis within his or her corurtry and how the
problems of the branch coincide with, or are, a reflection of the
problems in the external world."

The scheduled meeting of the ICFI was due to take place.
tlnion Street sent Torrance and Rudder to Athens for the
meeting, and they objected to the presence of Gerry and
V. Redgrave. The WRP delegation refused to recognise the
authority of the ICFI and the meeting came to an abrupt end.7

Nearly a month later, on April L2,I joined Gerry in Barcelona.
He had uavelled separately from London with another comrade
and I came up north to Catalonia with the LOC members from
Madrid. I had enjoyed the hospitality of two comrades' families, at
first near the centre of the clty in a working class suburb called
San Blas, and then in the industrial area of Parla. The vitality of
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the post-Franco epoch was as evident in Madrid as in Barcelona.
The Spanish working class had greatly improved its standard of

living. Some services and facilities made Britain look distinctly
Victorian. There was also grim povert), with many still living in
the ugly old tenement blocks. But better-offworkers enjoyed new
housing in areas such as San Blas. There were new sports and
community centres. Municipal building projects for housing and
recreation were being constructed on a scale not seen in Britain
for decades.

There was a Diego Rivera exhibition at tlre new Centro de
Reina Sofia, a l9th century hospital building which had been
completely modernised. Rivera had a historical importance for the
movement, because he had helped obtain asylum for Trotsky
when the world had become a "planet without a visa' for the
Russian revolutionary. Rivera's political activity, including his
close relationship with Trotsky, was fully documented in the
exhibition materials.

The Barcelona school lasted seven dalrs and continued to work
on the concept of semblance. This time, Gerry took the work
further by relating it to the Spanish party's perspective documents.
Semblance is important in scientific consideration because the
beginning is preserved, in a negated way, throughout all the
zubsequent moments of sensation, he explained. The moments in
cognition all take place under the influence of the three objective
dialectical laws oudined by Engels. Dialectical training consists in
keeping these laws continuously present in consciousness and
grasping the external world through its own law-governed
movement. Gerry warned comrades that if revolutionary cadres
remained untrained as they grew older, they would become
sceptical, and be unable to sustain a revolutionary outlook and
practice.

He also spent some time oudining the world crisis, in panicular
its development since the Bretton Woods agreement of L944 to
the enormous expansion of credit during the 1970s and 1980s.
G"rry set out the different phases of the world economic crisis as

follows:
l. The years following the Bretton Woods agreement of 1945;

2. The first major dollar crisis of 1964;
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3. 1968 - a new dollar crisis. The establishment of the 2-tier system

of dollar exchange;

4. August 15, L97l- Nixon takes dollar off the gold standard; the

emergence of the Common Market, the expansion of credit,

uncontrolled inflation, and fictitious capital;

5.1987 - huge volumes of fictitious capital exemplified in 824m paid

for Van Gogh painting. The "Big Barrg" on the stock markets

followed by "Black Friday".

Later that spring Gerry did another school in Athens where he

worked overthe path of cognition. He again brought together the
work on semblance with Lenin's Elmtents of Diahctics and tfie
unfolding of the world economic crisis. The work focussed on the
concept of 'concreteness". This was defined as the *necessary

aspects of an object in movement and change". In the process of
objective reflection these aspects interact with each other.
Objective reality was characterised as the 'inner unity of all forms
of self-development" including consciousness.

Innumerable schools enabled Gerry to improve his method of
training members. G"ry, often conducted schools by asking those

pr"reri to make the main contributions, rather than giving the
lector"s himself. He would correct what they said through
collective discussion. This way of teaching meant that more
experienced members and new students could ptni"tpate equdly
at a school. Telling shrdents to "do it" resulted in accelerated
learning. The problem, except in Britain, did not lie in achieving
active participation. The main diffrculry was to ensure that
students held on to the gains that were made at each school, so the
workwould go on after the school was over.

From his Athens base Gerry asked to be taken to Piraeus
harbour and town. It reminded him of his seafaring drlo. There
was a major exhibition of Greek artists supported by the town
council.

When we arrived back to London we learned about the tragic
death of a close sympathiser's son. The father had been a leading
figure in the Ceylonese courmunist movement and then the SLL
and WRP in Britain. Gerry, Redgrave, Bouki and mlzself attended
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the funeral in south London. M*y people, young and old, spoke
about him so vividly that even those who had not known the
teenager felt moved. It was a poignant atheist celebration of a

human life. Gerry visited the family several times afterwards to
share their grief and discuss politically with them.

There was much new to talk about. Various sources of
information gave Gerry an excellent view of the many-sided
nature of events in the Soviet Union. One Russian-speakirg
member met regularly with Gerry. fle scanned a range of Soviet
publications and summarised the contents. Virtually every
historian and writer, from former well-known Stalinists, such as

Alexander Samsonov, as well as names less familiar in the West,
was involved in an open-ended debate on every aspect of Soviet
life and history. News that resuictions on archive materid were
being lifted also reached the West.

Even Stalin's previously sacred war-time role came under
intense scrutiny. Historians on a TV panel spent nearly two hours
discussing the 1941 Batde of Moscow. Academician Samsonov and
historian V.T. Loginov, spoke about the debacle on the eve of the
Nazi invasion of the Soviet llnion in June 1941. Th.y examined
why the USSR was caught off guard. Both historians agreed that
generals such as Zhukov and Timoshenko had "begged Salin to
place the military on full alert", but that Stalin had chosen to
ignore intelligence reports from master spy Richard Sorge and
from the Red Orchestra network in Western Europe. The purges
of the officer corps were described as a 'great setback to our
combat batde readiness".

Clearly the unlocking process begun at the 27th P*ty Congress
in 1985 had gathered so much momentum that nothing could
hold it back. But the question of Trotsky's historical role
remained highly sensitive. A commentary on Soviet television by
Valentin Zorrn attacked the BBC Russian Service for saying that
"the seriousness and profundity of the changes currendy under
way in tfie Soviet (Inion will be measured by the degree to which
Trotsky is rehabilitated, no more and no less". Zorin accused
Trotsky of a "grave responsibility... for many misfornrnes of the
Russian revolution". FIe said that "murderers and terrorists
working together hand-in-hand with neo-fascists today in West
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European countries proclaim themselves to be followers of
precisely this frgure who evokes such propaganda ecstasy from the

BBC".
Time magazine published an articleS about Anatoli Rybakov's

novel Cbild,ren of the Arbat serialised in the literary iournal
Druzhba Narodoa. The poet Yevtushenko praised the book
warmly. Tirne journalist James Jackson wrote: "The book
obviously has high-level support. No apparatchik would have

dared authorise it without powerful political backing." JacLson
described Rybakov as *a decorated war veteran, a believer in
Communism and a well-established Soviet writer". Rybakov was

quoted as saying: "The reason it is being permitted now must be

that those on high must have felt it was qrnely and needed. They
must have realised that until we have eliminated the consequences

of Stalinism in the psychology of our people we cannot move
further forward."

G"rry devoured the book's 685 pages as soon as it was published

in English.g Cbitdren of the Arbat is based on the character of a

Young Communist League leader who is framed by the Stalinist
secret police. The book was serialised in the Soviet LInion
betneen April and June of 1987 after being suppressed for 20

years. Its publication gave glasnost an added momenfirm.

Between April and May there were two schools in London,
internrpted by a weekend dash to Rome with V. Redgrave. ft was

intended as a break for Gerry. My 80-year-old mother who was in
Rome visiting some friends, came for a short walk with us through
the centre of the city. Although older than Gerry she was more
accustomed to the hilly streets and it was she who feared for his

health when the steep climbs and heat made tnm dizry. Redgrave

would stride ahead of both the old people, while I tried to bring
up the rear without casualties. Although usually solicitous of
others' health, on this occasion her enthusiasm left her oblivious
to the older people who could not match her own physical
stamina.

This oddly mixed party visited Tivoli, just oueide Rome, to see

the fountains of Villa d'Este and Emperor Hadrian's ancient villa.
My mother and G"try rested on benches, while Redgrave dashed
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about, determined to see both villas in one day. She had arranged
a lunch for all of us with Franco Nero, her former partner. Our
host was Nero's dentist, who lived and worked in an old palazzo in
the medieval part of the town. Over a leisurely lunch, Nero and
his friends discussed the Soviet situation with Gerry, hotly
debated in Italy's massive Communist Party. Nero and his sister
were kind and helpful to both Gerry and myself all through the
stay in Rome. My mother and Gerry gor along well despite their
widely different backgrounds. They were full of mutual, if
sometimes prickly, respect. This feeling later grew into somethirs
warrner - a kind of reciprocal challenge to stay active, md alive.

The Roman "holiday" was full of anxiety for me, since neither
the hot weather, nor the hectic timetable really suited Gerry's
health. He did not complain, except when he was forced to walk a

long distance in Tivoli, but the enterprise was stretching him to
his limits. I was relieved when we rerurned to London and the
calmer atmosphere of West Road.

Somehow, even with so many political events to be traced and
studied, meetings to be organised, discussions to be held, G"rry
still encouraged me to follow the London art scene. An
erperimental gallery called Unit 7, run by artists, had staged an
"installation" by a Greek painter called Thrafia Daniylopolous. fu
an art sftdent in London, Daniylopolous had made his own study
of the pre-Socratic philosopher, Heraclitus, one of the first
dialecticians of ancient Greece. The installation incorporated
some of these dialectical ideas.

On May 22,I attended the Industrial Tribunal for the hearing
of the case against Astrnoor Litho, which was undefended. ft was
two and a half years since Banda's beating and I had pushed on
with my case despite numerous obstacles. These included the
liquidation of the company which involved seeking HiSh Coun
permission to continue the application. I won the case and was
awarded fi3,307 compensation, but it was a long time before a
single penny arrived. In the end it came to 81,200, rhe stanrtory
rninimum, paid by the Departrnent of Employment.

tiarly that summer, Gerry and V. Redgrave and mpelf drove to
l)eal in Kent for a commemorative meeting for the area's
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National Union of Mineworkers' leader Jack Collins. Kent
miners, their wives, Collins' family and trade unionists' women

miners from the United States, and members of other political
organisations, including the Torrance groupr \trere Present. The
KJnt miners organised a significant gathering to pay.tribute to

their courageo.rs ,t d principled leader. It was a sad occasion

because Coili.rs had died pri*"trrrely through illness. He had

been a member of the Communist Party, but was often in conflict

with it. Gerry knew him for many years. Terry French, jailed

because of his militancy during the miners' strike, also spoke.

Gerry's own remarks emphasised the quality of Collins'
leadership, which he stressed was far suDerior to syndicalist

militancy. The WRP worked closely with the Kent miners over

many years. tlnder Collins' leadership, they_gav-e strong suPPort

to the Young Socialists Euro-Marches in the late 1970s, when

they landed ln the Kent coast. During the miners'_ year-long

,triL" in 1984-1985, the WRP and Young Socialists made

frequent trips to Kent for meetings, taking large donations of
*orr.y and ftod. There was a different situation now. The closure

of all the pits in Kent marked the end of the mining industry in

south east England.

At the end of June we received transcripts of Gorbachev's speech

at the Central Committee plenum. FIe assessed the achievements

of perestroika in preparriion for the 70th anniversary of the

Ociober Revolutiott. G.try asked me to make photocopies of all

these documents plus material from Moscutt Nau, and Uanslations

from Repubblica a,nd El Pais. There were also Nouosri Press
transcripts of an exchange of views by economists, philosop-hers,

historians and social scientists, held in Moscow during April. Dr
Anatoly Butenko, a Moscow University professor at the Institute

of Economics of the World Socialist System, said in an interview

that the USSR had never been a socialist state. It was the frankest

admission to date that socialism had not been established in the

Soviet llnion either in the Stalin period or afterwards. The
discussion on "restructuring" was now in full swing'

That month V.Redgrave attended the Moscow Film Festival at

the invitation of the Fih Workers Union. The former Stalinist

leadership of this influential union had given way to Elim Klimov,
who was encouraging major changes. Redgrave had declined
invitations to participate in previous years, because of her
opposition to Stalinism. But now the union's invitation offered the
chance to see at first hand the anti-Stalinist process no\r sweeping
through the Soviet intelligentsia. At the festival she was
instrumental in ensuring the frlm Comrnissar, directed by
Alexander Oskaldov, rryas shown. It caused quite a stir. The film
had been shelved for over 20 years. The story revolved around a

Jewish craftsman who gives shelter to a pregnant Communist
commissar during the Civil War.

Redgrave returned from Moscow onJuly 16. Two days later the
Marxist Prrry held its first Congress in West London. AII the
theoretical work by Gerry from the beginning of that year was a

preparation for the writing of the perspectives of the first
Congress of the Mamist P"rty. By May 20, the draft perspectives
were ready, drawn up by C. Redgrave under Gerry's guidance.
The documents included an addendum about the results of the
June 11 General Election, which brought Thatcher in for her
third term of offrce. A Cenual Committee was elected from the
Congress with Redgrave as general secretary, after giving an
undertaking that he would not return to acting work.

fu the new parry leader, he summed up the achievements of the
Congress in a letter to members: "Seven and a half hours of
discussion followed the political report, md 25 comrades spoke in
the course of the discussion. The essence of their contributions
was the impact of the political revolution in the Soviet Union
upon those who spoke." Ffe remarked favourably on the thorough
discussion held in branches before the Congress and the large
number of amendments. The lener stressed that "membership of
the Marxist Party entails an obligation on all members to undergo
a course of fundamental training in the method of materialist
dialectics, the history of the working class and Trotskyism, and
Marxist economic s (C apital)" .ro

All through the suruner the process of glasnost contined to gather
rnomentum. The popular glossy colour weekly, Ogonyok, began
running articles about how Stalin purged the Red Army leadership

ru
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on the eve of World War II. The maguine also printed in full an

open letter of denunciation of Stalin's crimes by the Bolshevik

sailor's leader Fyodor Raskolnikov. Ogonyok's editor was a

Gorbachev supporter, the journalist, poet and ex-boxer, Vitaly
Korotich.

The USSR Ministry of Education announced a competition for
producing an authentic history of the Soviet tlnion. Gorbachev

made a major condemnation of Stalinism at the Central
Committee meeting during July, stating: "We can never and

should never forgive or justify what happened in 1937-1938.
Never." New laws \rere passed guaranteeing citizens free
participation in discussion. The weekly Moscow Nntts, once a pro-
Stalinist hack newspaper, was now publishing daring interviews

with playwright Mikhail Shauov. Shatrov sought to dramatise the

history of thi early 1920s in a new light. Moscow Natts, distributed
to 140 countries, now became a forum for historians such as Yury
Afanaseyev, the Rector of the Moscow State Institute of Historian
Archivists. Each new issue was eagerly awaited for its latest
revelations about Stalinism. As this news flooded in, we
discovered the paper of our former comrades in the Torrance
group was describing Gorbachev as "to the right of Stdin".- 

On the 47th anniversary of Trotsky's assassination, the Marxist
Prrty held its first public meeting at the Riverside Studios theatre

and arts complex in Hammersmith. It was the frrst time Gerry had

been publicly billed to speak since his speech at a Trotsky rally in
Auguit 1985, shortly before the split in the party.Two days before

the event, the Workers Press newsPaper, produced by the Old
Town groupr attacked the planned rally as a "capitulation to
Stalinism". On the day of the meeting, various sects gathered
outside the Riverside Studios to harass those going in. One group,
led by David Hyland loudly shouted abusive remarts. Hyland was

the main British ally of American Workers League leader, David
North. Gerry and a group of comrades travelled in a minibus.
Things were tense as it drew uP to the Riverside Studios, Past the
shouting clusters of people.

The manager of the Riverside refused to be intimidated by the

provocateurs, and defended the Mamist Party's right to hold the

rally. Redgrave gave a repoft on her recent visit to the Moscow

Film Festival. G"rry was in superb speaking form as he explained
the significance of the changes going on in the Soviet union. He
pointed to the presence of the security services at the meeting.
During his speech, several people tried to heckle but they *eie
politely escorted out by the stewards.

As it left, Gerry's minibus was chased down the road as those
orrtside attempted to take photographs. And during the days that
followed, there was an orchestrated pattern of attacks in the press,
undoubtedly based on the slanders emanating from the old
Town. The amack published in the workm Press before the event
took_place was reproduced by rhe obsentr the follovring Srurday.
similar items appeared in the Daily Telegraph, the Financial Tima,
the Italian daily REubblica, and in newspapers in Greece and the
USA. Torrance's Nezas Line took the same line. The Guard,ian
referred to the stewards as *Marxist Party goons,. Gerry,s
reappearance in public, and the Manist Parqr's firm support for
the political revolution, had obviously stirred up a hornee'nest of
hostility and agent activity. No matter that thi organisation was
much smaller than the wRP and could not boast a daily
newspaper, it still attracted the attention of the state.

ln a letter to members following the meeting G"rry referred to
a recent iszue of Torrance's paper, Neuts Line, in which the editor,
vevers, had written that the "Fourth International ...was engaged
in a decisive battle against forces who had attempted to destroy it
from within, including the group around ex-leader of the \ /Rp,
Gerry Healy, Vanessa and C. Redgrave". Those who had
defended Gerry in the heat of october-November 1985 now
joined the chorus of political abuse which greeted his renewed
public appearance.

A second letter, called "on Security", explained the importance
of understanding the party's relationship to the capitalisf state. It
quoted some sections of Peter wrightb book Spycatcber, at that
time banned in Britain. only a few extracts had bien published in
the sunday Time* These included references to t}re sLL but
ornitted_a key paragraph in which wright said he had "pushed the
value of agents" as against technical surveillance. G"rry felt this
pnragraph was significant. The period to which Wright referred
wils precisely when the party was expanding and becoming a
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Anglepoise reading lamps. Thus armed, he read voraciously,
taking in newspapers, journals, boo*s, documents, unpublished
manuscripts., plays, translations, articles, as well as watching
television, teletext and videos.

Gerry was mericulous about his regime of heart and diabetic
medication. Towards the end of 1988 he went for heart and
diabetes tests at the Middlesex hospital The doctor declared hnn
free of serious diabetes, due no doubt to a better diet and his
medicines. His weight problem, however, did not improve much.
He tried to eat the food prescribed by the hospital dietician. Like
many people, especially of his generation, it was hard to break
with long accustomed eating habits. He had a weakness for
pastries and loved starchy, sweet foods such as bread, brurs and
cakes. AIso, indulging in "forbidden" foods was for him, as for
many people, connected with moods of firrstration or depression.
It was Gerry's only "vice". In the years when I knew hirn, he never
smoked, and only drank a litde wine with his meals when we were
in Greece or Spain.

In september Gerry wrote an essay called Tbe Dialectics of
Materialist Consciousness.ll It was his frrst major article on the
ybjecl of cognition since the six-parr series on Tbe Tbeory of
Knowledge, written in the summer of 1986. The new eisay
incorporated the experiences of the 1987 schools in Athens,
Barcelona and Britain. It drew together the process and practice of
cognition in its entireryr starting with "scientific disciplines"
extracted from Lenin's Materialisrn and Ernpirio-Criticism.
pognition is explained as a physical activity carried out by human
beings existing in nahrre. Dialectical materialist training consists
in completing the whole movement, from the external-world to
consciousness and back to the source of this consciousness.

This method of cognition is conrrasted with the pragmatic pre-
selection.of quotations from Marx, Engels, Lenin *1 Trotsky,
separated from the union of analysis and synthesis. The ess.y
cxplains that empirical experience is closely associated witir
pragmatic eclecticism. Empiricists are guided by abstractions of
their experiences of past activities. These experiences are not
cxarnined in the light of previous t'heory but rather are implicitly
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powerful influence in the working class. Wright was-a disgrrurded

*"*b"t of the secret services who revealed a great deal about the

functioning of these services in Britain. Much of what he wrote

was a po*Itful confirmation of Gerry's conviction that the WRP

had been penetrated by a variety of slate agents. Wright and his

MI5 co-thinkers advocated the need for human agents to sPy on

and disrupt the activities of revolutionary grgamlations.
After obtaining copies of Spycatcber from friends travelling

abroad, Gerry t".a tn" 384 pages straight throgSh. Thatcher got

away with banning the book thanks to the lack of action by

Kinnock's Laboui leadership. Despite the serious damage

wright,s men had done to ths wilson governT:nt, the Labour

lead"ers failed to mount any opposition to blatant political
censorship by the Tories. The book reached- people in Britain
only gradualli - a delay which was crucial to the government. In
*i .L" the period described by Wlight referred larggly to $e
tq60s and 1970s. The real work of the secret services during the

1980s were still left in the dark recesses of Curzon Street and

other espionage establishments dotted around London.

Gerry's performance at the Riverside Studios had been a notable

dispiay of rtr"ngth. He had continued p-ollq:"I work wittrout
internrption for iuo y."tt since the split_ of 1985. He appeared to

those *ho *"t him o"ly occasionally to be his uzual powerful 9elf.
His heary build and dynamism, however, disguised his fragility.

FIe was concerned about his own health, remembering no doubt

the devastating effects of rwo earlier heart attacks. He told me

how he had lost the power of speech after a serious heart attack at

the College of Marxist Education in 1983. Most peopl-e, including

those *oikittg at the parrf centre, had not known iust how serious

that attack was.
He paid regular, often monthly_, visits to his doctor in

Streatiram. Usually he would come back in good spirits. The

confidence which the doctor generated in Gerry about his general

state of health was probably more important than any nagging

about dietary problems. G"try had a lot of uouble with his eyes

and he often needed eyedrops to cope with the hours of reading

that he did. He used 150 watt bulbs wherever possible, plus

i*,
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incorporated into their "new" practices. For the empiricist,
cogniiion is merely a matter of verbal acknowledgement. The
prag-atic eclectic of the "left" variety pre-selects abstract
quoiations from Malxist theory and transforms them into dogma.

Both tendencies, the essay concludes, reject the scientific
metfiod of materialist dialectics oudined by Lenin, "from living
perception to abstract thought, and frm tbis U practice", which he

iefirris as the "dialectical path of the cognition of mtth, of the
cognition of objective reality".l2 llain's un'pbasisi

Another essay, Tlte 'Cell' of Materialist Diakctia, was completed

in the same month. This afhrms the essential role of dialectical
logic in cognition. In concentrated paragraphs, the principles of
dialectical logic are presented, always from the standpoint of
revolutionary practice. Gerry sets out the lines of approach and

zummarises Marx's examination of the commodity in the capitdist
system of production. The dialectical opposites contained within
the commtdity - use-value and exchange value - provide the
impetus for its subsequent "iourney" through the world of
capitalist production relations, the article explains. Capitalist
production, like all forms of matter in motion, is shown to be

zubject to the dialectical laws of movement of dl matter, arisirrg

from its own internal contradictions. The work of these essays

formed the basis of a week-long school in Athens between
October 4 ar..d 12.

A few days after our return to Britain, a fierce hurricane hit parts

of the country, especially south east England. Uprooted trees and

damaged buildings left a devastated landscape. Porrer was cut off
in London. As I drove to Gerry's house on roads strewn with
massive trees I worried whether he was all right. To my surprise,

he was in a cheerful mood, remarking that even during the war,
the electricity gnd had still functioned and Redgrave had already

brought over a thermos flask of tea. As soon as the roads were

passable, Gerry went to the Serpentine for his usual walk. We
itared at the giant earth-covered root bowls, which the force of
the storm had wrenched out of the ground.

The next day, by curious coincidence, a world-wide collapse

swept the world's stock exchanges. In London shares fell by 2L.7

per cent. Gerry immediately set to work analysing this financial
crisis, which showed a gigantic collapse of fictitious capitd. He
gave Redgrave notes for a political letter to the Marxiit parry,
examining the crash in the light of the party,s Congreis
resolutions.

The Marxist Party was preparing a drama presentation called
october 1917 - Tbe world socialist Ranolution - Tttm and Nru.'r-he
production was written by a group of young playwrights in the
p^ry.,It showed the 1917 revolution in the light of perestroika
and glasnost. Gerryz attended a rehearsal in a hall at thl National
Theatre. He insisted that the work should be called e
"presentation" and not a, "play". Although performed by
professional actors, it was not a work of imagination or theatrical
fantaslz, but'a political documentary.

over many years Gerry had had close collaboration with many
actors, directors and film workers. Among them were playwrighre
and directors such as David Mercer, Roger smith, Tony 

-G.ri"tt,

Jim Allen, Ken Loach, Roland Joffe and Roy Battersby. Some of
F9* joined the movement. Together with these professionals, he
helped nurture a pioneering theatrical genre, which could be
constandy updated and adapted in line with day-to-day events.
Theatre showing working class history in the iight of
contemporary events could convey ideas to a wide public- Gerry
was _always searching for the means to present history in a
revolutionary wary.

october was a bory month. fu well as the rehearsals, the Manist
PrrtF helped with the play by the Soviet writer Boris Vassiliev.
Performed by the Mayakovsky Theatre company, it was called
Tornorrow was wan V. Redgrave narrated 

-the 
simultaneous

translation live for all performances. Members of the parry assisted
with translation and publiciry, as well as aspects of the production.
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enthusiasm of revolution last?" a member of the audience called
back "70 years!"

rntroduced to the cast after the perforrnance, Gerry asked why
only Lenin appeared on the october Revolution parade banners.
what about all the other leaders of the revolution like Trotsky,
Zinoviev, Bukharin and even Stalin? He knew the actois
themselves could not answer the question and he remarked
mischievously as we drove back to the hotel 'You can be zure the
word will get around Moscow by tomorrow that we have asLed
this question." The British visitors were invited to see director
Klimov's cwne and see, about the Nazi barbarism against the
Soviet masses, in a private screening at Domkino, the filmworkers'
union headquarters. The following night there was a special
viewing of Oskaldov's moving filrn Canntisar.

G"rry lecmred on dialectical theory at the Moscow Instinrte of
State Archives. upon entering the room to meet the rector, Yury
Afanaseyev, md olhers, he was asked where he wished to sit. He
re_plied: "I'll take the chair reserved for the blank spots in history!"
This brought laughter from the academics present.

E{e went with Redgrave to the vakhtangov Thearre to see
shatrov's The Peace of Brest Litoask. This caused a sensation
because it showed Trotsky on srage in his objective historicd role,
as Lenin's chief collaborator, arguing over the terms of the peace
treaty with Germany. It had taken the 70 years since Trotsky's
exprrlsion from the party for the founder of their ovrn Red Ar*y
to be shown to the soviet public in this way. A few dap later, thl
popular Soviet actor, Sergei Yursky, took the London delegation
to see an artist called Piotr Belov, who had spent the last few yean
creating memorable anti-Stalinist images.

On renrrning to London, it was discovered that Savas Michael had
written to "Mr' Gorbachev complaining about the Soviet leader's
attack on Trotslcy in his 70th anniversary speech. The lefter was
posted to Moscow while Gerry was in the Soviet Lrnion. There
was no consultation with the ICFI, in whose name it was signed.
Michael's action might easily have caused problems for Gerry's
ftrst-ever visit to the usSR, since he was one of the best-known
'l'rotskyist leaders internationally. The letter seemed nothing

l0r

CHAPTER 6

The first trip to Moscow

fn early November Gerry made his first trip to the Soviet Union;
Iit oery nearly did not talce place. The Theatre Workers Union
of the Russian Federation had invited the directors of Vanessa

Redgrave Enterprises Ltd - V. Redgrave, Thelma Holt and G.

HeJy - but there was a long delay before the visas came through.

It appeared the authorities might be baulking at G-err)"s inclusion,
for-tirere had not been such problems when Redgrave and Holt
had made earlier trips. They declared that they would not go

without the companyt co-director, and fiotlly the Soviet embasqy

in London issuld the visas. Apparently playrright Mikhail
Shatrov was instrumental in putting pressure on to resolve the

iszue. Just before Gerry left, he had a phone call from Athens. It
was Michael, the ICFI secretaryr warning that it was dangerous to
make the trip. G".ry reiected this "advice".

Another group of Manrist Party members went to Moscow on a
separate tort. M*y international delegations had gathered forthg
70th Annivers try p*arde, commemorating the October l9l7
Socialist Revolution. Gerry and Redgrave watched the procession

of marchers, cavahy, soldiers, missiles and tanks from the windows

of their hotel, while younger people braved the freezing weather
in Revolution Square, just outside Red Square.

The following day, the delegation saw Shatrov's drama The

Dicwtorsbip of Conscimce, at the Leninsky Komsomol Theatre in
Chekhov Stt""t. The play was a shock for Moscow audiences'

because it showed Brezhnev as a product of cornrPtion and it
opened up the dark sides of Soviet history. The political thnrst of
the production was clear, though it was hard to grasp the sati:ical
rrr.tces through a whispered translation. When one of the
characters, the cynical Andri Marty, asks: 'FIow long can the

xrc



short of a provocation against the visit.
It was tnre that Gorbachev had criticised Trotsky in his speech.

At the same time, Gorbachev's policies were undermining the
entire Stalinist falsification of history. In 1987, the exposure and
break-up of Stalinist dogma and lies was actually the result of
action initiated by the CPSU itself. This presented a paradox
which dumbfounded formal thinkers. Gorbachev was part of one
tendenry within the party, which at this moment was involved,
whether it liked it or not, in a revolutionary process. No
Trotskyist, in Gerry's view, could be neutral about such events.
That did not, of course, mean that he"kept silent about the
limitations of the peresuoika process. He took every oppornrnity
during his visit to Moscow, whether at the Vakhtangov Theatre,
or with figures such as Afanaseyev, to make frank criticisms,
encouraging them to push glasnost further.

Michael's hostility to the political revolution in the Soviet
Union arose from the fact that events did not match his
preconceived images of "Trotskyism'. There was also a bizaurre

subjective pique. He felt slighted because he had not received a

persond invitation to the November celebrations, in his capacity
as the secretary of the ICFI. His behaviour expressed a deep
reservation about the open-ended process taking place in the
USSR, which presented fundamentally changed conditions for the
Trotskyist movement. Gerry now campaigned in all the sections
of the ICFI for an understanding of the essence of perestroika and
glasnost. FIe stressed that it was crucial to participate phpically in
the process, not simply to make comments about it. The break-up
of Stalinism had negative features, but it was fundamentally a

positive and revolutionary process.
One Manrist Parry member who was fluent in Russian helped

Gerry and the Marxist Prrty understand many new aspects of what
was happening. He discovered an article called Paga of the History
of October, written by historians Loginova and Joffe, for Nray
Mir.L ft was an open attack on the Sbon Course of the Hittry of the

Corurnunist Party of tbe Soaiet Union which until then was the
standard and only offrcial history of the CPSU, written in the
Stalin era. The authors quoted Lenin's remarks from 1922, when
he stated that "the October episode of Zinovrev and Kamenev
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should as'little be held to be their personal fault as the non-
Bolshevism of Trotsky."2 The article contained verbatim remarks
by delegates at the Second All-Russian Congress of Sovies, held
in Petrograd on November 7, 1917, where Trosky gave the main
report. A series of notes revealed the fates of many of the
participants at the October 16, 19L7 Centrd Committee meeting.
Almost all of them were later arrested and killed in Stalin's purges.
Gerry was exhilarated because it was the frrst time that such a
prominent Soviet publication had dared to restore the victims of
Stalin to their true positions in the 1917 Revolution.

Momentous transformations were shamering the dogma that had
held together bureaucratic rule, and undoing more than half a

cenhrry of Stalinist lies and distortions. Sharp changes of another
nature had shaken the centres of capitdist production and finance.
A weekend school was held in London at the beginning of
December to analyse the changed economic and political
conditions. There was a distinct resistance to taking this
theoretical work seriously. Gerry encouraged C. Redgrave to
write a letter to the party members. The letter explained, using
Lenin's writings, how the presence of metaphysical thought in the
party was *anchored by the class interests of the ruling classes".3
The October crash had sharply increased the need of the rolirg
class to "impose and re-impose its ideology upon the working
class, and to inculcate a belief in the eternal endurance of the
capitalist system", the letter said. The theoretical issues in the
struggle with Michael also emerged in a different way within the
Marxist Party. There was a tendency towards a metaphysical
approach, which arose from a rejection of scientifrc method.

In mid-December a group of Central Committee members
within the Torrance WRP decided to break with their
organisation. Ben Rudder, Simon Vevers, Jean Kerrigan and
Penny Bloor had been leading members of the Nants Line editorial
board. They and a few supporters issued a statement alleging
"serious financial irregularities" in the Torrance group, and made
some political criticisms. only a year earlier, during the exchange
of correspondence benreen Gerry and union Street, this same
group had been obedient servants of the Torrance leadership.
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Th"y snrck with her when the leadership clique deprived Gerry of
his constitutional rights. Now they had their own reasons for
breaking ranla. Gerry urgendy wanted to talk with them. He and

Redgrave wrote to them requesting a meeting. The grouP sent
back a curt reply, saymg they were "currendy undertaking several

months of analysis of the split which we have carried out, and
therefore there is no basis for a discussion under these
conditions". Despite this answer, Gerry put a lot of effort into
anotler letter, this time from himself alone. In nine pages he

analysed the method of the Torrance group in the context of the
history of the Trotskyist movement in Britain.4 There \ras no
response.

The year began as it had done 12 months earlier, with Gerry
holding a school in Barcelona. Gerry held discussions with the
Spanish leadership, while I translated some interviews with
Afanaseyev, head of the archives institute in Moscow, from
Spanish and Catalan newspapers. Afanaseyev had just visited
Catalonia.

A Gorbachev appointee, he was the most outspoken critic of
Stalinism and the first historian to insist on the rehabilitation of all
Stdin's victims, including Trotsky. Speaking to El Pais, onJanuary
7,he stated:

The task is set to bring into the open the state of our society, and

the whole of the process by which it has arrived at the Present
sihration, not only as it has affected people and facts, but also with
reference to scientific categories. That is to say, we must explain

our past and our present on the theoretical level. I wish to
underline this point especially, because I am convinced that
nothing costs a society more dearly than is theoretical errors. And

for this it will be necessary, not only to reconsider many
phenomena and events, to fill Baps, but also to analyse in a

substantial and new way, the whole of our history. This embraces

the whole of our economic, social, political and spiritual
structures.

Later ttrat month, Afanaseyev, interviewed by Pilar Bonet of the
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same newspaper, said that more advances were needed in the shrdy
of history. FIe wanted to form a *non-bureaucratic association of
historians' for both professionals and lay people, but had not yet
succeeded. He also wanted precious archive material to be
released in a systematic way and said there \tras still inadequate
access for historians.

Some mornings, Gerry asked to be driven to the coastal villages
and towns he had come to love, Garraf and Sitges, and
Tarragonna. The bright sunshine and sea air revived Gerry's
spirits. He enjoyed exploring the port of Barcelona. He would
stroll along the pier to a spacious caf6, drink coffee or sometimes a

beer.
Much of the Barcelona school was based on a section of Lenin's

notes on the process of cognition. They are concerned with form
and essence, ground and matter.5 The school returned to the
nature of semblance. The Spanish had done some excellent work
and the discussion moved ahead steadily on the path of cognition,
from the concept of semblance to the formation of essence. The
snrdents understood the process of "internal negation", which
exists within semblance. This "internal negation" is benreen the
"indeterminate beginnhg", the "in itself" of semblance and being
as a moment. This is negated into not-being. In this process of
transitions, semblance arises both as an objective and subjective
moment of development.

It was the second year of Gerry's life at his new home in Clapham.
He had constructed a strict routine of meetings and shrdn which
was to remain essentially the same until the day of his death. He
was slowly building up the Marxist P"tty and the ICFI, under new
historical conditions and difhcult circumstances. The first thing in
Gerry's diary every day was to check with C. Redgrave about the
well-being of his son, Alan. Every week Alan would come to
Clapham for a meal with his father. FIe was appreciative of both
the food and the company. During 1988, G"rry organised a group
of party members to renovate the house where Alan lived at
Sternhold Avenue in Streatham. Gerry would frequently check
how the work was going. The house had considerable historical
significance. The post-war Trotskyist group G.rry led was based
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thgre, and the large house was a centre of activity for many party
mimbers, until the early 1960s, when the SLL acquired party
premises of its o\iln.

On occasions when Alan's condition deteriorated, or if Gerry
discovered the house had been allowed to become a shambles,
there were scenes of anger and black depression. He warned that if
,nythi"S was allowed to happen to Alat, he himself would wallc
out on the movement. He made it clear that the Parry had to share

the responsibility of looking after AIan. Suddenly, the ownershiP
of the house, which was so vital for Alan's sense of security, catne

under threat. David Bnrce, who had actively participated in the
financial destabilisation of the 

'WRP, cynically tried to pressurise

Gerry to make him relinquish hit pttt of the house by allowing
the house to be sold. A loan by Bruce to the party years before had
been secured on a share of the house. Lawyers were engaged to
defend Alan's right to remain in the house, and not to have it sold
under him.

Alan's situation and the political exposure of those who had
wrecked the party finances were the matters closest to Gerry's
heart. Nevertheless he still forged ahead with the work on
philosophy. The theory courses in Athens, Barcelona and London
were the backbone of the movement's work. And it was by
carrying out theoretical work alongside a continuous political
analysis that Gerry continued, in practice, to lead the ICFI. The
physical implications of theoretical work were all-important.
Materialist dialectics was a genuine world outlook for Gerry - it
determined everghing that he did, both personally and politically.
Theory did not consist of abstract generalisations. The term
"external world" v/as not used to describe remote abstractions or
an equally abstract cogmtive process. Rather, it denoted a person's
immediate surroundings, including other people.

Living and breathing party members, like all physical and
organic objects and processes, existed in a real material world,
Gerry always reminded tfiem. Members of the party constinrted
each others' "external world". Metaphysical forms of thought
turned the physical world into an abstraction. Members who
thought this way would generally acknowledge the "external
world", but could not achrally see what was taking place ouside

their own fixed images of the world. words thus became a barrier
to understanding the real movement of physical objects and
processes in the world outside thought.

This diffrculty had arisen years earlier during courses at the
wRP's school in Derbyshire. Gerry battled might and main to
make students understand that you can only appiehend the world
outside yourself through the five senses. Hi asked students to
describe their physical surroundings: the four walls, the floor, the
trees outside the window. This simple task proved an
insurmountable obstacle for many students. over y".rr of work
Gely had developed a method of bringing together a materialist
understanding with an analysis of the slgnifi.*.. of a statement
or an action. He used to connect what people said with what they
did. Often the use of a particular word sparked him off.

His method of presenting dialectics had not remained the same
either. In the late 1970s he first used a rudimentary diagram to
show the build-up of impulses from being to conscioorrr.ir. Now
the visual projection was complex andtescribed in detail the
cntire movement of cognition through a series of abstractions.

By 1988 the changes in the USSR were having a decisive impact
on the rest of the world, especially the workeis' states of China,
North Korea, vietnam and Eastern Europe. In February the
decision was madely th. Soviet government to withdraw ooop,
from Afghanistan. Just as the Soviet union began to open ,p it
historical archives, and democratic discussion b-ecame possible, by
contrast in Britain and some other Western coortri"s, such as
(ireece, a drive towards g. reater state secrecy was taking place. A
Bill vas going thrgugh the British parliam.nt to gi* ;hl secret
teryices immunity from prosecution.

The Marxist Parry 
_held monthly central committee meetings,

nnd Gerry insisted that theory a; a guide to practice had ,o i"
higlr.on the agenda. Hl argugd that tf,e development of the parry
could only take place through a consciorr *d protracted b"ttll
rglinstsubjective idedism. He believed that theoretical ignorance
lnvariably provided fertile ground for. state agenrs to operate
within $,: ors-*isation. A tlndency existed in-the prrty *rri"h
belicved that the working class wai making the Toiies retreat,
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simply because the Thatcher government had performed some
tactical manoeuwes. This superficial, reformist position led to a

reliance on working class militancy as a zubstinrte for building the
revolutionary party. In this wxlr trade union consciousness and
spontaneity tended to replace revolutionary consciousness. This
anti-theory orientation reappeared when the Central Committee
decided to launch a monthly journal. The problems we had
experienced with the Torrance-led WRP re-surfaced in the
Manrist Party. For example, in the nominations for the editorid
board, no one proposed Gerry. His participation and leadership
was taken for granted, and not understood as a precious thing
existing only on borrowed time.

The new photocopier was kept busy reproducing information
from many sources about the increasingly dramatic events in the
USSR. G"rry scoured each edition of Moscow Nants, Swiet Weekly

and the reports in the BBC monitors. We also scanned Italian,
Spanish and German newspapers. We used to stop off at South
Kensington to buy foreign newspapers, on the way to Hyde Park.
In Moscow, the thirst to learn the tme history of the Soviet Union
was so great that 550 people turned uP to listen to American
historian Stephen Cohen. Books suppressed for three decades

were at last being printed. Films were shown about the tnrth of
Lenin's last years. The Stalinist terror during the tr930s, and at the
end of the war was being publicly revealed for the first time.

Magazines and newspapers such * Nouy Mir, Znamya, Ogonyok,

and the Literatumaya Gazera increased their readership in huge
leaps and bounds. A meeting in earlyJanuary benreen Gorbachev
and the leaders of the media, the ideology establishment and
creative unions was directed at pushing forward the process of
glasnost. Reflecting the heated debate over Soviet history, Izaestia

published letters rejecting Yevtushenko's plea for a public
memorial for the victims of Stalin. Literaturnaya Gazeu had an

article about the notorious Vlzshinlcy, Stalin's chief prosecutor in
the 1930s purges, claiming that Vyshinsky had personally signed
an order for the arrest of Lenin as a German spy. A few days

before the article appeared, playwright Shatrov, at a public
discussion in the Flouse of Writers in Moscow, accused the official
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censor of preventing its publication. Moscow Neus and Prauda
reported that Shatrov was *itirg scripts which for the first time
presented Trotsky in his true historical role as one of the chief
leaders of the Russian Revolution. He was also writing a new play
called Forttard, Forttard, Forutard which examined the "moral
foundations of Leninism" and the power stnrggle inside in the
Bolshevik partF.

A book revealing the truth about Stalin was being written by
Colonel-General Dimitry Antonovich Volkogonov, the head of
the Institute of Military History. His book was based on the
dictator's personal records and discussions with hundreds of
people who had known Stalin personally. In an interview in
Januar[, Volkogonov said that there was "colossal interest" in
Stalin as part of Soviet history. New films were being shown to
journalists about Soviet war heroes, such as Marshals
Rokossovsky, Zhukov, md Konev.

In Soaiet Weekly6 there was a moving account by Mikhail
Shkerin about how he had met Lenin's sister, Maria Lllyanova, in
1937 when she headed the Bureau of Appeals of the Soviet
Control Commission. Shkerin described how Maria Lllyanova, by
this time a "fragile, weighdess old lady", had burst into tears upon
hearing how he was expelled from the party. She successfully
interceded on his behalf. Such accounts of hidden resistance to
Stalin, of the continuity of Leninism, even during the worst years
of repression, were a source of inspiration to G.rry and those who
worked closely with him. Proof was emerging that Trotskyism -
the frght for real Communist leadership - carried forward by a
rmall number people outside the USSR, had had a real
counterpart within the Soviet tlnion. G.rry described this parallel
rnovement of people as the "thin, connecting thread", an
unbroken "red line", a political continuity that could not be
destroyed by Stalinism.

Within a week the CPSU Politburo Commission for the Snrdy
of Repression published a reporr arurulling the verdicts of March
1938 convicting 20 outstanding revolutionary leaders, including
Ilukharin, Rykov and Rakovsky. G"rry wrote in the April iszue of
Marrist Monthly about this decision to roll back the Stalinist lies of
the 1930s. Ffe recalled how the Communist P.rry in Britain had
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ecstatically accepted the verdict of the frame-up trials at that time
and how the entire Tory press was gleeful over the Moscow
Trials. The Obsmter, for example, had written: "It is futile to think
the trial [of 1936] was staged and the charges tnrmped up."

Despite the horror of Stalinist interrogation and tornrre, Rykov,
Butfiarin and Rakovsky rtill stmggled against the state prosecutor,
Vyshinsky, during their trials. The article called for a full
rehabilitation of these victims "in the sense that all their *itirgp
should be published within the USSR'. "This,'he wrote, "applies
to all of the writings of Trotsky, who was the central political
target of the Moscow Trials, in company with the writings of
Zinovrev and Kamenev.'

Most importantly, Gerry compared the Mamist Party's attitude
to the unfolding Soviet political revolution to the principled
compromise between Lenin and Zinoviev with Trotsky and
Rakovslcy at the Zimmeruald anti-imperialist conference in
September 1915. Lenin had written in his article The Fim SIET:
"In practice, the manifesto lat Zimmerwald], as any analpis will
show, contains inconsistencies, and does not say everphing that
should be said...We retain full freedom, and full oppornrnity to
criticise inconsistencies and to work for greater things." This,
Gerry concluded, was the approach that revolutionary Trotslgnr*
should have towards the new events in the Soviet Union.

While debate raged across the Soviet lInion, it was witch-hunt
time in London again. An article by a journalist called David Weir
appeared in the London weekly Tirne Out onJanuary 26. Under
the headline "Spying for the Colonel', Weir claimed that the
WRP under G.rry had been "rplorrg for Middle East dictators".
Time Out's allegations were based on a L?-page document
distributed by Solidarity Journal. This was an obscure paper
brought out by a tiny sect of former SLL members grouped
arorurd polytechnic lecturer Robin BlickS The next day the Daily
Mail also made references to the l2-prye pamphlet. It purported
to be the rezult of an investigation into the financial crisis in the
WRP during the aunrmn of 1985. Written in an American style of
English, it was dated December 16, 1985. Despite many lies and
distortions, the report made it plain that the income from sales of
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copies of the Nants Linewx higher than the amounts paid in to the
party's accounts, and there was no explanation of where this
money had gone.

The political thrust of the document was crudely anti-Healy and
its authors were vehemently opposed to the WRP's anti-
imperialist alliances wit'h national liberation movements in the
Middle East, the PLO, Iraq and Libya. The description of the
wRP's finances traced the origins of the crisis to the end of l91z.
The report showed that a number of large loans and mortgages
were taken out between July 1983 and September 1985. The
names of the people who supplied the loans were deleted from the
document. Why had this document suddenly surfaced now - more
than three years after it was allegedly written? We believed it was
intended to spark off an orchestrated campaign launched by state
agencies in Britain and the US against the newly-formed Manrist
Pany. Towards the end of the month, the group around Hyland,
in alliance with the workers League organisation in the United
States, picketed the Young vic theatre, where vanessa Redgrave
was performing rn Gbos*. They denounced her as a "stalinist
fcllow-traveller". The next day the Daily Mirror tried telephoning
both the Redgraves. Then a letter from the sunday Mirror wi
hand-delivered to C. Redgrave's house, askirg for an interview.

A witch-hunt was under way, so on February 5 a solicitor's letter
wes sent to the Sunday Mirror warning them that any libellous
material would be vigorously contested in court. But that
weekend, an article appeared in the Sunday Times. A front page
ctory made the ludicrous claim that the wRP had received large
tmounts of money from Lrby, for "spying on BritishJews".

During February,^Gerry wrore an essay called From Hegel and
Farcrbacb to Marx,g a nerr appraisal of dialectical logic in rilation
to Marx's capiul. The essay re-evaluates Marx's chapter in the
Mmic and Pbihsopbical Manusripts of 18aa cafled the Critique of
the Hegelian Dialectic in the light of the new work at the Athens,
Bercelona and London schools. Gerry connects the philosophical
problems examined by Malx with the ideological forms taken by
rubjective idealism in the present-day revolutionary movemenr.
'I'he short essay shows how Hegel's concept of aiieniation or
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estrangement leads to the metaphysical notion of "absolute
knowledge". Gerry writes: "In the estrangement of their absolute
ideas and images from the real world, idealists such as Hegel
become dominated by this estrangement. They begin to live in the
world of abstract estranged images, thus 'becoming an abstract
form of estranged man', 'taking himself' as the criterion of the
'estranged world'."fSingle quotes refer n Marxl

The method of "secret uncritical positivism" involves an
equation of the zubject with the object, in which the idealist never
makes contact with the externd world outside his or her thought.
The "being" of the external world becomes, for the idealist (not-

being" - an inversion of reality, while the external world continues
to exist in reality. The idealist, Gerry wrote, can only "innrit a

world of abstraction created by and subordinated to his own
absolute mind". FIe warned that the inability to distinguish
berween subjective thought and the objective world outside
thought was the road to a disastrous ideological and political
disintegration. It could be politically fatal even for the majority of
party members who joined the movement as genuine
revolutionaries.

During 1987-1988 far-reaching changes were sweeping the planet.

Qualitative transformations of this kind are described as a new
"whole" in dialectical terms. G.try took the concept of a "whole"
from Lenin's essay On the Question of DialeaicslO. Lenin writes:
"The splitting of a single whole and the cognition of its
contradictory parts... is the essence... of dialectics." In the
dialectical cognition of the world economic and political sinration,
it was decisive to recognise qualitative leaps in the whole which
led to changes in all the parts. The world economic crisis had
developed into global slump. The actions of the CPSU leadership
had irrevocably changed the face of Soviet politics. Economic and

political changes - East and West - were interacting to produce
world-shaking and revolutionary events.

At a school in London in February the students began work
with "disciplines" extracted from Lenin's Matrialivrt and Empirio-
Criticistn. These disciplines affirm the primacy of the external
world of nanrre over t-hought and insist that nahrre is reflected or
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copied in the human mind. Without this approach, Gerry insisted,
it would be impossible to understand what Lenin termed "the
indeterminate beginning". The new, Gerry explained, always
emerges in a contradictoryway, precisely because it is not yet fully
formed. The test of scientific dialectics is to grasp objects in their
development, the acnral moments of "arising and passing tway'.

The concept of the "indeterminate beginning" is crucial in
preventing the dogmatisation of Manism. Gerry fought tirelessly
against those who claimed to be Marxists or socialists, but nrrned
Marxism into a set of ready-made formulas. Such cloala of images
wall people off from changes in the world outside them. Each new
development is written off as simply a confirmation of what is
already known. Consequentl5 when sharp changes ocsur, they are
either ignored as a troublesome thorn in the flesh which will
hopefully soon go away, or turned on t'heir heads in order to
conform with old dogmas. The concept of the "indeterminate
beginning", he argued, is indispensible in overcoming the effect of
bourgeois ideology which leads people to paste a formula or
abstraction over the living processes of nahrre and society.

Work on philosophy for him signified the practice of revolurion,
not abstract contemplation or straightening out a set of images in
the brain. What was needed, as Lenin wrote in his snrdy of Hegel,
were "abstractions which correspond to 'die Sache' [the
essence]".11

By the time the "new whole" is established in thought, through
the activity of abstraction, the source of the concept has already
changed and moved on in the external world. The inadequacy of
formal thought is that it fails to grasp the contradiction of the
uwhole" as actually present and existing within the part. It is
incapable of comprehending that the contradiction benreen the
part and the whole is the source of movement in the phpical
world. Marxists, however, are obliged to integrate into their
theory and practice ttre changes in the Soviet LInion. These $rere
being recognised by the Marxist Parry - after much debate - but
there would not be an automatic adjustment to the new
conditions.

l)iary entries for March 1988, show what an acrive political life
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Gerry continued to lead. Over 74 yeus old, he maintained his
routine of early morning reading and writing, meetings, and mid-
morning or afternoon walts. He also watched television news
broadcasts, feafirre films and loved hearing jrzz on the radio.

He regularly met important qrmpathisers of the old WRP and
was alwa1re ready to discuss with trade unionists, actors, musicians
and journalists from Britain and abroad. We would make an
arduous trip to north London to visit one well-tnovrn playrurright.
This work brought back into the party those who were confused
by the split. It also drew in new members and money. On one
occasion \re met the American actor Ed Asrer, formerly the leader
of the Screen Actors Guild of America, who had been victimised
for his political stand on El Salvador. Like many other American
actors and writers, he was enthusiastic about Gorbachev's
democratisation of Soviet society.

G.try regularly saw long-standing associates from the national
liberation movements. These rendezvous often took a lot of
patience and determination to arrange, and were invariably of
great interest to the secret state. At times we caught a glimpse of
how closely observed we were, finding a private meeting between
a PLO representative, Gerry and V. Redgrave reported in the
Tdoy tabloid.

The Palestinian Intifada had begun in December and was hailed
by the IFCI as the revolt "of a whole dispossessed people against
the occupation and genocidal plans of a military imperialist
machine". The resolution called for "the smashing of the Zionist
racialist state structure and the establishment of a free, secular,
democratic and socialist Palestine, where Jews and Arabs will live
peacefully as brothers and sisters", and demanded a boycott of
Israel and the cutting of all corlmercial and diplomatic relations.

Together with Palestinian friends and the Arab Women's
Association, V. Redgrave organised a benefit concert at the
Adelphi Theatre on March 27. The proceeds went to the
Orphans' Fund of the Arab Women's fusociation. The evening
was a gTeat success, with the participation of outstanding singers
and musicians such as Kris Kristofferson, Julia Migenes, Nigel
Kennedy and Elizabeth Welch.

The Palestinian liberation movement received a severe blow in

April, when an Israeli assassination squad murdered Abu Jihad at
his Tunis home. G"rry had known Abu Jihad, the PLO's senior
military frgure, since April L97 6, when he met him during
skirmishes on the Lebanese border, in the Bekaa valley. Gerry
paid a moving tribute to him at a rally in London, stressing that
the assassination was not simply a result of Israeli intelligence
operations but was carried out on behalf of imperialism as a whole.

G"rry said Abu Jihad was not only a leader of the Palestinians
but also a great international leader, and emphasised how he
embodied the transition from national liberation movement to a
social revolutionary strategy. This was expressed in his concept of
the Intifada. "It is not only Abu Jihad, but Arafat who is now in
greatest danger, and all the leaders of the PLO. They're in
greatest danger, because they are leading a social revolution, not
just an uprising," Gery warned. Other speakers included Talal d
Nasry of the Iraqi students in the united Kingdom; former South
African political prisoner David Kitson; a Tamil leader,
Sabapathy; Mohammed Arif of the British Afro-fuian solidarity
Organisation; Rodwell M'Sotane, from the Pan African Congress,
Harpal Brar from the Indian Workers Association and V.
Redgrave. The meeting was a frtting political tribute, made
complete by a special message from AbuJihad's widow.12

Through private discussions with Palestinian friends, the severe
problems which the assassination would create for Arafat and the
Palestinian revolution became clearer. Abu Jihad was one of the
few leaders with authority amongst the more volatile and
"fundamentalist" elements of the Palestinian fighters. His word
was law for them, because they lnew his skill and power. It would
lrc hard to replace his experience and record of leadership.

An essay called Tbe Dialectic of Form and Contentl3 was
prcoccupylng Gerry in the early part of April. The article stresses
the physical nature of cognition through its relation to the
political events of the day. It illustrates t{re contradiction benreen
form and content by reference to the huge increase in power given
to the judiciary by the Thatcher government. This is delibeiately
md consciously designed to present an appearance of enormous
brutality and fear. It is not the same as thl content of the class
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struggle, which is the decline of British imperialism, Gerry writes.
Those who fastened on to the forms of bourgeois state power
would be unprepared for a revolutionary change when it arose.

Drawing on Trotsky's In Defmce of Marxlwn, the essay goes on to
explain the limitations of formd logic and the meaning of a "self-
related concept".

On returning to Athens that April, we discovered how reactionary
the separation of cognition from political events is. The Greek
section's leadership had suppressed publication of the Novy Mir
article which attacked the Stalinist view of history. The section
had both a weekly newspaper and a quarterly theoretical journal,

but they chose to fill them up with other material, uncorutected
with events in the Soviet Union. Consequendy the Greek WRP
members had no inkling that historians in the USSR were
beginning to rehabilitate the murdered leaders of the October
l9l7 Revolution.

Despite the progress in the Athens' schools, the Greek leaders

had deliberately kept the latest news from Moscow to themselves.

This meant that the work on semblance was not brought together
with actual political changes. Scepticism and a reluctance to
engage in patient explanation to members and workers led to a

failure to understand both in theory and practice the substance of
the political changes. Michael and other leaders had deprived their
section of the opportunity to understand the extent of the
changes, even while seeming to agree with the ICFI's analysis at

the time. Systematic, collective work to train cadres was not on
their agenda. Instead, a few leaders thought they could have a

monopoly on theoretical work, whilst others took responsibility
for organisation and practice, which therefore suffered from
activism.

By June's ICFI meeting, relations with the Greek section's
delegates were at crisis point. They were presenting one position
to the ICFI and a completely different one to their own members.

Gerry did not want to breach the discipline of the committee by

approaching the members of the Greek section directly. So he and

V. Redgrave spent the duration of their visit holed op in a flat.
Rather than struggling politically for their position, the Greek
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ICFI delegates on several occasions offered their resignations to
C,erry, which he rejected.

while Gerry was trying to achieve political clarification on the
ICFI, the CPSU was shaken by an anempted renrrn to the past.
with preparations for the first AII union Parry congress for 47
years under wa,lt the newspaper Soaietskaya Rossiya published a
letter from a Leningrad chemistry lecnrrer, Nina Andreyeva. The
lctter, under the tide "I Carurot Give up My Principles', was a call
to arrns for disgrunded Stalinists and all those who were opposed
to historical glasnost. 14 Andreyeva's letter was not simply the
outpouring of a sour old Stalinist. She was the mouthpiece for
tnany party leaders who wanted to whip up an anti-Gorbachev
backlash. Gerry followed the heated debate over Andreyeva's
letter with the closest attention. Astonishingly, it took Praada
three weets to reply and reject the contens of her letter.

In MaR Gerry made his second trip to Moscow, this time with
V. Redgrave. FIe met, among others, Professor Anatoly Butenko,
rt the Institute of Economics of the World Socialist System.
llutenko wrote for Soaiet weekly and some of his remarls had
rpeared in Noaosti press releases. Butenko has this recollection of
the visit:

G..r), Healy came to our instinrte for two or three days. He came
to my room which is on the fifth floor, even though he was not
young and we don't have a lift. He qlme to me together with the
distinguished English acrress, vanessa Redgrave. He was happy as
we all were, with the first steps of perestroika, and kept on saylng
to me: "You are very much in a hurry with your democratisation.
What you have done in three years under Gorbachev, in Briain
took 200 years." And I answered: "But you see, here they want to
develop in a socialist way and not to bourgeois democrtclt
perhaps that is why the rempo is so swift." we both then laughed
at this jocular warning, and as is now apparent, Gerry Healy was
right. In the hasrc, there was a lack of foresight.lS

on this spring visit to Moscow, Gerry and Redgrave met some
lelding members of the Memorial movem"rrt. Th"y presented
l,ev Ponomariev, a physicist, witfi several large volumes of the
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Bulletin of tbe Left Opposition in the Russian language original.
There was a new spirit of initiative amongst creative people in
Moscow, encouraged by Gorbachev's policies. G"try accompanied
Redgrave to the newly established Moscow Jeu'ish Theatre,
tnown as "Shalom". Elere they met director Alexander Levenbuk
and his company of actors. Gerry lras enthusiastic about the
rebirth of the Jewish theatre, since Stalin and Brezhnev denied

Jewish people their rights. FIe was impressed by the fact that they
had not become "refuseniks" - t*rose who sought to emigrate
abroad.

Yory Afanaseyev came five times to see Gerry at Moscow's
National Hotel. The Russian historian was burning to hear about
Trotsky and delighted by the books that Gerry ga've him,
including the large-format publication How Tbe GPU Murdered
Trotsby, which the WRP published during the 1970s. Afanaseyev
was not womied about being seen coming out of the hotel with it
clearly visible under his arm. FIe was the first to call publicly for
the rehabilitation of Trotsky at e press conference at the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs in Moscow on June 17. Gerry welcomed the
historic rupture with the Stalinist past of repression, censorship
and dogma. He supported all those who stmggled against the
bureaucracy. That was not the same as hoping and pretending that
somehow anti-Stalinism was identical with TrotskFism. Soviet
historians were "supporters of historical science", not
"Trotskyists", he maintained, emphasising the distinction berween
the nro. Gerry made trro trips to Moscow berween 1988 and early
1989 with V. Redgrave. On their rehrrn, I was given the job of
gpi"S up the diaries of these visits.16

The process of clearing Trotsky's name continued during the
summer of 1988. In June, the youth newspaper Kumsunolskaya
Prauda published remarts by Otto Latsis saying that Trotsky's
ideas should be published and snrdied. A US journalist, Bill Keller,
commented in the Neu, York Times: 'A dogmatic revolutionary
with frercely authoritarian views, Trotsky is unlikely to return to
fashion under Mr Gorbachev, who promotes pragmatism and
promises greater democracy." Keller's analysis was perhaps more
prophetic than he realised. All these events were part of the build-
up to the 19th Prrty Conference which opened onJune 28.17

As the pre-Congress debate became heated, Gerry wrote an
article Hru Sulin Betrayed October.lS Assessing the progress of
political clarification in the Soviet tlnion, he quotes an anti-
Stalinist writer, Temushkin, who said: "When people say that in
his [Stalin's] time there was law and order. . . You will forgive me
for what is a very bold thing to say: Yes, there was order - in the
cemeteries. We can do without that sort of order."

While supporting the passionate denunciation of the Stalin
cpoch by people such as Y.G. Plimalq Burlatsky, md Temushkin,
Gerry emphasises they had litde knowledge of Trotsky's writings
rnd his analysis of the monstrous growth of the Stalinist
bureaucracy. He describes them as "left-centrists", halfway
between Stalin's "school of falsification" and the policies of the
ICFI. It was a sober and unromantic view of how the Soviet
intelligentsia was evolving. "tfnconditional support for the
political revolution" did not mean idealising individual leaders or
helieving that members of the CPSU or the intelligentsia would
ipontaneously hrrn into Trotshnrtr.

Gerry's article draws on Trotsky's basic analysis in Tbe
Ranlution Betrayed to explain the objective and subjective causes of
thc betrayal of the October Revolution by Stalin and the
bureaucracy. An understanding of this book was of vital
hnportance for every delegate at the Congress, he wrote.

A short four-day break in the Catalan resorr of Sitges was Gerqr's
frrst real holiday since the autumn of 1985. we flew out to
Borcelona on June 1. We vrere joined by a close friend, and were
rlriven to Sitges by our Spanish comrades. Gerry spent most of his
tittre reading and taking short walks through the town and along
the palm-fringed seafront. He enjoyed the freedom of strolling
around by himself, and of not worrying about physical attack. He
rpecially liked eating at the Super Pollo, a rorisserie serving grilled
ehicken quarters and cheap wine for local people and touriitr. rn.
weather was fine and the Spanish leaders came down from
Blrcelona once or rwice for discussions. Fre returned to London
refreshed from the holiday, ready to face a number of unresolved
problems.

I,larly in July, he called me into his study and said he was
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preparing his will. "I'm going to leave you 92,000," he told me. I
felt rurhappy that he was thinking about what would happen after
he died. I did not care about the money or even want to think
about it. He did not talk often about the possibility of his death,
but occasionally he would say: "If anything should happen to me, I
want you to be able to look after yourself, and I want you to know
that you are my closest comrade." Gerry appointed the Redgraves

as executors and the will was witnessed by nro Marxist Party
members from Wales who were working at West Road at that
time. There was a sum of 92,000 left to the Marxist Party.
Whatever remained was to be left to his son. There were no other
provisions in the will for any of his possessions, including his
books.

CHAPTER 7

The cupboard was bare

fn the second half of 1988 G"rry was preoccupied with exposing
Ithose who had conspired to break up the W,RP three years
before. After the split of 1985, control of New Park Publications
Ltd, which owned the party's main assets, had fallen into the
hands of those who sabotaged the WRP's finances over a period of
years. By chance it was discovered that the directors had convened
I meeting of creditors to announce that the company was going
into voluntary liquidation because it was unable to meet its debts.
'lhese were stated on oath to be over 9450,000. The meeting was
held on July 7, 1988 at the offrces of liquidators Baker Tilly in
London's West End. In the same block was the office of New
llerk Publications' accountants, Richard Moss.

Peter Souster of Baker Tilly was duly appointed liquidator, but
Itot before C. Redgrave was forced to leave the meeting. He
represented Vanessa Redgrave Enterprises Ltd which was owed
829,000 by the wound-up Astmoor Litho, the party's former
printing company. futmoor Litho Ltd was, in turn, owed large
iurrs of money by New Park Publications. But the new directors
of New Park Publications refused to starr proceedings while
Rcdgrave vras present. The company, with assets rangrng from a

tnodern printing plant to a large office complex in Clapham, had
reported a S136,000 profit in 1986. Now, rwo years later, there
were substantial debts and no remaining assets. Gerry was
eonfrdent that an investigation into how the debts had grown
would reveal the true colours of those who had provoked the 1985
rpllt. Liquidator Souster could nor know about the history of New
Irnrk Publications, or associated companies like copsecroft Ltd
wlrich owned youth training cenrres all over Britain. Nor could he
htow about the systematic financial destabilisation of the wRP
which accompanied the split. Gerry was determined that Souster
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should have access to all the information that had been
accumulated. Redgrave became a member of the liquidation
committee.

Before long, Souster and his team were preparing serious
charges under the Insolvenry Act, alleging fraudulent trading
while insolvent and fraudulent preference - selecting which
creditors to repay - against the New Park Publications directors.
He also intended to apply for a court order which, if successful,
could make the leaders of the Old Town WRP personally liable
for the debts at the time of liquidation. Gerry suggested that
Souster should read Redgrave's financial report of October 19851.
Redgrave had led a small sub-committee charged with getting to
the bottom of the financial crisis that broke over the party on July
2 of that year. From 1982, Dot Gibson, Clare Cowen, Dave
Bruce, Robert Harris and Aileen Jennings had, from their base in
the WRP's frnance of,frce, sold and mortgaged p"rty property
without any authorisation. Th.y had doctored bank statements,
documens, and signanrres, and by presenting falsified reports on
income and expenditure had concealed from the leadership a

mounting financial crisis in the'WRP, the report showed.
In October 1982, Gibson, Jennings and Harris secretly

negotiated a 935,000 overdraft with the parry's bankers, National
Westminster. When challenged by Redgrave, Gibson declared
that the loan was mortgaged against her house. She omitted to say
that on November 12 of that year, she had also mortgaged the
party's bookshop in Upton Parh east London, which was wholly
ovrned by New Park Publications. This was purchased only earlier
that year with money from V. Redgrave. Gibson was neither a

director nor a shareholder in New Park Publications. In February
1984, Gibson, Jerurings and Cowen mortgaged part of the WRP's
Clapham headquarters for 950,000. A month later, the same trio
borrowed 934,600 against a family property of Cowen's. This
money was paid in to the WRP's accounts, and the party became
responsible for the repayments. In September they negotiated a

short-term loan of 910,000 from Cowen to New Park
Publications.

Six months later, in March 1985, Gibson and Bruce, directors of
Copsecroft - a, company set up by the party to develop youth
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training centres - sold Nottingham youth training to Cowen for
932,000, without any authorisation. In MaR Gibson, Jennings and
Cowen secretly negotiated a 970,000 loan from Chase Bank in
Jersey to New Park Publications. It was secured by an offshore
trust fund in Jersey, established by the Cowen family. The three
obtained the loan by forging New Park Publications company
minutes and resolutions. During the financial years 1983-84 and
1984-85, the three issued cheques to the parqr's creditors which
they knew would bounce. fu a result, the party's credit system was
virnrally destroyed. In January, 1985, Richard Moss, tire party's
tccountants, wrote to Gibson warning of (financial 

disaster". The
letter was concealed from the party. Throughout the period of the
Redgrave investigation Gibson and others carried on concealing
the extent of the party's financial crisis.

. Even as Redgrave prepared his report, /et another properqr was

!:i"S sold, secretly behind the backs of the parry. Although
Gibson and Bruce were suspended from involvement in financial
matters, th"y still managed to sell the Glasgow Youtfi Training
Ccntre. Research into the Glasgow sale shows that these ,s.i
rlles could not have taken place on the spur of the moment. First,
in December 1984 - a,year before the split - an offshore company
cslled copsecroft Holdings Ltd was set up. It was regist"red in
Jersey, where directors names are kept secret, behind "nominees".
ln the case of Copsecroft Holdins, the nominees included Chase
Brnk, the cowen family bankers. The accounts of these
companies are never made public. The Glasgow Youth Training
cenue was sold to copsecroft Holdings from copsecroft Ltd. in
September 1985.

Souster soon established that a number of new, inter-locking
eotnpanies had been set up following the split. The tracing o?
utets turned up a company called Lowtry Ltd. It was form.d on
L)ecembe r 12,1985 for the purposes of dealing in filrn equipment.
Another company called clamtheme Ltd, with Gibson as a
director, became the owner of some prirting equipment.

Printing plant in Runcorn costing hundreds of thousands of
pounds was auctioned in 1986, fetching, according to the accounts
8120'000. Meanwhile, a morrgage was taken on all the party's
properties in Clapham in August of the same year. The original
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directors of New Park Publications were removed and replaced by
Vivienne Levi-Archer, Bridget Dixon, Hilary Horrocks, John
Kierney, Elizabeth Leicester-Battersby and Joht Simmance. In
January of 1986, accountant Richard Moss signed offthe accouns
for the year ending March 31, 1984. He noted that the stock
shees for the year end were "mislaid with the result that we were
obliged to rely on srunmaries only'. Two months later, he signed
off the accounts for the year ending March 31, 1985. The stock
sheets were missing yet again.

In April 1987 the properties and freehold land in the Old Town
were sold - at the height of the property boom - for just $125,000.
This area of London has always had high property values, yet
upwards of half an acre of land in this prime area went for less

than the cost of a modest terraced house in the same streeL The
buyer was a small, private comPany with few assets. The liquidator
discovered that the site was resold in May for almost 9500,000. He
pursued his inquiries.

Meanwhile, Copsecroft, under the control of Gibson and Bruce,
was selling off its remaining properties. The youth training
centres were generally run-down warehouse properties, which the

WRP bought at low cost, before the property boom, and
converted into excellent training centres with good facilities for
social events. Before July 1988 three more youth training centres
were sold, "at a loss" according to the accounts.

One disposal, in particular, interested liquidator Souster. It was

that of 30 Lime Street, Newcasde, an old mill house bought by
the party and converted at great labour and expense. The history
of the transaction is a typical example of what was happening.
Dave Temple, a colliery electrician who sat on the WRP Central
Committee, decided to go into the properry business. Fferonrise
Ltd, with Temple as secretary, opened for business on December
12, L987 . The directors stated: "The principal activities of the
company are property development and property investment."
The registered offrces were given as 30 Lime Street, Newcastle. At
that point it was a building still owned by Copsecroft. Within a

few months, 30 Lime Street became a freehold asset of Heronrise.
First valued at around 914,000, the property was revalued at
nearly970,000 in the autumn of 1990. Two mortgages were taken
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out using the property as security. Initially, it seems, there were
plans to turn the former mill into some kind of tourist attraction,
restoring it to its 18th century splendour. Temple himself later
became a director of Trade tJnion Printing Services, a printing
company also based at 30 Lime Street. fu Temple was setting up
Heronrise, the freehold boolshop premises at Upton Park, east
London, \trere also sold.

On Febru^ry +, 1988, Moss signed off the accounts for New
Park for the year ending March 31, 1986. But he added a note of
caution: "M*y of the company's accounting records for the year
under review had to be reconstituted following the loss of
underlying vouchers, etc. The financial statements consequently
include signifrcant amounts based on estimates in such
circumstances that we were unable to carry out all the auditing
procedures we considered necessary. Furthermore, the absence of
eny stock sheets necessitated the inclusion of a figure of closing
stock by reference to cost of sales." The accountants said they
were unable to say that proper books of account had been
tnaintained and concluded: "We are unable to form an opinion as

to whether the financial statements give a true and fair view of the
rtate of the company's affairs at 31st March 1986 and of the profit
nnd source and application of funds for the year then ended or
that they comply in all respects with the Companies Act 1985."

Meanwhile, with liquidation looming, the transfer of assets was
going ahead at full steam. Yet another company was launched -
lndexreach Ltd on April 20, 1988, with its registered offrce at
2l/25 Beehive Place, Brixton. This v/as the address of the
remaining youth training premises still owned by Copsecroft. Its
tlirectors included Geoff Thurley, a leading member of the Old
'Ibwn WRP. The purpose of the company was book retailing. Its
records show that it commenced trading the next month at a

ccntral London bookshop. This is a reference to the bookshop the
WRP had established in Charlotte Street, a prime site in the West
H,nd. In December, say the records, they opened for business in
llrixton, in yet another bookshop originally opened by the parry.
Iloth leases were originally owned by New Park Publications; now
they belonged to Indexreach.

Ily the time of liquidation, the cupboard was virnrally bare. In
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June 1989 Souster reported to the Department of Trade and
Industry that he believed there were grounds for starting legal
proceedings against directors and managers of New Park
Publications. Souster told the DTI that in his opinion there had
been breaches of the Insolvenry Act 1986. A county court hearing
in the summer of 1989 established that at least one of the directors
of one of the new companies took no decisions whatsoever, and

that the real control lay in the hands of the Old Town Central
Committee. The liquidators also obtained a summary High Court
judgement for S30,000 against Clamtheme, with no one defending
the action. Souster was further encouraged when two WRP
leaders, both lecturers in higher education, wrote offering a deal
in order to avoid the threat of court action.

Gerry spent a gre^t deal of energy thinking about this action,
discussing it frequently with Redgrave, and a small number of
members and close sympathisers. At times, litde else was of real
significance to him. He thought about how the material of the
legal case against those who had defrauded the party of its
property would be used as the documentation for a complete
unmasking of the plotters and the role of *re state in the split. He
followed the progress of the case with burning arxiety. Twice in
1989, it seemed poised to come into the High Court. The last
poslponement was in the very week he died.2

Discussion at the Marxist Part)r's annual Congress focussed on
Britain and the developments within the Thatcher regime. After
Thatcher came to power in L979, the WRP had analysed the
changes she introduced into government structures as

"Bonapartism". This was a political term which Trotsky had
defined in analysing the 1934 Doumergue government in France3,
as a transitional form of rule berween bourgeois democrary and

fascist dictatorship. Thatcher's dealings with her Cabinet
ministers, her "presidential" style of one-person rule, the
"Falklands factor", were only some of the signs that she had
dramatically changed the face of British politics.

But now, after nine years of rule, Tory Bonapartism had to be

re-evaluated in the light of the major changes globally. Quite
specifrc ideological forms were evolving to divert attention from
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the econornic decline, and turn people inwards to dwell on their
own problenu. Thatcher's appeal to religion and mysticisrn, her
cleclaration that there was "no such thing as societ/", w€re part of
this iurage creation. In the Marxist movement this process of
ideological rnystification took the form of dogma, intuition,
pragrnaticism, speculation and "muddling through". There was a

tendency in the Marxist Party to idealise the perestroika process in
the Soviet tJnion when what it needed was a sober assessment.
'[he immense problems of economic development in industry and

agriculture, modernisation of production and distribution still
remained. They could not be resolved within a single country, any
rnore than in Stalin's tirnes.

Gerry intervened on the issue of events within the CPSU by
stressing that the Soviet party "has to be prepared to act, even if it
does not win the majority within the Soviets". The Bolshevik
party had to do this in the l9l7 Revolution, he reminded the
Congress. A week after the Congress closed, the newly-formed
Central Committee met and Gerry analysed the problems of
subjective idealism in the organisation. He said that those who did
not recognise the existence of a world outside their thoughts, who
could not establish the "thing in itself", necessarily existed in a

state of "indifference" - the supreme "boredom" of the subjective
idcalist thinker. The subjective idealist's reluctance to recognise
rcal contradiction in the world beyond thought meant that the
difficulties of the Congress were treated as "unpleasant
rbnormalities" to be brushed aside. In realiry analysis of these

"problems" was the essence of theoretical and practical
development. Despite this, one leading member told the meeting
it was "up to him" to "change himself". This was an essentially
individualist and Puritan view of the self which had nothing in
common with the militant materialist oudook of Manism.

'l'he Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan provoked much
discussion in the Marxist Party. Historically, the Trotskyist
rnovement had actively opposed the invasions of Hungary,
Czechoslovakia and Afghanistan. The recognition by the USSR of
the Afghan people's right to self-determination, it was thought,
could suengthen the authority of the Soviet Union in the eyes of
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in the world press tracing the starding pace of political change. In
August, Mikahil Solomentsev gave an interview to Praada. He
headed the Politburo commission studying the repressions from
the 1930s to the early 1950s. P"y*g tribute to the work carried
out during 1954 under Khruschev to rehabilitate hundreds of
thousands of Soviet citizens who were "condemned without
justification", he described the tortures suffered by Stalin's
victims. He referred to heroic individuals like M.S. Kedrov'a
member of the party since l90l and a Chekist who, despite the
use of sophisticated methods and moral and physical pressure
against him, did not confess to being guilty of anything, was
vindicated by the courts and then, on personal instructions from
Beria, was shot in 1941".5

Gerry followed every nryist and turn of the sharp debate in the
Soviet press. He read about Volkogonov's views, .*pr.rr"d in his
book Triumph and Tragedy, a biography of Stalin6. The military
historian was convinced that "we would have won victory [in
World War E, we would have built and achieved a lot more, ar
the cost of less bloodshed and fewer privations, without Stalin and
Stalinism. It was only the Eemendous and pure charge of october
that made it possible to preserve the fundamental mord values of
socialism during the time of Stalin's unbridled terror".
Volkogonov described how not only commanders but military
thinkers were killed just when "our theoretical military thinking
was at its height in the 1930s. Svechin, Triandafillov,
Tukhachevsky, Isserson and a whole series of other military
strategists were expressing ideas, very progressive for the time, on
mobile warfare, active defence and the use of large masses of
tanls".

volkogonov's words were sensational news for Trotskyists. The
elimination of the Red Army leadership on the eve of the Nazi
invasion was possibly one of Stalin's worsr crimes. And the
knowledge Trotskyists had always struggled to preserve, in the
teeth of Stalinist falsification, was now being confirmed - and
broadened - from the heart of the Soviet military establishment
itself. There was intense debate about these new revelations at the
Marxist Party central committee and the London branch
meetings.

Gerry worked closely with the Redgraves during this period. His
relationship with them was shaped by the respect he had for any
talented professional. He was sensitive to the hard \rorh single-
mindedness and discipline required to achieve high standards of
work i, *y field of research. His political collaboration with the
two actors was forged over a period of many years, starting in the
early 1970s. EIe was aware of their class origins and equally
conscious that they could make a major contribution to the
revolutionary organisation. He valued, from a revolutionary
standpoint, particular qualities in the English upper middle-class.
The Redgraves' unflinching performance during the Obsenter hbel
case in L9787 contributed to alegal landmark in the WRP's fight
against the machinations of the British state. Gerry sometimes
remarked how he had seen at first hand the Redgraves confront
tfie court, undergoing hours of gruelling cross-examination under
oath.

FIe was sensitive to the difference between brother and sister.
She had a more artistic temperament and was like a lightning rod
in reacting to new situations. FIer brother tended to be
intellectually rational in his oudook. There were times when, as

someone l*gely self-taught and self-trained, Gerry was highly
critical of C. Redgrave's glibness, a product of his Cambridge
University education. Words and fine phrases slipped off the
tongue of those trained at English universities, he remarked. It
was all too easy to become caught up with the form of words and
to empty them of their real content.

Years of close collaboration with actors had made G"rry aware
that separation of word-forms from tfieir content often caused
them problems in the revolutionary party, accustomed as they
were to learning lines. Actors memorise words in the creation of a

role. In this process, words only have meaning in the context of
dramatic artifice. But in political and theoretical worh words had
to be used differently. There was a major confrontation with
C.Redgrave over the issue of formal method at the College of
Marxist Education in Derbyshire in 1983. Gerry was at
loggerheads with the metaphysical method which predominares in
English university education. Not only Redgrave, but others on
the then central Commiaee were schooled in this way, and it was
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a constant and heavy pressure on the party. It was the conveyor
belt through which bourgeois ideology was transmitted into the
party. The frght for principles was subtly transformed into
superfrcially correct positions which maintained the word-forms
of revolutionary struggle whilst fillirg them with a quite opposite
ideological content. Now, five years later and with two serious
heart attacks behind him, Gerry was reluctant to lock horns too
often with Redgrave over this question because he knew it could
lead to a major confrontation with him.

Gerry was indebted to V.Redgrave for the sustenance she gave
him. He knew that his physical existence after 1985 would have
been almost impossible without her. But at the same time he was
painfully arrare that this made him dependent on her to some
exent. The fact that the former WRP had cut him off without a

single penny, leaving him with only his state pension, was one of
the most bitter aspects of the 1985 split. Day-to-day relations with
the actress were close. She sometimes cooked special food for
Gerry, invited him out to eat, or provided a meal at her flat in
Chiswick. In turn, he looked for ways to assist her. This took the
form of arranging transport for her around London or to and
from the airport, getting me to do photocoplnng for her and
constandy having discussions with her, not only about politics, but
also about her own work.

Without Gerry's and my help, she would never have completed
the autobiography she \ras contracted to write for
Hutchinson/Random Ffouse. He carefully read the first ten
chapters of the manuscript, providing her with notes on the
dialectical method which she planned to put into the book.8 A
party qympathiser, who was a professional journalist, typed up
Redgrave's handwritten notes, md as the deadline for the first half
of the book was about to expire, Gerry, Redgrave and I worked
feverishly in her Chiswick flat to complete the manuscript for
delivery to the publishers.

Gerry suggested that I help Redgrave deal with her vast
correspondence. This used to sit mostly unopened in large
shopping bags deposited around the hall and office of her flat. My
heart sank because I knew it would be a huge task. But, because of
our mutual respect for her unstinting political and financial effore

for the organisation, I got stuck in. The fan mail and other
correspondence was endless. There were requests for autographs
and photographs, as well es many letters from people who
specially appreciated her political courage. I frled thousands,
maybe even tens of thousands of documents - financial,
professional and political - in her office at her home. Concerned
about the disorganised state of the office and easy access of all and
sundry to her private papers, I arranged for more shelves to be
built and for a lock to be fitted to tfie door.

Gerry would remark with a rwinkle in his eye: "You know,
Corinna, I sometimes don't know if she is acting on me!". He
once described her as the Rolls Royce of the acting profession. He
was often surprised by some extravagant dramatic gesture or
behaviour on her paft, but he would patiendy give her politicd
guidance, by supplyirg her with her reading material or special
notes.

His attitude to her brother was different. When Redgrave called
in at 8.45am at West Road, Gerry would normally spend not
more than 15 to 20 minutes going over the day's workwith hnn. If
there was to be a longer political discussion, it would be arranged
so that both Redgraves and sometimes myself would be able to
attend, later in the day. When C. Redgrave made a real effort,
whether it was in probing the financial crisis of the former WRP,
or his contributions on political economy or, more rarely,
theoretical worh Gerry was keenly appreciative. fu the heat of the
1985 split died down and the building of the Marxist Party
became the central issue, Redgrave displayed a slight distancing
from the business of leadership. Gerry knew that Redgrave was
always being drawn back to the stage. FIe was anxious that he
should not break his undertaking given to the Cenual Committee
earlier in the yeu. When G.rry discovered several times that Alan
was not being looked after properly, he stated point blank that he
would stop his participation in the Marxist Party. He always
insisted that his own political work was dependent on the party
and Redgrave taking care of his son.

Gerry's attitude to the Redgraves was much the same as with all
his political co-workers. He could be the easiest person in the
world to work with on a daily basis. But on a matter of principle,
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he was intractable. No political relationship was sacrosanct or
immutable for him. But if there were disagreements, they would
be resolved one vray or the other and the matter would never be
held against that comrade in a subjective way. A fresh start could
be made on the basis of a new agreement.

And sparts did fly: Redgrave walked out of the house after at
least three confrontations at W'est Road. But he corrected his
mistakes, and work proceeded. At times Gerry would say: "FIe
corrects his mistakes too easily." Once, after a morning meeting
with Redgrave, Gerry said: "I hate his smooth manner, his
niceness. He is Litde Boy Blue."

A few times he was very angry with me. Problems arose when
we had other party members helping with the security of the
house and I tried to act as a lcind of go-berween. I tended to
regard the day-to-day running of t'he house and tasks such as

cooking and cleaning as chores, while for Gerry they were
politically sensitive practices. He always regarded routine activities
that went on around him as oppornrnities to train and test newer
members.

As time passed, after the first very dfficult weeks at the end of
1985, G"rry and I worked more and more smoothly together as I
came to understand his political oudook and method. I learned
that unlike most people, G.rry did not like to be protected from
the truth, however ugly. On the contrary, he became disturbed
and angry when it was withheld from him. fu I grasped this,
relations benreen us grew stronger. I began to see that he deeply
appreciated the things I did for him. He repeatedly told me that I
was his closest comrade. When he first said this I was rather
frightened, because it seemed to entail an intolerable weight of
political responsibility, which I wanted to avoid.

In the autunrn of 1988 G"rry set himself the task of *itirg about
what he termed "beyond doubt Lenin's greatest work on
materialist dialectics"- the book called Materialisn and Ernpirio-
Criticivn. He spent a total of seven months *itirg his critique of
the book - from September 1988 to March 1989.e It became his
longest written contribution to materialist dialectics since the
anicles published x Studies in Dialectical Materialiyrn in 1982.10
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Gerry begins by setting out the historical conditions under
which Lenin wrote the book in 1908. He explains how under
conditions of Tsarist counter-revolution, Marxist philosophy came
under attack from followers of the physicist-philosopher Ernst
Mach. The turn of the century saw a revolution in the natural
sciences with the discovery of X-rays, radioactivity and the
electron. In Russia, a group of Mach's supporters, including
Bolshevik party members such as Bogdanov and Lunarcharsky,
began to advocate theories which attempted to prove the
"disappearance" of matter and its conversion into energ'y. In
philosophical terms, this theory returned them to the 18th cennrry
cmpirical school of Bishop Berkeley and David Flume, and the
dualism of Immanuel Kant.

The first article demonstrates how Lenin openly attacked the
"empirio" philosophers, and how he had struggled to convince the
writer Maxim G"rky that the Machists were anti-Marxist in their
outlook. The second article particularly concentrates on the
impact of neo-Kantianism within the British labour movement.
'Ihere was a revival of Kantian ideas in the 19th and 20th
centuries in philosophical schools in Germany, the USA and
Britain. These Kantian ideas had a particularly strong influence in
the Second International. Kantianism, Gery writes, discards the
thing-in-itself, or interprets it only as a product of thought. In
bourgeois education, "scientific concepts and philosophical
categories are subjectively presented as logical constructions".
lctnpbask in original)

In an important passage, the eclectic merging, or "lumping
together" of the subject and the object is contrasted wit}r the
object-subject relation in materialist dialectics. "Botrh Mach and
Avenarius falsely claimed that 'idealism' and 'materialism'were
one-sided. Such 'one-sidedness' is necessary for materialist
dialectics, which negates from the materid external world 'sides',
whose identity is material and whose content is represented by
the form of sensatiorq" the article explains.

"The difference berween the content of 'sensation' and its
'form' is contained within the antithesis of the object and objects
responsible for the sensation in the external world, which is
tregated through dialectical logic into subjective thought. Any
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attempt to lump together these opposite processes is
eclecticism." l t lonphasis in originall

Starting from the dialectical contradiction of the objective
external world of matter in motion, and its negation into the
"thought image of sensation", the article then goes on to explain
how the category of semblance is formed. The third article in the
series as[s, quoting Lenin: "Are we able in our ideas and notions
of the real world to produce a correct reflection of reality?"
While, as Lenin writes, "the overwhelming majority of
philosophers give an affrrmative answer to this question", there
were those who questioned the possibility of objective cognition.
Stressing the role of dialectical logic as a theory of knowledge, the
article attacks the position of agnosticism, which provides the
philosophical roots of eclecticism. "NobodR" Gerry writes about
those who call themselves Marixsts, "will launch a forthright
attack on dialectical logic as a theory of knowledge, but in practice
th.y will proceed as agnostics, peddling their own self-created
images." l2

Having established the independent existence of the world
beyond thought, the article explains the development of cognition
as a vital human practice in uoity and conflict with a world that is

itself in movement and change. Cognition is not a set of fixed
relations berween the object and the subject. It is a movement
from ignorance to knowledge through the udeterminations of
reflection". The essay ends by discussing the dialectical relation
between absolute and relative truth and the criterion of practice in
the theory of knowledge.

Part Four first establishes that nature is primary to
consciousness, and t'hat motion is, quoting from Engels, "the
mode of existence of matter, hence more than a mere property of
it". Then Gerry adds: "Consciousness emerged and developed in
the process of the self-development of nahre and is inseparable
from it." FIe refers to Ilyenlcov's book Dialectical Logic, which
demonstrates how nature "performs" through human beings. In a

closely-argued section, tlre process of cognition, from the finite
objective world through sensation to subjective thought, is
explained. The process and practice of cognition is understood as

a physical process and a constant dialectical negation from the
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outside world into thought and again back to the world "beyond
thought".

For students of Marxism, passages such as these are complex but
also the clearest exposition of the dialectical materialist method.
The article stresses that "with each new development in the
natural and social sciences, materialist dialectics is obliged to
perfect its analysis of forms so as to enrich their historical
contents. Far from functioning as a philosophy that stands above

the sciences, it must embrace the conception that because of the
infinite motion of matter, there can never be any complete system
in philosophy".l3 lanrphasis in original)

The article also examines the concept of "experience". For the

"Empirio-Criticists", the positivists, there is no world outside
"experience". For materialist dialectics, on the other hand,
experience is, Gerry writes, "a reflection of objective reality in
which human beings interact with the object empirically through
their senses".

Part Four closes with a discussion of causality and necessity in
nature, the material unity of the world and "space and time". It
traces the recognition of objective law in nature from Feuerbach
to Engels and Lenin. This is contrasted with the subjective idealist
viewpoint adopted by Kant and empirio-critics such as Mach and
Avenarius.

At the end of the summer, Gerry wrote an article called The
Political Reaolution in tbe USS& a Process of Connadiction.r4 In it he

rrttacks the subjective idealists and renegades from Trotskyism
who had denounced his work in the Soviet l-Inion and his analysis

of the changes there. Ffe stresses: "We start from the reality of
today, in which is contained the historical content, and not from
the past turned into historical dogma." Commenting on an article
in El Pais, he insists that "it would be the greatest mistake to tie
the processs of the political revolution to either the statements of
Gorbachev or of Afanaseyev as individual leaders".

The Marxist Party decided to commemorate the 71st
anniversary of the October Revolution and the 50th Anniversary
of the Fourth International by holding a memorial rally and
concert for the victims of Stalinism at the Adelphi Theatre in the
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Strand on November 13. A statement by the parry explained how
Trotsky, his secretaries and his family were repressed.l5 Trotsky's
rehabilitation and the recruitment of new forces to the Fourth
International were integral to the success of the political
revolution in the Soviet lJnion, it said.

Support for the campaign for rehabilitation of Stalin's victims
came from the Association of Cinematograph and Television
Technicians (ACTT), Sir Richard Attenborough, Alan Bennett,
actors such as Derek Jacobi, Bernard Hill, and playwrights
Howard Barker, Howard Brenton and Martin Sherman. The party
enlisted the support of many leading film directors in Italy. The
president of the Italian frlm directors union (ANAC), Francesco
Maselli, joined the pladorm. The event v/as a success, with about
1,000 present.16

There was still a reluctance in the parry to engage in discussion
and even to follow the changes going on in the Soviet llnion and
their effects throughout the world. G"rry attended three Central
Committee meetings and four London meetings in September-
October, and each of them was an uphill struggle. Following the
rully, Gerry said at one meeting: "On the negative of Stalin's
crimes is the positive of the world revolution. You build on the
world implications of the political revolution. The Fourth
International is the positive on the negative of the destruction of
Communists by Stalin. Sceptics cannot see the positive on the
negative. We have to show the specific nature of the Stalinist
bureaucrary. This is a definite practice on our part. We are taking
the Memorial movement out of the Soviet Llnion."

On December 7, Gorbachev spoke to the United Nations General
Assembly in New York. It was a personal triumph for him and
politically a demonstration to the world of the progress of the
political revolution. Gorbachev stressed the importance of
withdrawing troops, announced huge cuts in military expenditure
and criticised the United States for not allowing Yassir Arafat to
address the General fusembly.

The morning after his speech, a severe earthquake wrecked vast
areas of Armenia. The disaster posed a severe test for the Soviet
government. Gorbachev flew back from New York to Moscow
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immediately and toured the earthquake zotre. FIe was shocked to
discover that the nationalist tensions over-rode even concern for
the devastation caused by the earthquake.

An important book was published at this time called The Wilson
Plot by Obsenser journalist, David Leigh. Writing about similar
events to those described by Peter Wright rn Spycatcber, Leigh
named a lot more names, and showed how the Wilson
Bovernment was destabilised by the secret agencies of MI5. For
Gerry and those who had worked closely with him since 1985,
Leigh's book was a powerful affirmation that state agencies urere
rlso atwork in the 1985 split of the WRP.
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CHAPTER 8

The clique-buster

he final year of Gerry's life, which began in Catalonia, was

to prove a fruitful and memorable period of work. His uips
abroad provided a welcome contrast to the work in Britain and

gave him extra energ'y and the rigour of his personal routine was a
sustaining framework. To some he appeared indefatigable - at the
height of his powers. In political combat he remained tireless, but
only I saw at what expense. For every day spent in batde, he would
pay a price: great tension in preparation and exhaustion
afterwards.

On the rare occasions when he allowed himelf to relax, or
snooze off, sitting in the car passenger seat or his new smrivel chair,
his features would change; suddenly he looked terribly old.
Because he was a stocky man with a large head and thick neclg and
had a manner that radiated confidence, his frailty was not so

apparent. There were some who did not appreciate his physical
limitations, and expected him to take far too much responsibility.
Perhaps they thought or hoped he was immortal. On the other
hand, he would not have wanted things any other way. FIe was,

until the moment of his death, totally in the thick of it politically,
and he lived his last year as he had lived his entire life. fu one
close associate said of him after his death: *Ffe was not a nice old
man sitting in an armchair."

The New Year philosophy course in Barcelona was held in the
aftermath of the successful one-day general strike organised by the
Spanish trade unions during November 1988. Gerry opened up by
asking the students to relate the general strike to the world crisis.
"We must start with the present, and go to the past from the
present," he said. fu the trade unionists present reflected on their
experiences during the strike, Gerry recommended that a special
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study of the Spanish trade unions be made. The workers'
organisations which had brought about the defeat of the Franco
regime had not been ordinary unions, but illegal organisations.
Without the Spanish workers' resistance to Franco, the Socialist
P.tty government of Felipe Gonzales would never have come to

Power.
Later, when G.rry returned to Barcelona in the spring, the ICFI

members g^ve an excellent account of the Spanish workers'
rnovement and its war with the Franco dictatorship. He remarked,
however, that the constinrtional monarchy of Juan Carlos should
be seen as a transitional period. The combination of monarchy
gnd "democracy" was not a pennanent fi:rhrre. When it came to
the Spanish section's relations with the Catalan Communist Party,
he said that this was a complex question. The essential thing was
not to allow principles to be transformed into dogma, but to *seek

out the conditions under which principles can be realised". As
before we drove to Sitges, and after New Year's day, we drove
further up to the coast, to Vilanova i la Geltni. G"rry wanted to
ree Catalonia's industrial areas at first hand. fle encouraged the
local party member to stand for a shop steward's position in the
frctory.

We learned, almost by chance, that the Greek section, under the
leedership of Michael and Bouki, had produced a calendar for
1989, illustrated by the paintinp of the late anti-Stalinist artist
Piotr Belov. G"rry and V. Redgrave had been introduced to Belov
on a visit to Moscow. Michael obtained reproductions of the
Soviet aftist's work while attending the Memorial rally in London.
Without discussion or permission from the painter's widow, the
Circek section mshed out a calendar, called "Belov - Painter of
Perestroika". It was an expensive full-colour job, at a time when
they were experiencing serious financial difficulties.

Since it was a major effort, the political message was important.
But there was no mention of Trotskyism or the Fourth
International or indeed, how Trotskyists had come to meet the
rftist. Gerry was furious about such crass opportunism. The Belov
pdntings were being erploited to exchtde a united front approach
towards the Soviet political revolution. Belov's brilliant images
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were actually being misused to present a centrist adaptation to
anti-Stalinism. FIe condemned those within the ICFI who were,
he said, dovetailing with those trfing to hijack the Memorial
movement in the Soviet LInion. The Greek leadership had
zigzagged from an ultra-left abstentionist position adopted during
the winter and spring of 1987 -1988, to the opposite extreme - an
opportunist capinrlation to the forces of Stalinism.

With this conflict uppermost in his mind, Gerry renrrned to
London. There followed a sharp discussion in the Marxist Party
and on the ICFI over the the eclectical method. During a meeting
inJanuary Bouki reluctantly conceded that the presentation of the
calendar "could have been politically sharper". But the Greek
delegates refused to recognise that anti-Stalinism without
Trotskyism was a convenient and dangerous adaptation to the
political currents prevailing within Stalinism. It was not
impossible, Gerry said, for some Stalinists suddenly to oppose
Stalinism. But it was a different matter to defend and zupport the
Trotskyist opposition to Stalin. There was and is no automatic,
"natural", evolutionary transition from anti-Stalinism to a

revolutionary outloolq either in the Soviet Llnion, or within the
Communist Parties outside the Soviet llnion, it was stressed.
Anti-Stalinism has often been a stepping stone to bourgeois
liberalism and right wing reaction - in the 1930s and again in the
1980s.1 Talented writers, such as Arthur Koestler and George
Orwell, who wrote some of the sharpest boola against Stdinism
during the 1930s and 1940s, later moved fa,r away from
revolutionary ideas.

On Februtry +, the ICFI met again in London. The Greek
section reported on the differences which arose when they
presented the committee's position to their own leadership. The
majority lrere in favour but three had opposed the line and there
were another tfuee abstentions. It was obvious that the Political
Committee in Greece was taking precedence over the Greek
Central Committee. This was the same unconstitutional clique
method that appeared during 1986 in the Torrance group. In
addition, a comrade critical of the leadership was arbitrarily
excluded from meetings of the Greek section's Central
Committee. Michael admitted he had been vacillating since
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December L987, saying he was in an *unresolved state". Ffe
claimed he had "two options": to resign from political life, or to
fight for revolution.2

Drawing on the Barcelona school, Gerry continued work on his
series of articles about Lenin's Materialiw and Erupirio-riticisrt.
Between January and March he completed the last three sections.
Part Five opens up with a srunmary of the method of materialist
dialectics. Drawing on Engels' Anti-Diihring, it explains how
cognition begins with "the picnrre as a whole, with its individual
parts still more or less kept in the background". From reflection
on the whole, the abstraction process begins to detach the parts
which make up the whole, and examines them separately. In a

distilled summary, the essay traces the entire movement of
cognition. Cognition understood as an entirely coherent practice
is contrasted with the "eclectic pauper's broth" of the Machists.
Materialist dialectics are shown as a guide to human being's
"purposeful activity" by understanding the relationship between
fireedom and necessity.

The sixth part outlines the scientific discoveries in the years
after Lenin's death which revealed the existence of micro-particles
snd anti-particles, "whose inexhaustibility was predicted by
Lenin".3 Summing up Lenin's arguments, the article remarks:
"The essence of the crisis in phlzsics, which led to the confusion of
physical idealism, had its source in the old metaphysical scientific
world oudook which lagged behind the requirements of rapidly
cxpanding scientific knowledge. This profound historical gap:'
Gcrry writes, *was expressed in a failure to understand the
dialectical relation betqreen absolute and relative tnrth."

The seventh and find anicle in the series was published in the
April edition of the Maruist Monthly.It opens with a summary of
[,enin's examination of the Machists, showing how they tried to
tnake an eclectic amalgam between their subjective idealist
philosophies and historical materialism. Gerry writes: "Bogdanov
insisted that being is consciousness, thereby refuting the
dialectical unity of dialectical and historical materialism." For
Bogdanov history was "the result of collective notions derived
from socially organised experience" and "social being and social
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consciousness are in the exact meaning of these ternu, identical".4
The article comments that Bogdanov's eclectical swamp is no
different to the oudook of present-day pseudo-Marxist groups.

He was enthusiastic about Lenin's brilliant analysis of the
method of historical materialism towards ttre end of his book.
There Lenin demonstrated the dialectical relationship between
socid being and social consciousness as follows:

The fact that you live and conduct your business, beget children,
produce producs and exchange them, gives rise to an objectively
necesssary chain of events, a chain of development, which is
independent ofyour social consciousness, and is never grasped by

the latter completely. The highest task of humanity is to
comprehend this objective logic of economic evolution (the
evolution of social life) in its general and fundamental feahrres, so

that it may be possible to adapt to it one's social consciousness and

the consciousness of the advanced classes of all capitalist countries

in as definite, clear and critical a fashion as possible.s

Gerry completed the final article in the series with a concise
summary of dialectical cognition, showing the movement of
cognition from the abstract to the concrete.6 He elaborates the
concept of Marxist philosophy as a dialecticd materialist whole,
reflecting the universal whole of nature outside human cognition.
He cautions against t}re use of Manrist phraseology, which gives a
left-sounding materialist form to political positions but masks
vulgar, bourgeois ideology. The essay insiss that Lenin's book is a
manual of scientific disciplines without which there can be no
understanding of the method of materialist dialectics.

The publication in Marrist Montbly of Gerry's articles on
dialectical materialism coincided with a three-part translation of
research by Leningrad historian, V.I. Startsev. flnder the title,
Political Leaders of the Souiet Gwrnrnmtfrm 1922 to tbe Begrnning
of 1923, this material appeared in a Soviet journal History of tbe

USSR during the aunrmn of 1988. It was a truthful examination of
the battles in the Bolshevik leadership between L922 up to the
time of Lenin's death and it was the first time that Trotsky's red
position was objectively described by a Soviet historian. The truth
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about the leadership struggle in the early years of Soviet rule was a

burning issue for tfie perestroika process. Startsev's articles were
translated from Russian by " Marxist Party member, often
working until the early hours of the morning to prepare them for
each edition of the journal.

In January the CPSU adopted a resolution condemning the
Stalinist "mass repressions and arbitrary rule t*hi"h] was carried
out in the period of the 1930s, 1940s, and the beginning of the
1950s". The resolution proposed to set aside "through a legislative
act, the extra-judicial verdicts reached during the 1930s, 1940s and
early 1950s by the three-man commissions and special conferences
which were then operatingi to regard all citizens who were
repressed by the verdicts of these bodies as rehabilitated". It also
agreed to "give assistance to local Soviet bodies in ensuring the
rights and interests of those rehabilitated, creating monuments to
the victims of the repressions and dso maintaining their places of
burial in appropriate order".7 Early in February, historian Roy
Medvedev told the mass circulation newspaper, Argumenty i Fakty
that Stalin's victims numbered around 40 million.

When the ICFI met the following month, it studied the
documents published by the Memorial Society or to give it its full
name, the All Union Voluntary Historical Enlightenment
Memorial Society.a They provided further evidence of the batde
raging against Stalinism. G.rry explained that united front work
with the political revolution - and Memorial - had to be from
both above and below. It should not be simply a united front
"from below", which had been the disastrous line of the
Comintern's Third Period. This led to the annihilation of the
German Communist Party by the Nazis after 1933.

Soviet historians were spurred on by the work of playrright
Milfiail Shatrov, although some, like Startsev in Leningrad, felt
that the history of the Soviet Union should not be told only in the
form of plap and novels. The Manrist party had established direct
contact with Shatrov, through Gerry and V. Redgrave's work in
the Soviet LInion. An agreement was reached with her company to
produce Shatrov's play Tbe Peace of Brest in London. It had caused
g sensation in Moscow, because Trotsky was presented on stage
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for the first time, and the conflict within the Bolshevik Party
leadership over the peace treaty with Germany was brought alive.

Milfiail tllyanov, well known for his ponrayals of Lenin, took
the lead role. The actor had become director of the famous
Vakhtangov Theatre in Moscow and president of the Theatre
Workers tlnion of the Russian Federation (RSFSR). He was also a
CPSU Central Committee member close to Gorbachev. Both
Shatrov and Ulyanov were members of the Public Council of the
Memorial Society.

Gerry, Redgrave and I collected Ulyanov and his wife from
Heathrow on Sunday, February 12. That same evening, the
Marxist Party held a successful meeting at the Hammersmith
Town Hall. On the platform with Redgrave were Judith Marlars, a

member of the broadcasting union ACTT, at that time in dispute
with TV-am management, and Terry French of the Kent
National L)nion of Mineworkers. Some prominent intellectuals
from Moscow in the front line of the glasnost process also spoke.g

The Valfrtangov production, staged by the Georgian director,
Robert Stunra, played to capacity audiences at the Lyri" Theatre
in Hammersmith. It met with considerable acclaim from British
theatre critics. One paper wrote: "Political decision-making is the
bone and marrow of the play. You get a blistering sense of
observing real power at close quarters. Shatrov also shows, that in
those days, dissent did not always mean treason; and that it was
possible (up to a point) to disagree with Lenin and yet retain one's
integrity, let alone one's life." On press nighq there was a packed
reception laid on by the Lyri. Theatre. Lively discussions went on
benreen the members of the cast, audience and guests. Many
emigrd Russians li"irg in London came along. G"rry commented
on the large number of "spoots" of various nationalities who were
hovering about, picking up snatches of conversation.

Some days later Gerry Redgrave, Yelena Glotova and others
squeezed into Ulyanov's hotel room for a political discussion. The
elegant Glotova, who worked for the Theatre Workers IJnion's
international department, acted as interpreter. Gerry asked
tllyanov to suppoft the ICFI's joint work with Soviet historians in
filling in the "blank spots" in history. The actor said he would put
his name to the ICFI's campaign witfi Memorial. We were struck
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by how close tllyanov's thinking was to that of Gorbachev. fu a

member of the pro-glasnost leadership, he joined Gorbachev on
many of his tours, participatirg ir street debates in different parts
of the Soviet Union.

The Peace of Brest was followed at the Lyric by another Soviet
stage production, called Tbe Train to Happiness, performed by
Shalom, the Moscow Jewish Theatre. This was also a success.
Outstanding actors such as Iosif Levkovich, Emmanuel Nelin,
Mark Gheikhman and Marina Golub brought to sparkling life
Jewish communities in Russia before and after the Bolshevik
Revolution. Gerry arranged with a close Palestinian friend to meet
the Shalom director and leading actors for a meal in an hotel. It
was a warrn exchange betvreen the Palestinian host and tfie Soviet

Jews who had been persecuted by the Stalinist regime.l0 The
success of this gathering berween Palestinians and Jews allowed
Gerry to form an and-Zionist, anti-Stalinist alliance.

The Soviet Season of plays closed with a one-offperformance of
scenes taken from Chekhov's plays. Chekhov's Women, with V.
Redgrave, Frances De La Tour and Rachel Kempson, played to an
overflowing house.

During the elections to the Congress of People's Deputies.
Gorbachev and his supporters were engaged in a fierce batde to
encourage a genuine political campaign. fusemblies were held in
every region and district throughout the Soviet Union to decide
the nominations.

The movement for national independence was also gatrhering
nlomentum, alongside the anti-bureaucratic struggle. As the
rlemocratisation process increased in pace, so did the arguments
ovcr national rights. During January, th" situation in the Baltic
rcpublics remained tense. The Lithuanian party's Central
Committee put out an election address emphasising Lithuania's
lovereignty. The Lithuanian Sajudis movement was gaining
ground in the run-up to the election of people's deputies. In
listonia conflicts were emerging with the Soviet troops stationed
there. Communist Party leaders heading the Estonian People's
F'ront and the Inter-Movement became enmeshed in an
lncreasingly sharp debate over language and other rights.
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A Marxist Party Central Committee meeting in February
discussed how Gorbachev's leadership was being weakened by hit
middle-of-the-road position. In an exchange about tlkrainian
nationalism, Gerry repeated that the national question could only
be resolved in the process of the world revolution. This gave the
practical question of building the partF and the International an

immediate urgencF.
Problems were arising in the Marxist Party because many

leading members failed to understand this analysis and could not
connect the events in Britain with the world situation. Many
rarely opened their booLs on Manrist theory - except iust before a

school. This meant that political changes - whether in Britain or
the USSR - were seen formally, and not in connection with
building the party. This theoretical laziness provoked a fierce
reaction from Gerry, who pointed to the lack of analysis by
leading members. Instead, th"y were simply describing events
from the standpoint of outside observers. I{e was scathing about
those whose "theoretical work" was based on sporadic reading of
newspapers, which he termed 'excursions into the Sunday press".
This was a poor substitute for a regular and systematic
examination of economic and political changes.

At one meeting, Gerry sharply criticised members who began
only with impressions about the working class. He challenged
their undialectical method, asking: "Why do we preclude a leap in
the consciousness of the class?" The reality of how bourgeois
ideology had penetrated the working class movement under
Thatcherism tended to be ignored. Mass indebtedness encouraged
a search for individualist solutions to what were in fact economic
problems of an international nature. Credit card debs, mortgages
and other mounting personal debts were affecting large sections of
the working class too.

Differences on the Cenual Committee came to a head following
a May Day Rally, which the party held in Hammersmith town
hall. On the platform were Thelma Holt, Peter Cox, the
Redgraves and a trade union member from the Midlands. Gerry
did not attend the meeting. Instead, he asked me to give him a

report. I told him that the main speeches failed to present the
party's position in a way tfiat would be meaningful for a worker or
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someone new to politics. There was a cosl, small-group
atrnosphere at the rally.

EIe was not in the habit of criticising comrades behind their
backs and asked me to give a full report the next morning when
the Redgraves would be present. In the event neither of them
defended what had happened. On the contrary, they themselves
volunteered that the pladorm had been badly organised, and that
her speech had wandered offthe main issues.

The Central Committee that weekend discussed the changes in
Britain after ten years of Thatcher's rule. Any serious action by
the trade unions had been made illegal. Now unions could only
defend their members' rights if they were prepared to break the
law and adopt "underground" tactics. Gerry said that it was urgent
for the Marxist Prrty to become the most conscious part of the
working class. The party had to seek out ways in which such a

transformation would take place. The *form' of the change would
be in contradiction to its essential "content". A leap in its
consciousness would accompany revolutionary action by the
working class against the state. The present sinration appeared as

the end of a process, because reformist and trade union stnrggles
had died down. But in reality Britain was on the eve of a

revolutionary change. It was corlmon, he said, for people to think
the opposite of what was happening in reality.

Gerry then asked the committee members to give their views
rbout the May Day rally. The majority said it had been a

"powerful meeting". It was a surprising display of self-
congratulation. Then a resolution criticising the rally, and making
rccommendations regarding future meetings was put forward.
'I'he very same members who earlier stated that the rally was

"powerful" now voted in favour of a resolution which said
precisely the opposite. Gerry greu/ 

^nW 
and described the vote as

s "lie". It was impermissible to vote for the resolution and at the
lrme time hold the position that the meeting was "powerful". The
wrong position expressed by the majority of the committee could
ttot be changed simply by suddenly voting the opposite way.

'l'he protracted conflict with the Greek section came to a head
tluring a three-day ICFI meeting in London at the end of Marefi.
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After a long campaign, Gerry succeeded in forcing out inro the
open the continuous violation of decisions by the Greek delegates.
Until this time, Bouki had been silent about the clique relations
which existed in the Greek leadership. Michael, the secretary of
the section, was the main force in holding together this clique. He
considered himself the theoretician, while Bouki and others did
the practical work. This included organising the sales of the nrice-
weekly newspaper, collecting finances and delivering the
newspaper around Athens.

G"rry tried extremely hard to train Bouki politically. He spent
many hours patiently helping her read philosophical and political
worls and encouraglng her to develop in every possible way. Class
and national ties had enmeshed her in an unprincipled alliance
with Michael, however. She would be deferential and support the
political line when in London, but on reflrrning to Greece, she
would subordinate herself to Michael's manoeuverings. Gerry
knew Bouki's political weaknesses and how Michael exploited
them. Her rupnrre with the leadership clique around Michael only
took place after many hours of discussion with Gerry. Bouki
fir"lly admitted the truth about the Greek ICFI members - th"y
had hidden their true positions from the International Committee.
A number of ICFI decisions had been violated. For a starr, the
Greek wRP's Third congress documents were never translated
into English, to conceal their political position on the Soviet
changes which was a rejection of the ICFTs resolutions and agreed
political line.

Bouki's concrete documentation of this duplicity formed the
basis for the discussion at the ICFI meeting. She presented a
careful analysis of the practice of Greek representatives. It was a
tribute to Gerry's determination and also Bouki's ability, after a
long struggle, to place the decisions and discipline of the
international movement higher than national considerations. Most
of the ICFI leaders, it was agreed, would attend a special
conference of the Greek section a week later.

The Greek wRP's Special conferencewas to prove the climax of
Gerry's efforts to demolish the clique that dominated the secrion.
Several problems were apparent right from the start. A number of
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the Greek leaders, mffiI of them long-standirs party members,
now openly rejected the dialectical materialist theory of
knowledge. Some claimed there was no such thing as "objective
truth". Others, including Michael himself, used positivist
terminology - such as a "coldly scientific" approach - to imply
that Manrism was not a scientific method.

Some joined Michael in refusing to recognise or correct
mistakes such as the Belov calendar. A few admitted that the way
the calendar was produced had been wrongr but described it
simply as "one practice amongst many others". And even those
who recognised that mistakes had been made considered that they
had already been "corrected in practice".

It immediately became clear that some idealised the Memorial
movement. One defined it as the "continuation of the Left
Opposition". Another said it was t{re "embryo" of a Trotskyist
party. This uncritical wishful thinking about the Memorial Society
was in reality an opportunist adaption to the changes going on in
the Soviet Union.

Yet others rejected outright the united front work with the
political revolution and the forces frghting against the Stalinist
bureaucracy. They contemptuously dismissed the contacts made
by the ICFI with the surviving children and relatives of the Left
Opposition. Michael attempted to strike a balance benreen the
ICFI and various opposing tendencies in the Greek section. For
him the development of Marxist theory was an individual ego-
building exercise, unconnected with parrf practice. By the second
day, the sniping and factionalism turned into an open opposition
to Marxist theory by a group of long-standing leaders *ho *"r"
intent on causing a provocation at the conference. fu so often in
the past, the so-called "freedom of the individual" became a
rdlying cry to break up party discipline.

The conference hall, in the Greek WRP's new premises in
Prtission Street, central Athens, was already stiflingly hot. But the
political temperanrre rose even higher when clusters of people
rose to their feet aggressively, as if at a pre-arranged signal.
Michael sat silendy on the pladorm. He did not seem in control of
those at the back of the hdl, making no attempt to prevent them
frorn doing as they liked. His lack of intervention encouraged
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them. Artemis Angelis, her husband and others were now openly
defring decisions of the congress on a range of issues. Michael's
clique did not put forward *y political differences - they simply
broke the constitution, lrlotg themselves oPen to expulsion. In the
end, it led to his downfall. Gerry remarked later that Michael had
turned his back to the paftI, bent over, md the clique's members
had then "slid down Michael's backside' - and out of the
organisation.

Despite tfie tense atmosphere Gerry was quite relaxed. FIe was

not worried during the "physical" moments. On ttre contrary he
was like a boxer, h"ppy in the ring. FIe was in his element -
clique-busting. The Greek section's response to the ICFI's
struggle had been tested out, and the majority of the party was

anxious to correct its mistakes. One third of the section, however,
was totally opposed to the line and method of the International.
Due to a strike by Olympic Airlines staff, the British delegation
was forced to stay an extra night in Greece. Gerry was rather
pleased since it gave him more time for discussion with the Greek
comrades. Bouki as well as Michael and his driver-guard came to
see him at the Chandris Hotel near the Athens racecourse.
Relations with Michael were calm, but it was becoming evident
that the differences between him and the ICFI were
irreconcilable. On April 22, the ICFI met once more, this time in
London. It was agreed to hold an international symposium in
1989 on the history of the Soviet Union and to make preparations
for the 1lth World Congress of the ICFI.

Gerry and I returned to Athens at the end of M^y to attend a

Special Congress of the Greek section. Michael and his supporters
refused to attend and were expelled.lt A third of the section,
including some leading members involved in writing for the nrice-
weekly Sosialistiki Allagi, sided with Michael. They left the
organisation burdened with huge debe.

The Congress now had the oppornrnity to take stock of what
had happened to the section. The leadership clique had been a

heavy and repressive burden on the parry stifling the members.
Working class elements felt especially oppressed. For the first
time, they could speak out freely. One member, a young artist,
explained how the party's work with the Greek intelligentsia had
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become a conveyor belt relaying bourgeois ideology into the
party. He felt it was important *to listen to the most oppressed
and understand t-hem, to be able to grasp thi"p as if it was the
frrst time we saw them, like a child and not to put images on the
world".

Gerry explained that there were moments in history when
bourgeois ideology could take a particular grip on people's
thinking. This tended to take place at times when the nrling class

was desperate. The Congress was Gerry's last major struggle
within the ICFI. When the split finally came in Greece, it had
been well-prepared. Political differences had in themselves not
been the basis for the split. It had come over adherence to the
pafry's constitution. It was not over the behaviour of this or that
individual, but the collective existence of the parry as a democratic
centralist organisation. There were no loose ends. Michael and
Gerry never met again.

He later commented on a cynical remark by Michael, who
claimed some months before the split that "the match was drawn'
in the struggle between himself and the International Committee.
This was a reference to the fact that there had been no
denunciation of Michael's political positions in the period after he
wrote his notorious letter to Gorbachev. Michael mistakenly saw
this as a sign of weakness on the part of the ICFI maiority. But for
Gerry there had never been a "matctr". The apparent passivity of
thc ICFI had been a tactical position, "a holding operation', to
counteract Michael while the situation in the Greek section
marured. Gerry remarked how worlcing over the experiences of
the British WRP in 1985 had enabled the ICFI to recognise what
took place in Greece. A new leadership now emerged out of the
conflict consisting of Bouki, Vassilis Sakellariou and Apostolos
Kostzaloitzoglou.

After the Congress, Gery and I spent a few dap at the seaside
resort of Vouliagmenis in a small flat with a sunny terrace
ovcrlooking the sea. Gerry had intended to have a well-earned rest
hcrc, walking about a litde. Vougliamenis is a peaceful place for
wcll-off Greeks and tourists. There was a sweeping view of the
trly, with red bougainvillea spilling down the steep slopes to the
reu. Gerr), was able to breathe in the sea air and sit outside in the
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warrn sunshine, reading and talking. On all the visits to Athens,
including this one, he never ate out in a restaurant. At first, this
was tied up with security, since it was felt that Athens was a

dangerous place for him to be seen in public. Vougliamenis, unlike
Sitges in Catalonia, did not have cheap restaurants, so Gerry
decided to eat in. He led a cloistered existence at the resort.
Trusted members of the Greek section would buy food. He would
have his usual vegetable soup in the morning and simple meals in
the afternoon and evening. These were often shared by those who
came by for discussions and advice.

Much of this seaside rest, however, was preoccupied with
helping the new Greek leadership make a strong start. Gerry
would sit on the terrace each morning reading Lenin's
Pbilosophical Notebooks with Bouki. He hoped this would strengthen
her against the eclectical method that had dominated in the Greek
section. The lessons of the split in Greece were to preoccupy
Gerry right through the summer and the autumn. FIe wrote a

major document analysing eclecticism.l2 The new Greek
leadership accompanied us to the airport when we left Athens to
fly direct to Barcelona.

The conflict within the Greek WRP brought up issues which
were not entirely new. Just as during the split in the British WRP,
left-sounding words were used to obscure a sharp swing to the
right in practice. Gerry felt the need to re-examine the question of
the eclectical method in philosophy. He returned to Lenin's
Materialism and Empirio-Criticism to write an article called
Eclccticivn - the'Paupr's Broth' ofbourgeois ideohg.l3

It was directed equally at the problems within the Manrist Pargr
as well as those in the Greek section. In the article, he argues that
political leaders who refuse to base their political analysis on
"thirp in themselves, counterpose to materialist dialectics their
own self-created images, which are in essence a determinateness of
their own Ego". FIis study of materialist dialectics was given a

boost that spring by translations of a monograph by Soviet
philosopher V.A. Ignatiev, who was teaching at a college in
Ryazan. FIe was studying a general theory of organic life in
relation to the dialectical materialist method.
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We went to Spain to attend the Liga Obrera's national Congress,
which opened onJune 3. G"rry suggested that I give the greetings
from the British section in Spanish.

These are the notes that he gave me:

1. Since the 1985 split in the ICFI organised by agents of the most
reactionary imperialist powers we have watched with
revolutionary pride the growth of theoretical and practical work in
our Spanish section.

2. This is firsdy due to the consistent work done inside the party
by its leadership and members in their effors to train themselves
in the method of materialist dialectics.

3. Secondly, because the analysis of our political perspectives are
the result of this worlq the dialectical method itself has penetrated
the collective practice of the Party. Thirdly we have embodied
Lenin's Materiali*n and Ernpirio-Criticirm as the foundation of our
consistent opposition to bouregois ideology and all its
manifestations in the everyday work of the parltr, its leading
committees and branches.

4. The international political background to the 9th congress of
the Workers Communist League, Spanish section of the ICFI, is
undoubtedly the unfolding of the political revolution in the Soviet
Union and China.

5. These appear through the most contradictory phenomena
which require us to establish the objective tnrth within these
processes through the use of analysis from a continuous synthesis
with these processes.

6. For contained within them is all the knowledge of the history of
the class struggle in a state of becoming which includes all
scientific knowledge and achievements of man in the sciences.

7. These presendy include the political revolution in the ussR
(one sixth of the world) and china (one fourth of the worrd).
These vast areas have been taken by revolutionary force from the
camp of world imperialism.

GERRY HEALY
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8. In neither country, there is despite deformations, no going back

to Stalinism, for as Crorbachev said: "We have nowhere to go to",
but forward to socialism and communism.

9. In making these assessments, we must never forget the
movement of generations. Hegel reminded us that "Father is the

other of son, and son becomes the other of Father," and this law

applies to the generations who will make the coming world
socialist revolution.

10. The history of Trotsky is inseparably connected with the
history of October 1917. }Je, together with Lenin and the
Bolshevik Party, carried out the smashing of the state and the

expropriation of capialism within the USSR. That process was

extended to China in 1949.

1 1. All these powerful forces work in favour of the world
revolution which is infinitely contained within the class struggle
immediately within Spain and every capitalist country in the
world.

12. On behalf of the Marxist Party I bring your Congress our
warmest fraternal revolutionary greetings.

After the Congress, Gerry finally did take a few days' rest. We
stayed in Sitges where he spent most of his time reading and

taking walks on the seafront.

As soon as we got bac[< from Spain, we caught up with all the
materid published about the Congress of People's Deputies which
had begun on M"y 25 in Moscow, and the dramatic events in
China. Students were leading the political revolution in China
which had been given momentum by Gorbachev's visit. Gerry did
not believe that the massacre in Tienanmen Square could hold
back the revolutionary process in the Stalinist states.14 The
situation in the USSR remained fraught. In the Baltic states
people waited for the outcome of a parliamentary commission on

the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact. On July l0 a strike of about
500,000 miners began in Siberia, spreading from there to
Kazakhstan, Vorlmta and the Donbass in the lIkraine.
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Under these conditions, the response of the CPSU leadership at
rll levels was the key factor. LPraafu article, published on the day
the strike began, admitted that the 'vanguard", the party, was

"l.ggrrg behind".15 The author, L.Onikov, \ilrote frankly:

Without an in-depth explanation of them [the causes of this
delayed reaction], it is completely impossible, on the one hand, to
understand the narure of this curious phenomenon that has
befallen us, whereby society's political vanguard, which itself put
forward the idea of restructuring and laid a fine foundation for ig
suddenly and incomprehensibly found itself in the rearguard, at
the ail-end of the process.

The anti-stalinist movement, initiated from within the CPSU,
hed built up its own momentum and was driving the party in a

direction which most of the bureaucracy opposed. Onikov looked
longingly back at the early years of Bolshevik power when party
lcrders had the ability to win over the masses and "triumph in
rcemingly hopeless situations". While the 27th Congress had laid
out the path for restructuring society, the way forward for
revitalising the party itself had not been established, the writer
wcrned. Gorbachev referred to these same problems within the

Frty in his concluding speech at the CPSU Central Committee a

week later.
Nevertheless there was firm evidence of yet more advances on

thc "historical" front in the USSR. The newspaper lbnsaruobkay
haada published an interview with Nicolai Vassetsky admitting
thlt he and many others had been mistaken about Trotsky.
Vnssetsky explained what Trotsky's real role was in l9l7 and how
l,enin had given Trotsky his complete support. The former
Btrlinist ideologue wrote: "The sooner we ger rid of the
ftcreotypes of Stalin's Shon Course, seeing the world only in black
grd white, the more profoundly we will be able to understand the
full greatness of the Bolsheviks."

While disagreeing with Vassetsky's assessment of Trotsky,
Gcrry completely supported the need for a three-dimensional
vlew of historical processes. He saw Vassetsky's political zig-zags
il c reflection of the changes going on within the CPSU as a
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whole. During the summer months, Gery directed his energy to
pushing forward an rurderstanding of Trotsky's historical role in
the Soviet LInion. EIe encouraged V. Redgrave to write an account
of how Trotsky had been murdered in 1940 by Stalin's assassins.

Drawing on the material assembled by the movement's 197 5

Commission of Inquiry,16 she documented how the American and
French Trotskyist movements were riddled with agents of Stalin's
secret police, the NKVD, in the period before Trotsky's
assassination.lT

The newspaper Sobiesiednik (Tbe Interlorutor), called for the
rehabilitation of Trotsky, and articles by Trotsky were published
in a magazine called Molodoy Kommunist (Young Communist).
Ogonyok had printed an issue with photographs of all the original
Bolshevik Pary Central Committee, including Trotsky. Th" same

pictures had previously been doctored for years by Stalin's
photographic "technicians", since every single member of Lenin's
Central Committee except Alexandra Kollontai were subsequendy
murdered. At one meeting, Gerry slapped down the Ogonyok
magazine down on the table as proof of whatwas taking place.

In the middle ofJuly the Manrist Parry held its annual Congress.lS
Gerry's earlier insistence on the importance of full discussion in
the party branches had produced good rezults. There \ilere about
20 proposals for improving and updating the draft documents.
The focus of the Congress was the connection berween the
political revolution in the USSR and China with events in Britain.

At party meetings after the Congress, Gerry outlined the
interaction of technology with the class struggle. He had an
intimate knowledge of British trade unionism since World War tr.
He e4plained the particular history of the Bridsh dockers and how
containerisation was introduced by the employers during the
1970s. The use of containers, prepacked at the point of
production, and mechanically loaded on to cargo ships, eliminated
the majority of traditional dock labour jobs. It was this which led
to dockers picketing n 1972 against the use by the employers of
non-dock labour in container depots. The aim was to break up the
dock labour scheme which had replaced casual hire-and-fire
practices. The dockers' action over jobs led to the jailing of five
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pickets in Pentonville Prison, sparking off a maior political crisis
in Britain.

Gerry said: "The development of technology is an objective
process. We are not against this. It is necessary for socialism and is
not something for employers only." The problem, he continued,
was that simple trade unionism, in conditions of crisis and slump,
could not find answers to the problems created by technological
rdvances. Under capitalism, these advances led inevitably to
turemployment and attacls on the unions, while the workers were
rccused of opposing "progress".l9

'fhe last few months of Gerry's life were essentially a creative
period of international work. He made a long trip abroad during
September, travelling to Athens and Crete, where he attended
meetings virnrally non-stop and lectured at a week-long school. In
November he went to Moscow for the last time. FIe wrote three
mrjor articles on Manrist theory and the political changes taking
place in the Soviet LJnion. Plans were drawn up for the I lth
World Congress of the ICFI. Gerry was alst involved in
preparing the ground for the qpmposium on the history of the
USSR.

Life at West Road continued to follow a strict routine. Gerry
rtill rose early, and would have a lot of work done by the time I
[rivcd at the house at 8.45am. He was now nearingT6. His health
hrd been fairly stable over the past few years, but his heart
eondition had made him weaker. He had angina and pains in his
legt. His climb up the stairs to the bathroom at West Road, towel
kr hand, was increasingly unsteady, but he disliked having to ask
ftrr assistance in walking, and despite poor balance never used a

mllcing stick.
[Iis hands looked strong, but the fingers were stiffwith arthritis.

Oncc a botde of his favourite Perrier water slipped from his hands
h thc kitchen, as he lost his grip. The lack of flexibility in his
6ngcrs caused him distress, although he rarely complained about
It, I)espite the arthritis, he wrote all his articles by hand, in small
but clear writing, with fine felt-tip pens. He alwap had three or
fuur of these in different colouri iarefully arranged in his top
pocLet.
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A few other members of the party helped with security at West
Road. One was an unemployed actress called Caroline Snrbbs. She

was adept at housekeeping and a hard-working, early-rising
person. G"rry valued these qualities but disliked being dependent
on her. In between the periods when Snrbbs came to the house,

another member would come over late at night to stay through
until the morning, allowing me to go home.

At the end of August, V. Redgrave received an offer to work on
Broadway in the Tennessee Williams' play Orpbeus Descending

which had been a success in London. She came to West Road to
discuss with Gerry the invitation to work in America. It \ras an

important moment in her acting career. Zionist pressure on the
American theatre and film industry had blocked offers of major
contracts for almost a decade. She was inclined to nrrn down the
job, because she was concerned it might lead to a political
compromise. I felt the offer was a victory for the Palestinian cause

as well as for her personally. She had identified herself with the
Palestinians during the mid-1970s. Her speech on receiving her
Hollywood Oscar award n t977 \ras a courageous act which won
her the hatred of the powerful pro-Israel lobby. The Broadway
offer was an indication of the loosening grip of Zionism in the
United States. Gerry shared my assessment and encouraged her to
accept the contract, even though he knew it meant she would not
be able to participate directly in political work in Britain or on the
ICFI until the following spring. He also lnew that her deparnrre
would place an extra burden on him since Redgrave was the other
most experienced and dynamic British delegate of the ICFI aPart

from himself. She flew to New York early in September and

remained abroad, until the autumn of 1990. She would never see

G.rry alive again.

Gerry was struck by the fact that Gorbachev was the only
intellecnral since Lenin to become the general secretary of thc
Soviet Communist Party. He pored over the Soviet leader's
speeches and meetings in order to understand the internal
problems in the CPSU leadership. He considered Gorbachev's
attinrde to the working class as the key to the success or failure ol

the political revolution.

Gorbachev's meeting with workers at the Izhorslcy Factory
fusociation in Leningrad, reported in depth by Praada, was of
special interest. G.rry remarked that no other party secretary had
spent so much time listening to ordinary people in the streets and
factories. In Leningrad, Gorbachev had arurounced that political
reform would be raised to a higher level, to its new, second stage -
r real transfer of power to the Soviets. He felt that new electoral
lews could achieve this. "It is very important to ensure that Soviets
rre given real powers. This will enable local bodies of power to
function meaninfully. So here too a lot of work lies ahead of us,'
baada reported the CPSU leader as saying.

Bombarded with questions, Gorbachev nailed his colours to the
mast: "If I were faced with the choice of renrrning to the old
tystem of leading and running the country, I would immediately
rcsign." He opposed capitalist ownership - disagreeing with a

worker who claimed he would not mind working for capitalists uas

long as they paid well". Reasserting his atheist views, Gorbachev
rko expressed his belief that there was no substitute for the parry
'ts a political vanguard, developing economic, social and cadre
poliry, providing ideologicd back up to this poliry, and carrying
out organisational work among the masses'. Gerry was
prrticularly interested in Gorbachev's remarks about the
'rcstructurirg" of the Communist Party itself. The conflicting
hrces within CPSU came up for discussion at an ICFI meeting in
Lorrdon on September 9. It was agreed that Trotsky's historical
tole and his analysis of the bureaucracy was crucial in determining
thc outcome of'trhe anti-Stalinist orientation of the Gorbachei
leodership. This gave an added urgency to the need to publish all
'I'rotsky's writings in the USSR. At one point in the meeting,
Gctry exclaimed: "The more contradictions, the better. The more
Gontradictions, the more movement!"

In the course of the discussion it became obvious that the Greek
llction continued to have serious diffrculties. To try to combat
Fd overcome the problems in developing revolutionary cadres in
CJrcece, Gerry had written on the dangers of eclecticism in the
tcGtion. At one point during the meeting, he suddenly stated that
there was a tendency towards "liquidation" in the behaviour of
lolne of those present. Leaders were sceptical about building the
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movement, and what they were saying implied abandoning the
revolutionary party altogether. He asked the Greek delegates
blundy: "Do you want another split?"

By contrast, the new political work acmally going on in Greece
was bearing firrit. Perestroika in the USSR had brought about a

movement among ethnic minorities in Greece. An important
group of ethnic Greels called Pontis, who used to inhabit the
Pontus region on the Black Sea, had responded enthusiastically to
the Greek members' campaign to open up archives on the history
of Stalinism. The Pontis' history was inextricably linked with the
repression of so many nationalities by Stalin. Th.y were anxious
to collaborate with the section in uncovering documents about the
repression of the Pontis people. The Greek delegation proposed
to draw up a list of Greek Communist Party members who were
purged by Stalin and to investigate the history of Greek
oppositionists in the light of new archive material unearthed by
the Memorial movement.

The section's recent adaptation to its own bourgeoisie was not
simply due to Michael's personality or influence. It showed the
grlp of nationalism, Gerry explained. He described the protracted
conflict with Michael as a "holding operation". It had not been a

manoeuwe, but rather a "union of analysis and synthesis", adding:
"Synthesis is continuitF with the past. But if we make the past into
a principle, we paralyse ourselves. Analysis does not always emerge
directly, but must be made in synthesis with the development of
the political revolution in the USSR. To deepen analysis is to
make it more concrete." What was needed, Gerry argued, was a

consistent communist leadership. This meant the collective
development of theory and practice under the discipline of perry
bodies. This was the only way to counteract subjective outbursts,
flare-ups, threats to resign and cliques.

The ICFI discussed the preparation of draft resolutions for the
llth World Congress which would analyse the events of 1985.
The split in the Fourth International, the process of the political
revolution, the legal procedings against the former leaders of the
WRP, the split with the Torrance group in Britain and Michael in
Greece were all to be documented.

Gerry wanted the ICFI leadership to make a fresh srudy of
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Lenin and Trotsky, to examine their concept of world revolution.
He argued that while eclecticism was not necessarily deployed in a

deliberate way, it turned Troskyism into a left-sounding dogma
which served only as a fig-leaf for an anti-Marxist oudook. The
Congress resolutions would form the basis for a shrdy of the clash
benreen materialist dialectics and eclecticism.

Leaders who had turned Mamism and Trotslgrir* into dogma
had bedevilled the movement for a long time, Gerqr reminded the
committee. He cited the case of Mike Banda, who had made
important theoretical contributions to the work of the WRP,
including the writing of the l0th Congress Resolutions in 1984.
Banda had repudiated his own own achievements and the very
lame principles for which he had struggled so long and so hard.
Internal contradictions berween the old and the new had taken
him completely by surprise.

Gerry once more took on eclecticism in a direct way at a school
for party members in Britain. Although Lenin focussed his
ettention on the "empirio-critics" of his day, their positions are
echoed by present-day "post-modernists". The basic contention
thot the material world exists independently of consciousness and
h rcflected into thought - the essential premise of dialectical
mEterialism - remains as much under frre today as in Lenin's time.
[icrry posed the conundrum: "FIow do eclectics wind up accusing
others of what they are doing themselves?" For the eclectic, he
lrgued, sensations simply flow past, and he or she never
dlrtinguishes berween sensations and the external world. The
lource of the sensations is not connected or related to its source
outside the subject. The world outside the eclectic is recognised
only as a projection of the ego itself, not as an independently-
rrirting material world of objects and processesr goyerrred by
flttural laws. This means that the eclectic can "acknowledge"
ehnnge, doff his or her cap to change, but never a"trrally
uderstand it or grasp it in its "becoming". When the change has
trlten place, it is transformed into a projection of the ego, iather
thln grasped as an independendy existing event or process.

All changes are absorbed merely as a confirmation of self-
€tGetctl images. These combinations of sensations are then
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imposed on other people with whom the ego is in contact. Thus
the eclecdc sees otlers as carrying out the things that the ego
itself is doing and thinking. He or she invariably accuses others of
the content of his or her own self. Other people become
projections of the eclectic's own ego.2g By this "law" or "logic" in
which the real world is turned inside out, it is possible to discover
what the egotist is doing him or herself. Th.y are invariably doing
the things which they project on to their opponens. Lies, Getry
said, are "self-created images" and those who are undermining the
party's work accuse others of their own destnrctive activities. The
liar begins to *live' the physical content of the lie. For those who
live in these self-created images, the real world ceases to exist as

an objective reality. Instead they live within a "cloak of images".
The eclectic operates by means of improvisation based only upon
innrition and fragments of memory.

Intuitive practice as the opposite of scientific practice is a form
of pragmatic empiricism, based only upon the individual's
subjective standpoint. Consequently the eclectic frnds it
impossible to recognise that things acnrally do change. For the
eclectic, when something new appears in thought, it is pushed
aside as accidental or contradictory. It is not examined as a real
thirg or process, objectively arising in the world beyond thought.
Because the self and the world outside the self are equated, the
ego becomes filled with the content of the socid consciousness of
the world around it, which, generally speaking, is bourgeois
ideolory.

Gerry told the students that the process by which those who
consider or call themselves Marxists revert to intuition was
important for an understanding of what had happened to so many
leaders and members of the former WRP. At the London school
the process and practice of cognition was oudined using Gerry's
visual projection.2l

Gerry had just completed writing an article for Marxist Monthly
called USSR - The bistorical contradiction benteen the "old," and
"nezt" forrns.22In the anicle, Soviet theorist Ignatiev's writings on
the concept of "negation" are related to the political changes then
taking place in the Soviet L/nion. There is an explanation of how
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the Manrist Party and ICFI had established a united front with the
Memorial Society in the USSR, and were preparing an
international historical symposium.

The conflicts between tlre old and the new in the Soviet Lfnion,
especially after the 27th Congress in 1985, are highlighted.
Differences between the old Stalinist bureaucracl, then
represented by leaders like Ligachev, and those involved in the
drive to reveal the true history of the USSR are contrasted. This
conflict was revealed in newspapers such as Molodoy Komunist,
Komsornolskaya Prnuda, and Sobiesiednik. An historian called
Alexander Podshchekoldin had just published sections from
'frotsky's Tbe Neu Coune with an introduction on its significance
written by himself.

Trotsky's pamphlet Tbe Nru Course fiercely opposes dogrna. It
insists that the Leninist truth is always concrete, thus emphasising
[,enin's firm adherence to the scientific method of materialist
tlialectics. "Quotations from Lenin," Gerry writes, "tom from
their historical context are dogma. The same applies to Trotsky.
ln such an isolated context, the word 'concrete' itself could
llecome meaningless. History can only be understood dialectically
in a state of becoming." FI. adds: "The synthesis with the present
eontains the analysis which enables us to establish the dialectical
rclationship between the present and the past. Only in this li"irg
concrete way is the past contained and manifested in the

llrcsent."[emphasis in the original]
Soaiet Weekly published an interview with Ivan Vrachev, a

ftrunding member of the Left Opposition in 1923. Vrachev
described "the last hours of inner-parry democrary" in which he

hlrl personally participated as a delegate to the 13th party
eonfcrence in May 1924. Vrachev, then 9l,zl insisted that full
rlemocracy had existed during the first few years of Soviet power
ln the All Russian Congress of Soviets and the young
revolutionary government. He connected that early period of
Soviet history with the first Congress of People's Deputies of the
TJSSR taking place in 1989.
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CHAPTER 9

A promise kept

'Tth. following week was spent preparing for what was to be
I our last trip to Greece. We also met a Palestinian friend who

assured G..ry that he was still trying to arrange a trip to see Arafat
in Tunis. The PLO had reorganised itself and he had not seen the
chairman since before the WRP split in 1985.

In the car from Athens airpon G"rry immediately launched into
a discussion which continued at the Central Committee meeting
the next day. The new openness and the material emerging from
the archives in the USSR was having a considerable impact in
Greece. Information was emerging about the suppression of the
Greek minorities and Trotskyists in the Soviet Union during the
1920s and 1930s. Greek minorities were executed under the
blanket denunciation of being "Trotskyists', documents shorred.
Some members of the Stalinist-led Greek Communist Parry were
leaving the organisation. The party had publicly attacked Soviet
visitors who came to explain perestroika and glasnost.

After a short rest Gerry, Bouki and myself made the brief flight
to Heraklion in Crete, keeping an earlier promise to hold a school
on the island. Next morning instead of having brealdast in the
hotel we crossed the hazardous harbour road to a tiny caf6. The
square turned out to be Heraklion's coach terminus, and was
busding with workers and tourists. The sunny auturrn weather
was a welcome change from London, where G.rry was cooped up
in the house, apart from his walks in the park. The hotel rooms
looked direcdy over the Mediterranean, and the fresh sea air blew
straight in.

The school began in the late afternoon at a tiny house belonging
to a local member. The working class part of the town is built
something like a casbah, with narrow whitewashed sueets, which
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people use as an extension of their small homes. There was the
odd vehicle, children played and mongrel dogs lounged about.
Behind the low walls lay small courtFards. The classroom for the
course was newly white-washed in honour of the event. Outside
there was a scrawny mongrel bitch with a litter of newly-born
pups. The dog was anxious to join the humans and had to be
cvicted several times. She continued to howl right through the
weelg and her crying was picked up on the tape recordinglf tue
discussion. I describe this in detail, because undei other
circumstances Gerry would have been angry about the
interruptions, but he completely adapted himself to the humble
local conditions. He felt at home on the island.

In the evening we were all invited to eat with Apostolos and his
wife and teenage daughter, who were also attending the school.
Apostolos had spent the entire period of the junta's military
dictatorship on the run from the police. Despite the many
interrogations endured by his relatives and friends, he was never
caught. The fisherman's home was modest - clean and neat with a
bare stone floor. The garden in front, shaded by a lemon tree,
rerved as an extension of the house. He told us that he usually
rlept on a bed outside, except when the weather was bad. cretl
was an exotic place combining Europe, the Middle East, and
Africa in its history, geography and culnrre. It intrigued Gerry,
who had travelled a gre,,t deal in the Middle Easiduring the
1970s.

The next evening after four or five hours work on theory, we
hsd a simple meal with some of the comrades at a restaurant
perched on crumbling rocks, overlooking the harbour. Apostolos
pointed out his small boat moored in the harbour and discribed
the intense political debate that went on there amongst the
firhermen_ and port workers each day. There was a great pioblem
with poachers who used dynamite to kill their catch, wiping out all
rel life, as well as endangering bathers and children p6yi+ in the
wster. It was becoming harder and harder to find fuh and-he had
to cail great distances in his small boat, often in stormy weather.'Itrt evening the harbour air was clear and still, and thi clouds of
dry white dust that billowed up from the heavy traffic had
dlmppeared. The air of neglect and abandonment was hidden by
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the darkness. The electric lights on the seafront illuminated the
areas of human activity, while the sea lapped awaty at the beach.

After the meal we walked slowly back to tfie hotel along the
seafront. There was no pavement, the street lights erratic and the
white pa&, where it existed at all, was obstructed with abandoned
pieces of rwisted machinery. I was afraid Gerry would miss his
footing. Like many elderly people, he found it diffrcult to walk
along uneven surfaces, especially in poor light. As usual, however,
his pride prevented him from seeking assistance.

On the fourth evening of our week in Crete, we ate at the home
of a comrade who was a disabled fisherman. Food was served on a

verandah overlooking Heraklion. A young man from the local
Communist Party joined us. Gerry relaxed in the friendly
company and the balmy weather. He found the attitude of the
Cretans fiercely independent and rebellious, much to his likitg.
EIe especially enjoyed hearing the story of a small farmers' revolt
some years before. There was anger about the government's
agricultural policies, so in protest the co-operative farmers
rounded up all their donkeys during the mating season and
released them in the narrow streets. Mayhem ensued, since the
beasts were chasing each other and would not obey anyone. All
the streets were blocked and traffrc ground to a halt, while the
donkeys brayed incessantly.

Gerry needed this friendly environment because he was working
exceptionally hard. The school was held from Monday to Friday
from about four to eight every evening.l EIe concentrated on the
article written by Ignatiev in 1987 about the law of the negation of
the negation, which was specially translated into Greek for the
school. Using his projection to trace the process and practice of
cognition with white and red chalks, Gerry showed how the
possibility of holding the symposium on the history of the USSR
had arisen and how it had to become a "notion and a practical
idea".

On the second or third day in Crete, when I came back to our
hotel room from a walk, I found Bouki trembling and agitated.
G"rry had been incapacitated by a seizure. He had lost the abiliry
to speak and one side of his face seemed to collapse. Bouh had
immediately telephoned her husband who was a hospital doctor in

Athens. His advice was to get Gerry to the local hospital
immediately. He diagnosed it as a "heart event", and said that
Gerry should have blood pressure and urine tests. But Gerry
refused to leave the hotel. He thought perhaps the attack
happened because he had left one of his usual medicines in
London, although a replacement had been forurd for him in Crete.
Gerry rested at the hotel and felt better later in the afternoon. fle
insisted on going ahead with that evening's session of the school.
He got through it, even though his speech was a litde slurred once
or twice. That night, we tried again to persuade him to see a

doctor, but he refused. He said rest was all he needed. Trying to
make him do something against his will would only aggravate the
problem, it appeared. He rested the next morning, had lunch and
prepared for the next evening's session. There was no indication
that the attack had a lasting effect. Within the next few days,
G"try seemed back to his normal energetic self.

The problems of the Greek organisation and the management
of the printshop in Athens came up for discussion during the
tchool. Despite the struggle throughout 1989 to improve the
management of the shop and tcl make economies, debts were still
increasing. There was a tendency to look for short-cuts to solving
political problems. On an excursion with some of the Greek
members one day, I picked up a stray remark, which had been
translated more by accident than design. Stellios, a Central
Committee member, and a building worker from Atfiens, revealed
r cfnical attitude towards the work we were doing on dialectical
ncgation. He talked about "caressing" th" "old', in a sarcastic
perody of the terms being used at the school.

Gerry reacted sharply when I reported this to him later that day.
He used the political content of Stellios's remark in the next
lession of the school to make an attack on scepticism. Stellios'
rttinrde to dialectics was revealed at the last session of the course.
Along witfi a number of formally correct statements, he said: "We
do not want philosophers, though we have nothing against them."
I'his could have been read as a hostile reference to ex-leader
Michael who once said he believed in a division betqreen "mental
lnd manual labour' as in the days of ancient Greece. But
cmentially it was an explicit rejection of the work being done at
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the Crete school. Stellios's remarks in general were an indication
of whatwould occur on our return to Athens that weekend.

The Cretan workers and schoolgirls attending the school'were,
on the other hand, enthusiastic about the work on dialectics. One
frsherman said that method was a 'compass for orientating the
movement", a theoretical guide in direct connection with practice.
FIe saw the importance of "holding fast the historical and the
logical" and the dangers of formal thinking. You could think you
had got rid of formal thinking by pushing it out through the
window, but it could easily reappear through the door, he said.

We flew back to Athens and stayed at Bouki's flat for two
nights. A meeting of the Cenual Committee and all the Athens
members was arranged to discuss what had arisen with Stellios and
nro of his supporters. The atnnosphere was tense. Although absent
from the meeting, it was clear that Stellios had organised a clique
of four to attack the new leadership. They vented tfieir spleen
against G"rry and the ICFI but their position was firmly rejected
by the rest of the organisation, including Apostolos from Crete,
who made a strong contribution. Despite the barely-controlled
tempers in the printshop, where 60 members had gathered. G.ry,
was quite relaxed. He joked about the kittens who were tumbling
around the warehouse. Th.y were not the slightest bit impressed
by the petit-bourgeois egos of the humans present, he remarked.

Stellios, however, turned up the following day, for a meeting
with the ICFI delegates who were joined by C. Redgrave from
London. Stellios was out of control and launched a vicious attack
on the ICFI and Gerry. It was an ugly confrontation. The parting
of ways with Stellios was harsh, coming so closely after the split
with Savas Michael.2 Stellios was so filled with subjective hatred
that no political agreement could possibly be reached. I was
extremely worried about the effect of this sho.ndown on Gerqr's
health, especially as it followed hard on the heart episode in Crete.
He had taken all the flak and led the batde yet again.

Gerry reflected on the discrepanry benreen the high level of
achievement during the schools on theory and the problems of
training for leadership. "It is necessary,' he said, "to distinguish
benreen the elaboration of method as a dialectical materialist
world oudook and its working out in relation to political work and
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the class stnrggle." Why had Michael and now Stellios abandoned
the Marxist method as soon as the schools were over? Gerry
argued it was the result of eclecticism and scepticism. Dialectical
materialist cognition was accepted on one level, f<rrmally and in
words, but borrrgeois ideology sdll dominated day-to-day practice
of these leaders. The eclectic turned dialectical cognition into
emptF word forms, whilst its essence and substance were rejected.

Despite the painful confrontation with Stellios, Gerry remained
optimistic about the future of the Greek section. He felt that he
had provided it with a clear and principled position on which to
build. In the battle with the Stellios clique, he had successfully
demonstrated how to develop and adhere to a correct political
line. The majority had rejected the politics of the petit-bourgeois
and workerist elements. Before leaving he told Bouki: "I specialise
in clique-busting. I want to make sure t-hat we have ended cliques
in the Greek section for good.'We returned to London on the
afternoon of October 3.

Before and after this last trip to Greece, G"try sPent some time
catching up with the news about Gorbachev's October visit to
Berlin for the 40th anniversary celebrations of the GDR. East
German leader Erich Honecker and Gorbachev were syrnbols of
opposite ends of the political spectrum - Stalinism and anti-
Stalinism. G"rry believed Gorbachev's presence in East Germany
could spark off the overthrow of the hated Stalinist regime.
Indeed, following the Soviet leader's visit, mass demonstrations
took place in Leipzig, Dresden, Berlin and Karl Marx Stadt.
People began to flood into foreign embassies to try and emigrate
to West Germany.

We met with rwo East German photographers who were
showing their pictures in London's Camerawork gallery. The tqro
young men insisted that nothing was fundamentally changing in
their country despite the fact that television news showed a mass

movement of people demonsuating in every town and city. Th"y
did not feel that there would be any changes for the better. Their
main complaint about the GDR was the lack of housing. But
within a few days of our meeting, Flonecker was forced to step
down and by November 9, the borders beween east and west

t7t
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Germany were thrown open.
Inspired by the turn of events in Germany and the changing face

of the Soviet LInion, G"rry decided we should visit Moscow in
November. The main purpose of the trip was to push ahead the
campaign for a symposium on Soviet history, which was now
scheduled for April 1990. There was to be a delegation of three:
G"try C. Redgrave and myself. Our visas \rere arranged through
the Moscow-based Theatre Workers tlnion, RFSFR. Earlier that
year Gerry had met a young Russian historian, Tatiana Okunskaya
from Taskhent in Uzbekistan, through the Soviet plaprright
Shatrov. She was working in British libraries, researching the
history of the Left Opposition, and visited Gerry a number of
times. She spoke excellent English and was very helpful in
advising us how to make contact with Soviet historians in
Moscow.

Despite all the complex preparations for the Soviet visit, G"try
\ras attending meetings of the London branch of the Marxist
Party and the Central Comminee. At the end of October he took
a leading part in about six hours of discussion in one day. He did
not iust keep his finger on the pulse of the events in the USSR,
but also on what was happening in Britain. The High Court had
just cleared the Guildford Four, who had spent years serving a

sentence for a crime they had never committed. It was a great
occasion for all those who had always defended their innocence.
Gerry saw it not as a "victory for British justice", but an indication
of the deep crisis urithin the British state. The pressure to release

the Guildford Four was applied by Douglas Hurd, tlen Home
Secretary. Hurd waited for Thatcher to go to Kuala Lumpur so he
could act while she was away. G"try described the release of the
Guildford Four as "dre leap within the invariance" and compared
it to the changes in the South African state apparahrs. He thought
that the frssures within the British ruling class could not fail to
have a deep impact on the working class.

The Air France flight to Moscow via Paris was comfortable.
Gerry preferred not to fly British Airways, because he disliked
staring at the cabin crew's l/nion Jack neck ties. We were met at
Sheremeteyevo airport by Galina, from the Theatre Workers
Union. The union had managed to book us in to the Sovietskaya
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Hotel, near Byelorusskaya railway station, despite the shortage of
beds since perestroika began.

That evening we met Okunskaya, who had journeyed from
Tashkent, Yelena Glotova from the Theatre Workers Union and

Bouki, who had come on a separate trip from Athens, at the
Actor's Club i" Gotky Street. Glotova and her sister joined us in
the packed dining rooms of the club. Gerry was anxious that all
ICFI members should see at first hand the new sinration in the
Soviet LInion. He was nervous about the finely-timed
arrangements involving such long journeys from London,
Uzbekistan and Athens. In the event, things worked out smoothly.
Bouki accompanied us around Moscow for the first few days of
our visit, until her return to Athens.

It was late when we got back to the Sovietskaya Hotel, a vast
pre-revolutionary building, refurbished during Stalin's time. It
had grand corridors with red carpets, flanked by polished stone
and white fluted columns, with enonnous chandeliers and huge
socialist realist paintings on the walls. There were niches in the
entrance foyer containing gigantic decorative vases. The anti-
Stalinist historian Startsev, who visited us there, corlmented with
a mischievous smile, that it had been refurbished during the 1930s

in the "Stalinist" rtyl".
The next morning we met Viktor Akulev, head of the RSFSR

Theatre Workers Union International Deparurrent in the union's
Gorky Street offrces, next door to the Moscow Nrws building.l
Gerry asked Redgrave to give a short account of the economic
crisis in the West to Alarlev and Glotova. After the meeting, we
saw an exhibition of paintings and drawings by the Russian artist,
Belov. His widow Mariana, an actress, and her daughter Katya
took us around the gallery. Belov had made theatre set designs for
the Red Army. Most of his work consisted of sensitive landscapes

of the countryside around Moscow. During the mid 1980s, after a

serious heart attack, he suddenly began to paint anti-Stalinist
works. We had lunch at the actors' club and were then taken to
the magnificent Vakhtangov Theatre in Arbat Street to see a

performance of Sunset by Isaac Babel, set in turn-of-the century
Odessa. Babel, a Red Cavalry soldier during the Civil War, had
hecn a victim of Stalinism. The actor Vassily Lonovoy, who had

:
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played Trotsky in the Peace of Brest Litwsk, told us he had visited
Mexico to research his pan.

The next day we attended four meetings and saw a play in the
evening. The first meeting, at our hotel, was with Nicolai
Vassetsky, an adviser to the Central Committee. He was well-
known for his anti-Trotslqrirt writingF, but recendy had begun to
recognise Trotsky's real role in the October Revolution. A man of
about 35, he listened respecfirlly to Gerry.

Next we saw Victor Muraviev, the new director of the State
Archives Institute. G"ry, negotiated the slippery snow-covered
steps outside the blue and white building with trepidation. Inside,
he had to climb on foot to the third floor offrces, since there was
no lift. Redgrave told Muraviev and his colleague Yefim Pivovar
about the symposium and they both agreed to take part. The
Soviet historians informed us that the American David Nonh had
recently been at the institute. North was the secretary of the
American group called the Workers League, and one of the
leaders of the coup against the ICFI in 1985.

G"try had a frant< talk with Afanaseyev who worked in the next
door ofhce. He was a handsome, heavily-built man, with a thick
shock of grey hair. Recendy elected as a Deputy to the Congress
of People's Deputies, Afanaseyev's constituency was several
hundred kilometres from Moscow. He explained that he was
presently involved in a battle over censorship in the local
newspaper. He thought Lenin had not taken on the Stalinist
bureaucracy soon enough. Gerry [<new that there was little point
in arguing about this so the meeting was quite brief. From the
Archives Institute, we went shopping at Progress Books in
Zubovsky Boulevard. Again, G"rry had to climb the stairs, but this
time only to the first floor.

The next pon of cdl was the Composers Union Club, where we
met the historian Vitali Lelchuk. At a table in a corner of the club
dining room, we were joined by the playwright Shatrov. Lelchuk
said he had unearthed a letter written by Trotsky, in which the
latter told Lenin he did not want too high a political profile
because the fact that he was aJew would put extra pressure on the
government.4 Lelchuk was one of a team of historians working
under the direction of the Central Committee departmenr headed
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by Alexander Yakovlev. In the evening, we were all taken to
Galina Vollchek's Sowemennik [Contemporary] Theatre to see

The Steep Rutte, a story based on a Evgenia Ginsburg's book about
a Stalinist prison camp for women. After the performance,
Vollchek, an expansive and dynamic woman in her late forties,
invited us to her office at the top of the theatre for sandwiches.
About a dozen of us crowded into the small room. It was midnight
before we got back.

After meeting G"rry and Redgrave for brealdast, I ventured out
for a litde walk on the snowy streets surrounding the hotel. So far,
we had spent most of our time being ferried by minibus from one
meeting to another and I needed some exercise and fresh air.
Opposite the imposing facade of the hotel was a large departrnent
store, packed full of people, but with hardly anyone buying
anything.

When I returned, we set off for the offrces of Ogonyok magazine,
which were in the kaada building. We did not meet the editor
Vitaly Korotich, although we had bumped into him at the
Vakhtangov Theatre two nights before. Instead we saw the
foreign editor, and handed him V. Redgrave's article on the
assassination of Trotsky. He said the magazine would probably
publish it. They eventually did an interview with her, but failed to
print her article.

In the afternoon, we returned to the Actors Union to see
Mikhail Lllyanov who had invited Startsev to join us. Startsev told
us about some articles he had recendy written to show the true
role of Trotsky in the October Revolution.S He said he was
determined to restore Trotsky to the Soviet Communist Party and
to history. Startsev recalled later:

He made a great impression on me and deeply imprinted himself
on my memory. ...I was overwhelmed by his forcefulness, both
physicallR to the extent that it was apparent that this was a person

of exceptional strength, and because of the force of his intellect. In
our discussion he often referred to dialectical materialism. That
dumbfounded me. Of course I, as a Soviet academic, snrdied
Marxist philosophy in my time, and had written that this method
underpinned my works. But also I, like the majority of my
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colleagues...considered these words about the correctness of
dialectical materialism as a formality, es a required
routine...Gerry Healy appeared intimate with materialist
dialectics. For him it was not simply a phrase, not iust an oath or
vow associated with a particular order, but an acnral window on
the world, a prism, through which he saw the surrounding world
and reconstituted it in the light of the class spectrum. A specially
tender emotion and a smile were evoked in me by the diagram
which Gerry Healy had worked out as a teaching aid on dialectical
materialism. This reminded me of our dogmatic Marxists.
However, they would never have permitted themselves to work
out such a diagram. According to them, understanding this would
have been taken as an attempt to "improve" Marxism. Because,

they would argue, Marx and Engels had already said everything
that they had to saR and they had no zuch diagram! To them it
would seem that this was heresy... It was thus that Gerry Healy
produced this "dogmatic" work not as a dogmatist, but as a bold
revolutionary.

The meeting with Ulyanov and Startsev had an extraordinary
atrnosphere and it was a special moment for all of us. Gerry, who
had fought against the lies of Stalinism all his [ife, and who had
founded a publishing house in order to make Trotsky's writings
widely available, suddenly saw this cause being taken up by an
important group of the Soviet intelligentsia. After the exciting
political discussion we were served a beautiful lunch of several
courses in the traditional Russian style.

Late in the evening we had a visit from Lev Ponomariev and
Yelena Shemkova, who were the co-ordinators of the Memorial
Society. They were compiling documentary evidence of the
findings of historical investigations about repression in the USSR.
A 600-page volume covering the period from 1917 up to the first
political rehabilitations after Stalin's death was at the printers.
The aim was to answer the many questions raised by what
Shemkova called a "pogrom of the whole country". She thought
historians had the right to deal without time limits. Ponomariev6
said a split had taken place within Memorial. The KGB had "used
some people's vanity", he said, to instigate a breakeway society,

called the "Society of The Repressed". These were people who
wanted practical things, like increased pension rights, from the
state. But although Ponomariev had just been elected as a Deputy,
both he and Shemkova said Memorial should not be a political
party or a movement. It included a broad spectrum of views.
Those who had broken ?warlr they claimed, wanted a "narrowly
based" organisation.

Members of Memorial had made a frlm of four expeditions
carried out in the summer. They were preparing exhibitions of
newly gathered materials including photographs, personal
belongings of those who were killed, plus drawings and paintingp
made by prisoners in the camps. We invited them to the
syrnposium in Britain.

The next day Galina took the delegation to the cemetery next to
Novodevichy convent, which had been shut for years, because
even the graves spoke of Stalin's crimes. Stalin's first wife is buried
there, as is I(hrushchev - whose gravestone was designed by the
sculptor Ernst Neiwestny - and many legendary figures from the
world of music, theatre and literature. It was bitterly cold. Gerry
waited in the minibus, while Galina, Redgrave and I looked at the
gravestones. On our return Gerry said: "I can't see why anyone
likes cemeteries." This remark puzzled me for some time. I
believe now his dislike of graveyards dated back to the horrifying
experiences of Gerry's childhood in Ireland.

Later we had coffee with the poet Yevtushenko in the Writers
Club. He arrived in a shiny new Mercedes accompanied by an
sttractive young woman. Yevnrshenko was e very tall, handsome
Siberian. He told us about the frlm he was making called Sulin's
b'unral. While filming in Red Square a few days earlier, he had
been involved in a confrontation with anti-semitic th.rgr. There
had also been provocations by the far-right Pamyat organisation
rt a Writers Llnion meeting. The police had refirsed to act. He
himself had just returned from the town of Gorky where the local
psrty was demanding the rehabilitation of Trotsky. Yevnrshenko
rlso mentioned the split within Memorial. He believed it was the
rcsult of state intervention intended to provoke a conflict benreen
those who wanted compensation and pension rights, and those
who sought a more political role for Memorial.

I
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For days, our guide and intelpreter Galina had tried to arrange
an appointrnent with General Dimitry Volkogonov, the director
of the Instinrte of Military History. She finally succeeded and we
drove to an exclusive district on the outskirts of Moscow. The
Instinrte \ras a large 1970s edifice surrounded by snow-covered
frelds and fir trees. At the entrance we were whisked past the
military security by Volkogonov's aide. In the foyer were displays
of boots in many languages published by the Instihrte, covering all
the wars this century. The general's aide, speaking flawless
English, took us up several floors. There were imposing paintings
on the walls, depicting episodes from the Civil War and World
War II. We entered Volkogonov's spacious office and were given
tea. The general, wearing his uniform, was a furly small man. FIe
told us about his biography of Stalin, which he was working on
round the clock. He had gained access to Stalin's personal papers,
previoiusly unseen by historians. EIe explained to us how Stalin
had signed away the lives of even those who had shared hardships
with him and were his closest comrades. He considered that
Trotsky as a historical leader was second only to Lenin.
Volkogonov was planning a book on TrotsLy .r soon as he had
completed the Stalin biography. He claimed to have seen dl the
KGB papers regarding Trotsky's assassination, and when Gerry
told him about the ICFI's investigation in the 1970s, the general
did not express surprise that there \ras a direct connection
between the KGB and the IfS secret services. He thought Stalin's
role in the Spanish revolution was not pre-planned sabotage but
rather the response of a pragmatist to each situation as it unfolded.
The discussion lasted about 45 minutes. fu we left the building,
we were given a salute by the Red Army guards.

Just before we left to go to the airport Alexander
Podshchekoldin arrived at the hotel. FIe was a lively young
historian, who worked at the Instinrte of Marxism-Leninism. He
had played a key role in introducing Trotsky's writings to the
Soviet public and bringing him back into history. In fluent
English, he discussed some questions of philosophy with Gerry
and described how he taught Marxist theory at the Patrice
Lumumba (Jniversity in Moscow. He gave us a glossary of
philosophical terms he used for teaching, which he had translated
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from Russian into Spanish. Podshchekoldin was also a martial
arts expert and not long before had attended a sports convention
in North Korea. I{e gave a graphic account of some aspects of
the bizarre manifestations of the cult of the "Great Leader",
Kim Il Sung.

The meeting with Podshchekoldin barely over, we rushed to the
airport. Our flight landed in Paris and we had just an hour to
catch the connecting flight to London. Along the endless long
corridors at Charles De Gaulle airport, G.rry suddenly stopped
walking and clutched his chest with an angina attack. I zuggested
calling for medical help, but he would not hear of it. After a few
minutes he began to walk again. It was a frightening moment,
because I knew he felt terrible, physically and mentally. We finally
made it back to West Road, by about 11pm that night.

Within trro da1re, G.try attended the London branch meeting and
gave a fulI report on the visit to Moscow. Catching up on the BBC
monitors we learned that Gorbachev had addressed srudents in
Moscow about Mamism as scientific socialism. The Soviet leader
cxplicitly defended the October Revolution and Lenin's New
Economic Policy. IIe attacked those who blamed the present
problems on perestroika and called for "all power to the Soviets".
Meanwhile, the Vorkuta miners were rebelling against their
conditions and wages. They refused to rehrrn to work, despite
Prime Minister Ryzhkov's condemnation of their strike.

Within a few days an ICFI meeting was held in London to
discuss the experiences in Moscow and the mass upheaval in
(hrmany. Gerry told members that the political problems we had
reen in the Soviet tlnion were the "negative on which the positive
of the political revolution appeared". The ICFI had begun with a

"united front" with the Memorial movement. During our visit it
hrd "negated" the relation with Memorial into a new ielation with
the CPSU. At this moment the CPSU was getting "the worst of
lll worlds". The new relarionship with the CPSU was a qmthesis
with the real movement in the Soviet union. k G"rry's anal1reis,
dtc export of capital into Eastern Europe, after the collapse of the
Bcrlin wall and the changes in Yugoslavia, czechollovakia,
Ilulgaria and Albania would mean that the working class would
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rise up. The Commrurist Pu-ties would be forced to fight for their
lives. He compared Gorbachev's position to that of Marshall
Zhrtkov during World War IL "There was no where else to go."

The CPSU would have to fight politically and ideologically for
its positions, he said, instead of imposing them bureaucratically. It
had to win the approval of the Supreme Soviet. The USSR was in
a state of "becomiog". There had been a build-uP of 'forms"
which had now become ccontents". This movement of arising and

passing Lwary ultimately changed the content. The "content" of
the political revolution in the USSR was in fact the world
revolution, which was continuously changing. This interaction,
Gerry argued, created explosive conditions. He told the ICFI that
the *content" could only live through the form of today. ft was

imperative to be alert to the presence of contradictions. If
"hidden", internal contradictions were overlooked, they could
cause disaster for an unsnsPecting person.

After the meeting, Gerrlz completed his last article. It was the

most advanced article in his work on the dialectical method.T
Basing himself on Lenin's Phihsopbical Notebooks, he showed the

whole integrated movement of thought, reflecting the motion of
the world beyond thought. This took place through "mobile"
concepts. It was to be his final blast against the sterility of formal
thinking.

The diary compiled from the Moscow visit was discussed at the

Centrd Committee in early December. Some of those we had met

in Moscow had expressed a sceptical and often despondent mood,

it was reported. There was a tendency to see thit gp from a purely
Russian point of view. One person had told the delegation: "You
people still have some ideas and qrmbols to believe in. We have

nothing to believe in." In reality, of course, all the political
tendencies that existed in the West were also present in the CPSU
although under different conditions: eclecticism, reformism,
activism, scepticism, to name but a few, the committee was told.

December 3 was Gerry's 76th birthday and as usual, there werc

no celebrations. He always considered binhday parties were for
children and he never liked to receive presents. For
revolutionaries to indulge in sentimental celebrations was, in his
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view, away of keeping up a "private" life separate from that of the
party. Two dap later, I bought a number of air tickets for Gerry
and myself. He intended to go to Barcelona on December 28,
then to Athens and Salonika at the end of January. He had
promised the Greek section that he would do a school in Sdonika
after their party congress.

Gerry had his nrice-yearly heart and blood check-up at the
Middlesex Hospital on December 7. The doctors told him that
the tests were satisfactory. He had recently freed himself of
diabetes, and no longer needed medication, so this was good news.
With these encouraging rezults, G"rry threw himself into the next
week's busy schedule. FIe was looking forward to meeting the
Russian historian Startsev, who was in Britain, on a visit to Oxford
end to do some research on freemasonry in London.

It was to be the last week of his extraordinary life. flere are
extracts from the autfior's diary of what happened in those seven
drlo. It also includes other people's recollections.S

ThursdaR December 7.

Gerry and I spent most of the day writing and typing. He was

working on his article for the January issue of Marrist Montbly
Nadia came late in the evening and stayed overnight. Gerry was

reading a book he had bought in Moscow, by Marshal K.K.
Rokossovsky, called A Soldier's Daty. FIe remarked that this book
exploded the myth that the Nazis had been defeated by the Soviet
winter, rather than by the Soviet armed forces and masses.

Rokossovsky said that a true leader was never tense in a crisis.

Friday, December 8.

Typed Gerry's article on Tbe Role of Concept in Cognition, wlich
he was very anxious to complete to meet the deadline for the
magazine. Within minutes of completing the qping, we drove to
the South Bank to meet PF at 5.30pm. Gave him both Gerry's
article and my own. Gerry and PF had about 40 minutes'
discussion. Then renrrned to West Road about 7p.m. CS arrived.

CS continues: Gerry gave me the Moscow Diary to read. Rang
Teresa Bouki and the call was cut off. G...,, was very irritated.
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We rang and got through later. Crerry complained of pains in his

chest. 11.20p.m. I woke Gerry to answer it. It was Corin Redgrave

ringirrg from New York.

SanrrdaR December 9.

CL: Worked all day on his article on Kronsadt. SM visited in
the evening with the second half of his translation of Billike
interview. About one hour discussion.

SundaR December 10.

Attend branch meeting: disctrssion of Moscow Diary and fight
against scepticism. CS: At 2p.m. on the doq we set off for the

Serpentine. We walked the whole of the bottom half, the Dell
half, then I walked back to the car and picked Gerry up. First time

in a while that I know of that Gerry walked so far. He alked about

branch meeting and scepticism, and the imporance of grasping

how the thing-in-itself comes out of itself. He spoke of the
development of Soviet philosophers and the problem with
materialist dialectics being formally taught in the USSR. VVhen

we stopped for tea, he was talking about Lenin... Gerry was

relaxed on the walk and the drive back. Startsev telephoned to
arrange Monday. Gerry waited for V. Redgrave to telephone. She

did so about 30 minutes late, which he grumbled at mildly.
Shauov came on the telephone, which Getry was very excited

about.

MondaR December 11.

CS continues: Buqy geaing ready for Starsev. \R telephoned

early mornin& to say that the theatre had been full and the New
York Memorial meeting a success. Gerry qlme into the kitchen to

tell me he was pleased. Sorted out the Trotsky correspondence

files into chronological order for Sarsev. Gerry sat and watched

me doing this and made notes in preparation for Starsev coming.
After 10.30 we both sat and waited, watching for Natasha, the

interpreter. Gerry was relaxed, even though Natasha hadn't
arrived on time. About 11.40 Natasha arrived and immediately

Gerry began disorssing with her. Natasha was feeling very ill.
12.00-12.30p.-. SM arrived. Corinna continued to ring in from
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Victoria Coach Station where she was rying to find Starsev.
Startsev and Corinna came at 2.30p.m. and discussed with

Gerry for about one and a half hours. He was very happy with the
meeting. Gerry then had a rest. In the evening Redgrave rang to
say he.was back from New York.

Tuesday, December 12.

CL: There was some disturbing news from Redgrave. Then we
went up to the Serpentine Gallery for the opening of the
Rodchenko-Stepanova exhibition.Gerry spoke about urying to ger
the gallery for an exhibition of Piotr Belov's work. He thought it
\f,as a good show, but didn't feel he had the strength to walk to the
Dell cafe. On the way home, we stopped off at a stationers to buy
calendars for 1990, which pleased Gerry. Then we went briefly to
Baftersea Park for a cup of tea, before driving to meer PF at the
South Bank at 5.30p.m.

There was just enough time to stop off at the Cut, near
Waterloo, so that I could buy a book we had ordered, called Lenin
and Trotsky on l(rorttadt, which Gerry wanted for his next article.
When we arrived at our destination, Gerry was trying to take the
small white tablets he always took with him, before going out for a

walk, as a precaution against angina. He had been suffering from
this frequendn over the past few weeks.

He had trouble handling the tablets and some fell down to the
floor of the car. He was upset by the fact that he had dropped the
tablets, saying: "f can't make it to the cafe unless I take my ablet.,,
After he zucceeded in doing this, we walked about 100 yards to the
Cafe, met PF and had about 40 minutes' discussion.

From the cafe, we went straight to MD's house. On the way, an
old jazz tune came on the car radio, which Gerry said was his
favourite. He said he would have been a, juz saxophonist if he had
not become a revolutionary. We did not stay long at MD's house,
as Gerry complained of flu symptoms. He went to bed about
l0p.m. I sayed until Nadia arrived at 11.30p.m.

Wednesdan December 13.

NH continues: Went for papers as usual. Thought Gerry
looked all right. When I came baclq he apologised for not being
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up when I got back the previous night, but he thought he was

coming down with flu. But he said he felt alright. He thought he

had sweated it out.
CL: fuked Gerry how he was feeling. He said he had slept

reasonably well, but that he had a very high temperature the
previous nighr He rang Teresa Bouki and was enthusiastic about
developments in Greece. EIe was considering a special trip to help
the Greek party. Then he had a long rest until Corin Redgrave

Grme at 6.30p.m. It was his first long daytime rest for many weeks.

I left about 9.30p.m. as Gerry said I should go.

SM came at 10p.m. SM continues: "I brought the two latest
copies of Moscoat Nants and the latest Soaiet Wukly, as well as the

September issue of Filosofsky Nauk (Philosopbical Science)

mtgrzine.which contained the syllabus for the new philosophy
course, which will replace Marxism-Leninism in Soviet higher
education. I translated the 18 headings and the whole of Theme

VI - Dialectics and its alternatives. Concepts of development. For
the first time, this includes 'measure'.

We spoke about Yevtushenko and the situation with the
Interegional Group of Deputies. I also brought the latest issues of
Literatumaya Rossiya, (Literary Russia) and of Argumenti i Fakti
(Argumentr and.Faas).

G"rry stressed that with processes moving as fast as they are,

they could only be understood by dialecticians. We also spoke

about possibilities with rhe Moming Star aurrd the SCR. fu I left
about 11.30, Corin Redgrave had just dropped Nadia off.

Thursday, December 14.

CL: Redgrave and I arrived at 8.45. Redgrave had a half hour
animated discussion with Gerry. NH continues the account: I got
papers. Gerry asked me to do his room as usual. Thought he

looked quite robust, but noticed he kept sighing, saymg "Oh, my
God". The dustrnan came to the door. Gerry thanked him and

gave him a note, either S10 or 920. He then asked me to get him
some apple turnovers. At 10.10a.m. I asked Gerry if it was alright
for me to go. He sat in his swivel chair in his room. He said: "You
will be back tonight, won't you?" Said I would, then left.

CL: After Nadia lefg Gerry seemed unceftain whether to go to
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bed to have a rest, or to sury up. He closed his door and I thought
he was going to sleep. At 10.20 he called me into his room. He
was lying on his bed. He said: "Thank you for being with me."
Then he said he wasn't feeling very well. I noticed his skin was

damp. Then he became unconscious.I ried to rouse him.

When I realised he was unconscious I raced to the telephone in
the other room and rang 999 for an ambulance. I said I could not
have an army ambulancet0, as it was a heart case. Then I ran back

to Gerry's bed and tried to rouse him again. I aied to straighten
his body, thinking this would help him to breathe. He was still
breathing with difEculty, but was unconscious. I tried to massage

his heart and press it. In between I tried to ring Corin Redgrave

and Dr Mullen, but their phones were engaged.

At about 10.45 G"rr,, was sick and I tried to clear his throat
agarn and to make him breathe. I tried to listen for a heart beag

and to revive his heart. His breathing was fading. I then tried
several telephone calls again. I finally succeeded in leaving a

message for PF at his office. Redgrave and Mullen still not
available. Then PF rang from his office and said he would come

immediately.
I ried again to rouse Gerry. His face seemed to be changing

colour. I ran next door to get neighbours but they were not in. I
rmg 999 to say no ambulance had come and a woman told me to
kiss of life, which I tried to do. At 11 o'cloclg the ambulance came

with four crew, who insisted I should not stay with Crerry in his

room while they tried to revive him, which they did for several

minutes, before taking him to the ambulance. I know they
immediately gave him orygen and probably injected his heart to
try and stimulate it. They were trying to make his heart start
agaln. PF arrived seconds after the ambulance.

I went with the ambulance to St Thomas' hospital. Two of the
ambulancemen continued to try with a heart machine to do
everything they could. It took half an hour to reach St Thomas'
hospiul, where emergency staff were waiting, and rushed out to
help as we arrived. Nurse Snrart Cable guided me and PF into a

waiting room and told us to stay there. I tried again to ring Corin
Redgrave several dmes, and finally zucceeded in leaving a message

with his daughter. I tried ringing V. Redgrave in America. No
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reply. Rang MD. About half an hour after we arrived in hospial,
Nurse Cable told us they had been unable to save Gerry.

Nurse Cable thought that even if the ambulance had come
earlier, probably it would not have helped. Indeed, even if Gerry
had zuffered his heart atack in hospial, they could not have saved
him. By about 2.30, Redgrave, his wife Kika Markham, and SM
had arrived. I was continually tr5nng V. Redgrave's flat in New
York. Redgrave dealt with the formdities at the hospial. We left
the hospital about 5p.m. but met again later, some of us at
Redgrave's house in Balham and I went back with KD to West
Road, and rang up some international cpmrades and then went to
a nearby caf6, where more friends qtme to express their grief.

Later I learned that an army ambulance had arrived
simulaneously with the real ambulance and had parked behind it,
outside the house. By the end of the day we succeeded in
esablishing contact vdth V. Redgrave in New York.

At the party's request, V. Redgrave sent a personal tribute about
Gerry for publication n Tbe Qtardian newspaper. It was decided
to tell the media in this wa.lt to pre-empt other obituaries.
Eventually, a number of newspapers carried the news, including
the Daily Tekgrapb, the Timr.s and the Indepmdmr. Overseas it was
reported in the Irish press and at least one newspaper in Greece,
Pondiki.rt

The funeral was held at Mortlake crematorium on Thursday,
December 28, the date he was due to have travelled to Barcelona
for a school. The delay in the ceremony was due to the Christrnas
holidap. We sent invitations ro as many comrades and friends as

possible. The hearse began from its journey from C.Redgrave's
house in Balham, followed by cars with Gerry's family. Large
delegations had arrived from Spain and Greece to attend the
funeral service. When the hearse arrived at Mortlake
Crematorium, several hundred people had gathered in and around
the small chapel, mosdy from the ICFI's three sections, and other
organisations. Individual friends came, zuch as Gerry's doctor, Dr.
Mullin. The Labour MP Ken Livingstone was dso there.

The coffin was draped with the Marxist Party Central
Committee barurer, and carried by leading members from Sp"irr,
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Greece and Britain. Torrance's party had been notified of the
errangements, and a contingent from her organisation came to
pay their respects. Two men, former members of the WRP, tried
unsuccessfully to stage a provocation. The orations were made by
both the Redgraves, Esther Romero and Vassilis Sakellario:u.Juz
singer Pauline Black sang All or Notbing At All. The atrnosphere
was tense and sombre. Bouki sat with me, sobbing uncontrollably
throughout. I did my best to comfort her. Tributes and messages
came from those whom G"rry had met on his recent trips to the
Soviet Union and Umm Jihad, the widow of Abu Jihad. After the
hrneral, a reception was held at the Chiswick Social Club, where
mournens signed a book of remembrance. Despite the immense
trauma of Gerry's death, the proofs for the January issue of
Marrist Monthly were completed, so that his last article, the Role
of Concepts in Cognition 

^ppeared 
posthumously at the beginning

ofJanuary.
On March 4, the Marxist P"rty held a concert and rally to

commemorate Gerry's life. Berween 500 and 600 people attended.
Speaking from the platform, alongside the International
Committee leaders, were his daughter Mary Russell, Labour MP
Livingstone, Alexander Levenbuk of the MoscowJewish Theatre,
Mikhail Neronsky of the Russian Federation Theatre Workers'
Union, playrright Mikhail Shatrov, Kent miner James Waddell,
London ambulance worker, Clive Broughton, md Faisal Oueida,
the PLO representative in London.

A great deal of planning and hard work ensured the zuccess of
Crerry's last project - the Symposium on the l{istorical Truth of
the USSR. More than 980,000 was raised to help with the
numerous expenses, donated by members of the party and
rympathisers in Britain, Sp*ir and Greece.

M*y of the delegates to the symposium attended a ceremony at
Highgate Cemetery on April 22, where Gerry's ashes were
interred at a small grave not far from Karl Marx's tomb. Among
those who gave orations were the Soviet historian Startsev and 92-
year-old Ivan Vrachev, who in 1922 signed the treaty which
established the Soviet tJnion. From Highgate, th" symposium
delegates travelled to a hotel complex in East Grinstead, Srrsse*,
where the sessions were held over the following week. All the
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lecttrres and discussion were simultaneously translated into four
languages: Greelq Spanish, English and Russian. Dozens of papers

were photocopied and made available to delegates. Many Soviet
historians active in the historical glasnost process were present,
amongst them Otto Lacis, Tanya Ohrnskaya, Nikolay Vassetsky,

Alexander Podshchekoldin, Jacob Etinger, Albert Nenarokov,
V.T. Loginov, Oleg Hleveniuk, Pavel Volubuyev, V.V. Zhuravliev
and Vitaly Lelchuk.

Severd had dready contributed to the discussion in the Soviet
LInion about the role of Trotslcy both in the revolutionary period
and the early disputes with Stalin. Much new material on these

questions was presented to the Symposium. Two daughters of
outstanding leaders repressed by Stalin, Nadezhda Joffe and
Rebecca Boguslavsby^, made the journey to Britain, despite their
age. Joffe gave her personal reminiscences of Le_on Trotsky, a

"los" 
political comrade of her father, Adolph Joffelz. Vrachev also

made a number of contributions.
Historians and activists from the Memorial society contributed

to the discussion, alongside noted US historians Alexander
Rabinowitz aurrd Moshe Lewin. Royden Harrison from Britain,
plus Greelq Spanish and Italian historians all made contributions.
Veteran Greek Trotskyist Nicos Reboueikas gale a,vivid account
of his experiences in a detention camp during the late 1930s. A
new book of Gerry's writings, compiled by the ICFI printed in
Greece, was on sale at the Symposium. It was called Matrialirt
Dialeaia and tbe Political Rnolution.l3

Symposium was a unique event. It brought together for the first
time Soviet historians, former members of the Left Opposition
and revolutionary Mamiss from the West. Th.y came as a result

of a direct intervention in the political revolution by the ICFI
guided by Gerry's analysis and leadership.The tremendous five
days of Symposium were a fitting tribute to his audacious
understanding that the Stalinist bureaucracy had been broken up
for good.

Postscript

[n November 1992, a Tory government minister confirmed that
investigations had taken place into financial dealings by leading
members of the old Workers Revolutionary Party based in
Clapham. They had aken control of the party's main companies
following the split of 1985. These included New Park Publications
Ltd and Copsecroft Ltd. At the time of the WRP split, the
companies had assets which included a large headquarters near the
centre of London, several boolshops, six training centres, printing
plant with massive presses, huge stocks of books, a considerable
number of motorbikes, lorries and a fleet of cars. In July 1988,
New Park Publications sought voluntary liquidation, ,rith debts
rpproaching S,500,000 - there were no substantial assets left. An
official liquidator from the accountancy firm of Baker Tilly was

rppointed. [Saa Cbaptr 7l
Neil Hamilton, the then Minister for Corporate Affairs at the

Department of Trade and Industry, was asked by * MP to state
what the DTI knew about the affais of New Park Publications.
On November 24, 1992 Hamilton replied that the liquidator had
been (instructed to carry out investigations by the liquidation
committee". The Minister added: "In his [the liquidator's]
lnvestigation report of 29 June 1989 he concluded that there
were grounds to commence legal proceedings against
managers or directors of the company." lmphasis ddedl l\e
Minister stated that the liquidator had told the DTI that funds
would be required "if the actions were to proceed".

His statement confirms the existence of detailed preparations
for a legal case against the leaders of the old WRP. According to
Hamilton's letter, the scope for action was not restricted to
directors but could also include 'managers' of the company. In
the case of New Park Publications, *managers' would include all
the members of the Central Committee of the old WRP, who
had effectively run the company since the split. Under the 1986

Insolvenry Act they could be held directly responsible for any
illegal activities, to the extent of having to pay creditors out of

Ii
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their own pockets.
The liquidator, Peter Souster, has also provided evidence of his

intention to pursue a case in the High Court. He filed six-monthly
reports at Companies llouse on the progress of the winding up of
New Park Publications. In his first report in July 1989, in the
section asking for a general description and estimated vdue of any
outstanding assets, Souster writes: "substantial debts [9450,000]
which are the subject of legal proceedings." lanphasis addedl.

This statement is repeated in two further reports filed in January
and August 1990.

On January 5, 1990, Souster made a further report to the DTI.
According to DTI Minister Hamilton in a second letter to an MP
dated Novemb er 2, t992, the "liquidator filed with the
Disqualification Unit of the Insolvency Service a conduct rePort
alleging matters of rurfitted conduct as regards certain directors".
The object of the report wes to provide the DTI with enough
evidence for the department itself to start proceedings to
disqualifr directors of New Park Publications from of;frce because

of the way they had nrn the company.
A surprising thing about this report is its timing. It was made

only six months before the expury of the two year limit from the
date of liquidation for launching such proceedings under the
Company Directors Disqualification Act 1986 (CDDA). The DTI
decided not to take any action.

A general action against New Park Publications' directors and

the Central Committee of the WRP, referred to by both
Hamilton and Souster,'was scheduled to come to court on three
occasions in 1989. What the liquidator would set out to prove, it is

understood, was that assets of Nerr Park Publications were moved
to other companies whose directors were WRP members; tthat

there had been preferential treatment when it came to paying
creditors; and that the company had continued to trade while
insolvent. Gerry Healy follorred these developments closely. He
was considerably upset when, on December 11, a few days before
his death, he was told of a third postponement of the High Court
hearing.

What can now be revealed is that the case was never heard, even

afer his death, and appears to have been abandoned for all time. In
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March 1993, the liquidator, replying to an inquiry, said: "The
course of action folloured in this liquidation is as agreed with the
Liquidation Committee who have been fully appraised in the
manner in which the liquidation has been conducted. You will no
doubt appreciate that I am required to obtain their consent before
any litigation is cornmenced but certainly at present there are no
funds in the liquidation to do this. For that reason no
proceedings have been initiated." lmpbasb dddcdl

The committee referred to here was set up after New Park
Publications applied for voluntary liquidation in 1988. Its task was
to represent the best interests of the creditors. Corin Redgrave.
represented Vanessa Redgrave Enterprises Ltd. which was owed
929,000 by futrnoor Litho Ltd, a WRP company wound up in
1985 by the High Court. Astmoor Litho in turn was owed
cubstantial sums by New Park Publications. Redgrave, under
Healy's direction, supplied the liquidatorwith a detailed pictrue of
New Park Publications and its history.

Healy suggested to Redgrave that funds should be made
rvailable to enable work to start on the case. This was done and
two successful preliminary courr hearings took place in 1989.
These involved the phantom company Clamtheme Ltd into which
New Park Publications machinery had been uansferred.

In October 1990, the case was once more scheduled to come to
court. But by the end of December it seems to have been dropped.
An apparent change of course by the liquidator is reveded in his
report to Companies House filed onJanrary 6, Lggl.In contrast
to his earlier reports, there is now no reference to "substantial
dcbts which are the subject of legal proceedings". Thir wording is
removed and does not reappear in subsequent reports. Instead, the
winding up is said merely to await the setdement of "r claim for
825,000 against the WRP".

The liquidator maintains that a shortage of funds was the
principal reason why no case was ever conrmenced. For security
rcesons, only a few members of the Marxist P"rty leadership,
including the authors, were kept in touch with the history and
progress of the case. we can state categorically that while we
rernained members, the existence of problems in funding the case
was never raised with us. The liquidator's decision to drop the
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case coincides with the period when one of the authors was
unconstitutionally suspended and expelled, along with other
leading members, from the Manist Parry.

Other aspects of the liquidation of New Park Publications dso
merit attention. In Augusr 1991, the liquidator's report to
Companies House refers for the first time to the fact that he is
awaiting 'monies to be received from the sale of a property named
White Meadows". This is a reference to the large house in
Parwich, Derbyshire, purchased in 197 5 and opened in September
of that year as the College of Marxist Education. After the split in
the party in 1985, the property's ownership was in dispute. C.
Redgrave's name was on the tide deeds, but other documents in
the possession of the old WRP led them to claim it belonged to
their organisation.

In early 1990, the property was taken over by a lau:ge group of
New Age travellers who proceeded to use the building and the
spacious grounds for all sorts of activities. It was learned much
later that they had been "invited" to go there by the WRP.

Soon after the squatters moved in, Redgrave tried to obtain an
eviction order. But he ran into diffrculties as a result of the
problem of establishing a clear legal tide to the properry. The
WRP's solicitor was quoted in the Sunday Tirnes in February 1990
as saying that both sides had reached "a position of stalemate".

The liquidator's reference of August 1991 indicates, however,
that a litde over a year later, the "stalemate' had been broken. The
propertywas to be sold, and the WRP would turn over some of the
proceeds to New Park Publications'liquidator. InJanuary 1993 the
liquidator's report to Companies Flouse noted: "settlement terrns
from the sale of a property named White Meadows have been
agreed. There now remains the acilal sale of the property." In
March L993, it was announced in the Asbboume Nants Telegrapb
that White Meadows had been sold to a local businessman for an
undisclosed sum. The businessman was reporred as saying that the
deal was setded over a lunch with Redgrave in London. The new
owner said he would have no difficulties in persuading the New
Age travellers to leave. This proved correct. They soon packed
their belongings and left dre area.
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The material for Part II of this book was drawn
from many sources, including unpublished
internal documents of the Socialist Labour
League and the Workers Revolutionary Party, as

well as the magazines Laboar Reaiew and,
Foartb International. On the stnrggle to build
the Fourth International, the documentary
history Trotskyism uersus Reuisionism,
published in 1974/75 by New Park Publications,
proved invaluable.



EARLY YEARS

The Healy family were poor farmers from Bdlybane, County
Galway on the west coast of Ireland, who shared the grinding
poverry of the overwhelming mass of the Irish people. Thomas
Gerard was their second child. His father became one of the
thousands of victims of the terror when the Black and Tans swept
into the area and murdered Michael Healy in front of his family.
Gerry's mot-her, Margaret Mary, was so shocked by the bnrtal
ki[irg of her husband, that her hair nrrned white within weeks.
She never recovered her physical or mental health. For the next
seven years, the young Healy underwent the rigours of a

rudimentary education at a school run by the Christian Brothers.
A brutal discipline was imposed on the children by this small but
powerful order of the Catholic church. Corporal punishment was
part of the curriculum and administered routinely to children who
lived in fear of the teachers. The children were instructed to have
no physical contact with each ottrer. Those caught in a friendly
wrestling match would be beaten severely. Healy, an altar boy,
found that secretly sipping the consecrated wine was one of the
few pleazures in an extremely harsh and spartan environment.

The manner of his father's death and a hostiliry towards the
crude, religious dogma of the Christian Brothers had given
Healy's oudook a definite shape by the time he left Ireland for
Britain early in 1928, at the age of 14. Healy inherited a small sum
of money from his father and used this to maintain himself in
Cardiffwhere he trained as a ship's radio operator. Not long after
he arrived in Wales, he learned that his sister, a nurse, had died of
nrberculosis while working in the north of England.

He completed his course and joined the merchant naqy. The
Communist Parry had a strong base amongst seamen in Cardiff
end other ports. This is where Healy made his frrst contact \rirh
revolutionary politics. Healy was amracted by the party's
programme and joined soon after going to sea for the first time.
For the next 61 years, until his death in 1989, he remained a
communist. His decision to reject religion and Irish nationalism
was final. He became and remained e revolutionary
internationalist. Healy began political srudy with Communist
P.rty seamen, who introduced him to the works of Lenin. He
always acknowledged that the basic training in Marxism he
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CHAPTER 1O

The early years

'T,h" Ireland of 1913 into which Gerry Healy was born on
r December 3 was one of mass struggles by worlcers over

wages, hours and conditions. James Larkt had built the Irish
Transport & General workers union into a formidable force in
Dublin and trade union membership was growing throughout
rreland. That yeur a wave of strikes and lock-outs culminaied in
the arrest of Larlcin, later to become a delegate to the Communist
International. Three years afterwards, with a pre-war promise of
Home Rule abandoned by the British war-time coalition, the
revolutionary. socialist James Corurolly led the Easter uprising in
Dublin aimed at overthrowing colonial rule. Its zuppression by the
Bri9sh arTy ended with connolly, badly wounded in the fighting,
tied to a chair and carried before a firing squad.

At the westminster general election that followed the first
imperialist world war, Sinn Fein won most of the seats in Ireland
and declared themselves the country's parliament. In January
1919, the "Democratic Programme of the First Dail" proclaimed
"the right of the people of Ireland to the ownership of Irelarrd...
and to all its material possessions".

The British government refused to recognise the election result.
Instead, it responded to the Dail's declaration of independence by
recruiting a special murder machine - the Royal Irisir
Constabulary. Brutalised ex-soldiers from Britain desperate for
work filled its ranks. Th.y became known as the "Black and Tans"
after the colour of their uniforms. Throughout 1920 this group of
murderers in uniform carried out random reprisals ?or any
nationalist activity by shooting, loodng, *ass arrests ani
widespread destnrction of villages and properry. The slaughter
was aimed at forcing the nationalist leaders to accept partition.
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received in the Commrurist Parg, as a teenager stood him in good
stead for the rest of his life. Party members were valued as

comrades, who could be relied upon in difhcult and dangerous
circumstances. One party comrade rescued him from the sea after
young Healy had fallen overboard.

Determined to improve his rudimentary reading and writing
skills, he nrrned to the party for assistance. The help he received
made it possible for Healy to study Lenin's major philosophical
work, Materialism and Empirio-criticism. He studied Lenin's
defence of the theoretical basis of Marxism - dialectical and
historical materialism - in the light of contemporary science.
Healy's position as a ship's radio operator made him a valuable
asset for the party and he lras soon employed as a courier for the
Communist International, taking messages and documents to key
figures in a secret network all over Europe. He sailed to and from
Germany during l{ider's rise to power on the back of a working
class split by the Stalinist poliry of "social fascism". But it was not
for another three years, after the outbreak of the Spanish civil war
in 1936, that Healy was drawn into conflict with Stalinism. The
Republic's fight against Franco's fascist forces was the most
significant question internationally for revolutionaries and
socialists. It was clear that its outcome would have a profound
effect on European and world history.

Healy's work in the party involved studying the movement of
shipping throughout the world. He came across some information
in the Lloyds Register of Shipping which puzzled him gready. He
later recalled: "soviet cargo ships from Batum were dropping half
their cargo of oil in Genoa and the other half at Barcelona. I asked

Communist Party leader H-ry Pollitt how it was that the Soviet
LInion was shipping oil to Mussolini's Italy to fuel their Caproni
bombers in Spain and Abyssinia. Pollin told me to see William
Joss of the control commission who said: 'These are Trotskyit.
questions.' I replied that I had never read a word of Trotsky it *y
life. Joss said: 'If you persist with them you will be expelled.' I
persisted, and was expelled."

Healy's refusal to be intimidated into supporting the nvo-faced
ueachery of Stalin's foreign policy landed him in the wilderness
politically. His forced deparnrre from the Communist Part,, was

one of the most bitter experiences of his life. Just about every
ecquaintance was a member. They could be relied upon for
support in the conditions of economic slump and political
oppression. It was a shock for the 2?-year-old Healy to hear
former friends now accuse him of being "in league with the class

enemy" and other Stalinist insults and lies.

The Trotskyist movement was not immediately an attractive
elternative for Healy. It was made up of small, mosdy middle-class
groups virtually isolated from the workers' movement. Healy
spent much of the time after his expulsion at Speakers Corner in
London's Hyde Park, then a place for frerce political debate. He
saw the Trotskyists defy physical and verbal abuse from
Communist Party members as they denounced the betrayals of the
Stalinist bureaucracy. It was the height of the Moscow Trials and
Trotsky and other leaders of the Russian Revolution were branded
lgents of the Nazis, counter-revolutionaries and industrial
raboteurs. The frame-up trials and executions were accepted
without challenge by most of the Western press and radical papers
like the Neu Sutevnan.

The most dynamic figure in Hyde Park explaining that
Stalinism was, in fact, the gravedigger of the October revolution,
was Jock Flaston. Despite the hecklers, Elaston finally convinced
Healy of Trotsky's analysis of the Soviet Union as a degenerated
workers' state in which a bureaucrac.ftwith Stalin as its champion,
had seized political power. Healy was persuaded to join the
Militant Group, in which most of Britain's Trotskyists were
organised. FIe was accepted as a full member in August 1937 and
moved to West Yorkshire to help recruit in the area. But a few
months after he joined it, the Militant Group suffered a split.
Although the split originated in the work of Stalinist agents
provocateurs, the small-group armosphere that prevailed in the
isolated Trotskyist movement made their work easier. A dispute
trose out of unfounded and unchecked allegations of strike-
breaking made against Ralph Lee, who had come to Britain from
South Africa. These accusations stemmed from lies circulated by
the Stalinists precisely to set Trotskyists against each other.
Unsatisfied with the way the Militant leadership handled the
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affair, Ralph Lee, Flaston, Flealy, Millie Lee, Betty Hamilton,
Fleaton Lee, Jessie Strachan and Ted Grant walked out of the
organisation at the end of 1937. They formed the Workers
International League (WIL), taking with them four of the
branches and a third of the membership of the old group. Haston
became the secretary.

The Militant Group carried out (entry" work inside both the
Labour P"rty and the small, centrist Independent Labour Parry
(ILP). The WIL continued this orientation and its first
publication was a duplicated journal called Searcblighr which was
edited by Healy and circulated in the Paddington area of London.
In November 1938, the ILP's Guild of Youth called for affiliation
to the Fourth International as a rezult of the work carried out by
WIL members. In January, WIL began publishing Workers'
Intentational News (\IIII{) as a monthly theoretical newspaper. It
enabled the members to cry "WIL WIN!" as they sold the paper.
The first issue contained an Open Letter to all working class
organisations from Trotsky exposing t}re crimes of Stalinism in
Sprin and in the Moscow Trials. It was a period of open terror
against revolutionaries by Stalin's NKVD. fssue number one
detailed the murder of Ignace Reiss, a senior operative in the
NKVD who had publicly repudiated Stalinism in July 1937, th.
disappearance of Erwin Wolf, Trotsky's secreta{y in Norway and
the attempted murder of Trotsky'r son, Sedov, in Paris.

The editorial declared: "The Workers' Intemational News sets
itself the task of assisting in the re-forming of the ranks of
revolutionary socialism. fu a vital part of this task we publish the
truth concerning the present state of the working-class movement.
The workers must be told the whole truth. Only by fulfilling our
duty in this respect is it possible to benefit from the lessons of the
past and press on to the ever more urgent tasks of the near future.
The Third International follows the Second International in
degeneracy and betrayal. It becomes our task to build the new,
Fourth International. "

The second edition had an article by TrotsLy o, the Soviet
tlnion, an analysis ofJapanese imperialism, including a report on
how British and Australian dockers had refused to load war
supplies to help Japan pursue its conquest of China, and an
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announcement that the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) had been
launched in the United States. By February L938 Searchligbthad
given way to Youth for Socialisrtt The new paperwas used in the
work inside the League of Youth, the Labour Party's official youth
movement.

The preparations for the founding of the Fourth International in
1938 led to attempts to uni$z the four British Trotskyist groups.
Three followed the advice of James Cannon, the leader of the
SWP in America, and formed the Revolutionary Socialist League
(RSL). But the WIL argued that the fusion of all the groups could
not succeed because there had been no clarification of the tactic of
working inside the Labour Party. It also regarded the other
groups as largely politically inactive. When the founding
conference took place in Switzerland on September 3, the WIL
sent a letter asking to be regarded as an organisation
sympathetically affiliated to the Fourth International. The WIL's
overrures were rejected and the organisation was condenured for
its sectarian attitude. A resolution adopted on the unification of
the British section stated:

"This group [the WIL] came into existence some months ago as

the rezult of purely personal grievances which impelled Lee and
his friends to an organisational split. There was not then and there
is not now any justifiable political basis for the separate
maintenance of this group. The leaders of this group resisted all
attempts of the delegation of the International Secretariat to
include it in the general unification. The invitation of the
International Secretariat delegation to this group to be
represented and present its point of view at the world conference,
either by delegate or letter, was disregarded; all we have is a

statement, apparendy addressed to the world at large, rejecting in
advance any decision of the world conference not in accord with
their untenable demands. Under these circumstances it is
necessary to warn the comrades associated with the Lee group that
they are being led on a path of unprincipled clique politics which
can only land them in the mire. It is possible to maintain and
develop a revolutionary political grouping of serious importance
only on the basis of great principles.
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"The Fourth International alone embodies and represents these
principles. It is possible for e, national group to maintain and
develop a revolutionary course only if it is firmly connected in one
organisation with co-thinkers throughout the world and maintains
a constant political and theoretical collaboration with them. The
Fourth International alone is such an organisation. AII purely
national groupings, all those who reject international organisation,
control, and discipline, are in their essence reactionary. All
adherents of the Fourth International in a single country must be
united in a single section of the Fourth International. Those who
reject this elementary organisational rule of the Fourth
International put themselves in the position of irresponsible
splitters and clique-fighters. "

Healy soon came to regard the decision to stay outside the
unified British section as a serious mistake, and a capitulation to
nationalism. Healy's position was, however, to lead to repeated
clashes with the Haston leadership, which more and more
assumed a clique nature. The struggle for a correct position on the
International was boosted when Bob Shaw joined the WIL from
the ILP in the spring of 1939.It was the beginning of a frruiftl
political collaboration berween Healy and Shaw that would last ztO

years. Other supporters included Shaw's wife, Mickie, who joined
the WIL in 1940 after a meeting with Healy ir Noningham, and
B.try Russell. Healy had met Russell in the winter of 1940. The
daughter of an estate agent, she was a member of the Streatham
Communist Party. They were married in December 1941, by
which time she had been expelled for revealing her Trotslcyist
sympatfiies. Their daughter, Marf , was born n 1946 and a son,
Al*, in 1951.

The WIL stmggled against the Stalinists at a time when more
often than not it led to physical confrontations. Every meeting
called by the Communist Party over the Moscow Trials was
attended by WIL sellers. Th"y were attacked by thugs trying to
prevent sales of literature exposing the murder of the Old
Bolshevila in Moscow. The WIL won the supporr of Labour MPs
like Sidney Silverman against the trials. In 1938, Healy was sent to
Liverpool and several young workers were recruited by him into
the WIL, mainly from the Communisr Party. Other WIL
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successes included winning over the entire branch of the
Paddington Young Communist League.

By September 1939, the outbreak of World War II, the WIL had
40 memb ers. Youtb for Socialisrn appeared with the headline
uDown with the war!". The position of the WIL was
uncompromising support for the Manifesto of tbe Fourtb
Intrnational adopted in M"y l9+0 which stated: "...We do not
forget for t moment that this war is not our war. In
contradistinction to the Second and Third International, the
Fourth International builds its policy not on the military fornrnes
of the capitalist states but on the transformation of the imperialist
war into a v/ar of the workers against the capitalists, on the
overthrow of the ruling classes of all countries, on the world
cocialist revolution. "

The fact that British and French capitalism was at war with
fascist capitalism was used to try and deceive the worlcing class as

to the nature of the war. Aggressive, fascist German imperialism,
rsserted some, was a greater menace to the British working class

than its ".,r rn" capitalist class. A victory for the fascist powers, they
claimed, would worsen the oppression of the working class and
result in the loss of democratic liberties won over decades of
rtruggle. Therefore, the argument went, the working class should
fight together with "its" *lirg class to secure the defeat of Hider.
But the WIL Marxists argued that in essence there was no
difference berween "democratic" capitalist society and that in
which the bourgeoisie ruled through brutal dictatorship. Fascism
was spawned by the decay of capitalist society itself. Moreover, the
ttdemocratic" powers enslaved millions of colonial slaves, the WIL
insisted. Fascism did suppress democratic liberties, but the
question was: could these rights be defended by the workers of the
bourgeois-democratic states allying themselves with their own
rulers against the more aggressive and brutal bandits? The
'frotskyist position was that only a socialist government,
rcpresentative of the workers and soldiers, could mobilise the
whole of the working class to defeat fascism.

The organisation rejected the pacifism of the ILP and adopted
lnstead the Military Policy of the Proletariat as elaborated by

20r
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Caruron at an SWP conference in September 19zl0. An entire issue
of WIN was devoted to reprinting Cannon's speech, which called
for the arming of the working class against invasion, workers'
control of the arrns industry, and a struggle to defeat the coalition
capitalist government in Britain. For a whole period, the WIL
produced a Workers Diary on an almost daily basis to keep in
contact with its members around the country. Flaston and a

number of others, including Healy, went to Ireland to investigate
the possibilities of printing there in the event that the WIL was
made illegal in Britain. Political life was suspended inside the
Labour PrrtF before long, and the question of entry work by
Trotskyists therefore slipped into the background.

In February 1941, with a Nazi invasion of Britain apparendy
imminent, the WIL's paper demanded of tfie Labour leaders in
the coalition government that tfiey should fight for "the arming
and organising of the workers under their own control; the
election of offrcers by the workers; control of production by the
workers to end the chaos in the war industries; the immediate
nationalisation of the arrnament industry, mines, banks, railways
and big industry; the granting of freedom and self-determination
to India and the colonies. Socialist appeal to workers of Germany
and Europe". The statement added: "Only by such measures can
the country be defended in the interests of the masses... If power
continues to rest in the hands of the capitalists, th.y will wage not
a war against fascism but one in defence of their profits, a war
waged with even greater ferocity against the workers than against
the capitalist enemy." The WIL called on Labour to break from
the coalition and take political power itself.

Healy tried to register for military seryice in 1941. But his
political record was far too long and dangerous for the state, and
he was turned down. Instead of joining the armed forces, he spent
much of the war in various engineering factories in the London
area, often as a shop steward. The war produced a major change in
the working class and enabled the WIL to nrrn from Labour P"rry
work to activities inside the trade union movement, where
membership rose as war production got going.

The WIL supported all efforts by workers ro defend their
conditions and exposed government propaganda which

maintained that strikes "helped the enemy". After the invasion of
the USSR by Germany in 1941, the Communist Party shop
stewards became the most enthusiastic champions of strike-free
production and speed-up. They connived with the employers to
get WIL members like Shaw sacked as "fifth column saboteurs". A
number of disillusioned party militants foined the Trotskyist
movement in disgust at t.he contortions and sudden IJ-turns.
Before the signing of the Nazi-soviet pact in 1939, the
Communist Pafry was in support of a war against Germany. After
the deal was signed in Berlin, the rank and file was told to oppose
a war against Moscow's new ally. Then, afterJune 1941, when the
Nazi armies swept east, the line changed yet agatn - this time to
one of total r,rpport for the owar .ffori". Ii was the clearest
example of how the British Communist Party subordinated
everything it did to the requirements of Stalinist foreign policy,
the sole aim of which was to 'neutrolise" capitalist designs on the
Soviet Union.

With its confidence boosted by successes on the industrial front,
the WIL replaced Youtb for Socialivn. with a four-pa ge Socialist
Appeal in June 1941. Within rwo years it expanded to a run of
12,000 copies and was appearing bi-monthly. Membership of the
organisation reached 300. The Trotskyists were under constant
surveillance from the Special Branch because of their opposition
to the war and raids were frequent. At one public meeting,
cveryone present was asked by the platform to emprF their
pockets. Out came several police identity cards and their bearers
were promptly ejected. As the WIL's influence grew, the
authorities began to take a more active interest in the organisation
and its paper. Information about the WIL's activities appeared in
the press, and questions were asked in parliament as the number
of strikes against speed-up and erosion of conditions mounted.
Working days lost by strikes, which fell to 940,000 in 1940, rose
to 1,530,000 in t942, 1,810,000 the following year and to
3,710,000 n t944.

The Stalinists worked closely with the right-wing press to
witch-hunt the Trotskyists. Lord Rothermere's Sunday DiEatcb n
l94l quoted approvingly t Communist Parry attack on Socialist
Appeal. There were demands in parliament for the suppression of
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the paper after it zupported Yorkshire miners who took action in
L942. The Labour Elome Secretary Herbert Morrison, replying to
a question in parliament from the Stalinist MP Willie Gallacher
about Socialist Appeal, taunted him about the Communist Party's
political somersaults. Gallacher, he said, should not be "too keen
to suppress this organisation" [the VVIL].Morrison added: "They
are only pursuing much the same political policy which he and his
own political friends purzued some time ago." The Daily Hrald,
which supported the Labour Party, took the Communist Pttry
line and attacked the WIL as "pro-Nazi" for its backing of the
miners'strikes.

It was at this time that arch-Stalinist William Wainwright wrote
his infamous pampltlet, Clzar Out Hitb's Agmt. He urged readers

to treat Trotskyists as Nazis. For "who else wants to hold up
British production besides Hitler and his pro-Nazi friends?" he
asked. This open support for the employers only encouraged yet
more parry militants to join the WfL. There were repeated
clashes with Communist Partlu rurion offrcials during a bitter strike
by Barrow shipyard workers in 1943, which led Ernest Bevin, the
right-wing leader of the Transport and General Workers Union
who was Minister of Labour, to denounce the WIL in parliament.

Differences emerged inside the WIL about how the
organisation should develop the gains it had made in the unions.
Healy described them in a letter written over 45 years later to a

group of journalists and production workers who had in 1987

walked out of the Sheila Torrance-led Workers Revolutionary
Prrty.l He explained how the "history of Trotskyism in Britain
has always been characterised by the continuous emergence of
cliques". This was due in the main, he insisted, to the fact that the
Trotskyist movement arose in a period of global defeat for the
working class, and its isolation from the workers' movement had

produced a tendenry to hrrn inwards, forming cliques of one sort
or another.

Describing the WIL's work during the war, Healy said: "Before
long a series of internal disputes broke out over our attitude
towards rank and file movements in the trade unions. Bob Shaw

and I were strongly of the opinion that we should encourage such
movements since the official trade union leadership were
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politically indistinguishable from the Tory/Labour war-time
coalition." EIe added: "In 1942, we controlled an influential rank
and frle movement in the Royal Ordnance factories, and the
Haston clique wanted this movement to be placed officially under
the control of the pro-war Executive Council of the Amalgamated
Engineering Union. Myself and Bob Shaw were opposed to this,
since the development of the struggle for revolutionary defeatism
could be best carried out within the Royal Ordnance factory rank
and frle movement. The Flaston clique won the day with their
most notorious supporter, T. Dan Smith, who was a member of
the WIL Central Committee at the time."

Subsequent events were to have a profound effect on Healy and
his political approach to the building of the revolutionary party.
He walked into a trap set for him by Ffaston and paid a heavy
price. When the minutes of the Central Committee dealing with
the Royal Ordnance factory discussion were read out at the
beginning ofJanuary l9+3, Healy insisted they had been falsified.
"Being young and impatient," as he put it, Healywalked out of the
meeting, whereupon the Haston clique immediately expelled him.

Temporarily out of the WIL, Healy and Shaw came to the
conclusion that the way to oppose the clique was to correct the
mistake of 1938 in staying out of the officially-recognised section
of the Fourth International. But first he had to re-apply for
membership back into the WIL. EIe was soon re-admitted - with
the humiliating proviso of an 18-month probationary
membership. "Immediately after my re-admission, Comrade Shaw
and I began discussion for corecting the error of 1938. We were

ieered and laughed at during aggregate meetings, whilst at the
October 1943 conference of the WIL we got one vote (my own),"
hc said in 1988.

But six weels after the 1943 conference, a letter arrived from
the International Secretariat of the Fourth International,
proposing terms for a unification of the WIL with the
Revolutionary Socialist League (RSL). The WIL minority faction
for unifrcation grevr. It included Betty Healy, Bob and Mickie
Shaw, Jim Dicks, Ben Elsbury and Hilda Pratt. Discussions were
held with the Trotskyist Opposition faction in the RSL. The

l ili
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unification conference took place on March ll-12,1944 when the
Revolutionary Communist Part), (RCP) came into existence with
newly established headquarters in Harrow Road, West London,
and Haston as the general secretary.

Politically, litde had changed, however, and Flaston's supporrers
were able to defeat proposals for entry work in the Labour Parry
made at the unification conference. These proposals were based
on the prospect of a sharp upswing in Labour Pany activity and
the end of the coalition as the war entered its final phase. The
International Secretariat's terms for unification were presented as

final, and not open for discussion or debate. They had to be
accepted or rejected by all parties, including the WIL majority led
by Haston. The Ffaston group agreed with unification in words
only. To be sure of control of the unified party, Flaston's faction
made an unprincipled alliance with elements of the RSL. fu a

result, Healy's tendency was deprived of minority rights on the
national committee of the RCP. It took a further two years ro
establish these rights in practice.

By the beginning of 1944, the government faced the prospect of
a strike throughout the coalfields. In March, shipyard apprentices
on the Ty-. went on strike. Their action was against the "Bevin
ballot" scheme under which young apprentices were chosen by lot
to work in the mines. The strike leaders put forward a demand for
the nationalisation of the pits and workers' control as the way to
attract labour to the industry. Press attacks on the RCP again
gathered pace. In early April, the Cabinet itself nrice discussed the
influence of the Trotskyist movement in the wave of industrial
disputes. On April 3, Minister of Labour Bevin told the Cabinet
that the strikes on Tyneside, the Clyd" and in Yorkshire were
"instigated by a group which had broken away from the
Communist PafrF when Russia became our ally". He claimed that
"existing emergency powers did not enable him to take effective
action".

Two days later, Bevin informed the Cabinet that he had
"definite evidence" that "members of a political organisation"
were inciting "trouble". There was no such evidence, of course,
and Bevin was blatantly searching for a pretext to introduce
legislation to illegalise the "fomenting of strikes'. He had already

discussed this with his TUC colleagues and, nanrrally, had won
their wholehearted approvd in advance.

while Bevin addressed churchill, Atdee and other members of
the war cabinet on April 5, special Branch raids were mounted
on the RCP's headquarters, and seven homes in London,
including Healy's. During the next 24 hours, other homes in
Newcasde, Glasgow and Noningham were searched. Some 1,200
documents were seized by the police. Ifaston, I{eaton Lee, Ann
Keene and Roy Tearse were arrested and charged under the l9z7
Trade Disputes and Trade Lrnion Act. This was brought in after
the defeat of the 1926 General Strike but had r"r"rl""n used.
The four were accused of furthering a strike - that of the Tyr.
apprentices - declared illegal under the Act.

On April 13, the War Cabinet considered a lengthy
memorandum, "The Trotskyist movement in Great Britain",2
from the Home Secretary, Morrison. It began with a fairly
accurate description of what distinguished Trotskyism from
Stalinism, and with details of the unification conference which had
talcen place only the previous month. "The new body has (to the
annoyance of the Communist Party of Great Britain) taken tfie
name Revolutionary Communist Party," Morrison,s
memorandum reported. The rest of the top secret report dealt in
some detail with the RCP's leadership, its membership, branch
structure, finances, print runs, policies and "influence on
industry".

The memorandum said: "The main object of Trotskyist policy
is to stimulate and focus discontent and to obtain the leadership of
th9 qoup of militants thus formed. The party seets not only to
teke the place vacated by the Communist Party as the leader of th"
pTrr"lry discontented elements, but to attract to ireelf the larger
body of workers who, while not yet ready to take a militantly *ti-
government attinrde, are suspicious of their employers, doubtful
of the sincerity of the government's promises of post-war reform,
rnd tiring of the industrial truce and the leadirs who seek to
enforce it."

Morrison concluded: "The Trotskyigts are attracting workers
whose discontent and desire to hit out at the employei and the
government can find no other oudet. They have achieved a small
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and localised but recognisable influence; and they are confident
that the appeal of their militant programme will become stronger
as the strain and friction inseparable from prolonged industrial
effort increases. Th"y have a closely knit core of energetic leaders

and a membership which makes up in enthusiasm what it lacts in
numbers." Morrison's memorandum - not publicly available until
1974 - reveals the cynical nanrre of the conspiracy that Bevin had

launched against the Trotskyists. The criminal charges were
brought while Morrison's memorandum was acknorrledging that
the "influence of the Trotslqrittt in industry is slight". The RCP,
he added, "seldom explicitly incites to strike and it makes no
attempt to foment s'trmpathetic srikes". Much of the information
used by Morrison had come from an informer on the Central
Committee of the RCP.

Bevin seized the witch-hunting hysteria accomPanying the
arrests as the pretext he needed to force through dictatorial anti-
union measures known as Regulation 1AA. Their effect was to
make any expression of sympathy for workers on strike punishable

by five years' imprisonment or a S500 fine. Anyone who took or
advocated any action which could be construed as leading to a

strike ir ,ty industry, at any meeting or discussion which was not
an offrcially convened union meeting, was also liable to five years

in iail. The regulation was made retrospective in effect and was

brought in with the support of the TUC leaders.

The arrests and Regulation 1AA brought a wave of protest in
and outside parliament. Left-wing Labour MP Aneurin Bevan led

the opposition in the Commons. In the event,23 MPs voted
againsr the draconian regulation and another 145 abstained. A
committee was formed to defend the RCP members who were

facing trumped-up charges. The National Council for Civil
Liberties refused to help, however. At their trial in June, Tearse

and Lee were sentenced to 12 months imprisonment, Haston to
six months and Keene to 13 d.)o.

Socialist Appeal denounced the trial, saying it "demonstrated the

terror our political programme strikes in the heart of the class

enemy". Anti-Labour Laws Victims Defence Committees sPrang

up around Britain and held conferences. Around '100 attended a

rally in Newcastle in Jrrly. Soldiers in the Royal Engineers sent a

telegram to the Flome Secretary protesting. They said: *We

soldiers are also workers. We do not want to come back to a life
where living conditions have been driven down to intolerable
levels." Two months later the convictions were quashed by the
Appeal Court.

fu the war drew to a close, the issue of work in the Labour Parqr,
which the Haston leadership steadfasdy opposed, came to a head.
Healy had summed up his position in the July lg+L issue of
Worhers Intentational News: "It is impossible for revolutionary
socialists to boycott the Labour P"rty and the Labour leaders.
That way will lead to political suicide. The masses of working
people in this country will understand the need for a revolutionary
policy and party not from abstract interpretations of political
problems, but from the mighty struggle between classes, which
capitalism and war have placed on the order of the day in Britain.

"The working class will pass through the whole gamut of
political experience which the Russian working class went
through. When the millions of toilers in this countryr who todaR
passively accept the war, are reluctantly thrust into political
ctruggle by capitalism itself, they will not immediately turn
towards the conscious revolutionary minority. They will try at
first to seek a way out of their impasse through the traditional
organisations of the working class and above all the reformist
Labour and trade union leaderships." He concluded: "The task of
building a revolutionary party in Britain depends primarily, as

Trotsky carefully pointed out, on the correct Ma*ian approach to
the character and role of the reformist labour and trade union
bureaucracy."

In her book on her husband Bob, Mickie Shaws describes how
the conflict in the RCP deepened over this question. "Gerry
Healy presented for discussion and practical application the
proposal to enter the Labour Party, on the premise that the
working class in general, still retaining illusions in reformist
policies, would tum to the parry it had built in anticipation that
rocial democracy would legislate social change if it secured a

majority in parliament. Just as, when presented with unification
proposals, Flaston, Grant and Lee placed the interests of their
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group above the struggle for building the Fourth International, so
now the 'independent' banner of the RCP was counterposed to
the penetration of the mass movement of radicalised workers to
win the advanced sections to Marxism. Clique politics still
prevailed."

The tactic of entry into social-democratic parties was elaborated
by Trotsky in L93+ in order to try and win over to the Fourth
International the left-centrist layers who were hovering benreen
Trotskyism and Stalinism. It was always viewed by him as a

tactical question, and certainly not one of principle. Writing about
this issue tn 1966, Healy insisted: "The essence of the entry tactic
is that the revolutionary pLry and its leadership must constandy
function within the working class independent of entry while at
the same time utilising its experiences to fight the right-wing."

In his proposals put forward for discussion in the run-up to the
August 1945 RCP conference, Healy argued: "Serious workers do
not easily desert their old organisations in response to a promise
of something better. That is the central lesson which must be
learned from the Stalinist ultra-left days. We are a small party of a
few hundred members, conducting our 'Labour to Power'
propaganda mainly outside the Labour Parry. Is it not now vital
for the funrre of the movement to face the facts and recognise that
we have to supplement this propaganda by participation in the
experiences of workers inside the Labour Partlz?"

Labour achieved a landslide victory at the 1945 general election
and the pro-entry faction in the RCP grew, despite the opposition
of the Haston majority. InJune t946, the International Executive
Committee QEC) of the Fourth International recommended "the
concentration of the greatest part of the forces of the RCP within
the Labour Party". Only the RCP delegates voted against. The
minority, encouraged by the support of the International, put
down a similar resolution for the September RCP conference. It
too was defeated, however. Two further IEC decisions in favour
of entry failed to shift the Haston majority and so in September
l9+7 the RCP minority was given formal permission by the
International to enter the Labour Prrty 4nd operate under its orrn
discipline. The IEC declared that it recognised both the majority
and minority as separate and equal organisations. A special

conference of the RCP confirmed tfiis unprecedented division of a
section. The minority - about 80 strong - entered tfie Labour
Party under Healy's leadership and tte Haston group stayed
ourcide and maintained an open party.

Some members of the RCP, particularly the Nottingham branch
led by Shaw, had jumped the gun and entered the Labour Parry in
19+6. They were already in positions of leadership. Shaw became
secretary of the Central Nottingham parry and launched a mass
recruitrnent drive. Housing was a major issue for demobilised
troops, while workers wanted an end to rationing and shortages.
During tfie exceptionally cold winter of 1947, fuel was in sliort
supply, even though the mines \rere nationalised. Labour had left
distribution in private hands and there was a shortage of miners to
work the pits. Attlee's government soon succumbed to the
demands of the united states, which promised supporr under the
Marshall Aid plan so long as capitalism was propped up and
workers' demands kept under control.

such were the conditions in which Trotskyists began to work in
the Labour Party. They put forward demands for nationalisation
of all the major irra"rtries without compensation and under
workers' control, by contrast with the government's policies,
which left the old owners in control and paid them huge amounts
of compensation. Healy's group called for an end to secret
diplomary, unconditional freedom for all colonial peoples, the
immediate withdrawal of all British troops from foreign soil, the
repudiation of the Yalta and Potsdam agreements and the right of
relf-determination of all nations. By the end of the decad., th.
RCP 'open patry" had disintegrated. It was dissolved inJune l94g
rnd Healy became the secretary of the reunifred RCP in
Scptember. In 1950, Flaston repudiated Trotskyism publicly, left
the RC? and joined the Labour Party, becoming a zupporter of
the right wing. when it was proposed in March 1950 that Haston
be expelled from the TrotskFrt movement, Ted Grant abstained.
Grant's north London branch later expelled him for inactiviry
llthough the Executive Committee of the organisation refirsed io
endorse the expulsion.

l



CHAPTER 1 1

"The Group" in the the Labour Party

oney was raised by Gerry Healy's group to launch the
monthly Socialist Outlook in 1948 as a PaPer which would

provide a focus for work in the Labour Party. It drew supPort
ho* a number of left MPs and trade union leaders, among them

Jack Stanley of the Construction Engineering Lfnion, Frank
Allaun, Bessie Braddoclq Ronald Chamberlain, S.O. Davies and

Tom Braddock. Most of them abandoned Socialist Ottthok at the

outbreak of the Korean War in 1950, when the paper zupported

the North against US imperialism. Tony Clitr, now leader of the

Socialist Workers PrttF in Britain, ws expelled from the RCP for
publicly opposing the majority position. Cliff advocated a position
Lf "neutrality", consistent with his anti-Trotskyist view that the

Soviet Union and China were, in fact, state caPitalist countries and

no different, therefore, from the United States.

In 1949 more than 100 Labour P.tty delegates and visitors to
the annual conference attended the Socialist Afibok meeting. Ellis

Smith MP used the platform to call for the setting up of the

Socialist Fellowship to fight for socialist policies inside the Labour

Prrty. Within months, branches had been formed all over the

country and a close liaison was established with the paPer. When
the Fellowship was banned by the party bureaucracF in 1951,

supporters continued to collaborate through Socialist Outlook

readers' meetings. The paper's first pamphlet was on the Korean

war. It had an introduction by Frank Allaun MP and letters from a

soldier, a Fellowship supporter, written before he was killed in

action.
Operating as a secret organisation inside the Labour Party, thc

gritLh s".tiott of the Fourth International did not have a distinct
name, and was known as the Group. By the early 1950s, it had
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dmost 100 delegates to the Labour Pany conference, representing
53 constituency parties. The objective was to build up the
membership of the Group as the foundation for a revolutionary
organisation. There were internal bulletins, classes to explain the
Marxist standpoint, and a discipline based on democratic
centralism. Central to the Group's perspective was recruitrnent of
young people from the Labour League of Youth. A IQep Left
faction, with a paper of that narne, was established in 1950 to fight
the right-wing at Transport Flouse, which housed the party
bureaucracy. Despite a narrow victory at the 1950 election, the
Labour government began to break up. Aneurin Bevan, Harold
Wilson and John Freeman left the government in protest against
its policies. They centred trheir opposition on the plans for a
massive rearmament programme. The Group supported the
Liverpool dockers who were arrested in February 1951 after an
urofficial strike based on Merselreide. The dockers were charged
under regulations still in force from the war. Despite a

prosecution led by Labour's attorney-general, the aial collapsed.
By the end of the year, the Tories were back in offrce under
Churchill.

New allies in the work inside the Labour Party were the young
brothers Mike and Tony Banda, who had arrived from Ceylon.
Th.y threw themselves into all the day-to-day stnrggles to build
the Trotskyist movement in Britain and internationally. They
were to become Healy's closest collaborators and allies over a 35-
year-period. Soon the organisation became involved in a bitter
international dispute over the question of whether Trotskyist
organisations should retain an independent existence.

The Fourth International emerged at the end of the war urder
completely new political conditions and faced a considerable
thcoretical challenge. The creation of new rypes of states in
Ecstern Europe under Stalinist control following the victo ry of
the Red Army required urgent analysis. The American SWP was
thc most significant section of the Fourth Internationd. But it was
lrnbued with pragmatism, and disinterested in the development of
dre international movement as a whole. The SWP was content to
lgnore Europe and leave it to the secretary of the Fourth
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International, the relatively inexperienced Michel Pablo. During
the 1948-49 discussion about the nature of the new East European
states, Pablo developed the view that a Third World War was
imminent and inevitable, and that the Communist parties would,
under the impact of these events, transform themselves from
Stalinist into revolutionary parties. There would, Pablo
speculated, be centuries of "deformed workers' states" under
Stalinist rule. Although this standpoint overrurned at a stroke the
theoretical basis and principles of Trotskyism, it was nonetheless
endorsed as a perspective at the Third World Congress in 1951.

fu Cannon and the SWP adopted a passive position, Pablo and his
supporter Ernest Mandel rejected the dialectical method of
Marxism and the theoretical achievements of Trotskyism and
succumbed to what they saw as a growth of Stalinism and social
democrary.

They v/ere also impressed by the relative stabilisation of
European capitalism, which followed the betrayals of
revolutionary struggles by the Stalinists in Italy, France and
Greece; the establishment of the Bretton Woods monetary
agreement and the massive flow of capital from the United States

to Europe under the Marshall plan. Pablo and his supporters
reflected in their superficial analysis the pessimism and scepticism
of the European middle class thrown into confusion by post-war
developments.

The implications of the Pablo leadership's policies were grave.
Their analysis denied the revolutionary role of the working class.

Instead, Pablo believed that an all-powerful Stdinist bureaucracy
would be compelled to lead the overthrow of capitalism. There
was no scope left for the independent intervention of a conscious
leadership and no longer a need, therefore, to build independent
Trotskyist vanguard parties. Instead, liquidating the existing
sections was the order of the day. Pablo himself pursued this logic
vigorously, immediately ordering the French section to go into
the Communist Party. Only the majority of the French section
opposed Pablo's line at first - and were expelled. Healy later
conceded that it was a "serious mistake" to join the SWP in
endorsing these expulsions. "We didn't have long to wait to see

the bitter fruits of that one. Barely over a yefi later Pablo ha<l
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started his groups hell-bent on a liquidationist course inside our
organisation in Britain and the SWP in the USA" he explained in
L966 in a pamplietProblmts of the Fourtb Interuatianal.

It was inadequate and wrong to lay the blame for revisionism on
Pablo as an individual, Healy added. "EIe was one of the principal
mediums through which it penetrated the Fourth International,
but only one. Pablo was an impressionist and an idealist. His
theory about the inevitability of a Third World War fought out
under conditions where the Stalinist parties would be transformed
into revolutionary parties was impressionist to the core. It left out
of account the reactionary bureaucratic nature of the leaderships
of these parties and the role of the international class stnrggle
against imperialism. It superficially saw thirgr from the standpoint
of great power politics and the goings-on in the apparah$ of the
corrupt leaderships. Once a Marxist departs from a continuous
study of the workers' movement from the standpoint of the
otruggle to build the revoludonary partlz, he departs from the
ccience of Marxism and becomes an impressionist. From
impressionism to idealism is an easy jrr*p either way."

There was no plan to enforce or accelerate a split with Pablo
rnd supporters like Mandel. But rapid changes in the political
tihration, together with attempts to disrupt the sections in the
USA and Britain, precrpitated a rupnrre. In 1953, Stalin's death in
March was followed in June by * uprising of workers in East
Berlin and by a general strike in France. Pablo's supporters
refrrsed to support the East German workers and set out to keep
the French workers tied to bureaucracy. His followers in each
eountry reduced the sections to a state of civil war. In Britain,
Prblo's supporters were led by Jol- Lawrence, editor of Socialist
Oatlook. He, along with three others on the Group's executive
committee, declared themselves against Healy and those who
opposed the liquidation of the organisation. Another full-time
worker who supported Pablo was Audrey Wise, later to become a

Lsbour MP. They demanded that Healy come under what they
ctlled "international disciplir"" and not raise his differences with
Pcblo on the Group's committees. Cannon remarked in a letter to
Hcely: "This little device of putting leaders under commimee
dhcipline (national and international) inside the party was one of
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the principal methods of stifling the internal life of the Comintern
and its parties; of depriving the membership of any real
opportunity for the consideration and informed discussion of
different opinions among the leaders; and eventually of
guaranteeing the complete degeneration of the parties."

Matters moved swiftly throughout trhe auturrn of 1953. On
September 19, the National Committee of the British section
voted by 11 to 6 to repudiate Pablo's line. Lawrence and his
supporters refused to accept this decision. On November 12,

Lawrence attended a faction meeting called by Pablo in Paris. A
plan was drawn up to split the British section, and recognise the
Lawrence minority as the "offrcial" leadership. Four days later,
Lawrence announced that he would no longer accePt the
discipline of the section. The same day he joined hands with
Labour Prrty centrists and attacked the leadership of the Group as

"anti-Soviet" before a public audience.
As a result, on November 20, Lawrence and his supporters were

charged in writing before a special meeting of the National
Committee. They were offered the oppornrnity of retracting,
provided they undertook to accept party discipline, ud a specid
conference of the Group was held eight weela later. They refused

to do this and were suspended until that conference. The next day,

Lawrence and company called a meeting in London and
announced that Healy was "expelled" and that Pablo's suPporters
were now the offrcial section of the International. They again
quoted Pablo as their authority. The next month, Pablo's group in
Britain held a conference to which many "ghosts" were invited -
people expelled for inactivity over the previous six years and
others not heard of for some time.

In a letter to the membership, Hedy wrote: "They [himself and

Bill Hunter who had also been "expelled"l made no public
statements against the International, no rules were broken, yet
they are expelled without trial or opportunity for a declaration. If
there is one single act which condemns the unprincipled basis of
the Pablo clique, it is this. Pablo breaks the stanrtes of the Fourth
International in a manner only comparable to the practices in the
Stalinist movement. And these people talk in the name of the
Fourth International. "
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Opponents of the International Secretariat leadership met in
London and agreed to draw up counter-documents for the fourth
World Congress. But by October 25, the SWP had decided to
b"i"S the fight out into the open. Pablo's supporters were engaged
in open factional warfare and the SWP feared its own
disintegration if the seriousness of the differences was not grasped.
So on November 11, 1953, the SWP issued an Open Letter to
Trotskyists throughout the world denouncing "Pabloism" and the
threat to the Fourth International. It restated basic Trotskyist
principles, elposed Pablo's cover-up of Stalinist repression and
treachery in East Germany and France, and organisational
manoeuvres in the different sections. The SWP denounced the
attempt to g g Healy as a "procedure out of the foul methods of
the Comintern" under Stalinism. The Open Letter added: "Such
tactics have an obvious purpose. Th.y are part of the preparations
for a coup by the Pabloite minority."

The SWP warned t-hat "a grave danger" menaced the "fuhrre
and even the existence of the Fourth International". Revisionist
conceptions, "born of cowardice and petty-bourgeois
impressionism" had led to the installation of a qzstem of persond
rule and the abandonment of the Marxist method. The letter
ended by declaring: "The lines of cleavage between Pablo's
revisionism and orthodox Trotskyism are so deep that no
compromise is possible either politically or organisationally. The
Pablo faction has demonstrated that it will not permit democratic
decisions truly reflecting majority opinion to be reached. They are
determined to drive all orthodox Trotskyists out of the Fourth
International or to m:uzzle and handcuff them." The letter
lppealed to the majority to "assert their will against Pablo's
usurpation of authority" by "removing Pablo and his agents from
office". On November 23, the British, French, New Zealand and
Swiss sections expressed solidarity with the Open Letter and
decided to break from the Pablo clique and its control of the
International Secretariat. Healy was elected secrettry of the new
International Committee of the Fourth International (ICFI).

Routed inside the Group, Lawrence made corrmon cause with
thc cenuists and set out to destroy Socialist Outlaok and bankrupt
the publishing company, New Park Publications. They were not

GERRY HEALY
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interested in the political stnrggle but were determined to smash
up the Group's work inside the Labour Parr)r. Healy was in a

minority of one on a four-person editorial board and could do
nothing as Lawrence pushed the paper towards open editorial
support for Stalinism. Lawrence supplied information to a

Stalinist weekly, which obliged with a witch-hunting "exposure"
of Trotskyist influence in Socialist Outlook. Circulation fell from
6,000 to 4,500 a week.

Healy and the Group answered by recruiting new members
throughout the country and making them shareholders in Labour
Publishing Society, which published the paper. In the spring of
195+, Pablo's supporters were defeated 2-l at a voters' meeting.
The management committee of the paper was won over by six
votes to five, a victory made possible by the support of Jack
Stanley, then general secretary of the Constructional Engineers
LInion. Ousted from the paper, Lawrence and a supporter tried to
enter the printshop in Clapham. Flealy was hit in the face,
whereupon Mike Banda pulled a knife on Lawrence. It was not
used, and other printers put Lawrence out of the building. Within
months Lawrence and his suppofter joined the Communist Party.
Th"y took a significant number of engineering workers with them
in the split, pl"yrrg up to their syndicalist, anti-theory tendencies.

Socialist Outlook was at the same time facing an atrack from a

different direction - the right wing of the Labour Party. The
supporters of Bevan on the left of the parry were in open conflict
with the right-wing Attlee leadership. The paper supported
Bevan's stand and Labour's National Executive Committee
decided to act. In July, assisted by the information published by
Lawrence's new Stalinist friends, the National Executive banned
Socialist Outlook from circulating inside the Labour Party. It
became an "offence' to buy or sell it. Michael Foot was among
prominent left-wingers who spoke at meetings denouncing the
ban. When two members of the Group were witch-hunted and
expelled in Islington, Ted Grant lent his supporr to the right-wing
by abstaining on a crucial vote. Prominent supporters of the papei
in Norwood were also expelled.

At the same time, the Labour League of Youth, which the
Group effectively controlled, was shut down. A vigorous campaign

against the ban on Socialist Oatlook took the question right into the
heart of the 1954 annual party conference. The paper won
considerable support from the trade unions as well as delegates
from constituency parties. Jennie Lee moved a vote against the
section of the National Executive report endorsing the action
against the paper. The NEC had decided that people associated
with or supporting the publication were ineligible for
membership. The motion to overhrrn the NEC's decision was lost
by the respectable margin of 4,47 5,000 votes to 1,596,000.

Llndaunted by the confirmation of the ban on the paper, which
the Group immediately closed down in order to avoid mass
expulsions, Healy and his supporters found another way of getting
revolutiona;ry policies discussed. *Even without a paper, the
policies of Trotskyism could not be suppressed," wrote Mickie
Shaw in her boolc. "We found the means of expression for
Trotskyist views in the correspondence columns of Tribune [then
edited by Footl which gained in popularity during this period.
Prominent Tribunites formed a brains trust and sent panels of
speakers into the localities." Members of the Group used to sell
Tribune as well, taking up political issues. Th.y organised readers'
meetings where tlr"y would fight for t revolutionxr[r Marxist
explanation and recruit members to the Group. There was a fresh
blow for the section in the shape of a libel action brought against
Socialist Outlook by , subsidiary of the Imperial Tobacco
Company. A substantial frne of 92,000 was imposed, payable
within 48 hours. The small group raised the money on time. But
the printing company, Johr Stafford Thomas, was bankrupted,
leaving the movement without a press for a short period of time
until Plough Press was set up.

When the split with Pablo was completed, Healy's group
immediately began to discuss ways and means to bring the
cssential nature of the differences out into the open. In the spring
of 1954, the British section proposed a renewal of the discussion
with Pablo and a committee was set up with an equal number
from both sides to organise it. The purpose of this discussion was
not to heal the split but to bring out more clearly the fundamental
reasons for it Healy saw the conflict with Pablo as the outcome of
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experienced a cadre must be in order to deal with it. The long
time taken in developing a cadre then begins to pay off big
dividends. What appears previously to be a long diffrcult process
now changes into its opposite." I

The unavoidably abrupt nahrre of the international split had left
a number of members in different secrions still confused. At frrsq
Cannon gave half-hearted support to the proposal to re-open the
discussion with Pablo. Then, in the late aunrmn of 1954, a letter
was sent by Cannon to London asking for the discussion to be
abandoned. The SWP wanted to forget about the fight as soon as

it was over. Cannon was satisfred that he had defeated Pablo's
followers in the United States and did not support the idea of
carrying the fight against revisionism into the day-to-dty work of
the sections of the new ICFI. The SWP thereby left the door to
Pablo ajar.

The determination to understand what led Pablo to abandon
Trotskyism was to bring political dividends for Healy's group in
the momentous year of L956. In February, I(hruschev shocked
delegates to the 20th Congress of the Communist Party of the
Soviet LInion (CPSU with an extensive denunciation of Stalin's
crimes against the party and the Red Army. I(hruschev revealed
that Stalin had refused to believe warnings of a Nazi invasion in
June 1941, and was responsible for the mass deportation of
minorities and the rewriting of Soviet history. There was
commotion in the hall when Khruschev reporred that "stalin had
sanctioned in the name of the Central Committee of the All-
Union Communist Party (Bolsheviks) the most brutal violation of
socialist legality, torhrre and oppression, which led as we have
seen to the slandering and self-accusation of innocent people".

Within days, the full speech was published in the West. The
Communist Party of Great Britain was thrown into chaos by
I(hruschev's admissions and the publication for the first time of
Lenin's last testament in which he called on the parry to block
Stalin's rise to power. Khmschev had virnrally admitted that the
Trotskyists were right. It posed an oppornrnity to expose and
defeat Stalinism.

Healy worked round the clock to wrire a pamphlet explaining

the pressure of non-Marxist thinking on the re_volutionary
movement. A bourgeois oudook - exPressed through empiricism

and pragmatism - represents, from a Marxist standpoint, notjust
alternative ideas but the red, material interests of the ruling class.

A battle with Pablo, therefore, was not solely a conflict of ideas

and perspectives. Each side represented, in the last analysis,

conflicting class interests. The need to train a cadre of members

in the Marxist method, in order to deal with sharP changes and

conflicts like the one with Pablo, was essential. In an exchange of
letters with Cannon of the SWP, inJuly 1953, Healy explained:

"From experience, we have learned that the strength 
-of 

a

national r""tiott lies in the maturity of its cadre. Manrrity flows

from the collective way in which a cadre worts. This, es you
know, does not arise from the brilliance of this or that individual

in a particular freld. It arises from the historical selection of
devoied people who zupplement each other's talents by learning t9-

work ,r , t""*. Like the develoPment of the class stmggle iSelf
the development of those who comprise the cadre is an uneven

one. You flnd people who have many weaknesses in some

directions, playing a powerful positive role inside the cadre. This
is, in frct, noi only th. great strength of the cadre, but also its

weakness. A responsible, mature leader has these things fxed in
his mind at all times.

"Another factor which pla)'s a role, is the receptiveness of the

cadre towards changes in the political situation. Some people have

quite a flair for this, and make useful contributions in assisting the

""dte 
forward. Yet it is possible to find on occasion, in comrades

who make hrrns easily, a certain feverishnesss which can florr from
a basic instability rooted in class questions. An experiencg{ cadle

checks from time to time these manifestations, and enables the

comrade or comrades concerned to go forward toward a new,

more advanced, stage of develoPment. On the other hand, a cadre

will always contain such people because they-are an essential

reflection of the development of the class iself. Experience has

taught us that the constnrction of a cadre takes time and many

e*periences. In spite of the inflammable international situation

yoo "*trot 
short-cut cadre building. In fact, the two things are

dialectically related. The more explosive the sinration, the more

I

l
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the significance of I(hruschev's speech. Meetings were organised
all over Britain to explain how Trotsky's analysis of the
bureaucracy had been verified by the speech. It was not unuzual to
sell 100 pamphlets outside meetings called by the Communist
PrrtF to try and explain the revelations to its members. Several
significant workers as well as intellectuals like Cliff Slaughter and
Tom Kemp were recruited from the Communist Party. The
disarray of the Stalinists and the recruitrnent to the Trotskyists
increased when Khruschev himself sent in the Red Army to smash
the Hungarian Revolution in November.

Another pamphlet written by Healy argued in support of the
revolution as a progressive, anti-Stalinist uprising. It related the
revolution for national independence and democratic rights to the
series of demands drawn up by the Hungarian trade unions. The
first of these was for workers' councils in every factory to establish
workers'management. Workers also wanted an increase in wages,
the abolition of production norrns and the mass construction of
new housing. At the heart of this rebellion was the demand for the
withdrawal of all Soviet troops from Hungary. Healy exposed the
Stalinist lie that the Hungarian workers' actions were "counter-
revolution^ry".The Daily Worker sent Peter Fryer to report
events in Hungary for the Communist PartF daiy paper. When
his despatches from Budapest were suppressed, he too was won
over to the Trotslqnrrc.

The recruitment of Fryer and others enabled the Group to
make immediate improvements in its work in the labour
movement. In January t957 Labour Reaiew, a theoretical bi-
monthly magazine, was launched.Jol- Daniels, who had been
recruited from the Communist Party in Nottingham, and Bob
Shaw were the editors. The magazine's first editorial declared:
"Lack of theory and failure to appreciate the need of theory as a
guide to action has always been a characteristic of the British
labour movement. This is our movement's greatest weakness." ft
promised that the mtgazine would take "issue both with the open
Fabian enemies of Marxism and with the Stalinist hacks who have
so grievously soiled its reputation".

Only four months later, the Group was able to produce the first
issue of a weekly paper, called The Newsletter. Fryer himself
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became the editor. The paper aimed to inform CP members of
what was happening in the rest of their own parrlr. Launched in
Mry 1957, Tbe Neutslctter, a duplicated broadsheet at first, became
the independent voice of British Trotskyism for the next 12 years.
It was also in 1957 that Healy led the Group's first summer camp
devoted to intense work on the Marxist method of analysis. Armed
with a newspaper of their own again, the organisation was able to
reach wide layers of workers for the first time. The intervention in
the crisis of Stalinism produced results amongst key sections of
industrial workers, who came over to Trotskyism. It was a period
of growing economic crisis, with strikes in the engineering,
transport and car industries over lay-offs, pay and working
conditions.

The crisis inside Stalinism expressed in Khruschev's speech did
not automatically lead to gains for the Trotskyist movement
internationally. Presented with a golden opporruniry to destroy
Stalinism, Cannon and the SWP chose instead to adapt to
Khruschev's variety of it. The SWP had consistendy rejected all
attempts to discuss the origins of Pablo's revision of basic
Trotskyist principles - now they began to move towards an
accommodation with Pabloism. The SWP justified this turnabout
with typical American pragmatism, claiming that "unity" could
create a bigger movement, which would be more attractive to
those breaking with Stalinism.

Errh n 1957 the SWP leaders made overrures to the Pabloites
in Ceylon behind the back of the International Committee.
Cannon wrote to Leslie Goonewardene, leader of the Lanka Sama
Samaja Party (LSSP) in Ceylon. He claimed that in the three years
since the split with Pablo, "the political pronouncements" of both
sides as well "the positions taken on the most important questions
of the day" had "appeared to come closer together". Cannon held
out the prospect of unification on the basis of "common political
action, and to agree to disagree on some questions". There would
elso have to be what he called an "organisational compromise".
Cannon went on to propose some concrgte steps which might lead
to unification.

It was some weeks before the British section, whose leader

hr
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Hedy was of course the secretary of the ICFI, got to know about

these underhand manoeuvres. The shock was aPparent in a letter
of May 10 from Healy to Cannon, the line of which was approved
by the British section's executive. Cannon's proposals, the letter
said pointedly, were being transmimed immediately to members of
the ICFI "so that a full discussion can take place". The letter
added: "We do not see, and I am sure that you will agree, any

reasons why our people should be stampeded into hasty
conclusions."

Healy pointed out t-hat the movement had paid a heavy price for
failing to appreciate in time the "thoroughly revisionistD character
of the 1951 Third World Congress decisions. The swift events of
1953, when the SWP issued the Open Letter, had, Healy wrote,
left some sections unprepared for the sharp break. "It would be

very wrong now, if we were to get caught uP in the exchange of
organisational proposals no matter how well they are drafted on

our side, and overlook the very deep-going political differences

that exist." Far from the "convergence of views' which Cannon
had talked about, Healy insisted that Pablo's double-talk on the
question of Stalinism remained the same as in 1953, and that his

political method was empiricist and eclectic. He told Cannon:
"Pablo continually covers up his revisionism with declarations
with which we have no disagreement. It all depends on the
pressures around when he writes his document. We had 95'/"
agreement, as it were, at the 3rd Congress (1951), but it was that
odd 5"/" which did so much damage to our moYement.'

The letter added: "Pablo and Germain's [Mandel] double-talk
has had some terrible effects in the miseducation of our comrades

on t}re Continent, and this cannot be put right simply by declaring

that the objective situation since the 20th Congress [of the CPSU]
is very much in our favour. The Mancist education of our cadres

has to take into account how Pablo and his tendenry developed

iust as you were able to do in the books dealing with the struggle
against Shachtman and Burnham [pre-war oPponents of Marxism
in the SWPI. The objective situation is not zufficient by itself to
do this." The letter concluded: "The revolutionary cadres of the

future must be thoroughly educated against impressionist double-

talk, otherwise our movement will flounder during critical
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periods. Experience teaches us that there is no greater ideological
trap for inexperienced people than the tlpe of tno-faced politics at
which Pablo and Germain are past masters."

In June, the 13th Congress of the British section stressed that
time for discussions of differences was needed, leading to the
preparation of a World Congress of all tendencies claiming to be
Trotskyist. It proposed a parity committee with the Pabloites to
b"grr preliminary work. This proposal was later adopted by the
ICFI but no reply was ever received from the Pabloites. The
firmness of the British section held the SWP in check - for the
time being. But the SWP proved incapable of heeding the
warnings, with politically fatal consequences six years later.

GERRY HEALY



CHAPTER 12

The Socialist Labour League

'Tth. Group continued to expand its work inside the Labour
I Party and the trade unions. The first-ever resolution on

unilateral nuclear disarmament zubmitted to the party conference
was drawn up by Group members in the Norwood constiarency in
soutl London. The historic resoludon was debated at the lg57
annual conference. It demanded a ban on the testing and
manufacture of nuclear weapons. The motion was lost by 5.8
million votes to 781,000 but most consrituency parties voted in
favour. Only the control of the trade union block vote by the right
wing saved the day for the party leadership. The right wing was
helped enormously by Bevan, who used the conference to
abandon his left-wing stance and make his peace with the
bureaucracy. He denounced the resolution, saying that if carried a
Labour foreign secretary would be forced to go "naked into the
conference chamber".

The Group analysed Bevan's defection to the position of
patriotic defence of nuclear weapons in a pamphlet a week after
the Brighton conference. Policies were put forward around which
the entire Labour left, non-Marxist and Marxist, could unite.
They included the nationalisation of the engineering and
shipbuilding industries, the building industry and land,
renunciation by Britain of the testing, manufacture and use of
nuclear weapons and self-determination for British colonies.

The Nantsletter began preparations to organise a rank-and-file
industrial conference to discuss how to stop rising prices, maintain
full employrnent - the dole queue was rising by 38,000 a month -
increase wages, shorten hours and boost old age pensions. A
furious Fleet Street witch-hunt surrounded the November 1958
conference, attended by over 500 delegates from all sections of
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industry. ft was a significant milestone in the emergence of the
Trotskyists as a force in the trade union movement. Healy
responded to the Tory press attacls in tlpically robust style nTlte
Natshner on December 6, declaring: "Every trade unionist knows
who orrns the mass-circulation ne\rspapers of Fleet Street, who
pays the Fleet Street piper and therefore calls the tune he
plays...These organs and their millionaire owners are now
extremely sensitive to developments inside the trade unions and
the Labour Party." He described the fight against unemployment
0s "the touchstone of a real socialist poliry", adding: "The right-
wing trade union leaders have demonstrated their utter incapacity
to stand fast against the employers on this question." His article
rnacked the Communist Party for staying silent during the press
rttacks and elaborated socialist policies for the coming general
clection.

The Labour Party under Hugh Gaitskell was determined to woo
the middle-class with a repudiation of socialist policies. To
demonstrate its readiness for ofEce, it set out to purge the Group's
members from the Labour Party during the winter of 1958.
Members were expelled in such numbers that the Group's
leadership was faced with a major decision about its future. There
was a danger that the members expelled from the Labour Parqz
would drift away unless an alternative was offered.

The result was that in March 1959, following the successful
rank-and-file conference, the Socialist Labour League (SLL) was
formed with Healy as the national secretary. It was the first open
Trotskyist organisation in Britain for over a decade. The SLL was
made up of the recruits won from the Labour Party, the
Communist Parry and the trade unions. It demanded the right to
operate as a Marxist group in the Labour Party, but with the
general election looming, the bureaucraq/ struck out at the SLL.
Within rwo weeks of its formation, it was placed on a list of
banned organisations by the Labour Party executive, with left and

light voting together. Tbe Nearletter was made forbidden reading
for party members. Morgan Phillips, the Labour Parry gener"l
tccretary, told the press that the activities of the SLL were
xinimical to the best interests, policies and performance of the
prrty". In t}e next few monttrs, dozens of members of the SLL
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\trere expelled from the Labour Party for refusing to denounce the
organisation. Labour crashed to yet another election defeat at the
hands of the Tories.

Healy defended the decision to form the SLL in an article in
I-abour Rniant, answering in particular an attack by the historian
E.P. Thompson, who had himself quit the Communist Party.
Healy wrote: "Opponents of Mamism are constantly attacking the
Marxists on the grounds that we stand for party dictatorship. This
is a falsehood from beginning to end. In the struggle against
capitalism, th" working class faces a highly organised, oppressive

machine, guided by a conscious general staff of monopolists. In
their hands is a state apparatus which plots and plans day in, day
out to preserve the privileges of the men of wealth through the
systematic exploitation and repression of the working class. To
combat this reactionary force it is necessary to develop a

leadership inside the working-class movement, a parq/ based upon
the widest possible democrary in the creation of its Policy and the
utrnost discipline in action. Such a Party was the Bolshevik P.tty
in the Soviet llnion before Stalinist degeneration. Its heir in
Britain is the Socialist Labour League."

Thompson had attacked the notion of the SLL operating as a

faction within the Labour Party, displaying all the prejudices
inherited from his time in the Stalinist movement. Healy
responded: "Marxists have to work as an organised faction within
Social Democracy and within Stalinism because there is an

absolutely unbridgeable gulf between themselves and the
leadership of these movements. Those who attack the Marxist
movement for fighting for political clarity within these
movements have in effect accepted that the fate of the workers is

to fall victim to the false policies of these leaders. When Mamists
fight on behalf of these workers for political ideas, they are ol

course aware that the retaliation of the right wing may sometimes
mean splits and expulsions."

An editorial in the same issue analysing the general election
result, insisted that Labour would no longer automatically lead thc
labour movement. Instead, the responsibility would from now orr

fall on the shoulders of those who lead the working class in thc
major industries. "Nobody in his right senses exPects the present
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trade union leadership to provide any type of leadership
whatsoever. So the responsibility passes to the members." It
rdded: "This is the great advantage which tfie Socialist Labour
League enjoys. The policy for its National Assembly of Labour is
r policy which already has the support of a large number of
people. It is a policy which combines industrial and political
demands... For the first time in 30 years Manrism is emerging as a

scrious force in Britain." In November, the National fusembly of
Labour proved a tremendous success and was attended by 800
delegates and visitors.

The decision to form the SLL, with its practical activity directed
towards the Labour Party and the trade unions, dmost inevitably
produced disagreements and defections within the organisation.
Peter Cadogan, a recruit from the CP, led a faction which
opposed the formation of the League. They issued a document
renouncing the need to build a Marxist revolutionary party and,
rccordingly, were expelled. Ken Coates decided to pursue an
oppornrnist course in the Labour P"rty and became prominent in
the Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation. Brian Behan, a leading
lndustrial militant, had also come to Trotskyism from the CP
following the upheavals of 1956. Behan formed a faction based on
the repudiation of democratic centralism and a rejection of work
ln the Labour Party. After constantly flouting decisions, he and his
rmall group of followers were expelled. Soon afterwards Behan
declared that the works of Lenin and Trotsky ought to be thrown
out of the window. The SLL swung into action with a campaign
to stop Gaitskell from ditching Clause 4 of the Labour Party
constitution, which refers to public ownership of the means of
production and exchange. It also renewed the fight to change
Lrbour's policy on nuclear weapons.

The SLL made impressive strides in its first few years. In 1961

the annual conference of the electricians' union, the ETU, voted
for the lifting of the ban on the SLL and Tlte Nruslener by the
Lsbour Prrty. This was the result of a principled united front
forged with Communist Party militants in defending the union
lorders against state attack after Stalinist ballot-rigging had landed
thc electricians in court. A rank-and-file miners' paper was
rrtsblished and the sales of the youth paper Keep Left increased
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rapidly following an improvement to its layout and format.
Student groups'were established in 14 universities and Labour
Party work was carried out in several areas where members
remained.

One of the most impressive successes of the League in 1961 was
the development of the technical resources at its headquarters in
Clapham. The most modern plant and equipment was installed,
and the composing room reorganised to provide an effective
propaganda striking power. AII this was achieved through major
sacrifices by the members and supporters. Branches of the SLL
were established in all the major cities. The National Committee
pledged itself to establish revolutionary standards of organisation
throughout the SLL, and to overcome "routinism" and
propagandist methods of work.

The apparent reluctance of the working class to engage in mass

strike action n 1962 found its reflection in an inertia in the SLL,
said Healy in a political letter dealing with problems that had
arisen at the fourth conference that surruner. IIe conceded that
the members were "extremely devoted, sincere and hard-working"
in their desire to build the revolutionary movement. "But this is a

long way from the conscious forms of activity which are nour so
desperately required to speed the development of the
revolutiontry parq. We are faced with the task of bridging the
gulf between instinctive revolutionary feeling and conscious
revolution ary intervention. "

A number of leaders had fallen back in their activity, but still
remained loyal and devoted members. They represented a section
of the rank and file, particularly some of the SLL's industrial
workers. This wes a serious problem that could not be "answered
by administrative measures", said Healy. Conference accordirgly
decided to maintain more or less the same National Committee.
The incoming leadership was asked to devise more precise forms
of activity to help to overcome inertia.

In 1962 the SLL membership was told that the international
movement had to undertake "a serious discussion on the Marxist
method". This was a reference to the growing tension between the
SLL and the Socialist Workers Parry of the USA. By defeating
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revisions of Marxism, Healy said in a political letter to members,
'we strengthen the working class as a whole, and draw into our
ranls the more serious elements who will be strengthened by our
determination, both theoretical and practical, to provide
lcadership". Ffe cautioned, however, that only a small number of
League members would at first undertake this work in a conscious
wry. "This does not signalize the development of an 6lite of
intellectuals but the recognition of a major problem. Those
members of the League who today fight for the development of
Manrist theory must at this stage resolve the present crisis in the
League itself by finding ways towards an all-round developmenr of
the organisation."

Although the SWP had in 1957 pulled back from unilaterally
ceeking a rapprochement with Pablo, it was once more pressing
for unification of the different tendencies without any prior
political discussion. The SLL made it clear it would nor agree to
that. Healy, Banda and Slaughter and the other leaders were not
opposed to discussions with the Pabloites. In June 1958, for
cxample, the SLL had invited delegates from the Italian
organisation for three days of discussion in London. The talks
cventually broke down when it came to signing a common
document restating some basic Trotskyist propositions.

As warning signs of the SWP's intentions mounted, Healy
travelled to Canada for discussions with the Americans - he was
brnned from entering the United States itself. In June lg6t,
Joseph Hansen, a senior member of the SWP leadership, urote a

letter to an Indian Trotslcyist openly anacking the positilns of the
SLL. Eransen claimed that "the political positions [of the ICFI and
the Pabloites] have tended to converge still further". The Pabloite
hternational Secretariat (IS) , always looking for ways to split the
Americans from the British, had meanwhile sent greetings to the
SwP to marl< their participation in the us presidential campaign.
An article in the Militant, the SWP paper, skated ooCr t'he
question of the nature of the Soviet bureaucracy, and the tendency
wrs emerging in the SwP of joining the IS in idealising Castroism
h Cuba. The SWP's oudook was based on crude impressions of
the Khruschev *thaw' and the upsurge in the anli-colonial
rrvolutionary movement. This replaced a serious analysis of the
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break-down of the post-war economic boom.

GERRY HEALY

The SLL's National Committee wrote to remind the Americans
of their 1953 Open Letter, which had zummonsed all Trotskyists
to reject Pablo, Mandel and their theories. The SWP's leadership
was warned that liquidation was the greatest danger confronting
the revolutionary movement. This would result from a

capinrlation either to the strength of imperialism, or to the labour
and trade union bureaucracies, or both. For the supporters of the
IS, the advanced working class was no longer the only
revolutiona;ry force, but the "plaything of 'world-historical
factors', surveyed and assessed in abstract fashion", said the SLL.

SWP leaders were urged to join in "a drawing of the lines
against revisionism in all its forms". It was time to bring to a close

the period in which "Pabloite revisionism was regarded as a trend
within Trotskyism". Just in case the SWP had forgotten, they
'were also reminded how Pablo's supporters had assisted the witch-
hunt by the Labour Prtty in 1954, facilitating the ban on Socialist

Outhok. Pablo had also denounced the formation of the SLL and

then embraced some defectors from the organisation, notably
Fryer, Behan and Cadogan. Abortive unity discussions were not
the way fbrward. What was needed, said the SLL, was a political
statement by "orthodox Trotskyists' on the great problems of the
day, an international political declaration. This would be followed
by " series of articles analysing the anti-Marxist nature of
Pabloism. "It is a vital pre-condition for the development of the
Fourth International that we break finally from all traces of
revisionism," the SLL's letter said. It appealed to the SWP to help
in the preparation of an internationd congress along these lines as

soon as possible.
When it came the reply confirmed what Healy and the SLL

leadership feared - that the SWP was determined, whatever the
consequences for the ICFI, to find a road back to Pablo. The
SWP responded: "If our movement were united we could take

much better advantage of [the political situation] and achieve a

much faster rate of growth in many areas and on a much more
solid foundation than is possible with a movement split into
factions." It rejected what it termed "freezing and attempting to
deepen the division" and the SLL's "opinion that political
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differences... have increased to the point of irreconcilability".
American pragmatism had taken over completely. "Lfnity",
producing a "faster rate of growth" was a concept straight out of
the Henry Ford view of social processes rather than Karl Marx's.
The SWP's break with Mancism was made explicit in a resolution
it published on t}re world political scene. This talked of "objective
forces" transforming national revolutionary leaders like Castro
into revolutionary Marxist leaders without them being aurare of it!
fu the SLL noted in its comments, leadership and theory were
"poor relations" of a set of "favourable circumstances or "objective
forces', adding: "This is a retreat from Lenin's and Trotsky's
verdict on the character of our epoch."

As soon as the preliminary exchanges with the SLL were over,
the SWP fought desperately to quash discussion, internally and
internationally, about its convergence with Pabloism. By L962 the
SWP had arrived at the point of no return. In May, all objections
to reunification were swept aside with the publication of a long
document calling for a "cohesive world movement". The fourth
lnnual congress of the SLL the same month responded with a

resolution which warned:
"Without political clarification of the problems facing the

international working class and the Marxist movement, and
without a thoroughgoing analysis of the experience of the
lnternational since 1940, there can be no rebuilding of the Fourth
International. Any attempt to unifiz and organise the forces at
present claiming to be Trotskyist without such a discussion would
be a backward step. It could lead only to a setting aside of the
most important questions and consequently the failure of the
revolutionary movement to face up to its political
rcsponsibilities." It insisted that since the death of Trotsky, the
great weakness of the Fourth International had been its failure to
dcvelop theory. Marxist phrases and formulae had covered an
rdaptation to the ideas of other classes. The attack on the SLL's
refusal to entertain an unprincipled unification mounted with the
publication of Hansen's report on behalf of the SWP leadership
rnajority. A minority opposition to a merger with the IS had
dcveloped inside the leadership, showing that attempts to
tuppress discussion had failed.
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which these *facts" helped to constitute.
Marxists are obliged to make a class evaluation of every event'

every phenomenon, to develop theory in order to be concrete, to
make what Lenin calls "the concrete analysis of concrete
conditions". But Flansen and the SWP had constructed their own
reality, which was actually a list of empty abstractions like "the
colonial revolution", *the process of de-Stalinisation", "lefhrard-
moving forces" and "mass pressure". These became the cover for a

retreat from principles into the camp of oppornrnism. As the SWP
prepared for its spurious reunification in the late summer of L963

giotesquely marked by condolences sent to the widow of
assassinated President John Kennedy - it tailed to send fraternal
greetings to the SLL conference. This was a bitter blow to Healy
in particular who had learned much from his collaboration with
the SWP and leaders like Cannon.

In September, the ICFI called a conference and Slaughter
delivered a report about the future of the Fourth International. It
dealt at some length with the theoretical roots of the SW?'s
betrayal. He told the delegates: "Pabloite revisionism arose

specifically as an adaptation to the dominant bureaucracies in the

labour movement. The failure to develop Mancist theory after
Trotslqy's death exposed tfie cadres of the Fourth International to
this bourgeois pressure through the bureaucracy. We can only
overcome the split which this brought about by understanding the

process in all its aspects. Such an understanding can only come

from the actual struggle against revisionism in all its
manifestations, theoretical, political and organisational. "

Slaughter, although capable, proved unwilling to develop this
work in a systematic way. In late 1964, Slaughter announced he

was leaving his job as a university lecturer to take charge of cadre

training inside the SLL. Within a few months, however, he had

abandoned his commitrnent to full-time revolutionary worlg and

returned to academic life for good. He also turned down an offer
four years later to make him editor of the Party's PaPer on the eve

of its launch as a daily.
The ICFI's stand against an opportunist reunification was

rapidly vindicated by an historic betrayal in Ceylon. The Lanka

Sama Samaja P.tty (LSSP) was the only mass Trotskyist party in
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the world, corlmanding zupport from tfie most advanced sections
of the working class in Ceylon. Tn 1964, the capitalist government
of Bandaranaike faced collapse. But it was saved by support from
the LSSP, which joined the coalition. This type of treachery was
unique in the history of the Fourth International, and brought to
mind some of the worst crimes of Stalinism.

Healy visited Ceylon to analyse the LSSP's capinrlation. In a

pamphlet he showed how the policies of the Pabloites had paved
the way for a defeat of the working class. In Ceylon, the deal
benreen the LSSP and Bandaranaike included a retreat on the
citizenship issue which meant that the Tamil workers were
abandoned. The Ceylonese working class paid a bitter price for
the policies of class compromise initiated by Pablo and warmly
embraced by his ersnrhile opponents in the SWP.

The role played by Hansen in the split between the SLL and the
SWP was cmcial. Fearful of a discussion about the emerging
differences, Cannon called on Elansen to perforrn a role in which
he specialised: poisoning the atrnosphere. Healy was once told by
an SWP leader: "When it comes to normal polemicising against
opponents there are all sorts of comrades who can undertake this
task, but when Cannon wants to sharpen things up, with a real
dirty below-the-belt job, all eyes on the committee turn
automatically to Joe Elansen." Designating Cuba a 'workers'
state" meant abandoning all Marxist concepts of the state.
Lauding the Castro leadership as *natural Marxists" required the
iettisoning of the role of a revolutionary party in history. Flansen
was determined that there should be no discussion on these
central issues. By 1966, he was orchestrating the lnrg refrain that
was to become the trheme of every opponent of the SLL - that
Healy ran a violent organisation which ruled with terror over a

frightened membership. Ffansen claimed that "for years mmours
have circulated in the British labour movement about Healy's
methods" and that "Ffealy's organisation was the only one
claiming to represent Trotslcyism that had such an ugly reputation
in the labour movement because of continual tales about gross
violations of the democratic rights of its own members". Hansen
was behind the "Tate affeir',which took place in November 1966.
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The American Ernest Tate staged a provocation outside an
SLL London meeting called to mark the lOth anniversary of the
Hungarian Revolution. The story then circulated that Healy had
ordered SLL members to beat up Tate! British anti-Marxist
groups repeated the slander, and Slaughter replied in forthright
terms: "Whenever there arises the threat of a revolutionary
leadership winning the allegiance of the working class, then
capitalism and its agents will launch a vicious attack against it...
Against Trotskyism and the Fourth International, organised lying
and character-assassination have always been the stock-in-rade of
opportunists and bureaucrats who live in mortal fear of the
revolutionary working class." He rejected what he called a "series
of vile slanders, almost entirely of a personal nature" against
Healy. Behind this "personal vendetta', Slaughter insisted, was an
attack on the SLL as a whole.

A decade later, an investigation would reveal that Hansen had
collaborated with both the FBI and Stalin's secret police at the
time of Trotsky's assassination and had covered up for the
presence of known Stalinist agents at top levels in the SWP itself.

The knowledge acquired in clariting basic Marxist principles was

decisive for guiding the SLL's work in the Labour P"rry benreen
1960 and 1964. Following its 1959 general election defeat, there
was a sharp swing to the left inside the Labour Party and the trade
unions. Gaitskell was forced to abandon his plans to scrap Clause
4 on public ownership. A high point was reached at the 1960
Scarborough conference when a motion demanding unilateral
nuclear disarmament won the day, much to the anger of the right
wing and the Fleet Sreet press.

Healy wrote a pamphlet oudining how the gains made by the
Labour left could be consolidated and the right wing control of
the party broken for good. He advocated that the left should
develop a socialist foreign policy to expose the bureaucracy.
"Firstly, it would declare the intentions of the labour movement to
establish international connections with the working class of all
countries, based upon agreement on thp Scarborough decisions.
Secondly, it would oudine a programme for socialism in Britain
which would include the nationalisation of the basic industries,
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freedom for the colonies and the withdrawal of all British troops
from ovenseas."

The pamphlet showed concretely how an approach could be
made to the working class of Eastern Europe with a view to
malcing a joint appeal to the workers of America to campaign for
the ending of the manufacture of the H-Bomb. It called for a

campaign in Britain to close down all atomic plants. "The Left in
the Labour Party should immediately launch a series of public
meetings, demonstrations and conferences throughout the
countryr mobilising support for the Scarborough decisions."
Members of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND)
were urged to join the Labour Parq, and strengthen the left-wing.
Healy warned that if the left hesitated with Gaitskell on the ropes,
then the right would bounce back. "The time has come for the left
to act decisively."

The Labour left wing proved incapable of carrying forward the
momentum, and the policy of unilateralism was overhrrned at the
1961 conference. The SLL analped this fundamental wealnesses
of centrism, and Tbe Nalsletter accused the Victory for Socialism
group of spending more time witch-hunting Trotskyists tllan
campaigning for the reinstatement of members expelled from the
parliamentary party for opposing the right wing. "The reason lies
in the fact that the so-called 'leaders' of the left wing have no
htention of widening the breach with Gaitskell and are, in fact,
hoping that in his generosity, he will reinstate them. Such
tleadership' cannot lead the Labour Party to socialism," said a

front page article on the eve of the overturn of the previous year's
policies. "This is the bitter lesson since Scarborough. Delegates
rnd left wingers who genuinely want to see the Labour Parrytake
the socialist road must now begin to create a leadership which will
fight all along the line for socialist principles. This fight must be
waged to the point of complete break with Gaitskell and the right
wing. It should have begun after Scarborough but the left were
leaderless."

The SLL used these experience to step up its recruitrnent work
ln and around the Labour Party and the trade unions. Far from
oxhibiting sectarian tendencies as its opponents claimed, the SLL
prrticipated in all struggles with its policies. It organised
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demonstrations in defence of the Cuban revolution and played a

leading role in fighting the presence on the streets of Oswald
Mosley's fascists. Marches were held through the streets of
Paddington and Notting Hill in defence of the West Indian
community living there.

The SLL was active in CND, joining the Easter march from
Aldermaston to London with its own banners. The SLL argued
concretely against pacifism, showing how disarrnament required
the overthrow of the capitalist class that produced the weapons. It
attacked the Communist Party's chauvinist anti-German
campaign. "We ask members of CND to recognise that the
campaign against the H-Bomb is a political movement. The issue

is not between political and non-political, but what kind of
politics. Only the politics of the working class and socialism can

bring the end of militarism," said a pamphlet sold on the marches.

Another opportunity to deepen the crisis in ttre ranks of the
British Communist Parry arose in 1961. I(hruschev told the 22nd
Congress of the Soviet party that an inquiry was required into the

assassination of the Leningrad party leader Sergei Kirov in 1934.

The legend was that Kirov's death was the result of an act of
terrorism by a disenchanted party member. What Khruschev was

implying, of course, was that Stalin himself had organised the
murder of Kirov, by far t}re most popular figure in the Party.

SLL members attended every meeting called by John Gollan,
the CP general secretary, who wes rePottitg back on the 22nd
Congress where he had been a delegate. Th.y demanded Gollan
explain the British party's long cover-up for the crimes of Stalin.
At one meeting, Healy himself was pushed off the platform as he

protested about the lack of discussion. The SLL launched an

appeal in the labour movement which called on I(hruschev to
investigate all the trials and executions by the Stalinists. It drew

widespread support from academics, Labour Parties and some

members of the CP itself. InJanuary 1962, the Italian CP declared

itself for the rehabilitation of Trotsky, just as his widow Natalia
Sedova died. Healy attended her funeral in Paris.

In 1960, the Labour Party decided that it should have a youth
organisation once more. It had been six years since the League of
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Youth was wound.rp.The decision to create the Young Socialists
was an acknowledgement that without fresh blood, Labour would
never beat the Tories at the polls. Nor could the SLL develop
without a base amongst young people. Healy was the driving force
for a significant turn towards recruiting future cadres from
emongst the youth. The first post-war generation of young people
rcjected the status quo. They expressed themselves in rock and
roll, the Beades, the rivalry benreen *mods" and "rockers" and a
disregard for "authority".

The first annual conference of the SLL in Jore 1960 accepted
that the Labour Party's youth organisation would draw a

considerable number of young people into political activiry.
uThere is a gap benryeen us and the developing youth, md our first
task must be to win some of these youth to membership of the
SLL. This can be done through the establishment of a functioning
national youth committee... A national youth cadre has now
become imperative for the Socialist Labour League," the
conference agreed. The SLL leaders immediately decided on a

ftrategy to win the Young Socialists [S) national committee over
to Trotskyism. This would be done by mobilising the YS against
the right wing.

The highly secret operation met with quick success and the
bureaucraal retaliated. In May 1962, it banned Krtp Left, the
paper which spearheaded the SLL's drive in the YS. Four of the
11 members of the youth organisation's executive were zuspended
pcnding investigation. The editor of New Adaance, the
bureaucracy's official youth paper, was dismissed for expressing
Npport for the left wing. The SLL's strategy brought it direcdy
lnto conflict with the Pabloite International Marxist Group, and
the oppornrnist Militant tendenry led by Ted Grant. Both these
groups were always looking to curry favour with the right wing.
Th.y joined hands with Labour's bureaucracy in the witch-hunt
of the l{eep Lfi group. But their paper, Young Guard, was allowed
to circtrlate freely on account of services rendered.

Winning control of the YS was marked by a sharp, drawn out
conflict within the leadership of the SLL itself against the old
rchool of Trotskyism. A National Committee in November 1963
wrs adjourned for . month because of unresolved difficulties.

GERRY HEALY 24t
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the methods of the propaganda school of Trotskyism. Now the
position was different. The future of the movement did not just
depend on how it argued and wrote, *but above all on how we
enalyse the future". This could only be done through conscious
and constant efforts to change the movement, in that way
extending and developing Marxist theory.

Although three YS leaders were expelled by the Labour Parry
right wing in 1963, the SLL's growing youth cadre, including
Sheila Torrance who was to rise to prominence in the
organisation, won an outright majority at national conferences in
1963 and 196+. Socidist policies were adopted by the conferences,
despite the attempts of the bureaucracy to remove resolutions
from the agenda. The YS organised a 1,200-strong demonstration
in January 1963 against growing youth unemployment. Two
montls later, a 7,000-strong lobby of parliament took place for
which the YS, panicularly in Glasgow, mobilised large numbers of
youth. Red flags were h*g from parliament and the lobby refused
to disperse. Mounted police eventually charged the workers and
youth with batons drawn.

The trade union organisers of the lobby were angered by the
political content of the banners and slogans which emphasised the
fcelings of the mass of the demonstrators. In the evening, over
1,000 remained in London to attend a meeting called by Lambeth
Trades Council, which had organised hospitality for the
demonstrators when they arrived in London early in the morning.
The meeting adopted a programme of action which included a

campaign to set up joint committees of trades councils'
rcpresentatives and jobless; to demand the opening of company
books to inspection where redundancies u/ere declared arrd th.
nationalisation of all basic industries by the next Labour
government. The climax of the campaign against youth
unemployment came in February 1964, with a lobby which the YS
forced the Labour Party national execurive ro supporr. The 2,000

foung workers who came to London rallied behind the policies of
kep Left. On the eve of the October 1964 general elecdon, the YS
sonference carried a poliry completely opposed to that of the
right-wing leadership and organised a 4,000-strong lobby of the
Prrty conference demanding action.

Healy, as national secretaY, \Iros frank when in a long *1l_ytrt
*ritt r for members of the committee he said: "We are still, in

spite of our efforts, operating in some fields very much as a

piop.grrrda group. So far as a number of leading comrades are

.or..*.d, orrr political work centres around speaking and writing
along more or less correct lines. We continue to treat the actual

prob-lems of party building as difficult overheads to be tackled

lmpirically as they arise. Prlcisely at the 
-point 

wlere we should be

"oirt"r,.iy 
r"l"iing the problems of party building to the

development of theory' we are improvisitg." 
-

The political letter-dealt at some length with the history of the

Trotskyists' work in the Labour P.tty youth movement. ft went

back to tg36,when the Stalinists controlled the League of Youth.

A propaganda, purely political approach \tron the Trotskyists

noihing,-Healy iaid. "The same approach after 1945 attracte(l

main$lniddle class youth attracted to the'politlg; otly' approlgh

It looled good until-the Korean war brolce out. Then the unstable,

petty-bouigeois social base manifested itself through- the growth

of t't " ,t"i" capitalist tendency of Tony Cliff and neutrality
towards the war. By 1955 we had recorded 19 years of propagand:r

work in the youth movement with practically nothing to show

except a record of lost opPortunities and bitter_experiences."

Hialy explained thai the SLL's turn to the YS in 1960 hatl

required , rhrrp break from the "propaganda, sect outlook",

"ddiog, 
"We smdied the rough and nrmble experiences of largc

yoo*i-orr"ments brought together through the combination ol

socials, dances and political worlg the emphasis being on socials

and dances and a slow rate of political development. From thesc

experiences we set out to educate those youth who were ioining us

on th" need to build mass youth movements... We proceeded t"
give the youth its head in matters of leadership and to place th''
Iirection of our paper under an entirely fresh leadership who h1'!

only just come-into politics around that period. In the oltl

prop"g*da days the paper would have been heavily dominated try

th"-oii"t comrades *ho *o.rld have been busily checking eat'l'

word to see that nothing wrong was written."
The committee wal told that in earlier periods it was still

possible to find a partial comPromise with those who worked wirlr

hrr
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fu it prepared to take office after winning a wafer-thin majority,
the Labour Party, now under new leader Harold Wilson, decided
to close down the YS. The last thing it wanted was an official
youth movement led by revolutionary socialists! On four
occasions, leading parry officials, acting on the flimsiest pretexts,
called in the police against its own youth organisation to enforce
expulsions. Branches were shut down and l{eep Left supporters
e4pelled in an attempt to destroy the SLL's control.

Healy and the SLL leadership decided to turn the bureaucracy's
attack back on Transport Flouse and maintain the YS as an
independent organisation outside the Labour Party. The newly
independent YS National Committee called for a lobby of
parliament in February 1965 to demand the immediate payment
of a pensions increase promised by Wilson, but which was not
forthcoming. kep Left w* now selling 10,000 copies a month,
and its supporters decided to re-establish its annual general
meeting, which had been suspended since the banning of the
paper. Over 450 delegates and visitors attended the AGM on

January 2,fo:ur times the attendance in 1962.
The paper was adopted as the official paper of the YS. The

National Committee, free of Transport House, called for the
annual conference to be brought forward to the end of February
1965.It was attended by 1,000 delegates and visitors. Functioning
branches were created and an independent socialist youth
movement was established. It was an historic victory over the right
wing and showed that the Labour bureaucraq could be defeated.
Most significantly, the SLL had demonstrated that it had thc
strategy and tactics to challenge and overcome a powerful
apparatus that stifled the working class movement. The Labour
Party was left with a rump youth organisation, adapting to right
wing policies and incapable of winning the support of the mass of
the youth. AII that united the various factions was a hatred of thc
independent, TrotskFrrt Young Socialists.

The YS provided the SLL with forces to turn the organisation
out towards the trade unions. The objective was to launch a daily
newspaper before the end of the decade. Contrasting this period
of work with how the Pabloites made the "entry' tactic into r
stratery, Healy explained: "Not only was this work most successful

but it proved that by maintaining a strong independent
revolutionary organisation and combining faction work with
serious activity amongst youth in the local areas it was possible to
win over the forces necessary to defeat the Labour party
bureaucracy. we established in practice a united front from within
with those youth who were moving to the left, whilst at the same
time we e4posed the role of the fake lefu in the fight against the
right wing. That, in our opinion, is how Trotsky-advocated the
entry tactic."

The youth movement was instrumental in mobilising trade
turionists as disillusionment with the Wilson government set in.
Labour was dominated by the economic crisis as soon as it took
office after 13 years of Tory rule. In January 1965, the yS
organised hundreds of pensioners in a march and lobby to protest
rgainst the Labour government's abandonment of its election
pfedge on payment of an increase. It was t.he first of many actions
that the YS led against the government's kow-towing to the
demands of international capitalism. wilson *., ,oor off to
Washington to pledge backing for the vietnam war in exchange
for support for sterling. And Labour continued Tory foreiln
poliry in Aden, Malaysia and British Guiana. Public spending cuts
were introduced and Labour drew up plans to strengthen the
recist rmmigration Act. Tbe Nntskttr called for the removal of
Wilson and the right wing, adding: "It is no longer a question of
rgiving wilson a chance'. He had his chance after the Llection in
October 1964, and he has broken his election pledges. on every
oconomic and political issue the Wilson government has carried
out the policies of big business and the banks." The SLL
tdvocated a 12-point socialist programme around which the
growing numbers of angry trade unionists and young people cbuld
unite against the government. The changes that the ys had
brought about in the sLL itself were immediately evident. At the
SLL's 7th congress inJun e !965, some 7 5% ofthe delegates were
under 20. Three months later, the YS was the backbone of a

J,0O0-gtrong demonstration outside the Labour Party conference
h Blackpool demanding the resignation of Wilson.

The SLL mobilised against Labour's incomes policy, arguing
thet it would lead to srate control of the trade unilns. i" 1*"rr!

tl rt
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1966, the SLL and the YS were the first to organise a

demonstration and lobby of parliament against the Prices and
Incomes Act. As the combined crisis of the dollar and sterling
deepened, the seamen launched their first strike for over 50 years.
A state of emergency was declared and the capitalist press
launched a "reds-under-the-bed" witch-hunt, orchestrated by
Downing Street. YS members campaigned in defence of the
seamen's pay demands. After the srike, the union published a list
of organisations which had supported the dispute. In this list was

included: "Young Socialists Branches: Many." In Glasgow, a firm
relationship developed benreen the YS and the strikers which led
to a rurrch through the city in support of the union's demands.

Internationally, the work following the break with the American
SWP was taken forward at a conference of the ICFI in April L966.
There were delegates and observers from ten countries. Delegates
from rwo African countries were prevented from attending by
passport difficulties. Five main documents were adopted,
including a report of the work of the American Committee for the
Fourth International. This group which had broken from t}e
SWP, was in solidarity with the ICFI. The conference was the
scene of an open batde by HealR Banda and Slaughter against two
groups, Voix Ouwiere from France and the Spartacist tendency
from the United States. These groups claimed, amongst other
things, that the battle against revisions of Marxism was worthless
and pointless. The central iszue was whether the continuity of the
Fourth International had been maintained through the
International Committee, or whether, as Voix Ouwiere and the
Spartacists maintained, the Pablo/SWP attacks had destroyed it.
After the vote on the main resolution, which rejected their
position, they packed their bags and left the conference.

Healy wrote a major assessment after the conference, which was

published in pamphlet form under the title hoblanrs of the Fourtlt
Intemational. It examined the historical problems that had beset

the Trotskyist movement since its foundation. He analysed thc
origins of the attempts to revise the basic framework anrl
principles of the Fourth International, showing how t'his was
linked with continued attempts to discredit the SLL. "We follow
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in the traditions of the Bolshevik P"rty which so far remains the
only party in the world, guided by Marxists, to consciously lead a
zuccessful socialist revolution," h. commented. "Because of these
aims, our organisation and members have to face a constant
barrage of lies and hostility from the right-wing traitors of the
Labour Party, the fake 'lefu' arorurd Tribune, who cover up for
them and the Stalinists, as well as a variety of revisionist groups...

"This is how it should be. The Socialist Labour League is
engaged in a fight to a finish against these betrayals of the working
class and we won't yield an inch. We didn't in the pre-war days
when the might of Stalinism, through its propaganda machine of
lies and falsifications, was turned full blast against the
international Trotskyist movemenq denouncing us as fascists and
agents of imperialism in order to cover up Stalin's foul deeds
against the working class. Trotskyism, which is the fight for the
development of revolutionary Marxism in the post-Lenin era, can
be best described by paraphrasing Trotslcy's own description of
Leninism - it is warlike from head to foot. In the stmggle against
its enemies, the Socialist Labour League follows in the footsteps
of this tradition."

The April conference decided to participate in the anti-Nato,
anti-war demonstration called by the Mandel-led Jeune Garde
Socialiste of Belgium for October in Li6ge. In the event, Li6ge
proved a major testing ground for the ICFI's perspectives in the
youth movement. The demonstration coincided with the 10th
anniversary of the Hungarian Revolution, and there was a 500-
strong British YS delegation. There v/as an equally large
contingent from R6voltes, the youth movement of the French
section of the ICFI. They unfurled a banner commemorating the
uprising against Stalinism in Budapest. Communist P.rry ofEcials
demanded that the organisers have the banner removed from the
demonstration. Armed Belgian police were ready to move in,
given the opportunity. YS leaders insisted over rhe public address
system that it was impossible to oppose Nato without defending
the revolutionary struggles of the working class internationally. It
tfie event, Mandel and his youth group were forced to give way. It
was a clear defeat for the Pabloites.

A month later, the ICFI delivered a further blow against the
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On the eve of the annual TUC Conference, trade unionists in
Oxford led by members of the SLL organised a conference of
workers to fight for socialist policies against Wilson. It voted for
the nationalisation of the basic industries, rhe restoration of full
employrnent and full pay for short-time working. The TUC iself
reflected the growing anger of the working class with Wilson's
betrayals. It condemned the government's attitude on
unemployment, its support for the war in Vietnam and voted
rgainst proposals to make social security payments dependent on a
means test. A number of left-wing Labour MPs had voiced
opposition to Wilson's policies, and the YS organised marches and
lobbies of parliament demanding that they make an open break
with the government. The SLL also organised a highly effective
campaign against Wilson's trip to Washington where the Labour
lcader endorsed the bombing of North Vietnam.

In a pamphlet on the growing rift between the trade unions and
the Labour government, Healy argued: "We say that the labour
movement has had enough from such traitors, on the left and the
right - a new, alternative leadership has to be built. If there are
rny left MPs who want to break from Wilson, now is the time for
them to do so. By keeping quiet, they pave the way for the rehlrn
of Toryism just as much as he does." There could be no
tcparation of the mass movement in the factories from the
rtruggle in parliament, he insisted. The issues facing workers

tould ultimately be decided in the struggle for politiial power.
The mass movement had to be politically and industri"lly guided
h a revolutionary socialist direction. "It is not enough to 

"ond.*rttVilson and the Laboor leaders," he wrote. "one must understand
drrt they are following a system of class compromise which has
now led the movement to the brink of disaster. The rank and file
hrve to be educated by the necessity to take the revolutionary road
lgrinst capitalism and to reject completely the reformist political
plicies which have led to the present betrayd."

The SLL's growth and influence was reflected in a spectacular
rrhibition and rally to mark the 50th anniversary of the Russian
lcvolution in st Pancras Assembly Rooms. Tire vast hall was
docked out in painted banners dlpicting the history of the
communist movement from Marx's time onwards. There was e

attempts to destroy the Fourth International when the Workers

i""gr" of Ameri., *., formed. After the supporters of Pablo

loinEd the coalition government-in Ceylon !l-l?64, 1 gloYP of

*.*b"r, of the Ameiican SWP, led by Tim Wohlforth, declared

their support for the ICFI. They were susPended and then

.*p"ll"d. it.y went on to form the American Committee for the

Fourth International. Healy, who was closely involved in this

worlq sent greetitgt to the iounding conference of the Workers

League, telling them:
,,fhe'workiis class of the United States are the most powerful

in the world .ia it is within this class that you must build your

parry. This is a basic principle_of Mamism and one which aBrlies

i,i,fi particula, ,rg"t"y to the conditions existing-inside the

United States. It isiot Black Power or the dozens of peace and

civil rights movements... which will resolve the basic questions-of

oo, .iri" but the working class led by a revolutionary party. H:
added: "If we appreciat" Ir" role of the working class then we will
understand how important it is to wage a continuous stnrggle fo1

dialectical materialism as against Pragmatism and empirical

idealist philosophy. It will be worse than useless to Pay lip servi.ce

to ,.r"h , ,.*ggie and hope that your molenlent can muddle

along withoriicoming to grips with the basic source of
revisionism."

The war in Vietnam drew the new generation into political

activity. Inspired by the victories of the Nationd Liberation Front

(LrLF) ,grirrrt the American armyl manl Y9*g peoPlg h*{i",
midd[-iass professionals, flocked to the banner of Trotskyism'

The SLL clashed with the Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation antl

the Vietnam Solidarity Campaign which accepted Moscow's linc

of "peace in Vietnam" in opposition to the call for a clear-cut

lri"tory for the NLF. The srccess in exposing Stalinism's duplicity

or., fr..am laid the basis for an International Youth fusembly

on the south coast of England in the summer of 1967. Over 800

young people from , dor.r, countries made it the largest

int"*-rtionai gathering of Trotskyist youth and symplFit"T sinct'

the foundatioi of the Fourth International in 1938. They adoptetl

a revolutionary manifesto and pledged to work for an internation:rl

conference of socialist youth in 1968.
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photographic exhibition of the October Revolution and the
victims of the subsequent Stalinist degeneration. Healy's speech

ending the day's events received a tremendous ovation. EIe

challenged the British Communist Party to explain how they
could commemorate the l9l7 revolution when they still defended

the murder by Stdin of the overwhelming majority of the people

who led the seizure of power. "Those leaders destroyed by Stalin

were our comrades in arrns. If our movement suffers from our
inability to solve many problems, which it does, it is because we

were never able to ask our Soviet comrades, who in the pre-
revolutionary era setded similar difficulties, what we should do."

On Januay l, 1968, Healy was in Paris, along with YS leader

Dany Sylveire, to bring greetings from the SLL to the
Organisation Communiste Internationaliste (OCD, the French
section of the ICFI. The breakdown of post-war monetery
arangements, expressing a more fundamental crisis of capitalism,

was apparent in France, where De Gaulle was involved in a

conflict with Washington over a rampant and overvalued dollar.
In May, thousands of snrdents battled on the streets with riot

police in defence of education rights. Th.y were swiftly joined by

workers occupying their factories after a decade of falling li"i"g
standards. At the height of the revolutionary upsurge, 10 million
workers seized every major workplace, ousting the owners antl

directors. The French bourgeoisie began to flee the country. Army
generals watched and waited, fearful of sending in a conscript
anny to evict the workers from the factories. Power was there for

the taking. But De Gaulle was allowed to regain the initiativc
when the powerful Communist Pttry seftled for nothing morc

than a promise of elections and a referendum. The revolutionary
events confirmed in a vivid way the end of the post-war boom an,l

the resurgence of an undefeated world working class.

After May-June in France, the SLL and, in particular, tht'
Young Socialist Student Societies, took up the campaign for th.
lifting of the ban on the OCI and other left-wing parties irt
France. The revolutionary wave in Europe - which had its parallt'l
in Vietnam through the NLF's Tet Offensive - took on a ncw

dimension in August when the Soviet Union sent W'arsaw Pat't

tanks into Czechoslovakia to crush the Dubcek liberalisation
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process. The SLL and the YS organised a demonstration against
the invasion. It roundly condemned Tariq Ali and the Pabloite
International Marxist Group who joining the anti-communist
marchers, compared the Red Army to the Nazis. Groups carrying
such slogans were not allowed to march with the SLL to the
Soviet embassy.

In Britain, the trade union movement broke the back of the
Labour government's wages policy in a series of actual and
threatened national strikes. Support for tfrese actions by the YS
created the conditions in 1968 for the formation of the All Trades
Llnions Alliance (ATUA). It was set up to relate every industrial
stnrggle to the most decisive question facing the working class: the
taking of power and the building of a revolutionary party for this
purpose. The ATUA pioneered the fight against the introduction
of measured day work in the car industrf, using the SLL's
powerful base in the Leyland plants in Oxford to reach growing
numbers of trade unionists. It soon emerged as a powerful
alternative to the Stalinist-dominated Liaison Committee for the
Defence of Trade lJnions.

GERRY HEALY
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CHAPTER 13

The daily paper

f) lans to launch a daily paper had been announced by the SLL
I n 1964 as tJre campaign to win control of the YS reached its
climax. The party youth provided the energy and force to raise
large sums of money over a five-year period. These funds were
donated by wide layers of militant trade unionistsr [oung workers
and students. Increasingly, middle-class professionals radicalised
byVietnam and impressed by the Manrist analysis of the economic
and political crisis contributed substantial amounts. Leading
professionals in the fi1m and entertainment world were attracted
and recruited to the SLL and Healy held classes in Mamism for
them every week. These resources were used to buy the latest
printing plant needed to produce a daily paper. The Newsletter
went over to twice-weekly production in preparation. New
editorial staff were recruited from the SLL's ranks. Other groups
scoffed at the venture. One of their leaders even made a

substantial bet that it would never happen. But as the organisation
gre\tr in size and influence, the launch of the world's first
Trotskyist daily became more certain.

The first edition of the daily paper, called Workers Press, was
printed on the SLL's own presses, in its own headquarters in
Clapham, or September 27 1969, and launched with a

demonstration through Brighton on the eve of the Labour Party
conference. Delegates were meeting in crisis because the trade
unions had forced the government to withdraw its proposed anti-
union legislation. The first issue of Workers Press featured a colour
photograph of Trotsky on the front page. Far from breaking the
SLL, as its many enemies hoped, the achievement of the daily
paper enabled the organisation to demonstrate concretely the
possibilities for revolutionary leadership in Britain and

internationally. Two years later, explaining the preparations for
the daily paper to supporters in America, Healywrote:

"The launching of the Workrs Press took place after almost 40
years of struggle to penetrate the working class movement in
Britain. We had already by September 1969 zucceeded in training
a number of trade union cadres, since especially 1966. Following
the expulsion of the Young Socialists in L964 from the Labour
Party, we turned towards the unions and it took five years'worlg
not iust to get into the unions, but to brirs out inside the SLL the
major political differences in the fight against idealism.

"Work had already been going on here from the early 1960s.
The Workers Press emerged at a high point of the political crisis
inside the SLL. It was this crisis which made it possible because it
established a relationship with the problems of the class in the
field of theory. All the time we built up the resources for the press
we were locked in crisis. The practical plans and achievements
were secondary to this crisis. As we see it, the dialectical essence of
building a party is to continuously sharpen the internal conflict to
the point of firrstration, as it were, then to take the essence of this
experience through our practice into the workers' movement in
the unions and negate it into the problems we encounter there."

Six years of Labour governments came to an abnrpt end on
Jrrt" 18 1970. A Tory Prrty determined to roll back all the post-
war gains of the working class came to power with a massive
majority. Heath's Cabinet vras out to show that, unlike Labour
governments, it could not be pushed around by militanry and
industrial action. The SLL had campaigned for a Labour victory
while spelling out its differences with Labour's policies. A
manifesto adopted at the l2th national conference of the SLL
dcclared: "We must fight, above all, for socialist policies against
the Tories. The prospect of beating the Tories does not come
from anything done by wilson, who has betrayed all socialist
principles, but from the decision of millions of workers to fight
rgainst Wilson's policies." It added: "It is necessary... to keep the
Tories out: in order to weaken the employers in their attin des,
rnd in order to have the best conditions for defeating wilson and
his anti-working class policies, and replacing hfun with a socialist
leadership."
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The Tory election victory coinciding with the growing world
economic crisis, raised the prospect of sharpening class
confrontations. The SLL leadership embarked on preparations to
build the League into a revolutionary party. Over the next three
years, tlere was a dramatic transformation of the SLL's work in
the mass movement. Major rallies and national Right to Work
marches were organised as the SLL played a key role in mobilising
workers against the Tory government.

Healy was keenly aware that workers in Britain often talked of
their "rights", even though none of these were enshrined in law.
He envisaged the possibility of using these rights won by the
working class in 200 years of struggle as a way to recruit large
numbers of workers to the SLL. The League initiated a discussion
on a Charter of Basic Rights. It was discussed for several months
in the labour movement and in the pages of the Workers Press.The
Charter was adopted by an ATUA conference in December, only
dap after hrurdreds of thousands of workers staged one of many
political strikes against the Tories anti-union Bill then going
through parliament.

The Charter spelled out how under the conditions of crisis
workers could defend the right to a job, to strike and organise, to
retain the gains they had made, to a higher standard of living, to
welfare benefits, decent housing, and the right to decide, at an

election, on entry into the Common Market. It concluded: "Such
a programme can be carried out only by taking the bants and

major industries out of the hands of the capitalist owners. They
must be nationalised without compensation and under workers'
control. The Charter of Basic Rights is the prograrnme to unite
the workers' movement to bring down the Tory government. Wc
must insist that it is the programme of the Labour government
that replaces them!"

The following Februar/, ov€r 4,800 workers, youth and
professional people voted for the Charter at a rally at Alexandre
Pdace in north London. It was by a long way the most substantial
meeting held in the history of the Trotskyist movement in Britain.
Professional actors staged scenes from the history of the working
class. It was a dramatic and unique wry of introducing history in e

popular and living way to raise political consciousness. The rally
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came a week after hundreds of thousands of trade unionists had
marched through London against the anti-union Bill in the
biggest labour movement demonstration since the days of
Chartism 130 years earlier.

After 18 years as members of the ICFI, the OCI of France broke
with the International in 1971. The central question, just as in the
struggles of 1953 with Pablo and 1961-L963 with the American
SWP, was whether Marxist theory was essential to build
revolutionary parties. The OCI leaders had from 1967 pursued a
course which led inexorably to their rejection of dialectical
materialism as the theory of knowledge of Marxism. OCI leaders
were guided instead by a superfrcial analysis of the strength and
viability of De Gaulle's Fifth Republic.

The revolutionary events of May-June 1968 took the OCI by
surprise, and saw them adapt to the Stalinist and reformist
leaderships of the working class. Throughour the general strike,
the OCI confined themselves to syndicalist demands for a co-
ordination of the occupation committees. At no time did they call
for the Communist Parry and Socialist Party to seize power from
De Gaulle. Sectarianism was the other side of the OCI's coin. It
refused to fight for the victory of the NLF in Vietnam on the basis
that it was Stalinist-led. Nor did the OCI support the Arab armies
fighting Israel in the 1967 war. The OCI, supported by the
Hungarian section, told the ICFI that the Israefi and Arab armies
both represented bourgeois states and revolutionaries should,
therefore, be neutral.

At aJune 1967 meeting of the ICFI, the SLL rejected the OCI's
position. Slaughter told them: "Every section of the revisionists
has taken the line of neutrality, always excused with a declaration
of the need for some 'pure' internationalist solution." He accused
the oCI of uailing behind the Stalinist bureaucracy with its line
of "peace and cease-fire, since neither side can gain by war'.
Slaughter added: "The argument that in our epoch there is only
thc socialist revolution is anti-Marxist. we stand on the theory of
the Permanent Revolution: the national democratic tasla of the
bourgeois revolution cannot be carried out under the leadership of
dre national bourgeoisie in the backward countries todaR and-the

hiii l
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struggle for these demands passes under the leadership of the
proletariat. This class then places its own demands into the
struggle and this merges into the world proletarian revolution."
He asked the OCI delegates: "FIow can Arab nationalism be said

to be the same as Zionism? The latter was always a bourgeois
'solution' within the framework of imperialism, whereas Arab
nationalism, whatever distortions accomplished by the
bourgeoisie, is part of the upsurge of the Arab masses against

imperialism."
The OCI maintained that Marxism was enshrined in the

programme of the Fourth International, and that the development

of theory, therefore, was not only unnecessary but actually
damaging. In line with this outlook, the OCI unilaterally
overnlrned an ICFI conference decision and now held that Pablo,

and then the SWP's revisions of Manrism and Trotskyism, had

destroyed the Fourth International. They said it now had to be

"reconstructed". Accusing the SLL of sectarianism, the OCI
attempted to prove that Lenin and Trotsky had seen the question

of the parry in a more "supple" way than the British. What they
meant, of course, ws that the notion of a vanguard party of the
Bolshevik type vras out of date.

By 1971, the OCI was ready to abandon its independence for a

coalition of centrist forces. There was a dramatic moment shortly
before a mass rally of thousands of young people in Essen, in the
heart of West Germany's industrial Ruhr, which the OCI had

been instrumental in organising. Delegates from the different
organisations participating met to discuss the resolution to go

before the rally. The OCI opposed and helped secure a maiority
against an ICFI amendment which insisted: "There can be no
revolutionary parry without revolutiontry theory. Behind every

opportunist development in the history of the workers'
movement, and especially of Stalinism, has been the revision of
Manrist theory. The continuity of the struggle for revolutionary
Marxist theory in the past, the stru ggle of the Fourth
International and the International Committee, was the only basis

for the initiatives which led to this rally and for the the struggle to
build the international revolutionary youth movement.' Within
four years, the OCI had, like the SWP before them, rejected their
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orrn history, joined with the Unified Secretariat and became bitter
and vicious opponents of the ICFI.

The SLL had organised successful summer camps for over a
decade, and they grew in size as the League and Young Socidists
developed. Held under canvas, they increasingly attracted the
overt attention and harassment of the state and the press. During
the day, there was ample opportunity for intense discussion on
Marxist theory and the building of revolutionary leadership free
from the pressures of everyday activity. In the evenings there were
various forms of entertainment, including talent shows, films and
music.

One lecture by Healy in the summer of 1971 dealt in detail with
the role of dialectical materialism in the building of a,

revolutionary party. He explained how practice enables the
movement of thought to be traced to its source in the material,
external world existing independently of thinking. Theory is
brought into conflict with the object through practice. By this
means, the unity of theory and practice is established. When
theory is divorced from practice, he told his students, certain ideas
are abstracted which the individual believes are primary to being.
This leads inevitably to a religious oudook.

He spoke of the problems which arise when work is carried out
without being related to the theory of the movement, expressed in
the policies of the party. Activists, as he called them, soon become
paralysed. Revolutionists, he explained, are constantly obliged to
change themselves. Because, if they are obliged to follow changes
in the external world and their place in it, then they have to
recognise the opposites within themselves, in conflict.

Snrdents heard that quantitative suength could not become a

substitute for a political struggle within the parry. The leadership
had a difficult job: to sharpen up the conflict of opposites within
the party; and to be sensitive to the problems of thtse who find it
difficult to change, md to try and understand the objective reasons
for this. The conflict of opposites, Healy added, is at its highest
point where no solution seemed possible. Then, new r.hought and
change begin. The leadership's task, he explained, is to draw
knowledge from the dialectical practice of the party. For example,
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theatre and frlm are instruments for the revolution. That is why

the SLL was making use of them for the first time, th" snrdents

were told. Theatre could be used to help workers bridge gaps in

their own development, and also to break the obstacles which
blocked the party's development.

By the 
"nd 

of the 1971 cxmpr the United States had been

compelled to end the convertibility of dollars f9r gold and to scrap

the ixchange rate fixed parities system established at Bretton
Woods in]rg++. All thi tendencies towards uncontrollable
inflation, trade war and slump were unleashed without restraint. It
was the end a period of class compromise which had dominated

the major 
""ono-i"s 

since the war. A conrnrlsive period of history

opened up internationally.-In 
Decimber, the ICFI, which had consistently rejected theories

of a fundamental change in the nature of capitalism during the

boom, explained in dra-ft PersPectives for its Fourth Conference:

"The Bre-non Woods agreement of t944, the new instinrtions like

the International Monitary Fund and the World Bank, and the

inflationary Keynesian policies pursued in the advanced- capitalist

countries, were-possible not because of some new-found *lqfi
of the capitalisi system, but only because of the conffol of the

working cllass's strength by the Stalinists, assisted by the refory-usq

and tlie trade ,tlot bureaucracy. Now the intensified
contradictions of capitalism have finally broken through the.se

relations, which constituted essentially a retreat before the

working class, and the class issues must inevitably be fought out.

The dollar crisis can only mean a succession of struggles for power

by the working class of the capitalist countries."
In Britain, ; series of political strikes led by the prinnvorkers

failed to stop the Tories pushing anti-union laws through
parliament. The legal immunity to claims for damages first
lstablished by the trade unions in the 1870s was abolished. The
High court judge SirJohn Donaldson, a former Tory councillor,

*"i ,ppointed head of the new National Industrial Relations

Court. Th. t"* laws declared "unofficial" union action unlawful,

and opened the way for employers to take action to recover losses

incuried during a strike. The court sat in an office block in

Chancery Lane.
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fu youth unemployment grew, particularly in Scodand, the YS
leaders, on a proposal by Healy, developed plans for a Right to
Work march from Glasgow to London. In February L972,
following a successful demonstration through Glasgow and the
first night's hospitality at the local headquarters of the engineering
union, the marchers set off on their six-week trek to London. The
frrst stop was Kilmarnoclg where Massey Ferguson workers and
their families put up the marchers. Ayrshire miners, involved in a

month-old nation a,l pay strike, gave t-he march a tremendous
welcome. In Carlisle, the Right to Work March came up against
the hostility of the right wing of the Labour Parry. Pre-arranged
accorrmodation was cancelled. But the firmness of the marchers
drew a response from rank and file Labour P"rty members and
trade unionists and the scheduled overnight stop was achieved.

The Glasgow marchers were soon joined on the road by
contingents who headed for London from other parrs of Britain.
Depending entirely on t}re support of the labour movement and
local working class for accommodation and food, th. marchers
roused an enthusiastic response wherever they went. They held
meetings and rallies along the way, encouraging workers to take
up socialist policies. The marches joined up near London and on
March 12, entered the Empire Pool, Wembley, in a sea of red
flags and banners to the tumultuous applause of 8,500 people
brought together by the SLL and the YS. The rally ended with a

concert put on for free by top rock bands, including Slade, Roben
Palmer and Elkie Brools. The huge audience testifred to the fact
that the SLL and YS had become the major force on the left of the
working class movement.

The militancy of the working class continued to grow as one
confrontation with the Tories followed another. A mass picket of
miners led by Arthur Scargill - supported by engineering workers
- confronted the police at Saldey coke depot in Birmingham and
forced them to withdraw. In the summer, dockers defied the anti-
ution laws as they campaigned against the use of non-dock labour
in container depots. After a series of hearings, in which evidence
was heard from private detectives hired by the employers,
Donaldson found five pickets in contempt of orders he had made
previously. The High Court tipstaff arrested several of them

l
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outside a depot, and the others were taken from their homes. By
the evening all five were languishing in Pentonville prison. The
TUC was forced to call a one-day General Strike to demand their
release, before the House of Lords stepped in with a rushed
judgement overturning Donaldson and freeing the dockers.

A rally of 2,000 trade unionists marked the frfth annual
conference of the ATUA in Birmingham in October, and the
following March the SLL organised an anti-Tory rily of 10,000

at Wembley, marked by a spectacular Pageant of Labour History
put on by a huge cast of actors, musicians and technicians. It was

the largest and most successful rally held by the socialist
movement for more than 50 years. Its success confirmed the
revolutionary nature of the period and provided the impetus for
the transformation of the SLL from a league into a parry.

E"rly in July 1973, 4,000 trade unionists gathered under the
banner of the ATUA to discuss the defence of basic democratic
rights and the proposal to transform the SLL into the Workers
Revolutionary Party (WRP) to meet the vasdy changed industrial
and political conditions. After analysing the revolutionary crisis
developing in Britain, the draft perspectives declared:

"In this historic situation the ransformation of the League into
the revolutionary party is a necessity. The frrst requirement for
the working class is such l p$ty, concentrating above all on the
Mamist training of the decisive vanguard of workers and youth.
On this frrm foundation we shall eventually go forward to yet
another stage, the mass party. But the League in its present form
remains inadequate to the great tasks confronting it. It must be
expanded in size with hundreds of new members, and it must be
transformed into a real partfr which the class can see as a real
alternative, able to provide the leadership required on all
questions."

Healy gave the main report to the November founding
conference and spoke about the role of leadership io the workers'
movement. He described the unity of revolutionary leadership
with the working class as the highest point of contradiction. It
meant stmggling for clarifrcation within the working class. Just to
get together in a great meeting was not unity. FIe warned against
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the Stalinist idea of "unitF", which had led to the defeat of the
working class in Chile. "So we are talking now about how we unite
the working class; we unite the working class alwap on the basis
of principles, always on the basis of a struggle to clarify th" class.
That is how it was done by the Bolshevik P.rry and that is the
onlyway it can be done in the coming period in this counrry."

The role of the parry was to "demysti$2" the working class, to
pull it ewary from all the "old shibboleths of class compromise and
individualism". The party within the working class had, therefore,
Healy said, the same relationship as the brain to the body. The
campaign for the conference had taken a long time, he added,
because "we were exhorting [people] to think in the course of
frghting", to see that "the source of all knowledge lies in the
material conditions created by the class stmggle itself". This was
the hardest task of all in Britain which had endured centuries of
empiricism and improvisation, the separation of ideas in the
universities from the realities of the world outside, where
individualism had dominated.

Turning to the problems the new parry would face, Flealy told
the delegates and visitors that its task was to "shed long years of
propagandism, of arguing with correct ideas but mainly arguing
among ourselves". Healy asked: "EIow do we take advantage of
these correct ideas and how do we exrend them? Here lies the
difficulty and the problem for many comrades. They see correcr
ideas as the most powerful capital in human history. But that is
not enough. All correct ideas remain abstract until they are tested
in practice. Therefore our partF has continuously to thrust its
forces out, into the trade unions, into the factories, amongst the
youth, amongst the professional and middle class people, in fact all
layers of the population that we can reach. The party must
become truly the representative of these layers.

"And in turning outwards we will undoubtedly be shocked
sometimes, when we find an enorrnous gap between what we think
and what is actually happening, unless we realise that these are
nothing but rwo opposites, th" unpreparedness of the working
class to take the power, and the historical obligation of thi
working class to take the power. This is the contradiction of our
epoch. History demands that the working class undertakes its
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responsibility, but the working class still pulls back without the
leadership. Therefore those who are constructing this leadership
must undergo the most excruciating problems in themselves.'

The WRP was launched during a stormy period in Britain and

internationally - the Arab-Israeli war, with the resultant tripling of
oil prices, the three-day weelg runaway inflation and clear signs

that the state-within-the-state was plotting along the lines of
organising a coup in the event of a break-down of "law-and-
order". fu miners took suike action in support of their pay claim,
troops and armoured vehicles appeared at Heathrow airport for
the first time. Bourgeois-democratic forms of rule 'were no longer
considered adequate by sections of the ruling class. These years

marked the beginning of a sustained period of state penetration of
the labour movement and left-wing organisations with the aim of
destabilising and undermining their work. In Februtry 1974,
Heath called an election, asking who ruled Britain: the
government or the trade unions. Despite a narrow defeat, he tried
to stay on in Downing Street. A Labour government without an

overall majority evennrally took office in March.
The creation of the WRP and its turn towards mass work led to

the decision to stand eight candidates in safe Labour seats at the
election. Wilson's government could not deliver any reforms and

social democracy was at a Post-war turning point. Although
Labour barely clung to offrce, the uade rurions did not hesitate to
challenge the government. It indicated that all the political
relationships established since the war were at an end. Spiralling
inflation and the first throes of the world slump created political
upheaval throughout the world. Within a few months, the
dictatorships in Portugal and Greece were swept awalt Willy
Brandt resigned as West German Chancellor, Nixon quit the
White Flouse to escape impeachment and Haile Selassie was

overthrown in Ethiopia.
Soon after it was founded, the WRP came under a series of

political attacks from within and without. They were marked by a

middle-class obsession with "individual rights" which were
counterposed to the democratic cenualist framework of the WRP.
Healy, as usual, was t}re central target. Robin Blick and Mark
Jenkins were disgrunded ex-members of the SLL who moved in

Labour Party circles. Th"y were recruited as British agents of the
OCI, the former French section of the ICFI, and set out to disrupt
the work of the WRP. They circulated material alleging that
Healy ran a regime of "terror and violence", which the Tory press
immediately picked up, embellished and published.

Mike Banda and GeoffPilling defended the basic structures and
organisational principles of the partyr 4s well as Flealy's
leadership, in a sharp response to the Blick-Jenkins provocation.
"If the working class is unable to realise its historic task without
revolutionary organisation, then it is equally evident that
organisation implies leadership - and leadership implies leaders
whose activity expresses a definite objective necessity in the
history of the class," they wrote.lmpbasis in originafi

"In this sense there is nothing anonyrnous or accidental about
the history of the SLL-WRP. The leadership did not arise by
historical caprice. It arose out of decades of struggle for a correct
method and a revolutionary programme and poliry against every
type of revisionism and oppoffunism. It was this struggle that
negated the old propagandist oppornrnist leadership and produced
a new one led by Comrade Healy.

"As Trotsky wrote: 'Leaders are not accidentally created ... they
are gradually chosen out and trained up in the course of decades ...

they cannot be capriciously replaced'." Banda and Pilling added:

"Comrade Healy did not rise to leadership of the WRP because of
Messianic qualities or a 'cult of infallibility', as these middle-class
Philistines assume. He did so because of a determined stmggle to
develop the theory of Trotskyism through the practice of
constructing a revolutionary parry on principles to liberate the
working class." I

From a dialectical point of view, the WRP was a unity of
opposites, just like all other objects and processes in the material
world. The opposites in this case were the advocates of theoretical
work and training, and those who thought that kind of practice
was for "others", while they got on with "more immediate"
activities. Nowhere were these tendencies more pronorrnced than
among the militant trade unionists who had joined the WRP
during the Heath government. They now faced an entirely new
period - one when trade unionists were not simply fighting the
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traditional class enemy in the shape of the Tories, but were,
through their practice, making a break from their historic
allegiance to the reformist Labour P".ty. This was happening
because the material conditions for reformist compromise had
disappeared. In other words they vrere pressing for political
power. Under these conditions, Blick and Jenkins found secret
support from a member of the WRP Central Committee, Kate
Blakeney. Together they went to work on Alan Thornett, who
had won a bitter victimisation dispute at Leyland's Cowley plant
in Oxford tlrough the patient work of t}re WRP. Soon Thornett
was acting as the secret group's spokesman. His primitive
spdicalism was clearly expressed in September 1974, when he
forecast that the working class would find common cause with the
Labour government as Wilson came into conflict - not with
workers, but with the ruling class!

Blick and Jenkins wrote documents for Thornett to present to
the WRP Centrd Committee. Aiding this conspiratorial group
inside the WRP was none other than Hansen, the leader of the
American Socialist Workers Party, who would shortly be exposed
as a double agent of Soviet and American intelligence. The sole
and joint aim of the operation was to break up the WRP's
democratic centralist strucnrre. Trading on rumour and gossip,
Thornett and company whipped up the atmosphere in the
Western Region of the party to fever pitch. Th.y then refirsed to
attend meetings called by the party leadership and 59 members
\rere duly expelled for wilfully breaking the constitution. M*y
soon made their way into the Labour Party.

The development of the Workers League in America in
opposition to the SWP, was a priority for the ICFI. Healy
followed progress as closely as possible. He displayed particular
patience with the League's secretary, Tim Wohlforth, writing
letters to him explaining how Marxists should approach complex
political and historical questions. Wohlforth examined 20 years of
the ICFI from the standpoint of the *motives" of the participants,
Healy told him that it was a mistake to start this way. He
reminded Wohlforth that Engels emphasised that although
motives certainly exisq they play a secondary role in the making of
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history. The things that people do always emerge eventually in the
form of a surprise, which is very different from what they
originally anticipated. "And rhere is no doubt we experienced this
surprise over and over again during the last 20 years," he wrote to
Wohlforth.

"If anyone had told me in 1953 during the heat of the batde
with Pabloism that ten years later we would be breaking just as

definitively from the SWP as we did from Pablo, I would not have
believed them. Yet less than eight years later in the February of
1961... we were proposing the 'Parity Committee' in order to
smoke out the behind the scenes, unprincipled agreement for what
in the auturrn of 1963 turned into an unprincipled unifrcation
between Mandel, Novaclg Flansen et al.

"The fact is that in these eight years the SLL and the SWP
became irreconcilable opposites within the IC and co-existed from
roughly 1957 onwards simply because dialectically we were
'holding fast the opposites' in morion and conflict, although we
were not conscious of it then. This experience was fraught with
tension, and hidden conflicl At the end of November 1958 and
again in February L960 I visited Canada to confer with SWP
leaders, but despite the outward cordial relations, the visits solved
nothing."

He told Wohlforth that the SLL and the OCI were "opposites"
within the IC for almost 20 years. For a time the French and
British sections enjoyed reasonably close working relations. After
1963, the SLL continuously advised them on youth work and
finance, "from the best possible political motives". Healy
explained: "Our 'motive' was based on the assumption that if they
got fresh forces from the youth that this would create the material
basis for change among the old centrist, syndicalistically-minded
leaders. But it did the opposite. The period of the 'great protest'
had begun and the middle class youth with some young workers
flocked into the ocl. Almost immediately they coalescid around
the old leaders. From there on, oppornrnistically speaking, rhey
politically not only went to hell on bicycles, they did their
damnedest to smash us down on the way,"

A little over a year after this advice was given, in September
1974, Wohlforth resigned as secretary of the Workers League. It
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was discovered that Wohlforth's partner, Nanry Fields, had a

family connection with the CIA. After voting at a National
Committee meeting for his own suspension pending an
investigation, Wohlforth then refused to take part in an internal
irqoiry. After he resigned as secretary, Wohlforth was urged to
resume his post. Instead, he quit the organisation altogether and

before long returned to the SWP, which had expelled him in 1964

for opposing Pabloism.

Ilansen and the SWP praised Wohlfonh's defection and ridiculed
the ICFI's stand on security questions. This prompted the ICFI,
on a motion proposed by Healy, to launch an investigation into all
the circumstances surrounding the assassination of Trotsky. This
had never been carried out by the Fourth International. The
irqoiry, named Seatrity and tbe Fourth International, made use of
State Departrnent archives which had just become available in the
United States. Its findings were published in August and
Septemb er 197 5, and they uncovered a 3 7 -year conspiracy of
silence by Hansen and George Novack of the American SWP.
Both had suppressed facts about Trotsky's murder and
interrelated crimes by the NKIID, the Soviet secret police which
had succeeded the GPU in 1934.

Flansen in particular had covered up his dealings with both the
FBI and the NKVD. On August 31 1940, only 11 days after
Trotsky's assassination in Mexico, Flansen met the US Consul
Robert McGregor at the American Embassy. Hansen told
McGregor that for three months in 1938 he had met with a Soviet
agent called 'John" in New York. 'John" was one of the many
aliases of Dr Gregory Rabinowitz, the NKI/D chief in America
who organised the planting of agents in the SWP to co-ordinate
the murder of Trotsky. One of his agents was Ruby Wei[. She

accompanied SWP member Sylvia Ageloff to Europe in 1938.

Ageloff was duped into a relationship with Trotsky's eventual
assassin, Ramon Mercader. Another NKVD agent was Sylvia
Franklin, alias Sylvia Caldwell, who was planted in the SWP and

rose to become secretary to James Cannon, the parry's leader. She

was urunasked by the FBI in 1950.

For almost 20 years, Ffansen and Novack suppressed the sworn
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testimony of Thomas Black, who told a senate judiciary
committee in 1956 that NKVD agents were instdled in Trotsky's
household. Hansen, who was ostensibly in charge of security at
Trotsky's house in Mexico, never conducted an investigation to
discover the identity of these agenrc. Similarly, sworn testimony
had been given in 1950 that Franklin was an NKVD agent. The
SWP at the time denounced the testimony, carrying out no
irq.riry. In 1960, she was indicted on Soviet espionage charges by
a federal grand i"ry. Flansen and Novack in t97 5 defended
Franklin, the woman who passed the SWP's correspondence,
National Committee and Political Committee minutes to the
NKVD as an "exemplary comrade".

The ICFI investigation revealed that Flansen and Novack had
suppressed the fact that in 1941, the SWP helped bri"S Stalin's
No.l anti-Trotskyist agent, Mark Zborowski, into the USA from
France. Flansen knew at the time that leading European
Trotskyists \rere convinced th* Zborowski was an NI(\ZD agent.
In fact, he almost certainly masterminded the murder of Trotsky's
son, Leon Sedov, the assassination of Trotsky's secretaries Rudolf
Klement and Erwin Wolf, as well as the NKVD defector Ignace
Reiss, and the theft of part of Trosky's archives. Zborowski was
brought over to the United States through Novack and Mrs David
Dallin, who moved freely in Trotsky's household. Dallin was
Zborowski's closest friend and political collaborator. She travelled
to France in 1941, fraudulently obtained travel documents for
him, rnet him off the boat in the US, found him accommodation
and a job. She did this knowing that Trotsky had ordered an
inquiry into Zborowski, who was quickly integrated into the
SWP's work in New York. The SWP said nothing when in 1956
the FBI exposed Zborowski as a Soviet agent. AIso proved beyond
doubt was that Hansen disguised and minimised the NKVD spy
role of Floyd Cleveland Miller. Ffe entered the SWP in the late
1930s as an undercover Stalinist agent and reported to Moscow on
the movement of Trotskyist searnen during the war.

The exposure of the agents and accomplices of both the NKVD
and the FBI in the assassination of Trotsky produced not an
explanation from the SWP, but an attempt at character
assassination of Healy. The SWP leaders refused to answer the
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charges and resorted to smears. Th"y dubbed the investigation
"Healy's Big Lie". Wohlforth himself became a willing tool of the
SWP. He wrote: "We are not dealing here simply with a matter of
paranoia or'crazies'. There is a method to the madness of Healy,
for zurely it is madness. Healy has developed a method of political
functioning consistent with his idealist philosophical method and
sectarian policies, whose aim is to perpetuate himself and a small
group of cult followers at the expense of the interests of the
working class and of the principles and traditions of Trotskyism."

This kind of attack was par for the course for the enemies of the
ICFI. David North, who had succeeded Wohlforth as secretary of
the Workers League, replied: "The fact is that Wohlforth's lies
serve a defrnite political end: to cover up what is apparent to
everyone, that he has shifted politically to the right. His hatred of
Comrade Healy is his hatred of own past. He is the real
practitioner of the'big lie' and not llealy."

Opponents of the WRP from around the world came to London
for a rally in January L977 to combat "Flealy's Big Lie" and
protect the double-agents. On the platform along with Hansen
were the leaders of the OCI. Healy insisted on going to the
meeting, despite the obvious security risk. He sat in silence for
over two hours while speaker after speaker slandered him. Then
he rose to his feet from his seat in the audience, and requested the
opportunity to answer the smears. There was pandemonium. A
vote was called for, and it narrowly went against allowing Healy to
speak. Whereupon, the "Pladorm of Shame", as it became known,
broke up in confusion.

fu the parry grew, so the physical difEculties mounted in holding
summer camps under canvas. The idea grew of having a centre for
Marxist education which could be used throughout the year,
where members could take courses on philosophy free from
everyday pressures. Money was raised in both Britain and the
United States to acquire a large house in the Derbyshire Peak
District. Builders and architects, most members of the WRP,
worked throughout the sunrmer of. 197 5 to convert the house into
the College of Marxist Education so it could open by the end of
August. It could accommodate and feed 60 students, and the

buildingwas finished to high standards at a cosr of overg38,000.
Barely a month after its opening 100 armed police, accompanied

by mobile generators, dogs, arc lights and heavy vehicles, stormed
into the grounds of the school at 10pm on the evening of
September 25 - a Sanrrday. The students were having a snack
Healy was forcibly confrned to his snrdy and other leaders were
put under close arrest. Women students were strip searched.
Documents, notebooks and other written material were seized and
taken Lway. No search warrant was produced by the police for
what was the biggest peacetime political raid in Britain. During
their search, allegedly for an arrns cache, the police planted ro*.
.22 bullets of tfie kind used by farmers to kill rabbits. Nothing else
was *found".

By the Sunday morning it became clear that the operation,
authorised by Labour Erome secretary Roy Jenkins, was a plot
berween the Obsrver newspaper, the state and right-wing union
leaders. The first edition of the paper appeared in London just 30
minutes after the raid began. Yet it carried a front-page article
about t}re event itself ! In other words, as the police latir admitted,
the invasion of the college had been timed to give the obseruer
article maximum impact. Subsequent court action showed that the
S_pecial Branch had acted on a "remark" passed to the newspaper
t},at arms were allegedly hidden in the grounds of the school.
Without any further "evidence", and with only 24 hours of
preparation, all the intelligence organisations were contacted and
the Derbyshire police organised to swamp the school. The article
formed part of a campaign by the right wing in the actors' union
Equity to defeat a united left campaign to maintain democratic
formulation of union policies.

On the Sunday, delegates, including affiliated trade unions, were
assembling fol the Labour Part)r's annual conference in Blackpool.
By the end of the conference, the wRP had mobilised significant
sections of the labour movement in defence of democratic rights
to organise, meet and discuss without fear of police raids. Trade
unions representing seven million workers evennrally backed the
campaign and a march in December brought 6,000 on to rhe
streets of London to condemn the action of the Labour
government and defend the WRP. Three years later, in a l4-day
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case, a High Court jury found that the Obseraer ha'd libelled
leading members of the party. But the iury, under strong direction
from the judge, also found that the defendants had no particular
reputation to defend! The judge, therefore, imposed the whole of
the costs - an estimated 970,000 - on the WRP. This ruling
outraged wide sections of the working class movement, and even

solicited a surprised editorial from The Times. A sustained
campaign raised the money, with donations coming from Workers

Press readers, members of Equity, Labour MPs and trade union
executives.

The sanction for the raid given by Home Secretary Jenkins
firmly marked the path the Cabinet would take as it fell wi[ingly
into the embrace of the International Monetary Fund. A special
nvo-day conference of the party in July had called on the working
class to mobilise to bring the Labour government down. "The
betrayals of Wilson and the right wing threaten to destroy the
independence of the trade unions and to split and ruin the Labour
Party... Force their resignation and make the Labour Party seek a

fresh mandate," the resolution declared. By the end of the year,
Labour was able to cling to office only with the help of the
Liberals.

The WRP maintained a close interest in printing and publishing
technology. Healy followed the specialist magazines and visited
printing trade fairs. The interest was not simply technical. He
believed that use of the latest technology by the revolutionary
party could help the movement to transform its work and reach
new groups of workers, youth and professional people. In 1975

Healy put forward a proposal which would gain the party control
of its own printing operation from start to finish. E.th n 1976,
the Workers Press was v/ound up and it was decided to open a

printing plant in Runcorn on Merseyside where books as well as

newspapers could be turned out in vast numbers.
Members of the parry were trained as printers and the latest

computer technology was introduced. The editorial offices
remained in London and new forms of data transmission were
used to send articles 200 miles down the line to the printing plant.
On May | 1976, the daily Nnts Line appeared. ft was printed in

Runcorn and despatched to all corners of Britain by train and
tmck. The paper broadened its appeal by including three pages of
sport. It soon became the first drily paper in England to use full
colour reproduction.

In November, the Labour government negotiated a massive
loan from the INIF to help prop up the pound. In rerurn, the IltF
demanded and got substantial cuts in public spending and services.
Shordy afterwards, Wilson resigned in favour ofJames Callaghan
and Labour formed a "pact" with the Liberals to hang on in office.
In August of 1977 the wRP met to consider t}.e implications of
the new Lib-Lab coalition government. Up until then, the WRP
had a policy of callin g f or "Labour to power on a socialist
programme". This approach, it was agreed, had fallen behind
events. So the wRP decided in future to call on the working class
to make its objective the taking of power rather than the election
of another Labour government. It was a decisive policy
development, recognising that the Labour government rested
openly on the crisis-ridden capitalist class for its hold on political
power. The perspective elaborated by the wRP was that conflict
with the trade unions would grow, and the old parliamentary
arrangements in Britain would break down. Every battle over
wages and jobs posed implicitly the task of taking power.

The perspective was richly confirmed during that winter by the
firefighters, who defended pay and conditions through courageous
and determined strike action. The Fire Brigades (Inion led a
highly-disciplined and totally solid action which drew widespread
support from the rest of the working class. The Nea s Line
published a diary of a striker every day during th. dispute and
recruited significant frrefrghters to the parry. Callaghan used the
army to try and break the strike

Healy spent most of the summers in this period teaching at the
college in Derbyshire, strugglins to overcome the resistance in the
parry to a grounding in dialectical materialism. The parry made no
secret of its continuing diffrculties in this area. Quite the opposite.
A special conference was called in 1977 to discuss the problem,
and another conference in the same year dealt exhaustively with
the problem of those who wanted to start exclusively from
practice. Summarising the results of this work, the perspectives for
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the WRP's 4th Congress in 1978 said: "The Congress [of L9771

clearly revealed how these tendencies failed to penetrate the
appearance of events and abstract their essence. Events were
either ignored... or sensationalised... and the party and its press

were threatened with liquidation and stagnation."
Once again, a political turn by the party - away from the

demand that Labour carry out socialist policies, to setting out to
bring Cdlaghan down - had revealed a reluctance in the parry to
analyse what was taking place in the economic and political crisis.
"M*y leaders failed to grasp the real... meaning and content of
the party's changed orientation: the struggle for power. While
pafng lip service to the new policy, their practice and philosophy
berayed scepticism or hostility," the resolution added.

Nevertheless, t}re WRP continued to turn outwards to workers
in Britain and internationally to create the conditions for resolving
the party's diffrculties. In March 1977, the first of two Euro-
Marches organised by the ICFI was held. Over 200 youth from
ten countries marched 500 miles under the banner of
revolutionary internationalism against unemployment, hunger,
police repression and militarism. ft was a unique example of
internationalism in practice, showing that there is a revolutionary
anti-nationalist alternative to capitalist trading blocs like the EEC
and the NATO military alliance. The march ended with a mass

rally in London. Early in the following yelr, young workers
converged on Brussels, the headquarters of the Common Market,
from Merz, Lille, Amsterdam and Genoa. The experiences of the
t972 Right to Work marches in Britain were brought to bear.
Advance teams would arrive in cities and towns to organise
accommodation and food. They would never take "No' for an

answer and many a Stdinist or social democratic union offrcial or
local councillor had to back down when the marchers entered
their town.

The last years of the 1970s saw a rapid growth in the party's
publishing work. Books long out of print, frrst time in English
translations and original collations of Trotsky's writings came off
the presses in Runcorn. Trotsky's military writings were published
in five volumes, along with three volumes of his collected n*itit gs

and speeches on Britain. The minutes of the Second Congress of

the Communist International were translated from German and
published in English for the first time. A six-volume documentary
account of the post-war history of the Fourth International was
brought together by Slaughter. A long-standirs acquaintance of
Healy's in the book trade helped the WRP open its first book
shop in the heart of London's west End. Its success was such that
other shops were soon opened in Brixton, Llpton Parh Norwich,
Liverpool and Glasgow.

The WRP, like the SLL before it, always gave unconditional
support to all national liberation struggles throughout the world.
"The construction of the world parry of socialist revolution is
impossible without the firmest political alliance berween the
national revolutionary movements and the revolutionary paray,"
said a resolution adopted in July l978. "Our support...is
inseparable from our perspective of building independent working
class parties as secrions of the International Committee of thi
Fourth International in all the colonial and semi-colonial
countries."

Healy played a central role in establishing a firm alliance with
the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO). He met its
chairman, Yasser Arafat in Lebanon, along with his close
comrades Abu Iyyad and Abu Jihad. Healy gave lectures on
Marxism to PLO military cadres. The wRP was distinguished in
the workers' movement by its principled opposition to Zionism
and the treachery of the Arab bourgeoisie in betraying the
Palestinians. Two films were mde with the help of the PLo -- Tbe
Palestinians and occupied Palestine. Vanessa Redgrave's public
support and involvement in this work wes a major boost to the
PLo's international campaign for recognition as the sole
legitimate representative of the Palestinian people.

The defence of the Libyan Revolution with its radical
nationalism and anti-imperialist policies led to a political bloc
within the framework of stricdy-defined practical tasks, and with
the retention of complete independence of the wRp. In July
L977, following an abortive Eglptian invasion, the wRp and thl
General People's congress of Libya signed a joint alliance
pledging each party to a struggle against imperialism, zionism,
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fascism and colonialism. Healy met Colonel Gaddafi on a number

of occasions, once even flnrg back to London in the Libyan
leader's jet. His arrival caused more than a little stir at Heathrow.

CHAPTEN 14

The inner-parq struggle

f I f\en he was nearly 65, Gerry Healy stepped down as
y V general secretary of the partF, giving way to Mike Banda.

Sheila Torrance became the assistant general secretary. Healy
became head of the new Central Committee departrnent and took
responsibility for cadre training. Whenever he was in London,
Healy would continue to arrive at his office seven days a week at
7.30am when he would read the morning newspapers. Then he
would lead a meeting of the Political Committee.

These meetings usually centred on the problem of uniting
theory with practice. The party's experiences would be analysed
from the standpoint of developing a theoretical understanding of
the ideological pressures bearing down upon the organisation. fu
soon as the committee meeting was over, Healy would go straight
to the editorial board of the party's paper to discuss the plans for
the next edition. These tasks completed, Healy spent the rest of
this time preparing work on theory. In November 1979 he gave

no fewer than 10 lectures on the process and practice of cognition
on the occasion of the Trotsky centenary.

The disintegration of the Callaghan government was given real
impetus by mass public sector strikes against Labour's pay policy
which began in the autumn of 1978. With its back broken by what
became known as the "Winter of Discontent", Labour was ousted
at the 1979 March election. Margaret Thatcher, who had replaced
Heath as Tory leader, took over in Downing Street. The WRP
stood 60 candidates at the election, winning the right to a

televised broadcast. The party presses at Runcorn turned out
literally millions of leaflets, posters and election addresses to back
the campaign. Where there was no WRP candidate, workers were
urged to vote against the Tories and support the Labour candidate.
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Thatcher's victory heralded a new political era in Britain. Over
the next six or seven years, her regime worked direcdy with the
secret state in a strategic offensive against the trade unions, the
left-wing and political opposition of all tyPes. MI5 and the
Special Branch were specially orientated to Penetrate the labour
*ooe*ent. In January 1980, the steelworkers launched the
longest national strike since 1945 in support of 

^ 
wage claim.

Behind their action lay the threat of major redundancies and

closures. Their strike, isolated by the TUC, ended in early Aptil.
Here was a government which would not yield to pressure from
the trade unions, rendering traditional militant forms of action
ineffectual.

These dramaticdly changed political circumstances brought out
more clearly the diffrculties the WRP had encountered in
developing a cadre party. Healy's whole existence centred on
providing the conditions for overcoming the deep-seated
resistance to theoretical training that existed in the British
working class movement. By the turn of the decade, a tendency
towards liquidation of party branches was revealed, resulting in
problems with sales of the paper. The entrenched opposition to
training in Manrism within the partywas taking its political toll.

Two conferences held in June 1980 alone were devoted entirely
to a discussion of this problem. The first agreed to stnrchrre the
branch agenda so that, as Healy put it in a letter to local
secretaries, "h the course of the meetings, theory emerges as a
guide to practice. fn other words the dialectical method is

manifested in the way our practice is carried out'. He added: "The
new disnrrbs the old, and sets in motion the abstract theoretical
process which will guide our practice. This sometimes happens so

quickly, that unless we learn to think about what we are doing as

soon as possible after we have done it, much valuable lnowledge
can be lost."

In a second letter following a special conference later that
month, Healy encouraged the WRP branches to accePt this way
of proceedirrg. He explained how a political report based on an

analysis of the class struggle internationally would reveal the
ref lection of the external world inside the branch. "This
reflection will become concretised and transformed into political
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differences through an examination of the practices of members in
carrying out branch decisions. Such analysis would reveal the
differences between the way in which the turn outwards to the
masses was being carried out, or was not being carried out.
Political discussions would reveal the mistakes that are being
made. Idealists and mindless activists will have little or nothing to
say during these discussions, simply because th.y do not think
about what they are doing."

Despite the fullest discussion about the party's problems,
resistance to working in this way reflected real, material pressures
on the \,VRP. While the leadership strengthened the paper's
coverage - sending a reporting team to cover the Moscow
Olympics, for example - the areas tended to be dominated by
activisrn and adaptation to the spontaneous resistance of workers
to the Tories. Healy wrote a warning letter to Central Committee
members in September, telling them that a fall in the Nals Line's
income placed the paper in danger. FIe again demanded the
reorganisation of weak branches and the building of new ones. "At
present, what is happening is that this vital side of our work is
being virnrally abandoned, whilst well meaning and self-sacrificing
comrades act in an individual way by paying in some areas for
unsold papers."

In line with the changed political conditions, the party in 1980
adopted a poliry of calling for Community Councils, as Soviet-
type organisations which would be the basis for a Workers
Revolutionury Government. The focus was on the independent
strength and organisation of the working class and the creation of
structures which would challenge the capitalist state. Part of this
strategic orientation was the creation of youth training centres
throughout Britain to provide skills training for the young
unemployed and also places where they could enjoy themselves
socially. The frrst two were opened in January 1981 and brought
an immediate witch-hunt by the Fleet Street press. Despite these
attacks, four more centres were eventually opened.

Healy redoubled the work on theoretical development during
1981 to help the parry deal with the dictatorial regime that was
taking shape in Britain. In May he began a series of five lechrres
on "FIow Marx became a Manrist", and wrote a series of articles to
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complement this work. At the heart of his lectures was a new
edition of Marx's Econqm.ic and Philosopbical Manustrip* of 1844.
Hedy showed how Marx dealt decisively with Hegelianism in one
of his most powerful affrrmations of the dialectical materialist
method.

Healy told one of the lectures: "From the creation of abstract
images in the mind to be imposed on what is falsely conceived as

an abstract world, to the alienation of these images which in turn
become objectified as a body of equally false conceptions of the
real world, the idealist is trapped within his own falsely-created
external world images. With the pressure of class forces building
up in the objectively real world, he feels tense and bored, when he
proceeds from this false world of images shutding back and forth
in his head. This does not lead him towards the dialectical practice
of cognition, but to even greater confusion." Other lectures dedt
with the empirical beginning of dialectical cognition and the
dialectical "cell" of nature and capitalism.

At the end of 1981 the Central Committee once more addressed
the unresolved problems in the parry.A resolution for the meeting
drawn up by Healy suggested that the opening of the College of
Marxist Education had revealed all the basic diffrculties and
political weaknesses in the WRP and the working class. Empirical
and impressionistic methods resulted in formal agreement on
poliry and "blind practice". Flealy warned the committee: "Llnder
such conditions an acute contradiction has existed inside our party
for some time. Conference decisions in relation to perspective and
polirywere agreed, but remained simply on paper so far as being a

guide to practice was concerned. In turn, a vacuum emerged in
what should have been a dialectical interaction benreen the theory
and practice of the WRP. This vacuum was, in rurn, frlled by the
spontaneous consciousness prevalent in working-class and middle-
class circles and resulted in widespread sceptical moods which
constandy interfered with party work."

Phrases such as "the objective situation is favourable for us"
obscured the dangerous separation of theory from practice while
preserving the image of a formal agreemenr in words. Healy told
the committee that the election of Arthur Scargill as the miners'
president indicated the opening of a revolutionary period in

Britain which would enable the parry to overcome the problems of
the previous seven years. "It is only when the perspec-tives of the
party in its- day to day practices are tested out through consistent
analyses of such practices that the development of th"ory which
zupersedes spontaneous consciousness can- take place. This is the
only way in which the party, through analysingthe results of its
practice, can create the conditions which will release the
'objectively favourable' conditions for the social revolution, which
are now to hand."

- 
clanginq fi" quality and content of parrF work was rhe greatest

challenge the wRP had faced since itsformation. It was one that
Healy, although nearing 70 years of a,ge, took on with tremendous
drive and leadership. Political committee meetings produced
exceptionally sharp conflicts within the leadership. The rank and
file could not be expected to change unless a lead was given at the
top of_the party. And that meant an honest ,ppr"lal of the
leadership's own work.

Large scale unemployment in all the major capitalist countries was
accompanied by high rates of inflation. For the first time since the
1960s, the purchasing power of wages fell in real terms. The
burden of international debt was bringing down one financial
institution after another, putting the world banking system under
unprecedented rrrl-. The slump, and the tensioni stoked up by
Reagan's military fantasies, more and more directly rffe.t.d th"
moods of millions of people both from the working and middle
classes. One section of the middle class swung behind the almost
defunct_campaign for Nuclear Disarmrrrr.rrl in mass protest at
the deployment of cruise missiles at bases throughoui Britain.
p1\ers_lin.{ "g behind the right-wing Social Democraric parry
led by Roy Jenkins, Shirley williams *a o."id owen who hai
quit the T.abour P.rtF. This political ferment, especially amongsr
the middle class, rtras a clear indication that the political'l*dr"."p.
in Britain, with Tories and Labour taking trrrrr to rule, had
changed irrevocably.

. Although many wRP members accepted that the inflationary
boom was over, th.y had yet to come to terrns with the political
implications. Routine activiry largely carried out in an iniividual
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way characterised much of the work. LJnder these conditions,
moods of pessimism and inaction tended to come to the forefront,
said an open letter to members. Analysing the inconclusive results

of a March Central Committee meeting, Healy g ve a prophetic
warning of the dire consequences that would follow the persistent
rejection of the need to unite theory and practice in the work of
the WRP:

"The implications of such a method are extremely dangerous for
the party in the present period since presflrres from all sides are

continuously stimulating political frustrations that can easily lead

to an outburst of zubjective idealist reaction. The party could be

thrust headlong into a crisis which it would be unable to
understand politically and b"go to disintegrate. Our long history
tells us clearly, especially in the experience of 'security and the
Fourth Internationd' that it is in such an atrnosphere that agents

of the class enemy and the Stalinist bureaucrary thrive and, as we

saw in the Thornett conspiacy, easily provoke a split, and a wave

of scandal-mongering which would drive new members who are

politically unprepared for such a crisis awary from its ranks."

Healy encouraged the study of modern science from the
standpoint of verifzing and enric-hing dialectics. He followed the
new discoveries in post-classical physics, and in August 1981 in
Labour Rniru wrote a critical review of Philasophical Problems of
Plrysical Science, a book by a group of East German authors. He
reminded readers of Lenin's great interest in the development of
the natural and social sciences, since this provided many powerful
vindications of the Marxist method. Lenin, wrote Healn looked
upon the class struggle as one of the forms of matter in motion.
Every advance made by scientists was not only a contribution to
objective truth, but strengthened Lenin's elaboration of the
dialectical approach.

In May, Healy was obliged to write a complex and detailed
internal bulletin on the zubject. It was in response to a review by a

leading member of a book on dialectics in modern physics by the
Soviet scientist and philosopher, Mikhail Omelyanovsky. The
review attacked the author in a one-sided way, missing the
contribution that his book made to the sfirdy of dialectics. Flealy
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showed that it was a firndamental mistake to view the relationships
in the micro world of wave-particle physics as absolute, instead of
relative, and subject to the primacy of the ever-changing stnrcnrre
of matter as a whole.

The idealist method still had a "u"ry powerful hold inside the
workers' movement", wrote Healy and the original review of
Omelyanovsky's book had helped to reveal this problem in
another way. "We welcome it [the review] because it enables us to
deal with the process of cognition in a way that involves the
achievements of the natural sciences incorporated in Manrism as a
world scientific outlook. In this way we are able to take an
important step towards a better understandirs of the objective
laws of capitalist crisis which relendessly drive towards the world
socialist revolution. We must grasp and transform the dialectical
process in order to speed the day of revolutionary triumph."

Healy spent the summer of 1982 writing articles for the Nau
Line on theory, and lecturing at the party's college in Derbyshire.
The results of this work were published in a small book called
Studies in Dialectical Materialivrn.It consisted of seven articles:
subjective idealism today - the dangers of individualism; scientific
cognition and r:he external world; a review entided Lenin's Wbat is
u done? - 80 years on; a three-part study on dialectical materialism
and some lessons from the summer schools in Derbyshire. In the
final article, Healy remarked on the conuadiction betvreen what
students achieved at the school and their work ir, prrrF branches,
where the practical results appeared to be no differint and, in
some cases, had even deteriorated. This question, as every other,
Healy approached from a stricdy materialist standpoint.

The reality of the party's practice, he emphasised, required a

deeper study of the dialectical method, a more profound
theoretical and objective understanding of it. "No matter how
much we may desire change, and believe that dialectical change
must eventually manifest itself, all the material conditions for the
change must be present before the change can emerge."

Those members who wanted to improve their own work were
obliged to srudy the reasons why some could not yet make a
development. Parry practice had to be analysed by both the more
advanced members as well as tlose finding difficulties. It was vital
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to avoid the idealist tendency to imagine that opposites were
transformed subjectively in the head. No matter how difficult the

internal problems of the party, they reflected corresPonding
difficulties whose source was not in members' or leaders' heads

but in the external world.
There was an equally deep resistance to this dialectical approach

among the leadership of the ICFI. The most conservative leader

was North, secretary of the Workers League in the US. A
thorough-going pragmatist, he came to the ICFI meeting in
London in October 1982 armed with a series of notes against

Healy's Studies in Dialectical Materialisze. North's notes were a

vulgar repudiation of the historical and dialectical relation
betqreen Hegel and Maff. The study of the movement of concepts

reflecting the motion of the external world, as expounded by
Healy, was condemned by North as "Hegelianism". Mike Banda

brief ly allied himself with the US leader, until the matter was

brought out into the open. North withdrew his attaclg although
he was to return to it time and time again, probing for divisions

within the WRP leadership.

The work begun in 1975 into the circumstances surrounding
Trotsky's assassination took on a new lease of life in 1980 when a

previously closed section of the Russian revolutionary's archives

were opened to researchers at Harvard University in
Massachusetts. These archives cast new light on attempts to warn
Trotsky about NKVD agents in his midst who were planning his

assassination.
General Alexander Orlov, one of the most significant of all

Soviet espionage operatives, was already known as t}re author of
one warning. Orlov, who had fought in the Russian Civil War for
the Bolsheviks, had fled from Stalin's secret police in 1938 when it
became obvious that execution awaited him in Moscow. Orlov left
Spain, where as the head of the NKVD, he had supervised the
arrest and execution of leading anti-Stalinist revolutionaries
during the civil war, and made his way to Canada via Paris. From
there he went to New York. All this was carried out in total
secrecy, without the knowledge of Moscow or Washington. In
fact, Orlov only surfaced in the United States after the death of

Stalin when he published a book exposing the dictator's crimes.
His existence in the United States undetected for over 15 years
was a great shock to the FBI!

Orlov knew upon arriving in America that he would be
murdered by the NKVD unless he could do a deal with Stalin and

the head of the NI(ID, Yezhov. In 1993 a former high-ranking
KGB offrcer Oleg Tsarev and British historian John Costello
revealed in their book Deadly lllusions for the first time how Orlov
survived. The general had a letter delivered to the Soviet embassy
in Paris for Stalin and the NI(VD in Moscow. It warned them that
in the event of his death, details of all his operations in Europe
would become public knowledge. Llnknown to the British, Orlov
lived in London as a Soviet "illegal" from 1934-35. During that
time he had masterminded the creation of the Cambridge spy-ring
led by Kim Philby, Donald Maclean and Guy Burgess. Stalin had
no choice but to order the hunt for Orlov to be called off. To the
end of his life n 1973 Orlov never gave the FBI or the CIA any
details of this high-level counter-intelligence work.

Orlov also knew about aspects of other NKVD operations. A
name he had come across in Paris before the war was "Mark".
This was in fact Mark Zborowski, Stalin's principal agent inside
the Trotskyirt movement, who in Paris had organised the theft of
archives and taken part in the murder of Sedov, Trotsky's son. In
December 1938, carefully disguising his identity, Orlov wrote to
Trotsky in Mexico from New York to warn him about an agent in
his organisation. Enough detailed description was given to point
the finger unmistakably at Zborowski. Trotsky urgently asked
Paris to investigate this letter, an operation that was sabotaged by
other NKVD agents. fu requested by the anonymous writer, an
advert was placed in the American SWP newspaper in New York
to confirm that the letter had been received and arranging a

meeting with its author. Orlov went to the offrces of the paper,
became suspicious of a trap, and hurriedly left .

What the newly-opened archives at Ffarvard showed for the first
time, however, was that after the failure to make a connection
with the letter writer, Trotsky sent Joseph Hansen to New York
to try and establish contact. The SWP suppressed this knowledge
for more than 40 years. This was not surprising since the archives
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proved Flansen and another American in Trotsky's household had
bungled the arrangements. The archives also revealed that Orlov
had in fact sent a second warning letter to Trotsky about
Zborowski, in the spring of 1939. The SWP suppressed this too,
and a full version of the letter was never deposited in the archives.
SWP leaders later tried to claim that Orlov was not the author of
the second letter. In his correspondence, however, Trotsky clearly
indicated that both letters came from the same source.

In January 1983, the exposure of the agent-riddled SWP was
given a further boost with the disclosure of a secret Grand Jory
testimony given in the 1950s by Sylvia Franklin. She had worked
in the national offrce of the SWP in New York, and the 197 5
investigation by the ICFI revealed she was an NI(\ZD agenr. SWP
leaders Flansen and Novack vehemendy denied this, calling her an
"exemplary comrade". Her Grand J.rry testimony gave chapter
and verse on the documents she supplied to the NIC/D. It became
available when a former member of the SWP took the group to
court, claiming that his civil rights \rere being violated. His charge
was that the FBI agents were so influential in the SWP that he
was deprived of his constitutional rights. SWP lawyers fought
desperately, but ultimately unsuccessfully, to stop the Franklin
deposition from coming into court.

The .WRP 
held a Congress early in 1983 to address the

unparalleled challenges facing the working class movement.
Millions of jobs had disappeared without a response from the
TUC and Labour leaders. Anti-union laws were enacted, meeting
only token opposition by the trade union leaders. The
perspectives for the Congress said: "Every single issue facing
workers today leads to the question of state power. This was
starkly revealed in the eight-month-long wages dispute in the
health service, in jobs struggles in the steel and car industries as

well as in the 1982 miners' ballor on wages." Parry members were
warned that the secret state would not hesitate to use
"provocation, infiltration and frame-up" in an attempt to take
away the WRP's legality

One of the Congress documents dealt at some length with the
principles of democratic centralism. These were first elaborated

by Lenin as the basis for a revolutionary organisation capable of
struggling for power. The constitution, it was explained, made full
provisions for the rights of members, but the party too had rights.
The resolution noted that a new type of anti-Marxist opponent
had appeared in the parry. This was *the member who votes for
every decision with the majority, says nothing or very litde on the
committees and in his or her branch and then, at a given moment,
proceeds to violate every decision, attack the party and slander ire
leadership. This political behaviour can lead to major
provocations against the partfr the disruption of its work, the
destruction of branches and areas and the frame-up of its leaders
in the capitalist courts. The party must be equipped to repel such
attacls and to take action against the instigators".

The outstanding evenr of the first part of 1983 was the Marx
Centenary March initiated by the ICFI. It started out from Marx,s
birthplace, Trier, West Germany, on February 12. Over 130
young people from seven countries, travelled more than 250 miles
during a four-week campaign across Germany, Belgium, France
and England. Slogans on the banners demanded: 'Jobs not nuclear
war! Victory to the PLo and all national liberation movements!
only the revolutionary socialism of Karl Marx!" The march ended
at Highgate cemetery, in north London, where Marx is buried.
From tfiere the marchers were joined by thousands of supporters
to march to a rally at Alexandra Palace. There wai-also a
performance of a play, The Life of Marx, with a musical score
helping to enliven sketches of the main events which secured
Marx's place in history.

fu so often, a major WRP success was followed immediately by
a state attack. A week after the rally, the BBC launched a witch-
hunt of the party's printing operations. The M*r! Programrne was
produced without a single piece of evidence or fact to sustain the
allegation that the Nants Line wrc financed by "Libyan gold,,. The
aim was to portray Libya as a"terrorist" state and then to make an
amalgam with the wRP. Chief witnesses for the prosecution were
pro'Zionist former Labour MP Eric Moonman, and patrick
Cheney, a prominent right-wing witch-hunter. Among a wide
range of people who condemned the prograrnme were executive
members of the film technicians union, the ACTT. A public

t
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meeting was called to oppose the witch-hunt. The range of
speakers reflected the way that Healy had fought to develop a

range of united front activities with Labour P"tty and Communist
Party militants. The platform included Ted Knight, leader of
Lambeth Council which was involved in a bitter resistance to
Tory spending cuts, Ken Livingstone, leader of the Greater
London Council, which had thrown open its resources to the
labour movement, Jack Collins, Communist Party member and
secretary of the Kent miners and Peter Tatchell, himself witch-
hunted by hir own party and the press when he stood for Labour
at a by-election in Bermondsey. Knight and Livingstone, in
particular, were targets of the Zionists because of the suppoft their
paper, Labour Herald, had given the cause of the Palestinians.
Th"y played a key role in changrng the Labour Party's poliry into
one of recognising the PLO as the sole legitimate representatives
of the Palestinian people.

Healy, as we have seen, closely followed developments in Soviet
philosophy and science. He understood that despite Stalinism,
there were those in the USSR who rejected Marxism as dogma
and developed dialectical materialism in a creative way. Chief
among them in the post-war period was Evald Ilyenkov, a doctor
of philosophy at Moscow University. Ilyenkov clashed repeatedly
with the Stalinist authorities throughout his life, but took
advantage of temporary opportunities, especially during the
Khruschev era but also under Brezhnev, to publish some
important worls.

Healy had read Ilyenkov's book Dialectical Logic, which was

translated into English in the 1970s. And when he heard about
Ilyenkov's last book, Leninist Dialectics and the Metapbyslcs of
Positiaiw, it was decided that the WRP itself would have the book
translated and published in Britain. The publication by the
Trotskyist movement of a book on philosophy by a Soviet
academic who worked under Stalinism caused a stir amongst the
formal thinkers in the movement. Leaders such as North of the
Workers League regarded everything in the Soviet (Jnion as

homogeneously Stalinist and therefore useless. Ilyenkov, it was
later discovered, had taken his own life aged 55 as a result of
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persecution by the Stalinist authorities at his academy.
The book, which is basically concerned with the author's

reflections on Lenin's well-known worlg Materialistn and Ernpirio-
Criticistn and its relation to his PbilosophicalNotebooks, was reviewed
by Healy in an article in Labour Reaiew in February 1983. Its
central message was clearly aimed at those like North who had
launched an attack on dialectical logic. Hedy quoted Ilyenkov's
introduction approvingly, ir which the Soviet philosopher insists
that "qnly the organic unity of dialectics with materialism arrns
the cognition of man with the means and ability to construct en
objectively true image of the surrounding world, the means and
ability to reconstruct this world in accordance with the objective
tendencies and lawful nature of its own development".

Healy noted that in the book itself, Ilyenkov warns: "Without
dialectics, materialism invariably proves to be not the victor (or a

militant), but the vanquished, i.e. it inevitably suffers a defeat in
the war with idealism." Ilyenkov stresses that the propositions of
Lenin's rwo major works on philosophy should be considered
"only within the framework and boundaries of the corresponding
investigation". Outside of these limits, Lenin's fundamental
propositions "prove to be not only insuffrcient, but even inexact".
Healy insisted that the "corresponding investigation" means
starting with living perception of the external world. Lenin's
writings cannot be chopped into quotations to provide eclectic
examples of so-called dialectics based upon subjective abstract
images of the "external world".

The preparations for the sixth congress of the WRP took place
while the Tories romped to an overwhelming victory in the June
1983 election. Thatcher's victory came on the back of the war
against Argentina over the Falklands/Malvinas islands. That'war,
made notorious by the sinking of the Argentine warship Guteral
Belgrano as it steamed away from the conflict, was facilitated by
the unconditional support from Labour leader Michael Foot. At
the election, Labour recorded its lowest share of the poll since the
1930s. The WRP stood 21 candidates, and warned that a

Thatcher victory would accelerate and intensif, the class conflict
in Britain under the impact of the world economic crisis.

The Congress itself was held at the end of August, and the
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particular aims of the march - againstwar and unemplognent.
"The centenary was mediated by the party and stimulated the

party's interpenetration with the rnarch and ga:'e a powerful
impetus to the youth on the march. The strength *d endurance
of the march and its ability to overcome the considerable objective
and subjective difficulties must be attributed to the fact tfiat the
logic of the march as it grappled with the problems arising
objectively from the capitalist crisis coincided with the dialecticd
laws of capitalism elaborated by Marx from the dialectical laws of
nature embodied in the theory of knowledge of the WRP. This
dialectical synthesis constituted an irreplaceable foundation for
the unity of our cognition and practice."

In early September 1983, Healy wrote a guide to working with the
resolutions adopted by the Congress. In it, he explained the
dialectical relationship between the policies decided at the
Congress and their development as the year progressed. He urged
members to make a special study of the section of Lenin's
Phihsophical Notebooks where it is explained how the results of the
first proposition are contained in the second proposition that
replaces it. A few days after writing this introduction, Healy
travelled to Derbyshire to begin a course of lectures. It was an
intense school, with a sharp conflict in particular with a Central
Committee member who stubbornly refused to yield on
fundamental questions. It \ras at this se}rool on September 20 that
Healy, now aged 69, suffered a major heart attack and was rushed
to hospital in Derby where he remained for over two weeks. He
temporarily lost the power of speech and was taken to a nursing
home to convalesce. Only senior party leaders were aware of the
seriousness of what had happened. Healy's determination, steeled
in decades of political struggle, was a crucial factor in enabling
him to resume his work by the end of the year.

The re-election of the Tories led to a swift development of
Bonapartist forms of rule that first surfaced in the 1982 war
against Argentina. IncreasinglR Thatcher and a tiny group around
her made and implemented decisions outside of the Cabinet. The
state, including the secret agencies, and the government became
synonymous, one doing the other's political bidding. In the late

resolutions included one defending Trotsky's theory of the
permanent revolution, which had been publicly renounced by the
American swP. Trotsky's theory, elaborated in 1906, explains
how in the epoch of imperialism, r-tre democratic tasks facing

laclarar{ bourgeois nations lead direcdy to the taking of power by
tfre working class, putting socialist construction i**.diately on
the agenda. It elaborates the view that while a socialist revolution
begins on national foundations, its maintenance can only be
provisional. As a consequence, internationalism is no abstract
principle, but a theoretical and political reflection of the characrer
of the world economy, of the world development and division of
the productive forces.

Delegates were reminded that the preparatory congress in
January had voted unanimously to build parly membership up to
:5400 by the time of the Nanrs Line l4th anniversary meeting ot
November 20. Diffrculties in winning the leadership of a new
g_eneration of youth were faced up to in a resolution dealing *ith
the responsibilities of the pary iowards the Young Sociali-sts. It
was evident that without a thriving, independent YS movement,
the wRP itself could not grow. Older members were increasingly
denying youth their own self-organisation, and throwing rh;;
instead into day-to-day activity aimed at selling the daily News
Line. fu a result, YS branches functioned only intermittendy.

The nrccess of the Trier to London march was analped from
the standpoint of Marxist theory and practice in order to point the
yay forward out of the problems. It is worth quoting a section at
length as an example of the efforts made to analyse the party's
practice as a guide to its future development:

"In analysing this experience it is above all important that we see
the source of the movement embodied in the march not in the
theoretical notions of the party but in the centenary of Marx
existing independendy of the parry and the YS. This was the
principal and primary stimulus for rhe march and it was this
objectified activity... embodied in the teachings of Mam, Engels,
Lenin and Trotslcy that provided the external stimulus foithe
activation of the parry's theory and knowledge and enabled the
party to formulate the concepr of the march and to dialectically
unite the universal theory of Marx with the concrete practice and
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autumn of 1983, the frrst serious challenge'was mounted to the
Tory laws which had rendered effective trade unionism illegal.
The National Graphical Association (NGA) print union
challenged the Stockport Messenger group owned by Eddie Shah.
Mass picketing was organised in defiance of the law in support of
the closed shop principle. The state deployed riot police and anny
reservists in a bid to keep Shah's operation going.

There was an almost even split inside the TUC over support for
the NGA, with 5 million supporting the right wing and around 4
million committed to the NGA and fighting the anti-union laws.

The determination of the NGA and its supporters to take on not
just the employers, but the government and the state as well
marked a turning point in the class struggle in Britain. WRP
members were told that the confrontation opened up the period of
mass revolutionary work for the parry. A political letter in the
week before Christrnas insisted:

"The struggle for power under the leadership of our Parry is
posed under these very favourable conditions where the working
class are in conflict with the capitalist state itself. Trade unions as

organisations of defence of reforms can no longer resist the
enormous pressure being generated by the capitalist state to
deprive the unions of their working class base of strrrggle and turn
them into corporate bodies dominated by the capitalist state."'fhe
letter insisted that the NGA's determination would radicalise
young people.

The state's seizure of the NGA's funds manifested the changed
political landscape, and the orientation of the party leadership
towards it resulted in a successful anniversary meeting of the
Yoang Socialist newspaper. A highlight of the meeting was a

contribution from the platform by a leading member of the NGA
The TUC right wing had suddenly withdrawn any support for the
NGA. The union then felt it had no choice but to give an

undertaking to the High Court that it would obey judgements
obtained by the employer.

The confrontation with the Tories escalated rapidly. In
February 1984, a decree was issued abolishing uade unions at the
Cheltenham spy complex, GCHQ. A WRP Central Committee
meeting noted the enormous speed of events when entire decades
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of historical development were being compressed into a f,ew weeks

or days. "The supreme task of the party - spelt out and fought for
in all the congresses of the party - remains the struggle against

subjective idealist scepticism in the approach to and analysis of
this pre-revolutionary situation which is rapidly developing into a

revolutionary one," said a resolution published after the meeting.

Drawing attention to the widespread response to the TUC call
for a day of action against the GCHQ ban, the resolution pointed
out the differences with the 1920s, adding: "Britain is not just
facing a period of wage-cutting and rationalisation of industry, but
a full-scale assault by the state and the employers whose aim is the

destruction of all basic democratic rights of the working class and

its allies within the urban and rural petty bourgeoisie. It is a road

which excludes any return to stable bourgeois-democratic rule and

leads either to Bonapartist and fascist dictatorship or the
dictatorship of the working class. There is no intermediate road."

It was the absence of this "intermediate road" which revealed

more clearly than ever the divisions inside the party over the
question of Mamist theory. The resolution insisted: *Constant

references to the immediacy of civil wtr, far from stimulating a

development of theory and a concrete analysis of the new
contradictions within the rrrling class, would instead create a

sense of complacency in the parry. This would paralyse it at a

critical moment. Acnrality cannot be affrrmed, but must be proved

and derived from the concrete practice of the party in the class

struggle." lanpbasis in original)
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CHAPTER 1 5

The state and the split

f n March 1984, a political letter to members of the WRP
Iexplained how the whole movement of events since 1979
amounted to a fundamental change in the form and content of
parliamentary government and class rule. Within days of the
letter, the miners' strike in defence of jobs erupted in response to
a call from the National Union of Mineworkers O\iuM) executive
to fight the govemment's secret plans for widespread pit closures
which miners' president Arthur Scargill had exposed. The
spontaneous strike was met with the full force of the state
machine. There \tras to be no repeat of 1974, when the miners and
their flyi"S pickets forced the Heath government out of offrce.
Thatcher's government had prepared for this strike since 1979,
building up coal stocks and, above all, ensuring that the state
machine responded directly, immediately and often illegally to
political directions from Downing Sueet.

The WRP immediately campaigned for the NUM leaders to
frght inside and outside the TUC for the organisation of a

General Strike against pit closures. A Political Committee
statement of April 4 warned miners: "The Bonapartist regime is
determined not to give w^y - which means that the working class
can only win through bringing down the government and
smashing the capitalist state. Unlike their earlier wages stmggles
n 1972 and 1974, this time the miners are fighting for their jobs,
their communities and their future. None of these demands can be
satisfied under conditions of capitalist slump where the Tory
dictatorship's policy is civil war against the working class. This
calls for a political solution involving the whole of the working
class - the struggle to overthrow the historically-outmoded
capitalist system and its replacement by a planned socialist

economy under workers' control and management. "
The verification of this analysis was quickly apparent in the

unprecedented and co-ordinated state attacks on t}re miners and
their union. Police \rere mobilised on a national scale to thwart
mass picketing in Nottinghamshire. Road blocls were set up to
prevent miners from Kent joining fellow strikers in the north.
Soldiers in police uniforms were used to beat rniners. At Orgreave,
near Sheffreld, a peaceful mass picket was brutally broken up by
mounted police in scenes unparalleled in modern political history
in Britain. Agents provocateurs were at work on demonstrations,
and the NUM itself was penetrated by state agents at the highest
level.

In charge of the secret operations against the NIIM was senior
MI5 officer Stella Rimington. She was later appointed director-
general of Britain's secret police as her reward. Tory laws were
used to seize the NUM's funds in a bid to break the union's
resistance. Fund-raising trips to countries like Libya quickly found
their way on to the front pages of Tory newspapers, courtesy of
the intelligence services. Yet the TUC refused to offer any
backing to the miners, and the Labour leaders supported the state
against what the media described as "violence on the picket lines".

The leadership fought against WRP members in the mining
areas who began liquidating the party into the support groups
which sprang up to organise food and money for the strikers and
their families. That was doing what the miners and their
communities were doing quite capably themselves - running a

strike. For the WRP, the role of the party was to raise the central
political questions at every opportunity, no matter what the initial
reaction might be. The WRP was also raising money and food for
the miners, but t}is could not replace the main thrust of the
party's work centring on the call for the general strike.

The existence of the daily paper became critical during the
strike as developments followed rapidly upon each other. The
News Line provided unrivalled reporting and photographic
coverage. Its columns defended the miners from state attacts, and
supported their decision to press ahead without a ballot. The
paper became essential reading for the miners and their families.
The Neas Line sought to unite the miners' fight with that of
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Labour councils who were defending jobs and services against

"rate-cappping", which posed huge spending cuts. A group of
councils led by Lambeth and Liverpool were refusing to make a

rate under Tory terrns and supported the miners.

The intensity of the confrontation berween the miners and the
state, the evident inadequaqt of sectional rade unionism and the
unlikely event of another majority Labour government did not
simply reflect difficulties arising out of the class conflict in
Britain. Its essence and driving force was, as Healy insisted, the
world economic and political crisis. This was apPearing within
every major capitalist country. Fotry years after Breffon Woods,
which had been an attempt to set aside the objective laws of
capitalist decline through controlled inflation, the economic dam
had burst. Debtor nations \rere unable to repay their loans,
leading to major banking failures in the United States. In Britain,
these changes took the form of the determination of the Tories to
desuoy trade unionism.

In the discussion leading up to the WRP's Seventh Congress at
the end of 1984, the emphasis was once more on analysing the way
in which idealist theory tended to undermine the practical worlc of
the party. Healy helped draft a letter summing up intense
discussion and conflict on the Political Committee. The letter
said: "The most corrmon form of idedist error is the individualist
approach to practice. This starts with one's own contribution to
the practice of the party, thereby transforming the identity of the
party into an absraction in which only the effort of the individual
is important.

"The starting point should be the other way around, which is

from the collective total of all the party's objective practice'as a

'whole'. Without this we are unable to analyse the party's practice
for the purpose of developing new theory and knowledge which
will further develop the practice. A major element in cadre
training is to learn how to mentally and practically subordinate
oneself to this 'whole', thereby acquiring a conscious parry
outlook. This is basic to the uansformation of the individual into
apa;rty cadre." lm.phasis in ariginall.
The Congress met in early December and adopted
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international, British and youth perspectives. A letter sent to
members emphasised that formal agreement with Congress
decisions amounted to nothing unless the existing practice in the
disuicts and branches was brought into line. Particular attention
was drawn to the conflict at the Congress over the activities of the
north-west party leadership in relation to both the miners' strike
and the action by Cammell Laird shipyard workers in Birkenhead.
The shipyard workers, inspired by the miners, had occupied rigs
to defend their own jobs. The men asked the local WRP leaders,
who included Tony Banda and Robert Archer - both on the
Central Committee - for advice. Th.y told the workers to end the
occupation, leave the rigs, protest on the shore and accept couft
rulings.

When this was reported to the Cenual Committee, Banda was
instructed to go back to the men and apologise. The Congress
also clashed sharply with the same north-west leaders over their
refusal to frght for the party's policies amongst the miners.
Instead, they substituted philanthropy for socialist policies. Th.y
turned support for the miners' strike into a charitable act in the
worst traditions of English Fabianism.

The rapid and often violent movement of political and economic
events left no room for obscuring practice with fine words. This
tendency revealed itself internationally at the ICFI's lOth
Congress in London, which opened on January 6 and concluded
over two weeks later. Profound problems quickly emerged in the
Congress and on several occasions differences came close to
ending in a split. The WRP at one point withdrew from the
Congress, underlining its determination to break with right-wing
opporrunism. The draft resolution, which the 7th Congress of the
WRP had already adopted as its international perspectives, was
finally approved by the ten delegations present.

The political cornerstone of the resolution emphasised: "The
objective laws of capitalist decline now operate without
hindrance... it is the open dominance of these objective laws of
capitalist historical crisis, on a world scale, that characterises
essentially the political situation in every country." An analysis of
the different sections' practice immediately revealed the
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considerable gap between their work and the resolution they had
just voted for. The Australians freely admitted that state funds
were sought for participation in an election, while in Greece there
was nationalist support for the government over the issue of
Cyprus. In West Germany, delegates admitted the presence of a

clique directed by a close comrade of the secretary.
A letter drafted by Healy, summing up the work of the

Congress, explained: "This retreat is guided by 
^ 

theoretical
outlook and method which restricts the sections to day-to-day
spontaneous development dominated by bourgeois relations and

bourgeois ideology. Their method, which is impressionist, cannot
penetrate the formal appearance of political events which in the
present period contain the most explosive economic and social
contradictions. In a revolutionary situation this leads not to a

revolutionary practice but to scepticism, paralpis of will and false

estimation of the bourgeois state and the labour bureaucracy."
The Congress agreed to a 12-month trial period, to see whether a

split in the International could be avoided.
Meanwhile, all attempts to reach a negotiated settlement of the

miners' strike floundered. The NUM leaders refused to concede

that pits could be closed except on grounds of exhaustion. TUC
leaders - left and right - continued to isolate the NTJM. After a

year's bitter strike, the NUM decided to return to work, bands

pl.y*g and banners flying, without signing an agreement with the
National Coal Board.

The WRP paid tribute to the miners and called for the
immediate and unconditional release of all striking miners iailed
by the state and the more than 700 men sacked by the NCB. A
statement said: "It is a magnificent tribute to the fighting capacity
of the British and international working class and its undefeated
strength and resilience that the miners, under the dynamic
leadership of Arthur Scargill, could take on the concentrated
strength of the repressive apparatus of the capitalist state and its
B onapartist government.

"They successfully withstood the greatest barrage of lies,
slanders, distortions and innuendoes ever hurled against any union
and its leaders by the capitalist media and the Labour traitors."
The party praised the way the NIIM's resistance had exposed the
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TUC bureaucrary and insisted: "The struggle goes on for the
right of the miners to their jobs, their union rights and a decent
standard of living. None of these rights can be reconciled with the
existence of a reactionary Bonapartist government, a decrepit
capitalist slzstem and a cowardly and comrpt Labour bureaucracy."

The end of the NUM strike intensified the conradictions within
the party's leadership, which reflected the different tendencies
within the rank and frle members. There were those who had
hoped that the miners by themselves could bring down the Tories,
and that a Labour government would come to office. Th"y could
not accept in practice that Thatcher's regime was entirely
different from all previous Tory goverrrments. Thatcher's refusal
to be pressured by the miners confirmed in its own brutal way the
existence of a Bonapartist regime in Britain and came as a shock to
many in the labour movement.

Her regime was an institutionalised conspiracy against basic
democratic rights and a progression towards an absolutist form of
presidential rule. It sought to illegalise and criminalise every form
of protest and opposition. The full force and sanctions of state
power were invoked to crush civil servants, trade unionists,
unemployed youth and anyone else who dared to offer a challenge
to untramelled Tory rule. The miners' strike showed that it was
not possible for a section of the working class under trade union
leadership to defeat the full power of the state. That, after dl, was
what the WRP had always maintained. The challenge for the
party now was to turn the betrayals of the TUC and Labour
leaders into an opportunity to win miners and other workers to
the party.

Shordy after the end of the miners' strike, Healy put to the
Political Committee proposals for national marches to free the
jailed miners. He suggested that the demands of the march should
be: the release of the 63 juled miners; the reinstatement of the
more than 700 victimised strikers; opposition to pit closures; the
destruction of the anti-union laws and rejection of scab labour
schemes for young unemployed. These proposals went through
unopposed. Preparations for the marches proved more difficult, as

the pessimism in the wRP areas was confronted. It became clear
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leading sections of the labour movement was significant. The
WRP was on the threshold of a maior breakthrough in the
building of a mass revolutionary party in Britain. It was making a

visible bid to fill the vacuum of leadership in the workers'
movement.

It was against this background that, within 24 hours of the rally,
the first moves of an attempted coup took place inside the party.
Over the summer months, a number of elements in the WRP
were to converge to destabilise the WRP. The party's most
conservative elements were led by the most important leader after
Healy, Mike Banda, who was thrown off balance by the
reactionary atrnosphere of post-miners' strike Britain. Driving on
the difficuldes and differences in the WRP were well-placed state

agents.
In the early 1970s, the main work of MI5, Britain's secret

police, was redirected from pursuing the activities of the KGB to
"domestic" targets like the trade unions, left wing parties and
campaign groups like CND. Ex-MIS officer Peter Wright
elaborated on this in his book Spycatcber published in 1987. This
view was backed up in 1989 by David Leigh, in his book The

Wilson Plot, the account of the state conspiracy against the
Labour government of 197+-79. Leigh notes that part of the
change in emphasis was to ensure that Maurice Hanley became

head of MI5 n 1972 and adds: "Bowing to the preoccupations of
the Home Office, he switched the organisation's targets
dramatically. K branch [which followed the work of tfie KGB in
Britain] was downgraded and its expensive plans to computerise
'watcher' communications were scrapped. Its anti-Soviet agent-
running sections were combined with MI6. From now on 'F'
branch was king. Money was poured into it, and offrcers who'had
cut their teeth on robust operations against the Soviet Union and

its spies were transferred into the much more delicate field of
'domestic' work."

It was a time, Leigh explains, for "research projects... on
domestic Trotskyite groups like Gerry Healy's Socialist Labour
League or Ted Grant's Militant". New agents were recruited and

"run direct into the universities". The author concludes: "This
switch-over \ /as one which was very dangerous to make with an

during this period that Mike Banda in particular was unhappy

about prospects for the marches. Once again, however, given a
lead from the top, the parry responded.

The marches, organised under the auspices of the Young
Socialists lrere a maior success, despite the opposition of right
wing Labour councils and the Communist Party in the coalfields.

Th; campaign attracted hundreds of sponsors from NUM
branches, ifr"p stewards committees, trades councils and Labour
Parties. The first leg began in Edinburgh and took six-weeks to

reach London. Oiher contingents left from Swansea and

Liverpool. On June 30, over 4,000 workers and young people

rallied at Alexandra Pavilion in north London behind the demands

of the march. The enuance of the marchers was heralded by the

Murton miners' band playrtg The Intemationale.
The range of speakers reflected the impact which the policies of

the parry and YS had achieved throughout the labour movement.

On the platform were Jack Collins, Kent NUM secretary, Notts
NLIM t""t t"ry Henry Richardson, Ann Lilburn, national chair of
Women Against Pit Closures, Ted Knight, leader of rate-capped

Lambeth council, Marsha Marshall, of the Barnsley Womens
Action Group, Mick Power, leader of the prinrworkers union
NGA at the Daily Mail and MarkJones, father of Gareth, a picket

killed during the suike.
Also otr ih. platform was Anne Scargill, wife of the NUM

president. Sacked Kent miners, who took part in the march, spokg

Ln behalf of the many dismissed men in the audience. Liz French

read a message to the rally from her husband, Terry, a Kent miner
jailed by thi Tories. A group of trade unionists from GCHQ
Cheltenham deEring Thatcher's ban on the union, received one of
the many standing ovations given to speakers during the rally. A
resolution *"t 

"tdorsed 
which saluted the march, denounced the

betrayals of the Labour leaders, and defended surcharged
councillors. It pledged to continue the campaign with rwo mass

lobbies of the TUC and Labour Parq' conference. Support was

voiced for the YS call to launch a two-week march from
Cortonwood colliery to the Blackpool TUC.

The successful conclusion to the marches showed that the WRP
was embarking on a new level of work. The party's influence with

*
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un-reformed staff used to bugging, burglarlzr entrapment and
harassment. As even Wright recognised, what was acceptable
against agents of what he termed the Red Menace became
distincdy dangerous when turned on domestic 'radicals'. There
was no open political debate and no real political control of MI5.
They therefore continued to frnd their own solutions to
bureaucratic pressure. "

In another book, The Silent ConspiraE, published in 1993, state

watcher Stephen Dorril noted: "Both the...Workers
Revolutionary Prrty and the Socialist Workers Party, handled by
MI5's F7 section, were heavily infiltrated. Circumstantial evidence

suggests that MI5 was active on the raid on the WRP's 'Red
E{ouse' in the mid-seventies and in promoting the split in the
party in 1985-6."

On July 1, the Political Committee gathered at 8.30am to discuss
the previous day's rally. It was this moment that was chosen to
begin the attack on the party and the ICFI. The object of the
operation was the political and physical destmction of Hedy and
the International, the abandonment of the training of cadres and
the democratic centrdist approach to organising the party. fu in
previous attacks on the partf, Healy himsell although no longer
the general secretary, was the central target. The explanation for
this is not complicated. Healy by that time had spent an unbroken
58 years in the revolutionary movement. His unique position in
the leadership embodied an historic continuity which those hostile
to the parry needed to smash.

Aileen Jennings had been Healy's secretary for almost 20 years.
She had grown up in the Trotskyist movement and was the
daughter of Bob and Mickie Shaw who had first worked with
Healy during the war. Jennings played a key role in the frght
inside the Labour Party to win the leadership of the Young
Socialists. She became the editor of IQep Left when the YS was
launched as an independent organisation in 1965. Healy relied on
her in a major way. She fulfilled many important tasks and formed
with Healy the party's Central Committee departrnent. She kept
minutes of the leading committees, prepared the paperwork for
the meetings, organised Healy's dirry, drove him to meetings
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throughout the country and helped prepare his food. She was the
intermediary berween Healy and the other party departrnents,
including finance.

fu members of the Political Committee (PC) began arriving on
that first morning i"J"ly, it quickly became evident thatJennings
\ras not present. There was a commotion caused by the figure of
David Bruce, who was storming in and out of the office, shouting
and waving a piece of paper. Bruce was head of the technical
department, responsible in particular for the party's computers in
the editorial office. He sat on the PC but said little. Bruce was also
directly involved in the running of the finance departrnent and was
a director of Copsecroft, the party company which owned the
youth training centres. Bruce was clearly primed for what was
about to happen.

A key figure in Healy's political life, Jennings was an obvious
target for destabilisation. Someone had "turned" her and created
conditions for her disappearance. Evidence for this was the crude
smear attack on Healy contained in a letter she had circulated to
some members of the committee in advance of the meeting as she
left London for good. The letter made poisonous allegations
about the 71-year-old Healy's sexual behaviour. others present
were ready to jump on the bandwagon. These included Dot
Gibson, in charge of the finance department for many years and a
confidante of Jennings, and Robert Harris, who worked with
Bruce in the technical department and clare cowen, another
rnember of the finance departrnent. They were extremely agitated
and clearly hoped the letter would stampede the committee into
an attack on Healy. Instead, the majoriry of the committee agreed
to reject the letter for what it was - a provocation.

A serious attack on the parry was under way. The PC did not
have long to wait for the second phase of the conspirary. The very
next morning, with still no trace of Jennings, the committee was
shocked to learn that the parry had debts of 9250,000 and could
not pay its creditors. The parry had raised hundreds of thousands
of pounds in fund drives over many years. It had major assets in
the form of a zubstantial headquarters, printing plant, bookshops
and youth training centres. It had its own ttrrripo.t operation.
Now it verged on ttre edge of bankruptcy. Those involved in

T
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managing the finance departrnent were the same people who were

most animated about the Jennings letter - Gibson, Bruce, Elarris,

Jennings and Cowen. All shared a common political silence in
party committees and a scarcely veiled hostility to theoretical
work. Healy proposed the creation of a special committee to
investigate the financial crisis and make proposals to overcome it.

A S100,000 fund was launched on July 8. Throughout the

surffner, Healy insisted that solving the frnancial problems was

the priority task for the party. When Bruce finally put his right-
*irrg opposition to the pafty's policies down on PaPer, Healy still
*"int"irr"d that without a solution to the cash problems, it would
be wrong to allow the committees to be diverted by a drawn-out
politicaf discussion. The real differences, he insisted, would
b""o*" clear in the attitude to overcoming the threat of
bankruptry. The finance sub-committee led by Corin Redgrave

would shortly produce evidence proving that those who had

enthusiastically endorsed the Jennings letter were the same

members of the leadership who had systematically and deliberately
destroyed the party's frnancial stmctures and systems over a

period ofyears.

Just as the coup was being launched in Britain, in the United
States the Workers League under the leadership of North was

preparing for its parry congress. A resolution submitted by North
declared that US imperialism was all powerful, forecast Reagan

would crush the masses in Latin America and that a world war v/as

coming. This was North at his subjective idealist worst,
repudiating all the political perspectives agreed at the 10th

Congress of the ICFI inJanuary.
The ICFI sent Slaughter to attend the conference. He defended

the 10th Congress decisions, made North withdraw his resolution

and write a political letter to all WL members correcting his

errors. North told his members: "The entire membership was

forced to confront and fight the growth of revisionism within the

partlr, expressed in a draft resolution prepared by the leadership."

This had occurred, the letter admimed, as a result of "pursuing a

practice based on idealist scePticism". The letter added that
propaganda and circle methods had prevented the organisation
h"r" assimilating new forces recruited during the 1984 election
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campaig!. The correction was confined to the words in the letter,
however. During all his time as secretary, North had never added

to the League's small membership of less than 100.

During August, with Hedy out of the headquarters for much of
the time due to ill-health, Banda, the general secretary of the
'WRP, 

began to oscillate politically. Editorial board meetings were
suddenly informed that many of the party's policies needed
"revising". The general secretary, who later denounced the
uprising of inner-city youth in nearby Brixton, had become
politically disoriented in the wake of the miners' strike. This was

seized upon by the right wing and the state agents, who flattered
his ego. Banda was their chosen "liberator', the man who would
free them from the Healy "tyranny".

By the end of the month, Healy was persuaded by Banda and

Torrance to retire from the leadership of the party on health
grounds. On August 18, Healy spoke at a Trotsky anniversary
rally. He stressed that without a scientific method of training in
Marxism there would be no successful socialist revolution in
Britain. The Naus Line reported: "FIe insisted that no matter how
it rankled, the parg, could not be built without training in Manrist
dialectics. 'We walk in Trotsky's footsteps because we give
priority to this training'." Flealy added: *We can't just take the
practice every day as the starting point for analysis. We have to
take this practice and relate it to the whole world situation and

draw our analysis from that." It was to be Healy's last public
appearance in the old WRP.

By this time, Slaughter was going over to the conspiracy.
Arriving back in Britain from his long vacation in Greece,
Slaughter had long understood that the struggle for power in
Britain, the home of "anti-theor[", would be a protracted'and
diffrcult one. Ffe and others of his generation decided it was time
to part companywith revolutionary politics.

Banda came under pressure from Slaughter to denounce Flealy's
record in the movement at the next Central Committee meeting
in early September. Instead, Banda spoke in support of Healy's
historic role, drawing an angry response from Slaughter, who
wanted nothing less than the destruction of the WRP. Slaughter
wrote to Banda, telling him: "You will agree... that this is a time
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when every man should speak his mind. I am certain that your
alliance with Sheila florrancel will not do. The job is not yet fully
done. Sheila does not understand a fraction of what harm has been

done and what is wrong about the leadership of Gerry..."

Slaughter set out to push the vacillating Banda into leading a full-
scale coup against Healy and urged him to bring North into the
operation. North saw his chance to relaunch the 1982 alliance
with Banda against "Flealy's dialectics" when he attended an
emergency meeting of the IC on August 17. Delegates were
confronted with the danger of financial bankruptry of the WRP.
All sections made pledges to help restore financial stability. The
British party had itself responded by raising over 840,000 towards
the 9100,000 target. North's pledge was the only one never
fulfrlled, however. Sensing a major crisis in the WRP, North
reached once more for the notes he had drawn uP in 1982 which
rejected the work Healy had done in developing dialectical
materialism. He had, it will be recalled, been forced to withdraw
them on numerous occasions. This time, he found a receptive
audience in Banda and Slaughter. North was duly appointed
"travelling salesman" of the coup.

Although Healy had retired from the leadership of the WRP, he
remained active in the theoretical batdeground. In September he
led an international training school in Derbyshire. It was
considered a zuccess not only by Healy but by those attending it
from Greece, Spain and the United States. Healy's status and
record in the movement still remained the chief obstacle for the
right-wing plotters.

While Healy was leading the school, North was despatched on a

tour of Britain, West Germany and Greece during late
September. He sought allies for the Banda-Slaughter clique that
now operated as a conspiracy inside the party and the IC. North
had himself described this kind of operation only the year before,
in his introduction to a documentary history of the evolution of
Wohlforth, his predecessor as secretary of the Workers League.
North wrote: "One of Wohlforth's projects [on behalf of the
SWP] was to scour the earth looking for renegades like himself to
denounce Comrade Healy... All the flotsam and jetsam of

international revisionism, including the political agents among
them, were to be asked to describe the traumas they had suffered.
What they stood for politically was of no importance. The sole
common denominator was to be simply subjective hatred of
Flealy." For Wohlforth read North. Flere was clearly a man who
would say and do things simply depending on what results he
thought he could achieve.

In Britain, Banda and Slaughter began gathering around them
the disgruntled ones, the backward, anti-theory members, the
"workerists" and those simply tired of revolutionary politics after
spending 20 years in the parry.All would be encouraged to blame
Healy for all the difhculties of being a revolutionary in the oldest
capitalist country in the world. The attack on Healy was, for all of
them, a smoke-screen behind which they made their retreat from
principles and buildirg, parry to overthrow capitalism.

The pressure to abandon Marxist dialectics as a guide to practice
was at its greatest. Qualitative changes in world economic and
political conditions had rendered the old leaderships of the
workers' movement impotent in the face of state attacks on both
sides of the Atlantic. Reagan and Thatcher signalled a new type of
regime. Impressionists were deeply moved by the all-powerful
appearance of the state. New media techniques pumped out the
image and message from Washington and London. Orly through
dialectical logic could rhe contradictory sides and aspects of the
changes be analysed and the parry's course maintained. Those
who opposed that approach could only flounder, leaving
themselves and the parq, open to the most reactionary bourgeoii
ideas and state attacks.

Meanwhile, the frnancial investigation was revealing another
side of the conspirary. Gibson, Cowen, Bruce and Harris had

lpent the summer deliberately prolonging and deepening the
financial crisis in the parry. They had covered op arrd corrcial.d
the real extent of the party's debts and the secret, illegal
transactions in the buying, selling and mortgaging of parry
property they had engaged in.

Between July and August, Gibson, who served on the finance
sub-committee in an advisory capacity, continued to falsify the
figures of the party finances. Throughout this period, she
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deliberately withheld sending cheques for the urgent bills which
the finance committee had voted to pay. Redgrave dso discovered
that Gibson andJennings had conspired to conceal from the party
a warning given by the WRP's chief accountant inJanuary 1985 of
a "frnancial disaster" facing the organisation. It was easier to
understand now whyJennings had disappeared as she had.

Redgrave completed his damning report early in October.l
What had almost certainly begun as a misguided and behind-the-
scenes attempt to overcome party problems had been transformed
into full-blown sabotage, driven on by state intervention. The
report gave chapter and verse on years of illegal selling and
mortgaging of party propertyr of forged minutes and documents,
of a conspiracy to keep the truth away from the party and
eventually bring it to its knees financially.

There were no circumstances under which the conspirators
would allow the Redgrave report to be discussed. fu it was nearing
completion, Slaughter travelled secretly to brief North on his
allotted role in the plot to smash the party. Slaughter and North
returned armed with printed copies of the 1982 denunciation of
"Ilealy's Hegelianism", which would serve as a "theoretical
justification" of the coup. Banda, meanwhile, had told a PC
meeting that he wanted a "thousand flowers to bloom". The time
had arrived for a split in the party beween those who fought for
the building of a cadre-trained Bolshevik-type party and those

who wanted to make their peace with bourgeois ideology and the

capitalist state.

Conclusion

l-rerry Healy spent 61 years of his life as a conununist, and in
lr*fthe post-war period was the most prominent leader of the
Trotskyist movement internationally. His life and struggle offer
many lessons for revolutionaries who want to see an end to
capitalism. The parties he led were built on principles which are
the key to solving the problems of working class leadership under
today's entirely new conditions. Healy deliberately set himself
against the peculiarly British outlook of "being on the left",
regarding this, however well-meaning, as an expression of protest
and reformist politics. Therefore, the organisations he helped to
build were modelled on the Bolshevik P.rry which successfully
overthrew capitalism in Russia in the first socialist revolution. The
Bolsheviks saw ttrat their conquest of power had to become part of
a world revolution to accomplish its aims. This was also Hedy's
oudook and remains completely tme today.

To take on the state in Britain, Healy always insisted, required a

precise, highly-trained, disciplined party machine built along
Leninist lines led by full-time revolutionaries. Healy lived this
concept in practice, and expected others who joined the
revolutionary party to do the same. FIe never asked anyone to do
something he was not ready to do himself. To be totally and
passionately involved in revolutionary practice, to be prepared to
implement ideas through iron discipline and centralism - these
Bolshevik principles gave no quarter to traditional "British"
middle class attitudes.

The fact that he placed the party's interests above personal
interests does not mean he had a blinkered outlook. He
appreciated keenly what was going on outside the revolutionary
parry. His attitude was driven by * understanding that without
total commitrnent it is not possible to fight capitalism in a serious
way. In response, the party would protect its members, help them
to resist the pressure and blandishments of bourgeois society
through training in Marxist dialectics and as a result develop a

united fighting force capable of leading workers in struggle.J
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The lack of equivocation about the need to be a professional
revolutionary was inseparable from the attitude towards the
capitalist state. The state was analysed and exposed concretely,
with all its different aspecrc. In the 1980s the working class could
not make a single step forward without taking on the state, Healy
maintained. No major gain, whether it was jobs, the health service
or social conditions, could be made outside the stmggle for power
itself. The confrontation between the National Union of
Mineworkers and the British state in 1984 and 1985 showed that
this analysis was absolutely correct. When the mounted police
batoned defenceless miners, a watershed was reached in British
politics. ft was the naked force of the state against the working
class, and there would be no return to the period of negotiated
setdements and deals.

M*y on the reformist and revisionist left like to sneer at this
approach. It might have been alright for the Russians at the turn
of the centugzr but in Britain, we do thirgr differendy is what they
say. We are more sophisticated, it is implied, md can even get
elected to parliament. The parties Healy led exposed this
chauvinist humbug, th" wretched English liberalism imposed on
the workers' movement through the empty rhetoric of overpaid
and overfed Labour leaders. The SLL and the WRP rejected the
class compromise outlook that evennrally helped brirg to offrce a
series of reactionary and dictatorial Tory governments.

There have been few working class leaders in the post-war
period who have shown the naked truth about British capitalism.
In recent years in the labour and trade union movement, only
miners' leader Arthur Scargill dared to say "what is" about the
class struggle. ft is no accident that Scargill incurred the wrath of
the state and its media on a similar scale to that endured by Gerry
Healy. Scargill spoke the truth in a labour movement where lies
and deception are the norm and was made a target for
destruction. Healy, too, rejected the accepted political
"tradition". IIe too, as the book has shown, was singled out for
the "treatment". Scargill was proved right, however. So too was
Healy. It is not possible to take on capitalism in a half-hearted
manner. Healy's insistence on the revolutionury parry as the form
of this work remains as true for today as it was when Lenin first
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What distinguished Healy from his contemporaries was not
simply the high level of activity in which he engaged. The British
working class has never had a shortage of dedicated activists. The
essential aspect was the way his practice was theoretically guided.
This, too, v/as definitely against the grain in a country steeped in
narro\il empirical thinking. It is the most significantlegaal Healy
handed over to new generations. The significance of theory in
party building was absorbed through the most bitter of
experiences. None was more crucial than the split in the Fourth
International in 1953 which took Trotslcyism close to elimination.
Certainly, impressionism and empiricism could not explain why
the leadership of the International had come to advocate its own
liquidation, and how affiliated sections had endorsed many of the
actions which propelled Trotskyism down this cul-de-sac.

The split proved to Healy that it was not zuf6cient to adhere to
general Maxist, Leninist and Trotshnrt principles. These could
easily be reduced to empty abstractions and dogma. What was
needed was a cadre of leaders who had a concrete approach to
grasping new conditions through t}re concepts of dialectical logic.
Above all, this method begins with the whole of the developments
of world economy and politics as the essence of the parts in each
country. It is throroughly internationalist. This approach was
critical for withstanding renewed assaults on the concept of
independent Trotslryist parties in the decades of the post-war
inflationary boom fuelled by the then mighty dollar. The
International Committee of the Fourth International (ICFI)
opposed and exposed those on the left in Britain and
internationally who said that capitalism had averted crises of over-
production through having "permanent arrns economies". If this
were true, of course, then the prospect for revolutionary struggles
was postponed to some indefinite point in time. The last thirs
required in this perspective was Bolshevik-qpe parties.

Other theoretical advances protected Trotskyism from the
impressionists who said that the working class in the metropolitan
countries was bourgeoisiefied and that the epicentre for revolution
had moved to countries like Cuba or Bolivia. The ICFI showed
how those who idealised guerrilla struggles, zubstinrted them for
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the building of revolutionary parties. In opposition to such

theories, tLe Socialist Labour League and the Workers
Revolutionary P"tty and the ICFI insisted that the working class

internationally'vras the only revolutionary force in capitalist
society, and that the post-war boom could only be a temPorary-

phenomenon. Capitalism had postponed its crisis, not because of
any inherent strength but through the betrayal by Stalinist and

Social Democratic leaderships in Italy, Greece, France and other

countries immediately after the war.
During the 1960s and 1970s, Healy made a profound snrdy of

English history, taking in E.P. Thompson's trailblaztngbook, Tbe

Miking of tbe English working class, christopher Hill's writings_o1

the nnglish Revolution of t64O, and various studies of the English

p""r"rrl revolt of 1381. History was seen in broad sweeps of
ienturies - from the peasant revolt of 1381 to Martin Luther's
Reformation, the English Revolution of 1640, the French
Revolution of 1789, Chartism and finally to the late 20th century.

This work was taken into the party as a whole, to give members

confidence in what they were doing. Through the knowledge he

gleaned, Gerry Healy developed a new understanding of the inner

"hrr""t"t 
of the British working class. He fought to reveal the

essence underlying the generally perceived image of Britain as a

country that abhors extremes and lives by comPromises of all
kinds. He studied Engel's analysis of the English character as one

made up of highly contradictory strains: the Norman and the

Anglo-Saxon.
The British working class movement has always had a

revolutionary as well as a reformist side. This was clearly
expressed in the Chartist movement, which saw many argqments

benreen the exponents of physical as opposed to moral force. In
basing himself on Bolshevik principles, far from bringing in
"foreign" ideas, Healy actually became the embodiment of a deep

current in the English working class movement, going back to its
earliest days, and re-emerging in every truly mass movement of
the working class. This ability to unlock the hidden sides of
history, enabled him to inspire Party members and the tens of
thousands of workers, youth and professional people to whom he

spoke over the decades, with revolutionary ideas. This is an

important lesson for today's period of political and economic
transition throughout the world. The historical pageants and

popular music, which became an integral feature of SLL and
WRP rallies, were not simply added on for entertainment. They
enabled the working class to see itself differendy, as an historical
class with a destiny, and not simply an appenda,ge ofthe system.

When the first post-war generation emerged, Healy understood

better than anyone else in the SLL that Trotskyism and Marxism
could only flourish if it could win a sizeable influence amongst the
youth. His direction of the four-year battle to win over the
Labour Party's youth movement remains a classic example of
united front work. Under the SLL, the Young Socialists became a

broad movement, organising countless numbers of young people
in meetings, dances, football and sPorts events.

The campaign for, and then the reality of the daily newsPaPer

brought many into contact with revolutionary socialist politics and

ideas for the first time. Tens of thousands attended YS, SLL and

WRP rallies, and bought copies of the daily newsPapers. Books,

pamphlets and magazines were turned off the party's presses

introducing new readers to the betrayals of Stalinism and
reformism and the history of the movement. Innumerable people

either participated in or gave concrete suPPoft to the international
marches organised in continental Europe during the late 1970s

and early 1980s.
After 1985, Healy's work focused almost entirely on developing

dialectical logic and materialist dialectics as a theory of knowledge.

In terms of theory, it was a distillation of what he had acquired in
a lifetime of party building, proving that the ruling class and its
ideology could be taken on in the oldest capitalist country of the
world. While others retired from revolutionary politics around the
age of.50, Healy went on for another quarter of a century. His
work benreen 1985 and the day that he died encomPassed 29

schools on dialecticd logic. Eight of these were held in Barcelona

and eight in Greece. He prepared for tfiese schools by writing 24
articles on tlre process and practice of cognition. Healy also made

several trips to Moscow. In between his schools he usually
attended monthly Central Committee meetings and fortnightly
branch meetings, at first of the WRP and then the Mamist Party.

T
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He also took the main responsibility for the International
Committee gatherings.

It was the protracted struggle, not to be active for the sake of
activity, but to train himself and others through building the
revolution^ry p^ry that gave him such authority. I{e worked with
many people, each of whom made his or her contribution as best
they could. Most awesome about Gerry Healy was that nothing
would deflect him from what he knew had to be done. He would
leave no stone unturned, no detail unconsidered, no loose ends.

There were occasions when he lost his temper, becoming furious
with someone. He put his fist through his office door at least once

in Clapham. Such anger was invariably aroused by a gross political
mistake. After the storm, the error would be collectively analped,
in order to learn the lessons for the future. For those looking in
both directions politically, and those who sought to defend their
egos, both inside and outside the partf, this singlemindedness
made him unbearable. Those who shared his aims and worked
closely with him came under heavy pressure as a result.

It was his total commitment, his determination that the
revolutionaqy forces and the working class must be victorious, in
the only way they can, through collective batde, which frightened
those who were not prepared to go all the way. What gave him the
aspect of terror was not a threat of physical violence - he was after
all a very short man - but that, from a Marxist standpoint, he was

correct and that behind him stood the party. He was tough with
members of the partf, not to hurt them, but to prepare and train
them for the realities of revolutionary stnrggle.

What amrzed people was that there could be such a man who
personified completely what he stood for. He was a live wire, full
of anxiety and tension, straining to extract the maximum out of
each moment, each political change and each person with whom
he worked. He lived each moment totally. The power of his
thought was extracted painfully from vicissinrde. He agreed with
the German philosopher who said there is no understanding
without passion. For Healy that passion meant the utmost
partisanship ir the class struggle. Healy knew that to operate as a

revolutionor[r to defeat the enemy, determination had to be
tempered with concepts which were, as Lenin described them,

"hewn, treated, flexible, mobile, relative, mutually connected,
united in opposites, in order to embrace the world".

Despite all the shattering events of the mid-1980s, Healy told
his audience, commemorating the assassination of a close
comrade, Abu Jihad: "Our time is coming, it is coming very
rapidly, no matter how the enemy may hold it off." FIe meant
every word. His life is a unique e:nmple to all those who want to
become revolutionaries today.
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APPENDIX 1

Recollections of Gerry Healy

Viwly Startsea, Professor of History,

Herzm Institute, Lmingrad

I met comrade Gerry Healy tqrice in all: once in Moscow and once

in London, at his home. Up until November 1989 I had not heard

of him and knew very little in general about the Trotskyist
movement outside the USSR. It was, in fact, he and Vanessa

Redgrave who sought me out on one of their visits to Moscow in
the spring of 1989. The cause of this was a few of my speech".t *q
public lectures on Lev Davidovich Trotsly it Leningrad and

Mor"o* in 1988 and 1989, which at that time were still a Sreat
rarity.

Now I must relate, albeit briefly, how I came to this theme.

Considering myself a liberal Soviet historian, od even having

some gtorodt for doing so, none the less, right up to the end of
tg87 I h"d, so to speak, a Leninocentric point of view of the

events of the Revolution and the frrst years of Soviet Power.
Therefore Lenin's views in any situation were for me a priori
correct. Conversely, his oPPonents were automatically incorrect.

This was reflected in all the asPects of our education and nrles

of life, including the iron rules from which a loyal citizen could
not depart. Therefore, while considering that in his arguments
with Trotsky, Lenin was always right, I nevertheless began to
write about those occasions when the sources recorded how'the
views of Lenin and Trotsky coincided. It was still, you see' not
permitted to do this. But I still succeeded in illuminating more or
less objectively the activities of L.D.Trotsky as the Chairman of
the Petrograd Soviet of workers' and soldiers' deputies in
September-October 1917. This is apparent for example it *y
chapters in the two-volume October Arrned Uprising, 1917 in
Petrograd (Leningrad L967) and the book The Bankmptcy of tbe

Krmsbina. However, as a whole I did not occupy myself with the

revolutionary activities of Trotsky and had no desire to take that

on, just as I did not want to supplement the ranks of the

professional "denigrators" of Trotskyism.
I got involved in these problems by a curious chance. In M"y

1985 I was telephoned from the lecture centre, md thgf asled;

could I not givei public lecture on L.D. Trotsky? I said that I had

never "or"J*"d 
myself with him, md began to refuse. In reply

the representative of the lecture centre expressed his.r-egret,

becarrse the tickets for the lecture had already been sold. The
District Committee of the CPSU had raised an objection to the

lecflrrer. Who was the lecturer, I asked? It was Professor Klushin,

among other things the husband of Nina Andreyevna. We had

heard a rumour that Klushin was dre co-author of a notorious

article by his wife entitled "I cannot give up *y P.19ip!-t". h
that case, I said, I agree! For three days I sat in the publi" lltTyl
and also in its rp""1d archive, and read everything I could find

there about Trosky. And on the fourth. day I delivered the lecture

which several hundred people gathered to hear.

Subsequendy I delivered a new lecnrre on Trotsky in Moscow,

in one of the small halls of the Polytechnic Museum in January
1989, and a further lechrre on March 9 that year in the large hall

of the Central Flouse of Authors. March of 1989 is noteworthy for
the international movement for the rehabilitation of Trotsky.
N.I.Bukharin had already been rehabilitated and even

posthumously restored to Party membership, and the legal
iehabilitation of L.B. Kamenev and G. Ye Zinoviev was taking
place, but Trotsky still remained an *enemy of the people".
Therefore at the beginning of 1989 the creative and academic

intelligentsia of Moscow held some public meetinp, readings and

lecnrris, dedicated to L.D.Trotsky. My lecture was a contribution
to this aim. Two representatives of one of the American
Trotskyist groups 

"r-C 
to it. And during the question and answer

period, th" fUl*ican Trotskyist Kibalchich burst on to the
pl"tfor*, picturesquely dressed in a Russian "keritz" (peaked cap)

and green tunic H. *as the son of Viktor Serge and had iust
flown to Moscow for the first time.

One of the consequences of all these events was that I fell into
the orbit of attention of Gerry Healy. At that time I lived a great
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deal in Moscow, working as one of the large group of historians of
liberal reputation on e new work Ersays on the Hirtory of the CPSU
(which, alas, has remained unfrnished and unpublished!). When I
was telephoned from home and told that the English actress
Vanessa Redgrave had been looking for me, I was completely
dumbfounded. I knew Vanessa very well through her films and

was enraptured with her talent, but could not begin to conceive in
what connection I could be useful to her. Some inquiries about
her recent visit to Moscow established this connection:
L.D.TrotsLy. Arrd when in November of that year her brother,
Corin Redgrave, began to seek me out, I already knew what it was
about. I went to a meeting at the Efouse of Actors, in the offrce of
Mikhail lllyanov, who was entertaining his English guests to
lunch. I had with me a copy of my pamphlet on L.D.Trotsky
which had just been published by the Znaniye publishing house. It
was the frrst booklet about him, appearing after decades of
slander, in which the whole activity of Trotsky as a PartF and state
firnctionary of our countrywas evaluated in a positive way.

Before lunch, my attention was attracted by a thick-set elderly
person of short stature, who was completely silent when questions
of the craft of acting were being discussed. At the end of the
conversation, in which a female representative of a Greek group
and Corinna Lotz took paft, I gave this person my pamphlet.
Then we were introduced to each other and for the first time I
shook the hand of Gerry Healy. Then he invited me to go
together with all of them to the Sovietskaya Hotel, where he was
staying. And it was there that our first big discussion took place
(true, through an agreeable female interpreter, for my meagre
capacity for speaking English was completely insufficient), which
went on for about three hours. He made L greatimpression on me
and deeply imprinted himself on my memory.

It should be said that Gerry Healy took the lead in this
conversation. He told me about the Marxist Party, which he led
then as chief theoretician, and about the sinration in the left-wing
movement in Great Britain and the Western world. All this was
new to me, to t"he extent that, I repeat, until that time I had
concerned myself neither with Trotsky nor with the Trots$rt
movement. Gerry Hedy liked me and I was overwhelmed by his

forcefulness, both physically, to the extent that it was apparent
that this was a person of exceptional strength, and because of the
force of his intellect. In our discussion he often referred to
dialectical materialism. That dumbfounded me. Of course I, as a
Soviet academic, studied Marxist philosophy ir *y time, and had
written that this method underpinned my works. But also I, like
the majority of my colleagues (I am not going to generalise
further) considered these words about the correctness of
dialectical materialism, as a formality, as a required routine. Of
course we were materialists and dialecticians, but this was
something built into ourselves, automatic. We snrdied philosophy
as a subject at university, but we never particularly returned to it.
Our leaders too, even under Stalin, it seems to me, were not real
Marxists, but pragmatists, who did not understand dialectics (let
us recall, that Lenin noted this even about Bukfiarin!). The years
of perestroika, carried out with many mistakes, and the years after
perestroika, characterised by confused improvisation, prove this.

Gerry Healy appeared intimate with materialist dialectics. For
him it was not simply a phrase, not just an oath or vow associated
with a particular order, but an actual window on the world, a

prism, through which he saw the surrounding world and
reconstituted it in the light of the class spectrum. A specially
tender emotion and a smile were evoked in me by the diagram,
which G.ry, Healy had worked out as a teaching aid on dialectical
materialism. This reminded me of our dogmatic Marxists.
Flowever, th.y would never have permitted themselves to work
out such a diagram. According to them, understanding this would
have been taken as an attempt to "improve" Marxism. Because,
they would argue, Marx and Engels had already said everghing
that they had to saR and they had no such diagram! To them it
would seem that this was heresy.

It was thus that G"rry Healy produced this "dogmatic" work not
as a dogmatist, but as a bold revolutionary. Gerry also told me
about his own life, and about the fact that he became a Trotskyist
from his betrayed youth as a Communist. fu he related this I was
shocked at the duplicity of Stalin's foreign policy, on the one hand
sending fuel to the Spanish republicans, and on the other - to the
Italian fascists. All this was absolutely new to me. And, educated
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by the radio and newspapers in 1936, I had a blind adoration for
the Spanish Republicans, even though I was only frve years- old'
only once did I feel a chill ir *y spine. This was when G"rry
Healy, witfi hatred in his eyes and passion in his voice,_sPoke

about the intrigues of the other Trotskyist grouPs, and their
splitting activities. Thank God, I thought, that for us, Soviet

Communisrc, this is all in the Past. We arre a monolithic Parry, in
which there are more than 19 million members! Stalin forever
weaned us from "left" and "right" deviations. In the
uncompromising nature of Gerry Healy I heard an echo of the

1920s, the struggle with the Opposition, the quarrel in the
Comintern.

To us all this seemed inconceivable and in the practice of the

CPSU for a long time, since the beginning of the 1930s,

completely forgotten. Alas, Dy hostile arrogance \ras soon

punished: literally within a month or two the Democratic
irl"dorrn appeared in the CPSU, then the "Marxist", and, not to
mince *oidJ, a right-conservative wing took shape within the

Party. And it *rs alt""dy solidly devoid of that experience of intra-
parry struggle, which inspired Gerry Healy at the time of our first
conversation.

The second meeting with him took place in London, literally
three days before his untimely, sudden death. Thanks to the

trouble iaken by *y friend, the English political scientist and

historian Mtry Macaulay I succeeded, through the co-operation of
the Soros fund, in visiting England for two weeks in December

1989. On the day appointed for our meeting I travelled
independently from Odord to Victoria Station in London. And

Corinna Lotzwas supposed to meet me there but when I arrived

in the morning I did not see anyone at the bus station. I walked up

and down to th. litde square with the momunent to Marshal Foch

for about an hour but Corinna did not turn up.

So I then went to the library of the United Masonic Lodge of
England, since one of the goals of my visit was to collect material

about the connections between Russian and English Freemasons

in the 18th and lgth centuries (the history of Russian
Freemasonry is my hobby). Ana only then, when I telephoned

M^ry Macaulay in Oxford and waited at the Lodge, did Corinna

Lotz find me. She took me to G.try Healy. Over lunch we once

more talked about many things. Gerry welcomed my desire to qet

to know more about totslry (at that time I was studying in his

archive in the Central P.tty Archive at the Central Committee's

Instinrte of Marxism-Leninism) and to write about him. He even

supplied me with some copies of archive materials which were

rr.rkto*n to me. Then we had a serious discussion about
perestroika, and about the tendencies which were beginning to

take shape within its development.
It -uit be said that Girry Healy and his Party welcomed

perestroika with great enthusiasm, as opposed to many o_t"_t

irot"kyitt gtoopt. In it they saw the workers' revolution which

Trotsky hal predicted for the USSR in 1936, in his book Wbat is

tbe Soaiet Llnlon and whre is it going? (Ranlution Betrayed). I only

read that book and Trotsky't prediction much later and today I
am sure that Gerry Healy *". ioo.ct in his Trotskyist analpis of
perestroika. According to Trotsky, contemporary Soviet society

ias still a transitiorr.l state, and not a society of established

socialism, as Stalin maintained. Trotsky predicted that transition

was possible in two directions: just as much to socialism as to

."pitalis*. G"ry, Healy analysed Perestroika as the beginning of
th'" "tr*sition" 

-on 
the frrst road, through a workers' revolution

against the bureaucr^q to Pure socialism, md to a true workers'

rLt". In fact, perestroika sharply turned from this route in 1990-

lggl, and after August 1991 opened the way to the transition to

the second possibility, to capitalism.
We also talked ,bort Yory N. Afanasiev. Gerry Healy had

enthusiastically received the Soviet historian's speeches of 1986-

1988. But Afanasiev's open break from Marxism, and his sharp

criticism not only of Lenin but also of Marx himself, evoked

astonishment and condemnation from Gerry Healy. Nonetheless,

he was preparing for a new meeting with YPty Nikolayevich
during the time of the lectures planned by him forJanuary 1990 at

the Historical Archives Institute in Moscow. Agreeing on one

more meeting before my deparnrre (I had to fly on 15 December),

we parted. Corinna Lotz took me to Victoria Station bus station,

showing where she had waited for me for rwo hours that morning.

I replied timidly that I had arrived at a completely different place,
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by the Manhd FocJr monument. She smiled and said that this was
a misunderstanding, and all buses from Oxford arrived only here
and left from here! I got on the coach, and she left. It transpired
that there are two companies, botrh of which travel on this route.

Three days later, Corin Redgrave telephoned us in Oford and
said that G"rry Healy was dead. Our third meeting with him did
not take place. Then I heard and read various thi"p about him.
That he was a Stalinist in his character, that he was an
authoritarian personality, a dictator, that he committed a greait
many mistakes and so on. I cannot adjudicate upon the justice of
these accusations, f knew too little.

But the fact that G"rry Healywas a strong personality is without
doubt. It is also without doubt that he was a Marxist and an
educated Maxist, and that he wanted to be guided by Marxist
dialectics in his own political and theoretical activities. I talked
about this at Highgate Cemetery, when in April 1990 I
participated in the sombre ceremony of laying Gerry Healy's
ashes in his gral',e. Then those who had gathered together walked
to the grave of Karl Marx. This was an emotional moment. The
English comrades sang, with fists clenched in tfie traditional
greeting. The feeling of some sort of sacred trembling suffrrsed
my spirit. For the last time in these years I experienced the feeling
of solidarity with Marxists of tfie whole world, and sensed in
mlzself participation in that business which Karl Marx had started
here in London, working on his manuscripts. And this strong
emotion will forever remain connected ir *y soul to Gerry Healy.

APPENDl.x2

WRP Financial Report

Corin Redgraae, Odober 8, 1985

Cde. A. Jennings' letter to the Political Committee was a

provocation. This was decided by the Political Committee onJuly
1, and endorsed by the Central Committee on Joly 6. The
provocation was the work of Cdes D. Gibson, A.Jennings, C.
Cowen, D. Bruce and R. Harris.

The purpose of the provocation was to cover up a conscious
political manipulation of the party's finances which was intended
to bring the party to the brink of financial disaster. The Cdes
involved in this conspiracy, Cdes Gibson, A. Jenninp, C. Cowen,
D. Bruce and R. Harris, manipulated the crisis in order
fraudulently and illegally to buy, sell and mortgage party property
without permission of the appropriate committees of the party.

The illegal transactions were as follows:
1) h October 1982 Cde Gibson, Cde Jennings and Cde Harris,

without the authority or knowledge of the Political Committee
or the Central Committee, negotiated an overdraft of S,35,000
with the partlr's bankers, the National Westminster Bank.

When this overdraft was discovered on luJy 2 Cde Gibson
was asked what security had been pledged to the bank. She
declared that the only security was a mortgage on her house in
Longley Road, Croydon. She kept secret the fact that Upton
Park bootshop was also totally mortgaged, although it had only
been purchased a short while earlier, with money provided by
Cde V. Redgrave. The title deeds to llpton Park are in the
possession of the bank. The copy of the Land Registry title
deeds which is in the party safe in the finance deparunent is a

photocopy only, and page 2, the charge sheet, is a forgery. The
entry on the real charge sheet in the National Westminster
Bank, showing that the property and all its f:,rnrres and fitti"St
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are wholly mortgaged, has been blanked out on the photocoPy.
Cde D. Gibson lied to the Political Committee and the Finance
Sub-Committee to conceal the fact that she had mortgaged the
freehold of Upton Parlq which was totally owned by New Park
Publications Ltd.

2) February 8, 1984: 78 Old Town was mortgaged for S50,000 by
Cdes Gibson, Jennings and Cowen. 78 is technically the
property of Cde Cowen. She purchased it on the initiative and

with the full approval of the parry leadership in August 1981.

I{owever, the property remained to all intents and purposes
party property, protected by a deed of covenant from Cde
Cowen to Cde Banda, general secretary of the Workers
Revolutionary Party, which expressly states that 78 can never

be disposed of without the approval and consent of the WRP.
The mortgage therefore is tantamount to a mortgage of Party
properry, without the knowledge of the partF.

The terms of the mortgage commit the party to Payments of
91,000 per month, with interest of approximately S500 per
month. No documents have been seen by the party showing to
what bank or building society 78 is mortgaged. What is certain,
however, is that the existence of the mortgage nullifies the deed

of covenant between Cde Cowen and Cde Banda and the
WRP. So long as this mortgage remains in force the pa*y has

no legal claim, or at best a very slender claim, on this ProPerty.

3) March 27 , 1984: Cdes Gibson, A. Jennings and C. Cowen
obtained a loan of 934,600 in the form of a mortgage on a

family properry of Cde C. Cowen. For this the party is paying
g4LZ per month into Cde Cowen's bank account.' No
documents relating to this transaction have yet been shown to
the party.

4) September 6, 1984: Cdes D. Gibson, A.Jennings and C. Cowen
secretly negotiated a short term loan of S10,000 from C.
Cowen to New Park Publications at interest rates of 10.5 + 3o/o.

No documents relating to this loan agreement have been shown
to the party. What is unknown at present is what security, if
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any, \ras offered by Cdes Gibson and Jennings to Cde Corren
for the loan.

5) March 1985: Cdes Gibson and D. Bruce, as directors of
Copsecroft Ltd., together with Cde A. Jennings, illegally sold

Nottingham Youth Training to Cde Cowen for 932,000. A new
company, Copsecroft HoldingSr wxS established to purchase the
property. Cdes Gibson and Bruce, appointed by the party as

directors of Copsecroft Ltd, the party's company, secretly
negotiated the sale through Messrs Browne Jacobson, the
Nottingham solicitors who had acted for the party in the
original purchase. No documents have yet been shown to the

party relating to this purchase, or showing who are the
directors and shareholders of Copsecroft Holdingt.

6) May 21, 1985: Cdes D. Gibsotr, A.Jennings and C. Cowen
secretly negotiated a loan of S69,081 from Chase Bank inJersey
to New Park Publications. The loan matures in one year, on
May 30, 1986. It is secured by an offshore trust fund in Jersey,
established by the Cowen family for purposes of tax evasion.

Interest is payable by New Park Publications, t-hrough Chase

Bank in Frankfurt, at approximatelygs0O per month.
The loan agreement is illegal. The articles of association of

New Park Publications expressly state that the unanimous
agreement of the company's directors and the unanimous
agreement of a general meeting of the comPany's shareholders
properly minuted in the company minute booh are necessary

before the company can borrow any money. No such meeting
took place, and no such minute exists. Cdes Gibson, A.

Jennings and C. Cowen obtained the loan by forging company
minutes and resolutions.

Throughout the period in question, from 1982 until the present,
Cdes Gibson, Cowen, Harris and, until the time of her deparnrre
onJune 30, Cde A. Jennings, used fraud, forgery, and deception to
conceal a mounting financial crisis from the leadership of the
party. Forged bank statements were prepared by Cdes Gibson and

A. Jerrnings, showing pary bank accounts to be in credit which

GERRY HEALY
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The cost to the party of these practices, which must have
prevented the party from obtaining favourable discounts and
terrns of trade, must be reckoned in thousands of pounds. On
April 3, 1985, British Rail, which was owed *25,515.58 for eight
months unpaid carriage charges, suspended credit facilities to
futrnoor Litho, and demanded cash peyments over the counter at
all parcels offices for carrying Nants Line. Cde D. Gibson assured

the party leadership that the bill was "being dealt with". In fact,
Cdes Gibson, Jennings and Cowen did nothing whatever to setde
the bill. S69,081.04 came into the party accounts on May 28, and

flowed out again without any attempt to seffle the British Rail
account. Between April 3, when British Rail suspended credit
facilities, and July 9, when a writ for a HiSh Court surnmons was

served on Astmoor Litho for 928,839.58, including accrued
interest of. 93,324 and court costs of 811 1, there is no trace of any
letter from the finance department to British Rail parcels division
in Crewe. No attempt was made to propose a settlement of the
account by means of instalment payrnents. No gesture of any kind
was made or attempted zuch as might have prompted British Rail
to withhold from taking the party to court.

It is impossible not to conclude that this negligence on the part
of the comrades in the finance departrnent was anything but wilful
and deliberate. The means were t-here on May 28 to settle with
British Rail, in part or even in whole, yet the comrades chose not
to do so. Instead, so far as can be ascertained at this stage, the
comrades in the finance departrnent chose to setde a number of
bookshop bills. These bills were certainly very pressing, and
several of them carried threats of legal action. Nevertheless it is
equally impossible not to conclude that Cdes Gibson, A. Jennings
and in particular Cde Cowen were motivated by a high degree of
self interest in choosing to settle these bookshop bills, and
ignoring the paramount danger to the party's daily paper
contained in the fact of a 925,515 debt to British Rail. At least
three publishers, Turnaround, Purnell and Croom Helm were by
this time threatening to sue Cde Clare Cowen personally as well
as New Park Publications.

What is certain is that these comrades decided for themselves,
without any reference to the party leadership or any party

were in fact overdrawn by several thousands of pounds. A detailed

list of these forgeries, together with bank statements showing t'
true position Jf the paity's finances, will be appended to this

statement.
weekly financial reports were presented _br 

cat Gibson to cde

Healy. ih"r" reportsipu{porri"g to show the week's income from

sales' of News Lior, *.-L"rrhip subscriptions, sales of the YS

paper, monthly fimd, etc., \trere forgeries 1".* start to finish. A list

Lf'th"r. false statements will be appended to this statement' A
signed statement by Cde R. Harris i" tt e CC Department onJuly

Zi 1,9AS declared: dE 
"ry 

month [it was in fact every yeek - C_R]

id" Do. Gibson prepares accounts and submits them to the

Central Committe" d"prtu rent. She does that work by herself' I
have zuspected for awhile that the fig"t"l submitted were not the

correct 6g.rt"t, but I have done nothing ,!g""-{
Cde Harris knru that the frgures were false. IIe was a witrress to

the mortguge of upton Park boolshop t _ry_82, 
and knew that

Upton pit-*.t mortgaged to the National Westrninster Bank to

obt"in a 935,000 orr"tdt"ft. In the financial year t984-85 scarcely a

single rent or rates demand was paid on time. Bailiffs took walking

possession of the contents of the parry's printshgp i" Rrurcorn, the

prray" bookshops, and on one occasion at least, the party's

ir""dq.r"tters at Clapham. The total cost to th" PTy-in one

nnr1r"iat year from .oott charges, solicitors' fees, bailiffs' fees and

interest, was more than S7,000.
None of these bailiffs' visits were reported to the Party

leadership. When fuIl-time professiond comrades reported these

visits to th" finance departrn-ent they were told either that it was a

mistake and that the bills in question had already been paid, or

that it was an oversight, md that the bill was about to !e paid.

During the financial years 1983-84, and 1984-85, Cdes Gibson, A.

Jennings and C. Cowen systematically issued-cheques jo P"ry-"r"dito"rs 
for which they knew there were no funds in the bank,

and which they knew would bounce. The result of these practices

was that the party's credit slxstem was virnrally desuoye4. L9"g
established traaing relations were disrupted. Creditors refirsed all

dealings *ith p.tty companies, except on a cash down basis, and in

some cases, 
".g. 

Koa.k,-refused to deal with the party altogether.
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only manipulated the party's finances, and engaged in practices
which have drastically undermined the Party financially. They
have also engaged in a conspiracy deliberately to prolong and

deepen the crisis to the point of disaster. Since July 2, 1985, when
the full seriousness of the party's financial situation first came to
light, these comrades have attempted to conceal and cover up l)
the real extent of the party's debts, and 2) the secret, illegal
transactions in the buying, selling and mortgaging of party
property which they have been engaged in.
a) Cde D. Gibson lied to the party on July 2, h order to conceal

the mort g^ge of Upton Park bookshop. Title deeds were
specially forged, blanking out all reference to the mortgage, in
order to perpeftate this deception. The forgery was made and

deposited in the parry safe on or aboutJuly 2. But the existence

of this forgery and the mortgage itself only came to light on
Friday, October 4. Cde llarris, a witness to the mortgage in
October 1982, is an accomplice to this deception.

b) Cdes Gibson and Bruce, entnrsted by the party to be directors
of Copsecroft Ltd and Cde Cowen, concealed as long as

possible the fact that Nottingham Youth training had been sold
by Cdes Gibson and Bruce to Cde Cowen, and that a new
company had been set up for the purposes of this transaction.

c) Cdes Gibson and Cowen concealed as long as possible the
existence of a one-year interest bearing loan from Chase Bank
to New Park Publications of 869,081. When questioned about
the appearance of this sum on Mry 28 in the New Park bank
statement, Cde Gibson disclaimed all knowledge of it.

d) Berween July 8 and August 5, whilst serving every day on the
finance sub-committee in an advisory capacity, Cde Gibson
continued to falsify the figures of the party's finances in order
to conceal the real nature of the party's indebtedness.
Throughout this period Cde Gibson withheld sending cheques

for bills which the finance committee had voted to pay.

On August 5, the finance sub-committee voted to remove all
authority from Cde Gibson empowering her to sign or issue

cheques on behalf of the parry. That ban remains in force until
the present day. Cde Gibson has continued until the present
time to lie to the finance committee, and withhold essential

committee, which of the party's bills they would pay and which

they would not. In choosing not to setde the British Rail account'

,roi to forewarn the party leadershiP that a court action was

pending, they delibeiately endangete-d -the 
party_ and its d.iY

p"p"r, iit" ifrrz, s Line. Irr' the case of the bookghops, as with
Lirroor Litho, the party's credit s)xstem was totdly destroyed by

the practices of Cdei Gibson, Jennrygs and Cowen. Not a single

*ajor wholesale supplier, byJ"ly 1 tlis yezt2would deal on credit

terrns with New P;k Publications. Tens of thousands of pounds

have been lost to the parry in two years of trading through-the loss

of credit and of favourabie terns of discount. Penguins, the most

important publisher of paperback bools, refused to deal with New

Park Publications on any terrns whatsoever.

The result has been a massive loss of trade to the bookshops. On

July 1, the combined debt of the party's bggksfrgns to publishers

Li .rh"lesalers stood in excess of 950,000. The total debt for
rent, rates and water rates was 917,000. One of the most
important sources of frnancial assistance to the parry had been

mrned into its opposite. The stocks had been drastically depleted'.

As with oth"r'prrar finances, cdes Gibson, A. Jenningt Td
Corren had sptematically deceived the party-leadership as to.the

tme state of affairs. Cdei working at the bootshops were told by

Cde A. Jennings to report false income figules_to Cde Healy. A,

,.rr"*"i. to tlilt effect was made by Cde K. Phelps to the Political

Committee on September L7. The practices carried out by C-d":

Gibson, A. Jennings and Cowen in ielation to the bookshops had

the most i"rrg"rJrrs implications not only for the bookshops

themselves but for the Parqy as a whole. It became a common

rumour throughout the book trade that the Pap-erback Centres

were going ,rid.r because they were being u_sed to finance the

WRPis firiancial crisis. And in so far as all the finances of the

bootshops had been merged with those of New Park Publications

there *i, ,orrr. substanci to this rumour. At least two suppliers,

Turnaround, which deals mainly with revisionist publications, and

Bookwise, th" most important of all the wholesale suppliers,

threatened to present petitions to court to wind aP Ney Park

Publications. (See statement appended by Cde Mair Davies)

Cdes Gibson, A. Jenningr, Co*.n, Ffarris and Bruce have not
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information from it. As recently as Wednesday, October 2 a

debt of 930,000 came to light, which Cde Gibson had until
then deliberately concealed from the finance committee.

e) Cde Gibson has lied repeatedly to the party's leadership and to
t{re finance sub-committee concerning funds lodged in tfie
deposit account and current accoung in Cde A Jennings' name,
in Williams and Glyn bank Belgravia for security purposes. The
source of these funds was Cde V. Redgrave. On every occasion
when Cde Gibson was asked what had happened to these funds
she denied all knowledge of them.

At the beginning of August two statements from Williams
and Glyn bank were found by Cde C. Dixon, apparently
showing that in M^y 1984 there was a balance of 918,000 in the
deposit account and 91,500 in the current account. Cde Gibson
was shown these statements and asked her opinion of them. She
declared that she supposed they must be true. Both bank
statements were forgeries made by Cde A. Jennings and Cde
Gibson knew that they were. Between November 1983 and
August 198+ when Cde A. Jennings closed the deposit account,
all firnds, so far as can be ascertained pending further hqory,
had been transferred into New Park Publications account.
Entries in the New Park cash book in Cde Gibson's hand show
the dates at whicJr the transfers took place and the sums which
were transferred.

f) Cdes D. Gibson and A. Jennings deliberately concealed from
the party warnings from the party's chief accountant, Richard
Moss, of the very grave financial dangers which he considered
the party was in. On January 23, 1985, Moss wrote to Cde
Gibson warning of "financial disaster" and urging a meeting to
discuss the position. This letter has never been reported to the
party leadership. Cdes Gibson and Jennings never replied, nor
took any steps to arrange a meeting such as had been proposed
by Moss.

Since the third week ofJuly I had urged Cde Gibson to arrange a

meeting between Richard Moss and the finance departrnent. I was
concerned to establish what was the tax sinration for the party's
companies. I was assured by Cde Gibson that in the opinion of
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Henry Hyatt, the accounrant at Richard Moss & Co who is
particularly responsible for the party's accounts, the situation was
under control and there was no cause for concern. I urged that we
should have a meeting nonetheless, and continued to urge this on
three or four occasions. I was told by Cde Gibson that l) Henry
Hyatt was away on holiday and 2) Henry Hyam had agreed to a
meeting on a date torrards the end ofJuly and 3) Henry Hyatt had
telephoned to say that he must postpone the meeting.

On TuesdaR September 19 I discussed with Cde Linda Efford
in the finance departrnent the fact that the parry accounts were
very far behind. Cde Efford telephoned Henry Hyatt and
arranged a meeting for October 2. On ThursdaR September 19,
cde Efford informed cde Gibson trhat a meeting with Hyatt had
been arranged. Cde Gibson became extremely irate, and acctrsed
Cde Efford and myself of "going behind her back" in arranging
this meeting.

The meeting duly took place on October 2 at 10.30a.m. in the
finance office. Present were mlrself, Cdes Efford and Gibson, and
Henry Hy"tt. I asked Hyatt why the party's accounts were so far
behind, and what might be done to speed bringrng them up to
date. Hyatt said that they were behind because tt 

" 
prrty o*.t

approximately 930,000 to Richard Moss, a fact which had been
concealed by Cde Gibson.

I_replied that we were payrng Moss 91,150 a month by standing
order and that, to the best of my knowledge, these payments had
been made regularlR except in one comparatively minor instance
of four d.)o' delay. Hyatt replied that this was so, but there had
been periods earlier in the yea\ and in the previous year, when no
payments had been made. And that ir *y case Moss's charge for
one year's completed accounts and audits for all companies was
818,000. Mr Moss, he continued, would not countenance the extra
time and staff required to bri"s our accounts up to date unless he
had a reasonable assurance that he would be paid. I replied that we
must in that case consider how we might increase our scale of
payrnents.

I further asked Hyatt what danger of prosecution we might
incur through tailure to present our accounts on time. I said we
should bear in mind Tbe obseruer's recent inquiry into the

GERRY HEALY
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accounts of fuUnoor Litho, and their report that futrnoor Litho
had frled no returns for the year 198't-85.

Hyatt replied that in his view there was little danger of
prosec.rtiorr, brrt added that "Mr Moss thinks differently" and
?tends to take a more cautious view of these things". FIe went on

to say that "Mr Moss thinls you are going to crash if yorr_carryon

,, you are". He asked what assets the party possessed. I replied

that we had recently valued our ProPerties, and told him the

approximate valuations. He replied, "things are better than I
thought", and added, "but I zuppose you will have some problems

p.rr.Ldit g your committees to sell your as_sets". I was struck by

thi, ,.*rr].r'since no mention had been made in our discussion of
selling properties, or of committees. There followed a disctrssion

or, *-"yr rrrd *""ns of speeding up the -completion 
of our

accounts; more preparatory work in the finance department,

better use of the-computer etc. Hyatt remained on the premises

until approximately l.45pm, during which time Cde D. Gibson

continued to discuss with him.
on Thursday october 3, at the meeting of the finance

committee in Cde Banda's offrce, Cde Gibson and mlrself gaYe a

brief report of the discussion with Hyatt the Preyrogs day. It was

agreed ihat further discussion be deferred until the following d!y.

dn frid"y, October 4, at the finance committee meeting in_ Cde

Banda's office, I opened the discussion by saying that I was

concerned at the prospect that we should not have our accoune

completed and brought up to date by the end of the yeT' I
proptsed that we should find out exacdy what we owed Richard

Moir, and what scale of payrnents would be needed to bring our

accounts up to date, partiiularly those of futmoor Litho and New

Park Publiiations, by the end of the year. I stressed that while it
might be Hyatt's viiw that there was litde or no _danger 

to us of
prosecution under comPany law, we could not be so sanguine,

panicularly as Moss himself considered there was 
^-danger. 

Cde

bibton declared that we should make no inquiry of Moss, at any

rate in the near future. Hyatt, she said, was considering leaving the

firm, and would therefore be able to devote most of his attention

to the party accounts. This, she insisted, would be a valuable

."ororiry iot the partlz, since Hyatt's charges would be

considerably lower than those of Moss. I replied that I was still
concerned with the danger of prosecution to the partfr and that
we should not subordinate our view of that to the question of
Elyatt's leaving Moss and working for the party, advantageous
though that might be. I said that I could see notling to be lost,
and something to be gained out of frnding out, sooner rather than
later, what we owed Moss. Above all we should do everything
possible to avoid the risk of prosecution, even if the risk were
comparatively small. I insisted that we should never be forgiven by
the party if we knowingly ran such a risk and were then
prosecuted.

Cde Gibson became extremely agitated and somewhat abusive.

Cde Banda said he would like to have Henry Flyatt's opinion. I
said by all means, Flyatt's opinion would be useful, but that since

we already in effect knew Ffyatt's opinion, the opinion we needed

and should seek was that of Moss. The discussion could proceed
no further, and it was agreed that it be deferred to a full meeting
of the finance committee the following week.

On Friday, October 4 * 5 .l5pm Cde W. Poulson brought a

note to the finance office addressed to Cde Gibson from Cde
Harris. It referred, with exclamation marks, to a telephone call
from Hyatt which Cde Hamis had taken earlier in the afternoon,
and to a letter which was on its way. (This note is appended to this
statement) Cde Gibson immediately rang Richard Moss's office to
speak to Hyatt. A moment later Hyatt renrrned her call, and there
was some discussion berween them about the content of the letter
which was refered to in Cde Flarris's note.

The letter from Richard Moss arrived on SaturdaR October 5.

It is, for the most part, a resumd of the discussion with Hyatt on
October 2, with certain notable divergences. Paragraphs 5 and 7
are especially important. Paragraph 5 reads:

"The overall direction of the 'group's' activities was discussed,

and in view of its current critical financial position it was accepted

that some streamlining should be effected. In particular the
possibility of closing down two uneconomic bookshops,
Norwich and Upton Park [sic], was mentioned. In addition,
the activities of Copsecroft Ltd were brought into question,
and in view of the value of its unencumbered properties their
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disposal was mooted." [My emphasis - CR]
This discussion referred to by Moss could only have taken place

between Hyatt and Cde Gibson. It never toolc place at the
meeting which Cdes Efford, Gibson and myself had with Hyatt. A
number of questions require immediate and urgent investigation,
as follows:

What discussions have been held berween Cdes Gibson, Bruce,

Cowen, Harris and Jennings, and Henry Hyatt, regarding the

"streamlining" (Moss's phrase) of the Parry's activities?
What discussions have been held benreen these comrades and

Mr Hyatt regarding the activities of Copsecroft Ltd, and the
disposal of the Youth Training centres?

What role, if anR did Cdes Gibson and Bruce, as directors of
Copsecroft Ltd., assign to Mr Hyatt in the sale of Nottingham
Youth Training to Clare Cowen via the setting up of a new
company, Copsecroft Holdings? Who are the directors of
Copsecroft Holdings, and who are its shareholders?

Why has Cde Gibson never disclosed to the finance committee
the fact that 930,000 is owing to Richard Moss, md that this is the

reason why the party accounts are so far behind?
I charge Cdes Gibson, Elarris, Bruce, Cowen and in her absence

Cde A. Jennings, under clause 9(a) of the party's constitution
which reads: "Disciplinary action, including censure, suspension

of membership for a period not exceeding three months, and

expulsion, may be taken by the body, but not the district
committee, having jurisdiction against any member commining a

breach of discipline or acting in a manner detrimental to the
interest of the partF and of the working class. Expulsion by .
branch is subject to endorsement by the Political Committee or
Centrd Committee."

That they have secretly, and without authority from any
appropriate party body, and in contravention of the articles of
aisociation of party companies, bought, sold and mortgaged party
property, namely Upton Park bookshoP, 7B Old Town and

Nottingham Youth Training.
I further charge Cdes Gibson, Cowen and A. Jennings that they

have secretly and fraudulently and without authority from any

appropriate partf body, and in contravention of the articles of
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association of parry companies, borrowed a totd of 979,000 in the
name of New Park Publications at substantial rates of interest.

I further charge Cdes Gibson, A. Jennings, Cowen and Harris
that they have s,retematically manipulated the party's finances and
have concealed a financial crisis from partf congresses, from the
Central Committee and from the Political Committee, by
presenting and conniving at false statemens and figures, and in
doing so have undermined the ability of the party to overcome its
financial problems.

I further charge Cde Gibson that she has wilfully prolonged and
deepened the party's financial crisis by lying to the finance
committee and the Political Committee, and by withholding
essential information about the party's finances from the
appropriate bodies of the party.

I demand that all these comrades be zuspended from all parry
committees, and from all professional work at the party centre,
and in particular in the finance departrnent, pending the rezults of
an investigation by a sub-committee of the Central Committee
appointed for that purpose, and that they shall only enter the
party premises at the centre at such times and for zuch purposes as

are approved of by such a sub-committee, pending the completion
of its investigation.

GERRY HEALY
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publication of the daily Nants Line was because of the actions
of the general secretary M. Banda, who prevented the paper
from appearing. This decision had nothing to do with G.
Healy, who was completely opposed to it.
North, Slaughter and the Bandas are now retreating so rapidly
from the effects of the world capitalist crisis that they have

collectively embarked on a course of liquidating the WRP into
the Labour Party as rapidly as possible and virtually
abandoning the class struggle. They have abandoned the
dialectical materialist method of training and replaced it with
*left " oppornrnist propagandism.
The tqro who will politically suffer most from trhis cowardly
orientation are the Bandas. Their previous record is in
complete contrast to North and Slaughter who desperately
want to destroy the WRP as well as the entire International
Committee of the Fourth International.
The political instrument for the destruction of the WRP and
the International Committee is the characterisation of their
opponents as "Flegelian idealists"! It is a lie from beginning to
end. At the International Committee meeting in February
1984, and at an enlarged Political Committee meeting of the
WRP the following morning, North rlnreservedly withdrew
his twelve questions alleging "Hegelianism". I{e lyingly
claimed he accepted the proposals of both Banda and
Slaughter the previous day when he was accompanied by two
leading members of the Workers League of t'he USA, F.
Mazelis and F. Choate. This is the historical record and
remained so until September 1985 when a split began to
develop inside the WRP. North simply bided his time, waiting
for such a split before returning to his political charge of
"Hegelianism" against the WRP. Slaughter, who opposed
North and together with M. Banda supported Healy's
"Twelve Answers to Twelve Questions", then suddenly
changed side in support of North. This is the hallmark of
unprincipled and opporrunist politics and the end of the old
WRP.
A new WRP is already well under way to replace the old. Its
cadres will be schooled in the dialectical materialist method of

4.

1.

5.

2.

3.

6.

Groy Healy, October 24, 1985

D. North is presently the leader of the Workers League of the

USA. It has less than 90 members' a small fraction of whom
are workers and youth. For ten years its membership has

remained approximately the same.

When North speals of establishing through the class struggle
in the United States the revolutionary independence of the
great American working class, these are iust "Ieft" words.
They have absolutely no content. North as a petty bourgeois

is incapable of building a section of the International
Committee either in the USA or in any coru-ltry of the world.
North has attempted to usurp the leadership of the
International Committee, although never elected at any
Congress. C. Slaughter, who was elected at the 10th Congress
in January 1985, has tfie distinction of only recruiting one
member to the WRP, G. Pilling, since he ioined the
Trotslcyist movement in the latter part of 1956.
Both North and Slaughter have one thing in common - both
are abstract propagandists who are utterly incapable and

totally unable, because of their abstract propagandism, to
penetrate the working class and the youth.
Their aim is to politically smash the Workers Revolutionary
P".ty in Britain which in its long revolutionary history has

built a party of betureen 5,000 and 6,000 members. In this,
they have the active support of the Banda brothers as well as a

rump clique of petty bourgeois professional workers. The
difference here is that the Bandas are hard workers who, until
recently, always collaborated closely with G. Healy in the
building of the WRP, and in maintainin g a daily revolutionary
newspaper for 16 years. The two-week cessation of
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training and it will speedily rebuild is daily press. It will not
be a new beginning, but a greut revolutionary leap forward
into the leadership of the British and the international
working class. It will be a revolutionary leap forward for the
International Committee of the Fourth International.
The Norths, Slaughters and Bandas have come to the end of
the opportunist, propagandist road. The teachings of Leon
Trotsky were throughout his life on the dialectical materialist
method of training. A brief glance at In Defmce of Marxisrtt
will demonstrate this beyond question. Let Trotsky answer
North, Slaughter, the Bandas and Co.
Firsdy, on training. "Dialectical training of the mind, as

necessary to a revolutionary fighter as finger exercises to a

pianist, demands approachitg 
"ll 

problems as Processes and not
as motionkss categories." (p.70, New Park edition)
Dialectical training of the mind is first of all a training in
dialectical thought to coincide with and guide our objective
dialectical practice.
SecondlS on Hegel. "I know of rwo s)Eterns of logic worthy
of attention: the logic of Aristode (formal logrc) and the logic
of Hegel (the dialectic)." (p. 91)

"Consequently, an illiterate peasant woman guides herself in
cooking soup by the Hegelian law of the transformation of
quantity into quality ... Even animals arrive at their practical
conclusions, not only on the basis of the Aristotelian
syllogism, but also on the basis of the Hegelian dialectic...

"Clearly, the legs of a fox are equipped with Hegelian
tendencies, even if not fully conscious ones. All this
demonstrates, in passing, that our methods of thought, both
formal logic and the dialectic, are not arbitrary constructions
of our reason, but rather expressions of the actual inter-
relationships in nature itself ... The most finished expression

to date of the laws of the dialectic which prevail in nanrre and

in society has been given by Hegel and Marx." (PP. L06-7)

"Flegel in his Logic established a series of laws: change of
quantity into quality, development through contradictions,
conflict of content and form, interruption of continuity,
change of possibility into inevitability etc., which are iust as
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important for theoretical thought as is the simple syllogism
for more elementary tasks ...
"Flegel operated with ideological shadows as the ultimate
reality. Marx demonstrated that the movement of these
ideological shadows reflected nothing but the movement of
material bodies." (p. 66)
I{ere is the materialist relation between Hegel and Marx.
Finally, Trotsky emphasises: "Our thought, including
dialectical thought, is only one of the forms of the expression
of changing matter ... The dialectic of thinking, having grown
out of the dialectic of nature, possesses consequently a

thoroughly materialist character." (p. 66)
Trotsky and Lenin, like Marx and Engels before tlem, were
the most serious students of the objective idealist Hegel,
when it came to standing hir" upon his materialist feet. It is
this method which has been consistendy oudined in coundess
schools and public lectures as well x Studies in Dialcaics and
the reply contained in "Twelve Answers to the Twelve
Questions" rejected by the subjective idealist North.
Dialectical Logic. "Dialectical logic expresses the laws of
motion in contemporary scientifrc thought. The struggle
against materialist dialectics [by North, Slaughter and the
Bandas - GH] on the contrary, expresses a distant past,
conservatism of the petfy bourgeoisie, the self conceit of
university routinists and... a spark of hope for an after life."
(p.67)
Historical materialism is based upon the abstraction of the
dialectical materialist laws from the class struggle, as Engels
explained: "The law of the transformation of quantity into
quality and vice versa; the law of the interpenetration of
opposites; the law of the negation of the negation."
"For they are nothing but the most general laws of...
historical development, as well as of thought itself... All three
are developed by Hegel in his idealist fashion as mere laws of
tbought. The mistake lies in the fact [Engels referring to
Hegel - GI{ that these laws are foisted on nature and history
as laws of thought, and not deduced from them." (Dialcctia of
Nature, p.62)
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10. When North, Slaughter and the Bandas speak about
"historical materialism" their method is that of the
opportunist impressionists which means the abandonment
oi-the dialectical materialist method of training and
empirically reacting to the objective situation as t'hey drift
rightwards to political disaster. This disaster has now
o.rertaken the old WRP and possibly some sections of the
IC as well. It is a disaster that has its roots in the abstract
propagandism of a "distant Past'' or as Trotsky puts it, "in
the hope of an after life".

APPEND:ix+

Joint Communiqu6

Greek dr Spanisb sections of the ICFI, Oaober 21, 198t

The Central Committee of the Workers Internationalist League,

the Greek section of the International Committee of the Fourth
International, and the Central Committee of the Workers
Communist League, the Spanish section of the International
Committee of the Fourth International, declare our loyalty to the

Tenth World Congress of the ICFI as the highest body of the
ICFI and its policies and resolutions can only be changed by
another Congress.

The policies and the leadership of the Congress were attacked

by , faction in the WRP led by Mike Banda and supported
internationally by Dave North and Ulli Rippert who manoeuwed

to expel Comrade Gerry Healy without any discussion in the
International nor in a committee meeting or in a conference but
by manoeuverings in the WRP Central Committee.

We affirm our confidence in the historic role of the ICFI and in
the methods of dialectical materialism as the philosophy of
Marxism. The struggle for dialectical materialism establishes the
historical continuity of Marxism and of the Fourth International
founded by Leon Trotsky. We do not accept the expulsion of the
most world-known leader of the International, Comrade Gerry
Healy, behind the backs of the International.

We are calling on Comrade Gerry Healy as the historical leader

of this movement and as the leader of the Tenth World Congress

as well as the most outstanding fighter for its perspectives to call

an emergency meeting of the International Committee of the
Fourth International and we will not recognise any other factional
meeting called fraudulently in the name of the ICFI. We are

calling upon all leaders and members of all sections of the
International Committee of the Fourth International to suPPort

our communiqu6.
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APPENDIX 5

The concept of substance in the
process of cognition

Notes by Groy Healy, Noaember 16, 1986

1) Substance as a concept represents the inner unity of the
infinite motion of all forms of matter. It is not opposed to
consciousness, since thought itself is a product of matter,
which is constandy being abstracted from the ever-changing
historically objective practice of socid beings.

2) The "inner unity" of substance is an objective, law-governed
process of nature, society and thought (consciousness). By
society, we mean the "class struggle" and its world
revolutionary implications. Substance exists in the external
world and is constantly being revealed in the infrnite
movement of nanrre manifested amongst coundess others in
seasonal and climatic changes. fu Engels explains on pages 214
and 215 of Dialectics of Narure, identity of these processes of
nature must contain in any dialectical moment difference
from everything else. "The fact that identity contains
difference within itself is expressed in caery setttence, where the
predicate is necessarily different from the subject; the lily i, o
plant, tbe rose is red, where, either in the subject, or in the
predicate, there is something that is not covered by the
predicate or the subject."

3) Through the existence of objective laws, dialectical self-
relations in nanrre of identity containing difference emerges in
consciousness in the process of cognition. The three main laws
are: a) unity, conflict and interpenetration of opposites b)
quantity into quality and vice versa and c) negation of the
negation.
In the cognitive process, the quantitative identity of the
external material source is negated into difference, which is
the abstract image of sensation. This dialectical, self-related

concept now contains within difference identity as a positive
image on the negative of sensation which is the finite
qualitative difference.
Lenin e>rplains this dialectical materialist process as follows:
"The recognition of objective law in nature and the
recognition that this law is reflected with approximate fidelity
in the mind of man is materialism." (Vol.14 p. 155) He
emphasises this point further on page 51, when he writes:
"For every scientist who has not been led astray by professorial
philosophy, as well as for every materialist, sensation is indeed
the direct connection berween consciousness and the external
world; it is the transformation of the energ'y of external
excitation into the fact of consciousness." On page 69 he adds:

"...things, th" environment, the world, exist indepmdently of
our sensation, of our consciousness, of our self and of man in
general." And on the same page: "Our sensation, our
consciousness is only an image of the external world, and it is
obvious that an image cannot exist without the thing imaged,
and that the latter exists independently of that which images
it."

4) Lenin explains the process of cognition as it mentally and
physically takes place, when he writes on page 130: "Matter is a
philosophical category denoting the objective reality which is
given to man by his sensations, and which is copied,
photographed and reflected by our sensations, whilst existing
independendy of them." (My emphasis) BrieflR the process is
experienced in the followingwuyl
The emergence of objective laws in the first "simple negation"
must of necessity lead to an "indeterminate beginning" in the
process of cognition, since only a portion of the laws are
revealed. Lenin, however, on page 232 of the Philosopbical
Notebooks, warns that "it is impermissible to depreciate this
indeterminate beginning". The "objective laws' are manifested
simultaneously within the process of cognition itself which
occurs in the following dialecticd way:
a) The unity and conflict of opposites establishes the
transition of the identity of the external source of sensation
into the image of sensation itself, upon which is "copied" and
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'(photographed" the image of difference. Difference
(sensation) ii the negative which already contains the positive
image of identity. The conflict of opposites emerges through
sensation which is the direct connection between the external
world and consciousness.
b) The infinite quantity of matter in the external world
responsible for the- sensation is negated into the finite quality
of difference (sensation). This "indeterminate beginning" as a

finite is driven on to complete the manifestation in full of the

three main objective laws. The "simple negation' must negate

its own negation from the finite quality back into the infinite
quantity of n rtt.r responsible for the identity of the origind
sensation (vice versa, quality into quantity).
c) The second negation (negation of the negation) negates

back to this identity of the original source of the sensation

during which the finite quality is negated back to one of the

many sides of the original quantity in continuous movement

and change. The frnite qualitative "indeterminate beginning"
as an oppbsite now interpenetrates its quantitative lPPosite in

the external world. In this dialectical process the logical
(theory of knowledge) interpenetrates with the historical in
which both coincide as the union of analysis and synthesis.

This coincidence has been described by Lenin as the "Third
Term". (Volume 38,p. 230) "The result of the negation of the

negation, this 'third' term is 'not a quiescent third term, but as

thii unity' (of contradictions), 'is self-mediating movement and

activity'..." (Single quotes are references by Lenin to Hegel). In
a furtirer rr.griion from a new quantity into a new qualiry
semblance emerges.

5) On page 133 of Vol,rrrr.38, Lenin explains semblance as "(1)
nothing, non-existent which exists - (2) Being as moment."

"Nothing, non-existent which exists" is the finite moment of
the "indeterminate beginning" whilst "Being as moment" iS

being negated into not-Being as a moment "in-itself'. Hence

the reason why Lenin on the side margin of page 132 notes

"semblance = dre negative nature of essence" as ttimpressions

flash by" (p.319) When Lenin describes the "third term" as a

"unity'i of contradictions, he is referring to semblance. In the

box on page 133, he defines it as "semblance (that which shows

itself) is the Reflection of essence in (it) itself". What shows

itself as "impressions flash by" is Essence as *inner

contradiction". Further assertions or negations reveal the
predominant object in the external world responsible for the
original sensation. It emerges in what Lenin describes on page
221 as "the sum and unity of opposites", which are "internal
contradictions" that reveal the "inner unity" of substance.
(Study last paragraph on page 230 which is completed at the
top of 231)

6) Eclecticism combines empty word forms which replace
substance as the materiality of "internal contradictions" with
images of a thought content without material substance. In
other words they replace it with thought images without a

material content which are simply the self-creation of
subjective idealists. Without the world scientific outlook of
materialist dialectics to guide the dialectical process of
cognition, they simply cannot analyse the "internal
contradictions" which constitute substance.
The practising eclectic, apart from being a subjective idealist, is

inherendy physically frightened of all kinds of contradictions.
FIe or she converts the working class and the class struggle into
an abstraction by simply objectifying it. When tlre reality of
the world class struggle forces its way into their consciousness,

the eclectics invariably nrrn organisationally inwards into the
most conservative of clique formations.
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APPENDIX 6

Letter to Comrades Rudder,
Vevers, Kerrigan and Bloor

Gury Healy, Decernber 29, 1987

Dear Comrades,

Having snrdied your Healy/Redgrave reply of December2Z,1987,
I note that you are "undertaking several months of analysis of the
split which we have carried out". For such "analysis", it will be

necessary to establish its union with the historical materialist
history of the Trotskyist movement which began in Britain in the
early 1930s. This is the reason why the political implications of
the O'Regan/Athow articles in 1986 were unaccePtable on the
grounds of historic principle. Healy did not make this history as a

"frghter". It was made by the thousands of Trotslqrttt and ex-
Trotskyists who in one way or another interacted with the
political conditions that produced Healy, as well as yourselves.
Social beings, irrespective of the classes to which they belong,
move into the fuarre with their history strapped across their backs.

This history is always in a state of "becominB", that is, a state of
continuous movement and change. To establish what Engels
describes, in his review of Marx's A Contibution to the Critique of
Political Econuny, t}re "simple relation" with which we begin, we
must proceed from the present, which includes the past, and not
vice versa. In this process, an historical syrthesis which is infinite
cannot be separated from its union with analysis. (See p. 222,

Vol.38)
The history of Trotskyism in Britain has always been

characterised by the continuous emergence of cliques, both
outside and inside its work in the Labour Party. This was
through no political weakness of the movement itself which was

and is historically correct in the continuous struggle against
Stalinism and social democrary. Trotsklot* emerged in a period

of global defeat for the working class. As a result it remained
isolated from the working class. This inevitably produced the
tendenry to turn inwards into "cliques" of one sort or another.

At the founding conference of the Fourth International in 1938,
whose 50th anniversary will be commemorated this year,
Comrade Trotsky called upon all the groups claiming to be
Trotskyist to form one organisation in each country which would
be then recognised as the offrcial section.

At that time, I was a member of the Workers International
League which refused Trotsky's requesr on the grounds that the
other groups were largely politically inactive. The WfL was
known as the "Lee group" since its most prominent member was
Ralph Lee, a South African Trotskyist before he came to England.
FIe returned to South Africa in early 1940, and the leadership
passed under the general secretaq/ship of Jock Haston, who had
originally recruited me to the movement after my expulsion from
the Communist Pargr. Subsequendy, the WIL paid a very heavy
political price for refusing to enter the unifred organisation in
1938. During the early part of the Second World War, since the
army turned dorryn my conscription, because of a political record
in opposition to imperialist war, I started work in industry. Before
long a series of internal disputes broke out over our attitude
towards rank and frle movements in the trade unions. Bob Shaw
and I were strongly of the opinion that we should encourage such
movements since the official trade union leadership were
politically indistinguishable from the Toryllabour war-time
coalition.

Our position was that of Trotsky just before his assassination
that revolutionary defeatism meanr working for the defeat of
you{ own ruling class during imperialist war, and that the "main
enemy was at home". Concretely this means carrying on the class

1ruggle in war as in peace within the perspective of the stnrggle
for power through the socialist revolution, bI turning the
imperialist war into civil war.

Tn l9+2, we controlled an influentid rank and file movement in
the Royal ordnance factories, and the Haston clique wanted this
movement to be placed officially under the controfof the pro-war
executive council of the Amalgamated Engineering Union. Mpelf
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and Bob Shaw were opposed to this, since the development o-f the

stnrggle for revolutionary defeatism could be best carried out

with-ii the R.O.F rank and file movement. The llaston clique won

the day with their most notorious suPporter, T. Dan Smith, who

was a member of the WIL CC at the time.

When the minutes of the CC were read out at the beginning of

January t943, they were thoroughly falsifredt No! only was it not

iosribi" to vote for them, bui belng at that time young and

i*p"tient, I got up and walked out of the meeting, whereupon the

Hastot cliqrie immediately expelled me. It took me eight w-eels

to establish the union of 
-analysis 

and synthesis in those days'

What Bob Shaw and I concluded was the following: a) It was a

fundamental and historical mistake not to have entered the unified

Trotskyist movement in 1938 and b) this mistake had to be

correctid. But how? Since by that time I was an expelled member

through my own impetuous mistake, The principle of the Fourth

Irrterriatiottrl "t the World Party of the Socialist Revolution had

to be upheld. Today it is done by the ICFI.
Befoie correcting anything in relation to 1938, I had-to relpply

for membership b-ack it to th. clique-ridden WIL, which I did.

Subsequent$, f was re-admitted with the proviso of an l8-month
probationary membership period. It was not until the aunrmn of
ig+S that i returned to the CC. Immediately after my re-

admission, Comrade Shaw and I began discussion for correcting

the error of 1938. We were ieered and laughed at during

^ggreg 
te meetings, whilst at the October 1943 conference of the

\fuL -*" got one-vote (my own) Six weels later, a letter arrived

from the-Interrrational Secretariat of the Fourth International,

proposing terrns for a reunification of the WIL and the qtolq
*ork ,g inside the Labour Party. This was successfully concluded

i" ear\IfU er:ch 1944, whilst I was still excluded from membership

of the CC of the unified section.

This did not settle atything for the clique - their problems got

\rorse. In October 1947 , by 
^ 

unanimous decision of the

International Executive Committee (IEC) of the Fourth
International two grouPs were established in Britain: our own

group in the Labour-Party and the RcP [RevolutionTlz
Lo**r.rist party] led by Haston. By l9+9, Haston's RCP

dissolved and reunified with our group in the Labour Party, with
myself as general secretary of the Unifred Group. In Febnrary
1945, after the Labour Party lost its huge L945 majority, Flaston
resigned and became a bona frde member of the Labour Party.
Later he nrrned rp as the educational director of Cannon and
Chapple's ETU after they had legally ousted Frank Haxell and
company, who as Stalinists had engaged in ballot rigging to
maintain their leadership. You have the same right-wing shades of
the Torrance clique's attitude towards Scargill today, which is an
historical negation of Flaston's right-wing capitulation to Frank
Chapple's proteg6, Eric Hammond, the architect of the Wapping
confrontation.

The Torrance clique cannot but historically rnove to the right
because it is the same as all cliques before them, dominated by
bourgeois ideology. Having tricked me off the CC at the bogus
8th Congress of January L986, they allowed me to function in an
"advisory capacity" on the PC [Political Committee] and CC.
Under protest, I agreed to participate, which I did for six and a

half months, until the "history articles", which were intended to
be a legal covering for the Torrance/O'Regan clique, now well
out into the open. From then onwards, there was no alternative
for me but to place my position politically before the party. This
democratic right was refused by Torrance, which left me with no
alternative but to "split".

Comrades Vevers and Rudder, who participated for many years
on the PC and CC of the WRP will recognise upon reflection that
we had historically broken for all time from "clique politics". Only
in the period immediately before the split itself did these anti-
working class phenomena begin to appear, when because of a

heart condition I was obliged to resign from the CC. Then we had
the Hyland{ones clique emerge, the Slaughter/Banda clique and
last but not least, the shadings of what soon after the split became
the Torrance clique.

Some years after I joined the Trotskyist movement, in the
1939/40 split, which is analysed in Trotsky's In Defence of
Marxisrn, and Cannon's Stnrggle for a Prolcurian Part!, did I learn
never to forget the petty-bourgeois social origin of all cliques. In
real life, if they are not consciously politically broken up, they
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become the plaphings of bourgeois ideology. A serious study of
Lenin's Materialiwt. and Empirio-Criticistn clearly demonstrates
their Kantian, idealist, subjective idealist, positivist, neo-positivist
and empirio-criticist origins. This latter method seeks to
"eliminate the antithesis between the physical and psychical

[between self and the world] berween materialism (whic]r regards

nature, matter as primay) and idealism (which regards spirit

[thought] mind, sensation as primary)". (My emphasis - GH. See

Volume 14, p. 54-55)
As Lenin lxplains, "Mach and Avenarius, in their philosoph,

combine fundamental idealist premises with individual materialist

deductions for the very reason that their theory is an example of
that 'pauper's broth of eclecticism"' - Mach's own theory of
zubjective idealism. (Volume l+, pp. 63-6+)

A close snrdy of the Near Line will reveal that it constinrtes what
Lenin described as the "pauper's broth of eclecticism'. Empirio-
criticism is the interpretation of "experience" and the "prin"ipd
co-ordination'. The Nezas Line is presendy co-ordinated on the
experiences of past practices which are abstract. These
inierpenetrate through a totally subjective idealist analytical
method and are dished up as products of the in-itself of News

Line, under its present, almost nameless authors. A good example

is when the entire Naas Line NIIJ chapel has resigned, the clique
suddenly issue statements signed "Nntts Line editorial board".
After they attack Scargill on their committee, the so-called
"Workers Notebook" has no eclectical diffrculty in eulogising
Scargill.

We have long understood, historically speakinB, that England,
with its powerful trade union uadition is the home of anti-theory.
Lenin refers to the philosophical advantages of the German
working class, which in the tradition of Marx and Engels they
enjoy over the English working class. "What an immeasurable
advantage this is may be seen on the one hand, from the
indifference towards all theoy, which is one of the main reasons

why the English working class movement crawls along so slowly in
spite of the splendid organisation of the individual unions on the
other hand." (Volume 5,p.37L)

Since England was the first capitalist country in the world, the

tradition of empirical practice preceded tfie development of the
trade unions as we kno* them iodry. That *a, the'period when
the working class as a thing in itself, with craft unitnism .king
out a semi-legal existence. O"ly with the repeal of the Corn Laws
in 1846 did trade unionism really take hold and through them, the
wo_1king class became a thiog for itself. Already, the process was
well under way in the period of chanism 1830-1848. From lg4g
onwards, the objective conditions have existed for socialist
revolutions, since this "thing for itself" cannot be completed by
trade unions which by their very nature are dominated by
bourgeois ideology. The leadership can only be provided by a
revolutionary Trotskyrrt partft whose theory must be ahead ofits
practice if it is to guide the socialist revolution, through the
building of the parry.

This has been the most diffrcult historical problem as far as the

Jrotskyi.st movement in Britain is concerned. we have always
been inclined to follow at a "higher stage" the empirical practice

9f the working_class at the base. This "higherctrg";' *as clrrectly
designated as building the revolutionary party as distinct from
building trade unions, although 

-orrr -members 
were

constitutionally obliged to work actively in trade unions and, of
course, to build them. rrowever, down the years, theory tended to
take second place to the practice of building the parrF. This was
replaced by Trotsfcyist phraseology, which *hilst rrot necessarily
incorrect, it had d*.yr a "content" which was taken for granted,
and not "which stirred" and drove the forms of theory forward by
producing new logical determinations which in turn *orrli
develop newer higher relations of theory. The use of abstract left
word forms without a content can only lead to the propagandism
of empty word forms.

we tended then to co-ordinate the sensations negated from
s_uch empirical parry building practice. In practic. *Jd.dt with
things in the external world and for theory we replaced it with the
empirio-criticism of this practice. In this *ay *i drifted into the
position that "things are a complex of sensations', which is of
course zubjective idealism. In this idealist relation, the individual
mepbgrs 

{-w_ars 
proceeded from him or her to the party and not

as it should have been, the other way aroundr the-party, which

LETTER 349
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represents tfie struggle for Marxism in the universal external
world to the individ;l member who negates particular aspects of
these external contents as synthesis which enables higher
theoretical forms to be analysed.

From the movement of the individual to the partf, it must

inevitably follow that the whole world is my idea. (Volume l+, 
_P.

42) This is the hallmark of the individualist approach and not the

party approach. Because if we start from such a premise, "i! it
i*porrible to arrive at the existence of other people besides

oniself,'. (p. +2) Individualism is always revealed through "the
naked abstiact / ".(p. 43) If the content of our sensations does not
exist in the external world, "then nothing exists save this naked f
engaged in empty 'philosophical' fancies". To assist you with an

,rnd.rct*ding of this dialectical process, f am enclosing a copy {or
each comradJ of the Diakaia of Maurialist Consciottsttr"ss which has

not yet been published.
Comrade, V"rr"tr and Rudder will recall that time and time

again, we clashed on the Political Committee with the
,rrrr"p.rtant subjective idealism of Sheila Torrance. This is nour

th. 
"rrd-fUarxist 

method which is driving the clique further and

further to the right, just as it did Flaston, Slaughter, Banda,

Hyland, Jones and Co more and more right-wards.
i'ro.r, the early 1960s, we concentrated, especially after the

publication of Volume 38, on systematic education in materialist

iialectics. After the Thornett split of 1974, we proceeded to
establish the College of Marxist Education. We were not able to

reverse the anti-theory process but the split of October 1985

which politically exploded the WRP enabled us to continue trhis

work with renewed political vigour. We are now applying
dialectical logic as the theory of knowledge not only to history but
to teaching Marx's Capital as well. This development of dialectical

logic drove forward whilst all the cliques tossed themselves into
innumerable dustbins all over the place.

At the age of T4lbecome more and more politically optimistic
about the ievolutionary potential of the working class. And why
not? Did not we and we alone analyse all the concrete conditions

that produced the crash of October 19,1987. Re-read our 6th, 7th

and Ath Congress resolutions, which I have sent on to you. Re-
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read the lOth Congre.ss of the ICFI. Fras not our basic analpis
been tgjally vindicated? You participated with me in this political
work. You made_ your experiences with the Torrance clique one
way, myself another.

which brings me to the political revolution, now well under
way inside the USSR. This is not a reform of the bureaucracyr eS
Pablo maintained in 1953 and the political parrots of the Torrance
clique maintain in their ignorance to this day. This is the break-up
of the Stalinist bureaucrary through the undefeated nature of the
world yorling class, interacting with the property relations
established by the October 1917 Socialist-Revolution. I am
sqldlng you copies of the November lgBT issue of Noay Mir,
which sells over one million copies a month. Read the way ii refers

1o 
Trotsky, Tinovi.ev, Kamenev, and re-read it. Also , 

"opy 
of an

interview with the Italian daily Repubbtica by yury Afanaseyev, the
Rector of the Soviet State Archives, on the issue of Lenin, Troaky
and Yeltsin. In this sinration, we frght for a united front ben een
the Soviet intelligentsia and the working class and the ICFI, to
break up the Stalinist bureaucracy and all its politically squalid
agencies in the foreign Communist Parties

Take as much time as you require for analysis. But forgive me if
I stress that it is all our history you are discussing. we all helped
to make it and \re are all suengthened by the contradictions we
encountered in making it. It is not my intention to inquire into
the internal affairs of the Torrance clique - your letter of
December 17 is c.lear enough. since it is all our history you will be
discussing, could you not find a way for me ro answer any
questions you might want clarification on. I am prepared to
lecnrre on materialist dialectics and assist you with'the reading
necessary. I am not askin_g yo} to join any pery until yor, *alie u[
your minds what to do. I will be in spain for 

'l 
l d.yr at a schooi,

r_eturning January 8, 1988. Any time after that I am at your
disposal and will come alone.

- Fraternall1
G.Healy.
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INTRODUCTION

1. Letter from Gerry Healy to Sheila Torrance and the Political
Committee of the Workers RevolutionaryParty, September 23r 1986.

Published nTbe Marxirt, Vol. I No. 1,June-July 1987.

2. In Defente of Marrinn by Leon Trotsky, New Park Publications, 1966,

p.76-

3. An advertisement was put in the Guardian newsPaper Qanutry 26,
1991) to place this opposition on record. It read as follows:

In Defence of Democratic Righs

We the undersigned wish to place on record our opposition to the

public labelling of CorinntLotz as an "agent provocateur" by her

former political co-workers Vanessa Redgrave, Corin Redgrave and

other members of the International Committee of the Fourth
International.
No evidence has been produced against Ms Lotz, who has a 22-ye*
record in the workers' movement. She has been denied the right to
attend a hearing, to see evidence, to defend herself or to lodge an

appeal. This is a flagrant violation of the democratic traditions and

piocedures of the labour movement having more in common with the

methods of a military dicratorship.
Kate Allen; Carmen Angibault; PJ.Arkell; Bill Bowring; Marlene
Bronte; Michael Chaitow; Fleur Chapman; Aody Cole; Penny Cole;

Paul Crutchfietd; Kathryn Davies; Marcelle Davies; Julia Devote;

John Eden; Sian Evans; Christina Feldman; Paul Feldman; Jerry
Fitzpatriclg Mick Flynn; David Gilberg Gerry Gold; John Golding;

Dan Halvorson; Paul Heistand; Cork Hubbert; Andrew Hurman;
Enrique Juncosa; Annie Kendeld; Ted Knighg P. Lally; Jo Larkey;

Lou Lewis; Ken Livingstone; Irene Lotz; Brendan Manning; Joho
McDonnell; Louise Miller; Steve Miller; Fareed Nawabi; Michaelis

Papadakis; Stephanie Pordage; Ian Rawlinson; Hans Jtirg Schaefer;

Jason Shuttleworth; Michael Stenger; Dave Terrey; Madeleine
Williams.

Cnep.ren 1

1. See Chapter 7, aurrd, Appendix 2. The report was published in Marxi*
Raiaa, Vol. l, No. 4, July 1986, along with photographs of some of
the forged documens.
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2. The minority of 13 included: Sheila Torrance, corin and vanessa
Redgrave, Richard Price, John Eden, Alex Mitchell, Ben Rudder,
simon vevers, Ray Athow, Frank Sweeney, claire Dixon and Dave
Oadey.

3. The ICFI before the split of October 1985 consisted of the following
sections: workers Revolutionrry pany (EEI9 of Greece [the Gree[
wRP was launched at the end of November 19g51; the Bund
sozialistischer Arbeiter of west Germany; the Liga obrera
comunisa of Spain; the Australian workers Llague and-the British
workers Revolutionary Party. The workers L."g.r" in the the
united sates was in sympathy but could not officially affiliate due to
reactionary US legislation. See Appendix 4.

4. See Appendix 3.

5. The letter was as follows:

November 1, 1985

To Mr Cowen

16 Berkeley Street, London Wl
Dear Mr cowen, I confirm that I want a writ aken out for libel and
defamation against Mr Michael Banda and the News Line.I also
declare that the libellous and defamatory allegations against me are
untrue. fu you know I have authorised Vanessa and Corin Redgrave
to act on my behalf.

Yours faithfully,

T.G. Healy.

CueprBn 2

1. v.I. Lenin, collected works, vol. 14, p. 126. progress publishers,
Moscow, 1977.

v.I. Lenin, colleaed works, vol. 3g. progress publishers, Moscow,
t961.

Nans Line, Febntery 24-Mar.ch 6 1986, published under the title I
Nat Era for tbe Faartb Intemational.

Mnyist RoiatYol.l, No. 4 .

2.

3.

4.

Crnrrnn 3
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Monistn as Philosopbicd Refleaion of the Material lJnity of tbe world
develops similar theses as Gerry's notes did four years earlier.

Cuerren 5

1. Tlte Marxirt, Vol. 1, No. l, p. 36.

2. Marx-Engels Collected Work, Vol. 3, p. 468.

3. Lenin, Workr,Vol. 38, pp. 221-222.

4. "Thing-in-itself is a philosophical term meaning things as they exist
by themselves, independently of us and our knowledge. The term
acquired particular significance in the 18th century when it was stated
that it was impossible to know thirgp in themselves. See Diaionary of
Pbilonpfu, ed. I.Frolov. Progress Publishers, Moscow, lg}4. See also
Lenin Work Vol. 38, pp 91-92, 205-207, for explanation of Kantian
and Hegelian concepts of "thing-in-iself".

5. Lenin, Works,Vol. 38, pp 231-232.

6. Lenin, Works,Vol.38, p. 130.

7. The documens in connection with this meeting are in Tbe Maruist
Vol. l, No. 1, pp 63-83.

8. Tirne, April 27, 1987 .

9. Childrm of tbe Arbat, Hutchinson, London, 1988.

10. Documents of this congress were published in the August-September
1987 issue of the bi-monthly magaztneTlte Marri*.

11. Published in Tbe Marrist, Vol. l, No.3, later in the autumn. After
Crerry's death it was also published in MDPR,I990.

12. Lenin, Works, Vol. 38, p. 171.

Cnep.rpn 6

1. Novy Mir, November 1987.

2. Lenin, Works, Vol. 45, p.345. Progress Publishers, Moscow 198?.
The "October episode" refers to the behaviour of Zinoviev and
Kamenev on the eve of the october insurrection, when they gave the
date of the inzurrection to the capitalist press.

3. Lenin, Works,Vol.38, p. 363.

4. See Appendix 6 for full text of this letter.

1. Compiled by the Instinrte of Marxism-Leninism in Moscow, working
with scholars in the German Democratic Republic. After German

unification in 1990, the Treuhand privatisation body handed over the

material for the final volumes to Yale University Press.

2. Lenin, Works,Vol.38, p. 135.

3. How Hitler Came to Power was omifted from the collection of Healy's

writings, Materialist Dialectics and tbe Political Ranolutitn, The Marxist

Publishing Co-operative Ltd., April 1990. Here after referred to as

MDPR.

+. The Greek workers Revolutionary Parry produced a Z4-ptge
pamphleg in black and red type, of the Greek translation of Gerry's

notes for the school. They are dated May 25,1986, and are a unique

record. The last four pages of the pamphlet included a diagrammatic

presentation of the concepts oudined in his notes.

5. Lenin, Works,Vol. 38, p. L3Z.

6. Reprinted n MDPR.

7. Lenin quoting Hegel, Works, Vol. 38, p. 139.

8. Lenin, Works,Vol. 14, p.69.

Cnerren 4

1. Trotsky described the counter-revolutionary offensive by Stalin

during the late 1920s as "Thermidor", in a comparison drawn from

the history of the French Revolution of 1789.

2. Marxist Rairut,Vol. 1, No. 6, September 1986.

3. Tlte Marrix,Vol. 1, No. l,July 1987.

4. The "Third Term" is referred to by Lenin, Works, Vol. 18, pp 230-

231.

5. MDPR, p. 56.

6. DietzVdag,Berlin 1985, P.75.
7. This congress voted by a narrow majority to expel Gerry Healy and

his supporters, it was learned several years later.

8. See fold-outpage.
g. These notes were not included in MDPR. See Appendix 5. An essay

by Sabine Grunwald and Gudrun Richter in Nature, Society and

Tbougbt. Vol. 3. No. 4. 1990, Universiry of Minnesota, Materialist
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5. Lenin, Works, Vol.38, pp 144-147.

6. Swiet Weekly,January 30, 1988.

7. Lenin, Works, Vol. 21, p. 384.

8. See Chapter 13.

9. Marrix Monthly, Vol. l, No. l, March 1988. Reprinted n MDPR.

10. Lenin, Works,Vol.38, p.359.

11. "In Kant, Ding an Sich [the thing in iselfl is an empty abstraction,

but Hegel demands abstractions which correspond to der Sache [the
essence]." Lenin, WorksrVol. 38, p.92.

12. ReportedinMarxist Montbfir,Vol. 1, No. 4,June 1988.

13. Marrix Montbly Vol. 1, No. 3, May 1988. Reprinted inMDPR.

14. The Andreyeva affarr is chronicled by Roy Medvedev and Giuletto
Chiesa's in their book Timc of Cbange,l.B.Tauris & Co. Ltd. 1991.

15. From a letter to the author written byA Butenko, March, L992.

16. These diaries were carefully filed at W'est Road. They provided a

unique record of work. They were moved by V. Redgrave between

January 22 ard2+, L992 to an unknown location.

17. The political struggle surrounding the lgth Party conference, as well
as the whole period from 1985 to 1990 in the Soviet Union is usefully
summarised in Angus Roxburgh's Tlte Second Rusian Reoolation: Tbe

Stru.ggle for Powr in the l{renlin, BBC books in 1991. His account of
the conflict at the Conference, between the old guard Staliniss and

the Gorbachev group is thorough. The book and the television series

that accompanied it was a powerful, posthumous vindication of Gerry
Healy's immediate grasp of the essential forces at work in the political
revolution.

18. Mar*ist Monthly, Vol. 1, No. 4,June 1988. Reprinted inMDPR.

Csep"rnn 7

l. See Appendix 2.

2. See Postscript.

3. Wbitbr Frarre?, Leon Trosky, New Park Publications,l9T4.

+. ?an,June 6, 1988.

5. Praada,August 19, 1988.

6. Trud, June 19, 1988. Published in English by weidenfeld and
Nicolson, 1991.

7. See Part II, Chapter 13.

8. These notes did not appear in her book.
9. All the articles appeared in Marcist Montbly, and were reprinted in

MDPR.

10. First published in Naus Line, 1982, then produced as a pamphlet in
October 1982.

ll. MDPR, p. l0l.
12. MDPR, p. 106.

13. MDP& p. tt7 .

14. Marxist Monthly, vol. l, No. 7, september 1988 and reprinted in
MDPR.

15. Published,rn Marrist Montbly, Vol. l, No. 8, October 1988.

16. The event was recorded on a video.

Ctresren 8

l. This was written from the author's notes of that meeting. She was a
member of the committee and present at all subsequent meetings
until her frame-up and expulsion on November 16, tgi}.

2. when there were-important political stnrggles at ICFI meetings,
Gerry Healy would insist upon drawing up a resolution or a practiiai
proposal, which was ryped and copied for every member of the
committee to read and sign.

3. A book called Pbilonpbical Problems in Plryical Scimce was published in
English edition by the Marxist Educational press in Minnesota in
1980. written by a group of philosophers of science working in the
GD& it was enthusiastically reviewed by C,erry Healy in N-eus Line
August 17,1981. The authors point out that Lenin understood matter
to be inexhaustible in depth, an idea confirmed by the discovery that
elemenary particles have stnrcnrres of their own.

4. Bogdanov's own words, quoted by Lenin, Works, pege 322,Vo1. 14.
5. Lenin, works, vol. 14, p.32s. The distinction benreen social being

and social consciousness was a principle to which Gerry oftei
referred, when explaining the nanre of revolutionary development.
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6. MDPR, pp l+6-147 .

7. Moscow Radio,January 5, 1989.

8. The Charter of the Memorial Society was approved in January 1989.

It was published tn Marxist Montbly,Yol.2, No. 3, May 1989.

g. The main speeches at the meeting were rePorted in Marti* Monthly,

Yol.2, No. 2, April 1989.

10. The rise of the Moscow Jewish theatre was Part of the efforts to
reverse the anti-Semitism of the Stalinist bureaucracy. In January
1989 the Politburo commission on the repressions of the Stalin period

published information about the so-called 'Jewish Anti-Fascist
-Committee" 

case. The committee was dissolved in 1948, and its

leaders were sentenced to death or long terms of imprisonment in

Jdy L952 on groundless charges.

11. The ICFI statement documenting the split with Michael was

published in Marxix Monthly,Vol. 2, No. 10, December 1989'

12. This document is in Gerry Healy's archives, and unavailable to the

authors.

13. Marrist Montbly,Yol.2, No. 4, June 1989.

14. He also read and reviewed a book by Steven Merritt Miner about

World War II, called Benteen Churchill and Stalin, published in
Marcist Montbly, Vol. 2, No. 6, August 1989-

15. Praada, Joly 10, 1989. L. Onikov: The Party and resmrcruring - why

is the vanguard lagging behind?

16. The ICFI published the results of its inquiry in How The GPU

Murdred Trotky alrrd Accomplica of tbe GPU, New Park Publications,

1976.

lT.Marxist Montbly, Vol. 2, No.6, August 1989: How tbe GPU Killed

Trotsky by Vanessa Redgrave.

18. The 10th Congress Perspectives Resolution was published in Martirt
Montbly,Yol.2, No. 7, September 1989.

19. The Tory government of Mrs Thatcher finally succeeded in
abolishing the Docks Labour Scheme in 1989.

20. This process is outlined by Hegel in Science of Logic, Book- II. The
Doctrine of Essence. Lenin quotes from this in Works, Vol. 38, pp

l3I-132: "scepticism allows the content "that which is immediately

given"!! of its Semblance to be giaen to it; for it, it is immediate,

whatever content it is to have. The monad of Leibnitz develops its
presentations out of iself; but it is no creative and connecting force,
the presentations arise in it like bubbles; they are indifferent and
immediate relative to one another, and therefore to the monad iself.
Similarly, Kant's phenomenon is a giaen content of perception; it
presupposed affections, determinations of the subject which are
immediate to one another and to the zubject. The infinite limitation
or check of Fichte's idealism refuses, perhaps, to be based on any
Thing-in-itself, so that it becomes purely a determinateness in the
Ego. But this determinateness is immediate and a limit to the Ego,
which transcending its externality, incorporates iq and though the
Ego can pass beyond the limit, the latter has in it an aspect of
indifference by virtue of which it contains an immediate not-Being of
the Ego, though itself contained in the Ego." lempbasir in originall

21. Gerry Healy did not like the word "diagram" because it tended to
trurn cognition into a mechanical and formal process instead of an
open-ended creative practice. He always called this drawing a

"projection".

22. Marxist Monthly, Vol. 2, No. 8, October 1989. It was followed by the
concluding part of Ignatiev's Methodalogical Recornmendartons on tbe
tberne 'Tbe Laut of tbe Negation of the Negation'.

Z3.lvarrr Vrachev and his wife, Rebecca Boguslavskaya, daughter of Left
Oppositionist Boguslavsky, participated in Symposium 1990. He
travelled from Moscow to East Grinstead in April at the age of 92 and
in the auturln gave a, series of lectures relating his personal experience
as a leader in the Civil War, his meeting with Trotsky in Sukhumi,
and the struggle against Stalinism in the 1920s. Rebecca
Boguslavskaya died in Moscow early in 1994.

Cserrrn 9

l. The endre procedings of this school, including the barhng dog, were
recorded on audio tape. It was transcribed during the summer of 1990
to provide a basis for an international school planned for November
1990. When the manuscript was finally completed in October 1990,
copies were made for the Marxist Party Central Committee and the
ICFI and distributed. These were all suddenly withdrawn by C.
Redgrave on November 9, 1990. Apparendy he and his sister had
taken exception to the inclusion in the transcript of some remarks
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Gerry Healy had made in connection with his visits to see Colonel

Gaddafi in Libya. He had explained to the school how he had

"hitched a lift with the Colonel", to get back from Tripoli to London
one night.

The zuppression of Stellios and his group by Michael had been the

subject-of an IC Commission of Inquiry consisting of C. Redgrave

and Xavier Aubia during the early part of 1989. The inquiry had

exonerated the Stellios group.

The Actors Union RSFSR building was gutted by a mysterious fire in
the spring of 1990, which also affected,rhe Mosctat Nants offices.

Soviet historian Viktor Danilov wrote about this in an article
published n History WorksboP,1990.

haofu, November 2, 1989; Mosctu Nants, November 5, t989 and in a
new magazine catted Rodina, arrd Kamunrr, introducing Trosky *d
Trotsky's writings.

Ponamariev was later to become a founder of the Democratic Russia

party in 1991.

Marxi* Monthly,Yol. 2, No. 1 1, January 1990.

8. To record the last days of Gerry Healy's life, the author compiled a

diary immediately afterwards including accounts by those who visited

him that week.

g. Billik was a Leningrad historian who had written some excellent

articles about Trotsky.

10. A srike by ambulance crews was in progress, and army ambulances

were being sent out.

11. The Greek satirical weekly ma,ga,zine Pondiki (Itfiouse) wrote on

January 26, 1990: "Within the avalanche of the developments in
eastern Europe, at least in Greece, the death of the historic leader of
the Trotskyist movement, the English philosopher Gerry Healy
passed unnoticed. A prominent figure of the Troskyist movemeng
Healy was at the forefront of the strike movement in the British
merchant navy before the war, together with Antoni Ambatiello.
Later he played a vanguard role in the European revolutionary
movement. He was the man who had direct contacts with the Political
Committee of the CPSU and played the major role in the iszue of the

rehabilitation of Trotsky after the coming to power of Mikhail
Gorbachev. Healy was going to visit Salonica at the end of the month,
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to hold a series of lectures at the Trades Council facilities. He was to
have gone to the Soviet tlnion at the invitation of the Institute of
Philosophy. He did not make ie he died at the age of 7 5."

12. Adolph,joffe was one of the most outsranding diplomats in the first
years of Soviet power. On November 16, 1927 he committed suicide
in protest against Stalin's expulsion of Trotsky andZinoiev from the
Central Committee. His death is described in Victor Serge's Mernoirs
of n Ranluionaryr 1901-194L Oxford University Press, 1963.

13. The proceedings of the Symposium were transcribed and translated
ready for publication. To the author's knowledge they have never
appeared.

Cnep.rpn l0
l. See Appendix 6.

2. WP (4),202 L3rhApril l9++, @ Public Records OfEce, Kew.

3. Robert .Sbaw 1917-1980. Fighter for Trotskyism, New Park
Publications, London 1983.

Crnrrpn l1
1. Trotskyinn aersus Rndonisrn, New Park Publicarions, Vol. 1, p. 143,

London.

Gurrrn 13

l. A reply to the Britisb agent of tbe OCI liquidatimistr Michael Banda and
PeterJeffries, Workers Revolutionary Pocket Library No. 10, 197+.
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1. See Appendix 2.
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